


pLSland ispLSI Product Index
Density

Icc
PART # Pins (PLD Tpd (ns) Fmax(MHz) (mA) Description Page

Gates)

pLSl1 ispLSI 1016 44 2000 10,12,15,20 110,90,80,60 150 64 Macrocell High-Density PLD 2-61

pLS II ispLS I 1024 68 4000 12,15,20 90,80,60 190 96 Macrocell High-Density PLD 2-81

pLSl1 ispLSI 1032 84 6000 12,15,20 90,80,60 195 128 Macrocell High-Density PLD 2-97

pLSl1 ispLSI 1048 120 8000 15,18,24 80,70,50 235 192 Macrocell High-Density PLD 2-117

pLSl1 ispLSI 1048C 128 8000 18,24 70,50 235 192 Macrocell High-Density PLD 2-133

pLSl1 ispLSI 2032 44 1000 7.5,10,15 135,110,80 - 32 Macrocell High-Density PLD 2-151

pLSl1 ispLSI 3256 160 11000 15,17,23 80,70,50 - 256 Macrocell High-Density PLD 2-169

GAL Product Index

PART # Pins Tpd (ns) Fmax (MHz) Icc Isb Description Page
(mA) ijIA)

GAL16V8 20 5,7.5,10,15,25 166, 100, 62.5, 41.6 55,90,115 - Universal 20-Pin PLD 3-5

GAL 16V8Z1ZD 20 12,15 83.3,62.5 55 100 Zero-Power 20-Pin PLD 3-29

GAL16VP8 20 15,25 80,50 115 - 64mA High Output Drive 16V8 3-49

GAL18V10 20 15,20 62.5 115 - 22V10 Subset 3-67

GAL20RA10 24 10,15,20,30 71.4,50,41.7,25 100 - Asynchronous - 10 Prog. Clocks 3-79

GAL20V8 24 5,7.5,10,15,25 166, 100, 62.5, 41.6 55,90,115 - Universal 24-Pin PLD 3-97

GAL20V8Z1ZD 24 12,15 83.3,62.5 55 100 Zero-Power 24-Pin PLD 3-121

GAL20VP8 24 15,25 80,50 115 - 64mA High Output Drive 20V8 3-141

GAL20XV10 24 10,15,20 100,83.3,71.4 ro - 24-Pin XOR PLD 3-159

GAL22V10 24 5,6,7.5,10,15,25 200,166,142.8,105, 55,90,130,140, - Universal 24-Pin PLD 3-173
83.3,38.5 150

ispGAL22V10 28 7.5,10,15 111,105,83.3 140 - In-System Programmable 22V1 0 3-193

GAL26CV12 28 7.5, 10, 15,20 142.8, 105, 83.3, 62.5 130 - 22V10 Superset 3-213

GAL6001 24 3J 27 150 - FPLA Architecture 3-231

GAL6002 24 15,20 75,60 135 - FPLA Architecture 3-249

In-System Programmable Generic Digital Switch Product Index

PART # Pins Tpd (ns) Fmax(MHz) Icc Description Page
(mA)

ispGDS14 20 7.5 50 40 7 x 7 Programmable Switch Matrix 4-5

ispGDS18 24 7.5 50 40 9 x 9 Programmable Switch Matrix 4-5

ispGDS22 28 7.5 50 40 11 x 11 Programmable Switch Matrix 4-5



Thank you for your interest in Lattice Semiconductor's programmable logic
products. Lattice offers the world's highest performance and broadest product
line of low density and high density CMOS PLDs.

This data book includes our industry standard GAL®product line and our new
High-Density PLDs, the pLSI®and ispLSI™ 1000,2000, and 3000 families. The
pLSI and ispLSI families combine the performance and ease of use of PLDs
with the density and flexibility of FPGAs.

Lattice Semiconductor, the worldwide leader in E2CMOS PLDs, is committed
to supplying you with the optimal solution to all of your programmable logic
requirements.
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Vice President and General Manager
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Introduction

Background

Lattice Semiconductor Corporation, founded in 1983
and based in Hillsboro, Oregon, has completed its tenth
year of supplying innovative solutions for the high perfor-
mance system design needs of its customers. Through
its pioneering efforts at applying E2CMOS® technology
to programmable logic, Lattice has established the GAL®
family of products as the industry standard worldwide.
With the introduction of the hi[h-density programmable
Large Scale Integration (pLSI"") devices and in-system
programmable Large Scale Integration (ispLSITM)devices,
Lattice has become the world's largest supplier of low-
density CMOS PLDs and the fastest growing supplier of
high-density CMOS PLDs.

Lattice has recently introduced two new low-density in-
system programmable devices: the ispGAL22V10 and
ispGDSTM. The ispGAL22V10 brings on-the-fly system
logic reconfigurability to the industry standard GAL22V1 O.
The ispGDS (in-system programmable Generic Digital
Switch) family further extends Lattice's programmable
technology beyond logic to board interconnect and signal
routing. ispGDS opens new possibilities for system
designers and is just the first of a number of application
specific programmable solutions which will be addressed
by Lattice in the future.

Time-to-Market
E2CMOS PLDs enable system designers to meet ever-
shrinking time-to-market constraints while avoiding the
significant development costs, lead times and dedicated
inventories associated with traditional ASIC and bipolar
PLD solutions.

Flexibility
Programmable and reprogrammable devices enable fast
and easy modifications to system designs.

Product Differentiation
Programmable devices support end-product differen-
tiation through proprietary feature enhancements. This
is particularly true when a system utilizes the non-volatile
ISpTM(In-System Programmable) technology pioneered
by Lattice.

Inventory Reduction
A single standard part type can be used in multiple,
diverse applications. Just 5 GAL architectures replace
virtually all bipolar PAL® architectures (see figure 1). •
Products

The Lattice PLD product offering can be segmented into
two strategic product thrusts:

Low Density: GAL Family
- 100 - 1,000 Gates
- The Highest Performance PLDs from any Supplier
- Superior Replacements for Bipolar and CMOS PLD

Architectures
- E2CMOS Low-Power, Quality and Reliability
- Broadest Range of PLD Architectures Offering Features

not Available in other PLDs

High Density: pLSI and ispLSI Families
- 1,000 - 14,000 Gates (World's Largest)
- World's Fastest High-Density PLDs (HDPLDs)
- Superior HDPLD Architecture (Flexible, Predictable

Performance)
- Pioneering Non-volatile In-System Programmability (ISP)
- Range of Effective Development Tool Options

Figure 1. Five GAL devices replace virtually all bipolar
PAL devices.
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Lattice Product Features

There are three fundamental features which Lattice PLDs
share: E2CMOS technology, performance leadership
and innovation.

E2CMOS Technology
All GAL, pLSI and ispLSI devices are manufactured
using Lattice's proprietary high-speed UltraMOS®
E2CMOS technology. Lattice is unique among "fab-Iess"
companies in that the process technology development
is actually done by Lattice. UltraMOS technology
successfully combines the best features of CMOS and
NMOS process technology to yield PLDs with the follow-
ing key features:

- Industry Leading Performance
- High Logic Densities
- Low Power Consumption
- Non-Volatile, In-System Programmability
- Fast Erase and Reprogram Times
- 100% Full Parametric Testability
- 100% Programming and Functional Yields

Performance Leadership
Lattice continues its long track record of producing the
fastest CMOS PLDs in the market. These industry-
leading high-performance products are typically available
to the market months ahead of any other PLD supplier.
As a result, Lattice customers have always been able to
take full advantage of next generation microprocessor
speeds and bring out industry leading end products of
their own, thus fueling their own success.

While speed continues to be a top priority, Lattice has
also introduced PLD families which address other logic
design concerns such as low power ("Zero-Power"
GAL16/20V8Z and GAL16/20V8ZD), high output drive
(GAL16/20VP8) and logic density (GAL26CV12).

Innovation
The third, and perhaps the most important attribute of
Lattice's products is technology and architectural
innovation. Lattice's most far-reaching innovation may
have been the decision in 1984 to combine E2CMOS
technology with the PLD architecture when all other PLD
suppliers were offering UV erasable EPROM technology.
This marriage yielded the GAL product family - the "1st
Revolution in PLD design."

Lattice innovation also started the "2nd Revolution in
PLD design" with the introduction of the first non-volatile

in-system programmable high-density PLD family -
ispLSI, as well as the ispGAL22V10 and ispGDS.

The ISP concept, and the ispLSI, ispGAL and ispGDS
families in particular, dramatically impact system devel-
opment and manufacturing. Lattice ISP solutions deliver:

Effortless Prototyping: Design iterations can be down-
loaded directly to the ISP device soldered onto the
prototype board.

Reconfigurable Systems: A single generic board can
be "personalized" to one of many system configurations
at final board level test.

Simplified Manufacturing: Eliminates all stand-alone
programming steps. Device programming can be done
as part of board-level testing. The result is no
misprogrammed devices, no inventory headaches keep-
ing track of patterned devices, and no PLD rework costs.

No More Bent Leads: ISP technology also solves the
handling problems associated with high pin count, fine
pitch packages (POFP, TOFP etc.). It eliminates bent
leads and unreliable solder joints by programming devices
in-system.

Summary

Lattice, the leader in E2CMOS PLDs, is committed to
providing its customers with industry-leading program-
mable solutions. We realize that your system design
requirements and time-to-market pressures will only get
tougher in the future. Lattice is committed to supporting
you with state-of-the-art products with the performance,
architecture, quality and reliability to meet your needs.
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Introduction to
pLSI® and ispLSI™ Families

The Lattice pLSI and ispLSI Families

The Lattice programmable Large Scale Integration (pLSI)
and in-system programmable Large Scale Integration
(ispLSI) families are the logical choice for your next
design project. They're the first programmable logic
devices to combine the performance and ease of use of
PLDs with the density and flexibility of FPGAs. And at 135
MHz system speed, and up to 14000 PLD gates, they're
the world's fastest and highest density programmable
logic devices!

There are three pLSI and ispLSI families to fit your
specific application needs. Lattice's premier pLSI and
ispLSI1 000 family implements high integration functions
such as controllers, LANs and encoders at high speeds.
The high performance pLSI and ispLSI 2000 family with
its large number of I/Os handles timers, counters as well
as timing critical interfaces to high speed RISC/CISC
microprocessors. The highest density pLSI and ispLSI
3000 family integrates complete system logic, DSP func-
tions, and entire encryption or compression logic into a
single package, while delivering superior performance.

The ispLSI 1000, 2000 and 3000 families pioneer non-
volatile, in-system programmability, a technology that
allows real-time programming, less expensive manufac-
turing and end-user system reconfiguration.

All the development tools you need are available from
Lattice - tools ranging from Lattice's own entry level
software to higher level, third-party design environments.
With these tools, you'll be completing your circuit designs
in hours instead of weeks or months.

Applications
• Address Decoders
• State Machines
• CountersfTimers
• Glue logic
• Processor Buses!
VO Requirements

• Pentium System
Performance

Applications
• Address

Decoders
• State Machines
• CountersITimers
• Glue Logic

1000
Gates

32 I
GAL
Product Line

pLSI and ispLS11000: The Premier High
Density Family

o 110 MHz system performance

o 10 ns pin-to-pin delay (maximum)

o 2000-8000 PLD gates

o 44-pin to 128-pin packages

pLSI and ispLSI 2000: Unparalleled System
Performance

•
o 135 MHz system performance (world's fastest!)

07.5 ns pin-to-pin delay (maximum)

o 1000-4000 PLD gates

o 44-pin to 128-pin packages

o High I/O to Logic Ratio

pLSI and ispLSI 3000: Density with
Performance

o 110 MHz system performance

o 10 ns pin-to-pin delay (maximum)

08000-14000 PLD gates (world's largest!)

o 128-pin to 208-pin packages

o Boundary scan for enhanced testability
(IEEE 1149.1)

Applications
• LAN Controllers
• MemorylDMA Controllers
• Graphic Sub-functions
• Interrupt Controllers
• Data Packet Encoders
• Glue logic

Applications
• VlSI Chips
• GraphlcsIDSP

Functions
• Cache Controllers
• EncryptlonlDecryption
• Compression

Encoders
• Glue Logic



Introduction to pLSI and ispLSI

Family Overview Each device contains multiple Generic Logic Blocks
(GLBs), architectured to maximize system flexibility and
performance. And a generous supply of registers and
I/O cells provides the optimum balance of internal logic
and external connections. A global interconnect scheme
ties everything together, enabling high logic utilization.

From registers to counters, from multiplexers to complex
state machines, these families of high-density program-
mable logic will address your high-performance system
logic needs.

With PLD gate densities ranging from 1,000 to 14,000,
the pLSI and ispLSI devices provide the range of pro-
grammable logic solutions you need to meet design
requirements today and tomorrow.

Density 2000 4000 6000 8000
(PLD Gates)

Speed: HO 90 90 80
Fmax (MHz)

Speed: 10 12 12 15
Tpd (ns)

Macrocells 64 96 128 192

Registers 96 144 192 288

Inputs & I/Os 36 54 72 106/110

Pins/Package 44-PLCC 68-PLCC 84-PLCC 120-PQFP
44-TQFP 68-JLCC 100-TQFP 128-PQFP
44-JLCC 84-CPGA



Introduction to pLSI and ispLSI

pLSI and ispLSI Architecture

The pLSI and ispLSI architecture was constructed with
real system design requirements in mind. Figure 1
shows the representation of the pLSI 3256 architecture.
This architecture provides the designer with the following
advantages.

o Easy to use

o Design portability across all the families

o Non-volatile in-system programmable (ispLSI)

o Advanced Global Clock Network ••
pLSIandispLSI2000

1000 2000 4000 8000 11000 14000

135 135 110 110 80 80

7.5 7.5 10 10 15 15

32 64 96 192 256 320
32 64 96 288 384 480
34 68 102 96 128 "160

44-PLCC 84-PLCC 128-PQFP 128-PQFP 167-CPGA 207-CPGA
44-TQFP 100-TQFP 160-MQUAD 208-IVIQUA



Introduction to pLSI and ispLSI

The Global Routing Pool

Central to the pLSI and ispLSI architecture is the
Global Routing Pool (GRP), which connects all of the
internal logic and makes it available to the designer.
The GRP provides complete interconnectivity with
fixed and predictable delays. This unique interconnect
scheme consistently provides high performance and
allows effortless implementation of complex designs.

o:rn o:rn o:rn o:rn
n ut us

I Output Routing Pool (ORP) I
0000

Global Routing Pool
(GRP)

~0~~
I Output Routing Pool (ORP) I

In ut Bus
o:rn o:rn o:rn o:rn

Generic Logic Block (GLB)

The key element in the pLSI and ispLSI architecture is the
Generic Logic Block (GLB). This powerful logic block
provides a high input-to-output ratio for best logic effi-
ciency. The GLB (figure 2) used in the pLSI and ispLSI
1000 and 2000 families feature 18 inputs which drive an
array of 20 Product Terms (PTs). These product terms
feed four outputs which effectively handle both wide and
narrow gating functions. The pLSI and ispLSI 3000 family

The Output Routing Pool (ORP)
The Output Routing Pool (ORP) is a unique pLSI and
ispLSI architectural feature which provides flexible con-
nections between the GLB outputs and the output pins.
This flexibility allows for "last minute" logic design changes
to be implemented without changing the external pin-out.

o:rn o:rn o:rn
n ut us

I Output Routing Pool (ORP) I
[§]~~~

GRP-
Global
Routing
Pool

GLB-
Generic
Logic
Block

ORP-
Output
Routing
Pool

CLK-
Clock
Distribution
Network

~~0~
I Output Routing Pool (ORP) I

In ut Bus
o:rn o:rn o:rn o:rn

utilizes a Twin GLB which delivers wider logic functional-
ity. The Twin GLB accepts 24 inputs and feeds two arrays
of 20 Product Terms that ultimately drive two sets of four
outputs.

The architectural flexibility of the pLSI and ispLSI GLB,
combined with its optimum input-to-output ratio, allows
the GLB to implement virtually all 4-bit and 8-bit MSI
functions.



Introduction to pLSI and ispLSI

An additional element of architectural flexibility is the
Product Term Sharing Array (PTSA). The PTSA allows
the 20 PTs from the AND array to be shared with any and
all of the four GLB outputs. This ability to share PTs
between all of the four GLB outputs provides a highly
efficient means to implement complex state machines by
eliminating duplicate product term groups.

Each of the four outputs from the PTSA feeds into a
flexible Output Logic Macrocell (OLMC), consisting of a
D-type flip-flop with an Exclusive-OR gate on the input.

The OLMC allows each GLB output to be configured as
either combinatorial or registered. Combinatorial mode is
available as AND-OR or Exclusive-OR. Registered mode
is available as D, Tor J-K.

The power of the GLB is further enhanced by a flexible
clock distribution network. This network provides a choice
of clock signals to each GLB: global synchronous clock
signals or internally generated asynchronous product
term clock signals. •

Registered

OLMC or2 Combinatorial
Dedicated Outputs

Inputs Product
Logic Term

16 Array 20 Sharing 4 4
Inputs Array • Registered

OutputsFrom GRP D, T,J-K toGRP,
Synch/Asynch ORPor I/O

Clocking

24
Inputs

From GAP

Logic
Array

Product
Term

Sharing
Array

Product
Term

Sharing
Array

Registered
or

Combinatorial
Outputs

• Re9~~EfeJ.K
Synch/Asynch

Clocking
Outputs
toGRP.

ORPorl/O

Outputs
toGRP.

ORP or I/O

• Reg~~,¥eJ_K
Synch/Asynch

Clocking



Introduction to pLSI and ispLSI

Standard Configuration

o GLB Outputs Comprised of 4,4,5 and 7 Product
Terms

o The PTSA can Combine up to 20 Product Terms
per GLB Output to Meet the Needs of Both Wide
and Narrow Logic Functions

High-Speed Bypass Configuration

o For Speed-Critical Timing Paths

o Bypasses the PTSA and the Internal Exclusive-
OR gate of the OLMC

o Provides Four Product Terms per Output

o Supports Design of Fast Address Decoders

1000
and 2000
Family
GLB

02~
Rou'ng
""" ...
"'-Rwlng

0'"""

3000
Family

03 GLB

02~
RoulnO

"""on'0..",",
Roulno

01"""

Exclusive-XOR Configuration

o Utilizes Powerful Exclusive-XOR Architecture

o Great for Counters, ComparatorsandALU Func-
tions

Single PT Configuration

o Small Logic Functions at Fast Speed

o Individual Outputs are Independently
Configurable

o PTSA Gives Flexibility in the Number and Selec-
tion of Product Terms per Output



Introduction to pLSI and ispLSI

Security Cell

A security cell is provided in the pLSI and ispLSI devices
to prevent unauthorized copying of the array patterns.
Once programmed, this cell prevents further read access
to the functional bits in the device. This cell can only be
erased by reprogramming the device, so the original
configuration can never be examined once this cell is
programmed.

Device Programming

pLSI and ispLSI devices can be programmed using a
Lattice-approved device programmer, available from a
number of third party manufacturers. Complete
programming of the device takes only a few seconds.
Erasing of the device is automatic and is completely
transparent to the user. In-system programming is also
available with ispLSI devices which allows programming
on the circuit board using Lattice programming algorithms
and standard 5V system power.

Latch-up Protection

pLSI and ispLSI devices are designed with an on-board
charge pump to negatively bias the substrate. The
negative bias is of sufficient magnitude to prevent input
undershoots from causing the internal circuitry to latch-
up. Additionally', outputs are designed with n-channel
pull-ups instead of the traditional p-channel pull-ups to
eliminate any possibility of SCR induced latching.

Lattice's ispLSI devices (in-system programmable) are
the industry's only high-density programmable logic fam-
ily offering non-volatile, in-system reconfigurability.

ispLSI devices are available in all three families: 1000,
2000 and 3000. The ispLSI devices are 100 percent
functionally and parametrically compatible with their pLSI
counterparts, with the added capability for 5-volt in-
system programmability and reprogrammability.

Complex logic functions can be implemented in multiple
ispLSI devices with complete on-board configurability.
In-system programming of a multiple ispLSI chip solution
is easily achieved through a proprietary in-system erase/
program/verify technique.

In-system programmability can revolutionize the way you
design, manufacture and service systems.

Prototype Board Designs

In-system programming allows you to program and modify
your logic designs "in-system" without removing the
device(s) from the board. This accelerates the system
and board-level debug process and enables you to
define the board layout earlier in the design process. •When programming traditional PLDs, manual handling is
required during both design/debugging and manufactur-
ing stages. When using PQFPs or TQFPs, fragile leads
as thin as 0.5 mm can easily bend in the programmer
socket causing coplanarity damage. With ispLSl, you
can solder these packages onto your printed circuit
board and still program and reprogram the devices
during debugging and manufacturing - without ever
losing a single part due to bent leads.

Your options become boundless when you have the
ability to change the functionality of devices already'
soldered on a p.c. board. You can now implement mul-
tiple hardware configurations with the same circuit board
design. A vari~ty of protocols or system interfaces can be
implemented on a generic board as the last step in the
manufacturing flow.

With software reconfigurable systems, field updates are
as easy as loading a new configuration from a floppy or
downloading it through a modem.

Enhanced Manufacturing Flow with ispLSI

Perhaps the most exciting benefit of the ispLSI family is
its potential to streamline the manufacturing process by
eliminating the separate programming and labeling steps
usually associated with PLDs. Quality is enhanced when
product handling steps are reduced, in this case, those
associated with programming, labeling and re-
inventorying multiple device types. Eliminating socketing
further improves quality and reduces board cost. Figure
6 shows the enhanced manufacturing with the ispLSI
device.



Introduction to pLSI and ispLSI

Micro
Processor

Standard Flow
Using PLDs/FPGAs

Enhanced Flow
Using ispLSI Devices

Board Test

• Diagnostics Using ispLSI
• Final Programming
• Final Board Test

• ispLSI Devices

• ISP Interface

All necessary programming is achieved via five TTL-Ievel
logic interface signals (see figure 7). These five signals
control the on-chip programming circuitry, which protects
against inadvertent reprogramming via on-chip state
machines. The ispLSI family can also be programmed
using popular third-party logic programmers.

Figure 7. In-System Programming Interface (Multi-
Chip Solution)

SDO ISOl 5-wire ISP
MODE Programming

SCLK Interface

ispEN
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An emerging trend in board-level testing is boundary
scan test, an attractive feature helping designers test
system boards efficiently while lowering test and manu-
facturing costs. The pLSI and ispLSI 3000 family offers
dedicated IEEE 1149.1 boundary scan support for all test
functions required by the standard. By using pLSI and
ispLSI devices you not only eliminate expensive "bed-of-
nails" testers but also simplify testing of surface-mount
boards, multi-layer boards and boards using fine-pitch
packages. Boundary scan is ideal wherever tight board
layout limits access to logic signals.

It only takes 4 pins to implement the boundary scan
interface. The ispLSI3000 devices share the four bound-
ary scan signals with the in-system programming pins.
This enhances the testability of system designs allowing
logic to be reconfigured to improve controllability and
observability.

The Lattice pLSI/ispLSI Development System (pDS)
software is used to implement designs in pLSI and ispLSI
devices. Design alternatives can be quickly implemented
using Lattice's low cost pDS software or the pDS+ family
of Fitters that interface with third-party development
software packages. This section describes the pDS and
pDS+ Development Systems. Programmer support is
also discussed.

pLSl/ispLSI Development System (pDS)

o High-Performance, Low-Cost Development
Environment

o Supports pLSI and ispLSI Device Families

o Boolean Logic and Text File Design Entry

o Windows Based Graphical User Interface

DOver 275 Macros Available

o JEDEC File Download Direct to Programmer or
ispLSI Device

General Description

All pLSI and ispLSI families are supported by Lattice's low-
cost pDS software. It runs on IBM-compatible (386/486/
Pentium) PCswith Microsoft@Windows.

The graphical user interface employs an easy-to-use
mouse and pull-down menu driven approach. Combined
with Boolean logic data entry using an ABELTM-like
syntax, pDS makes design entry with pLSI and ispLSI
quick and straightforward (see figure 8). •

oBooleanEquations
oMacros(>275)
o"ABEL"-LikeSyntax

oLogicMinimization
oChecksfor SignalAvailability

oAutomatic
oOptimized
oFast

oViewsim
oEDIFCompatible

oJEDEC File Generation
oDownloadto Programmer
or to Device(ispLSI)

The pDS software supports over 275 macros to assist the
design process. These macros cover most TTL func-
tions, from gate primitives to 16-bit counters. The software
also supports user-definable macros which can be modi-
fications of existing macros or custom creations.

The pDS software automatically verifies the design,
performs logic minimization and checks for signal avail-
ability.

The Lattice Place and Route software assigns pins and
critical speed paths while routing the design.

Quick compilation speeds the design, debug and rework
process dramatically. Incremental design techniques are
also supported.
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Timing and functional simulation is available from Lattice,
using Viewsim simulation software.

The Windows graphical user interface makes
programming easy, using pull-down menus, intuitive
point-and-click commands and self explanatory
instructions. Without any up-front training, designs can
be completed within hours instead of days or weeks.

o Supports pLSI and ispLSI Device Families

o Schematic Capture, State Machine, Design Entry
HDL, and Boolean Equations

o Expanded Macro Library (>300)

o Automatic Logic Minimization and Partitioning

o Automatic Place and Route

o Logic and Timing Simulation

o EDIF Compatible

o JEDEC File Download Direct to Programmer or
ispLSI Device

General Description

For higher level design entry environments, Lattice offers
pDS+ development software packages, which expand on
the core capabilities of pDS. Schematic capture, state
machine, HDL and Boolean entry are supported, along
with an expanded macro library.

The pDS+ software utilizes industry standard third-party
design environments such as Viewlogic's Viewdraw™
and Data I/O's ABEL.

Running on IBM compatible (386/486/Pentium) PCs or
workstation platforms, pDS+ software supports automatic
logic minimization and partitioning as well as place and
route, resulting in high logic utilization.

For logic and timing simulation, support is available from
Lattice through Viewlogic Viewsim simulation tools.

Third Party Programming Support

The pLSI and ispLSI families are supported by popular
third-party logic programmers including Data I/O, Logical
Devices, BP-Microsystems, Stag, System General, SMS
Micro Systems and Advin. Table 2 describes each
vendor's specific programmer models that support the

pLSI and ispLSI devices. No proprietary, expensive, high
pin-count programmers are required.

High pin-count socket adapters are available from Emu-
lation Technology, Procon Technology, EDI Corporation
and Logical Systems Corporation.

Additionally, the ispLSI family can be programmed on the
board (in-system), which eliminates the need for a stand-
alone programmer. For specific details refer to the
Lattice Programming Tools Guide available from your
local Sales Representative.

Programmer Vendor Model

Pilot-U84

Advin Systems Pilot-U40

Pilot-GUGCE

PLD-1128
BP Microsystems

CP-1128

2900

Data I/O 3900

Unisite40/48

Allpro 40
Logical Devices

Allpro 88

SMS Micro Systems Sprint Expert

System 3000
Stag

ZL30/A

System General TURPRO-1

isp Engineering Kit

The ispLSI family may also be programmed with Lattice's
isp Engineering Kit Model 100 for PCs and Model 200 for
Sun workstations. The kit is designed for engineering
purposes only and is not intended for production use. By
connecting an 8 wire cable to the parallel printer port of
a PC, JEDEC files can be easily downloaded into the
ispLSI device. Additionally, this cable can be connected
directly to the circuit board facilitating on-board in-system
programming.



1000 Family
Architectural Description

pLSI and ispLSI 1000 Family Introduction

The basic unit of logic for the pLSI and ispLSI families is
the Generic Logic Block (GLB). Figure 1 illustrates the
pLSI1032 with its 32 GLBs labelled AO,A1 .. 07. Each
GLB has 1B inputs, a programmable AND/ORIXOR ar-
ray, and four outputs which can be configured to be either
combinatorial or registered. Inputs to the GLB come from
the Global Routing Pool (GRP) and dedicated inputs. All
ofthe GLB outputs are brought back into the GRP so that
they can be connected to the inputs of any other GLB on
the device.

As an example, the pLSI 1032 has 64 I/O cells, each of
which is directly connected to an I/O pin. Each I/O cell
can be individually programmed to be a combinatorial
input, registered input, latched input, output or bi-direc-
tionall/O pin with 3-state control. Additionally, all outputs
are polarity selectable, active high or active low. The
signal levels are TTL compatible voltages and the output
drivers can source 4 mA or sink B mA.

The I/O cells are grouped into sets of 16 as shown in
figure 1. Each of these VO groups is associated with a
Megablock through the use of the Output Routing Pool
(ORP).

Eight GLBs, 16 I/O cells, one ORP and two dedicated
inputs are connected together to make a Megablock. The
outputs of the eight GLBs are connected to a set of 16
universal I/O cells by the ORP. Each Megablock shares
a common Output Enable (OE) signal. The pLSI 1032
device, shown in figure 1 contains four Megablocks.

The GRP has as its inputs the outputs from all ofthe GLBs
and all of the inputs from the bi-directional I/O cells. All
of these signals are made available to the inputs of the
GLBs. Delays through the GRP have been equalized to
minimize timing skew.

Clocks in the devices are selected using the Clock
Distribution Network. The dedicated clock pins
(YO, Y1, Y2 and Y3) are brought into the distribution
network, and five outputs (CLK 0, CLK1, CLK 2, 10CLK
o and 10CLK 1) are provided to route clocks to the GLBs
and I/O cells. The Clock Distribution Network can also be
driven from a special GLB (CO on the pLSI and ispLSI
1032 device). The logic of this GLB allows the user to
create an internal clock from a combination of internal
signals within the device.

•
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Generic Logic Block

The Generic Logic Block (GLB) is the standard logic
block of the Lattice high-density pLSI and ispLSI devices.
A GLB has 18 inputs, four outputs and the logic neces-
sary to implement most standard logic functions. The
internal logic of the GLB is divided into four separate
sections: the AND Array, the Product Term Sharing Array
(PTSA), the Reconfigurable Registers, and the Control
Functions (see figure 2). The AND array consists of 20
product terms which can produce the logical sum of any
ofthe 18 GLB inputs. Sixteen ofthe inputs come from the
Global Routing Pool, and are either feedback signals
from any of the GLBs or inputs from the external I/o cells.
The two remaining inputs come directly from two dedi-
cated input pins. These signals are available to the
product terms in both the logical true and the comple-
mented forms which makes boolean logic reduction more
efficient.

The PTSA takes the 20 product terms and routes them
to the four GLB outputs. There are four OR gates, with
four, four, five and seven product terms each (see figure

Inputs From Dedicated
Global Routing Pool Inpuls-o 1 2 3 •• 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

CLKO
CLKl
CLK2

PTCIock
PTOulput

Enable

2). The output of any of these OR gates can be routed to
any of the four GLB outputs, and if more product terms
are needed, the PTSA can combine them as necessary.
In addition, the PTSA can share product terms similar to
an FPLA device. If the user's main concern is speed, the
PTSA can use a bypass circuit which provides four
product terms to each output, to increase the perfor-
mance of the cell (see figure 3). This can be done to any
or all of the four outputs from the GLB.

The Reconfigurable Registers consist of four D-type flip-
flops with an XOR gate on the input. The XOR gate in the
GLB can be used either as a logic element orto reconfig-
ure the D-type flip-flop to emulate a J-K or T-type flip-flop
(see figure 4). This greatly simplifies the design of
counters, comparators and ALU type functions. The
registers can be bypassed if the user needs a combina-
torialoutput. Each register output is brought back into the
Global Routing Pool and is also brought to the I/O cells
via the Output Routing Pool. Reconfigurable registers
are not available when the four product term bypass is
used.

Reconfigurable
Registers

D. J-K. andT

02 To
Global
Routing
Pool and
OUlput

01 ~:~ng
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InputsFrom Dedicated
GlobalRolAlngPool Inputs-------~-------~-o 1 2 3 .• 5 8 7 e 9 10 11 12 13 1. 15 18 17

02 ~~bal
Routing
Pool and
Output
Routing

01 Pool

•

Inputs From Dedicated
GlobalRoutingPool l",uts~-------------~--.

o 1 2 3 •• 5 8 7 a 9 10 11 12 13 '4 15 1e 17
Product Term Sharing

Array (XOR
Configuration Shown)

02 ~~obal
Routing
Pool and
Output

01 Routing
Pool
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Generic Logic Block (continued)

The PTSA is flexible enough to allow these features to be
used in virtually any combination that the user desires. In
the GLB shown in figureS, OutputThree (03) isconfigured
using the XOR gate while Output Two (02) is configured
using the four Product Term Bypass. Output One (01)
uses one of the inputs from the five Product Term OR
gate while Output Zero (00) combines the remaining four
product terms with all of the product terms from the seven
Product Term OR gate for a total of eleven (7+4).

Various signals which control the operation of the GLB
outputs are driven from the Control Functions (see figure
5). The clock for the registers can come from any of three
sources developed in the Clock Distribution Network
(see Clock Distribution Network section) orfrom a product
term within the GLB. The Reset Signal for the GLB can
come from the Global Reset pin (RESET) or from a

Inputs From Dedicated
Global Routing Pool Inputs--.o 1 2 3 .••. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

PT Reset

Global RESET

ClKO
ClK 1
ClK2

PT Clock

PT Output
Enable

product term within the block. The global reset pin is
always connected and is logically 'ORed" with the PT
reset (if used). An active reset signal always sets the Q
of the registers to a logic 0 state. The Output Enable for
the I/O cells associated with the GLB comes from a
product term within the block. Use of a product term for
a control function makes that product term unavailable
for use as a logic term. Referto the Product Term Sharing
Matrix (table 1) to determine which logic functions are
affected.

There are many additional features in a GLB which allow
implementation of logic intensive functions. These
features are accessible using the Hard Macros from the
software and require no intervention on the part of the
user.

02 ~~Obal
Routing
Pool and
Output
Routing

01 Pool
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This matrix shows how each of the product terms are
used in the various modes. As an example, Product
Term 12 can be used as an input to the five input OR gate
in the standard configuration. This OR gate under
standard configuration can be routed to any of the four
GLB outputs. Product Term 12 is not used in the four

product term bypass mode. When GLB output one is
used in the XOR mode Product Term 12 becomes one of
the inputs to the four input OR Gate. If Product Term 12
is not used in the logic, then it is available for use as either
the Asynchronous Clock signal or the GLB Reset signal. •

Product Standard Configuration Four Product Term Single Product Term XOR Function Alternate
Term # Output Number Bypass Output Number Output Number Output Number Function

3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 3 3 2 2 1 1 0 0

0 • • • • • • •1 • • • • • •2 • • • • • •
3 • • • • • ·"
4 • • • • • • •5 • • • • • •
6 • • • • • •
7 • • • • • •
8 • • • • • • •9 • • • • • •10 • • • • • •11 • • • • • •12 • • • • • .ClK/Reset

13 • • • • • • •14 • • • • • •15 • • • • • •16 • • • • • •17 • • • • •18 • • • • •19 • • • • • ·OElReset

A Megablock consists of eight GLBs, an ORP, 16 I/O
cells, two dedicated inputs and a common product term
OE. Each of these will be explained in detail in the
following sections. These elements are coupled together
as shown in figure 6. The various members of the pLSI
and ispLSI families combine from one to eight Megablocks
on a single device (see table 2).

Forthe 1000 Family, the eight GLBs within the Megablock
share two dedicated input pins. These dedicated input
pins are not available to GLBs in any other Megablock.
These pins are dedicated (non-registered) inputs only

and are automatically assigned by software. The product
term OE signal is generated within the Megablock and is
common to all 16 of the I/O cells in the Megablock. The
OE signal can be generated using a product term (PT19)
in any of the eight GLBs within the Megablock (see the
section on the Output Enable Control for further details).

Because of the shared logic within the Megablock, signals
which share a common function (counters, busses, etc.)
should be grouped within a Megablock. This will allow the
user to obtain the best utilization of the logic within the
device and eliminate routing bottlenecks.
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pLSI and ispLSI Devices Megablocks GLBs 1/0 Cells Dedicated Inputs
1016 2 16 32 4
1024 3 24 48 6
1032 4 32 64 8

1048/1048C 6 48 96 10/12

Input Routing

Signal inputs are handled in two ways within the device.
First, each I/O cell within the device has its input routed
directly to the GRP. This gives every GLB within the
device access to each I/O cell input. Second, each
Megablock has two dedicated inputs which are directly
routed to the eight GLBs within the Megablock. Both
input paths are shown in figure 6.

The ORP routes signals from the GLB outputs to I/O cells
configured as outputs or bi-directional pins (see figure
7). The purpose of the ORP is to allow greater flexibility
when assigning 1/0 pins. It also simplifies the job for the
routing software which results in a higher degree of
utilization.

By examining the ORP in figure 7, it can be seen that a
GLB output can be connected to one of four 1/0 cells.
Further flexibility is provided by using the PTSA, (figures
2 through 5) which makes the GLB outputs completely
interchangeable. This allows the routing program to
freely interchange the outputs to achieve the best
routability. This is an automatic process and requires no
intervention on the part of the user.

The ORP bypass connections (see figure 8) further
increase the flexibility of the device. The ORP bypass
connects specific GLB outputs to specific 1/0 cells at a
faster speed. The bypass path tends to restrict the
routability of the device and should only be used for
critical signals.
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•

,
,,

ORP ---:
,,,,,

1/0 Cell
The I/O cell (see figure 9) is used to route input, output
or bi-directional signals connected to the I/O pin. The two
logic inputs come from the ORP (see figure 9). One
comes from the ORP, and the other comes from the
faster ORP bypass. A pair of multiplexers select which
signal will be used, and its polarity. The Output Enable
of the I/O cell is controlled by the DE signal generated
within each Megablock.

As with the data path, a multiplexer selects the signal
polarity. The Output Enable can be set to a logic high
(enabled) when an output pin is desired, or logic low
(disabled) when an input pin is needed. The Global
Reset (RESET) signal is driven by the active low chip
reset pin. This reset is always connected to all GLB and
I/O registers. Each I/O cell can individually select one of

the two clock signals (IOCLK 0 or 10CLK 1). These clock
signals are generated by the Clock Distribution Network.

Using the multiplexers, the I/O cell can be configured as
an input, an output, a 3-stated output or a bi-directional
I/O. The D-type register can be configured as a level
sensitive transparent latch or an edge triggered flip-flop
to store the incoming data. Figure 10 illustrates some of
the various I/O cell configurations possible.

There is an active pull-up resistor on the I/O pins which
is automatically used when the pin is not connected. An
option exists to have active pull-up resistors connected to
all pins. This improves the noise immunity and reduces
Icc for the device.
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From Output
Routing Pool

From Output
MUX

Routing Pool
Bypass

-=
To Global

Routing Pool

10CLKO
MUX

10CLK 1

From Global -=
RESET

I/O Cell LE
Clock

Registered Input
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Inverting Output Buffer
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Output
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AIL
Reset

I/O Cell
Clock

Active
Pull Up

Note:

~ Represents an E2CMOS Cell.
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The Output Enable Control

One OE signal can be generated within each GLB using disabling the output buffer (refer to the I/O cell section).
the OE Product Term (PT19). One of the eight OE Only one OE signal is allowed per Megablock for 3-state
signals within a Megablock is then routed to all of the I/O operation. The advantage to this approach is that the OE
cells within that Megablock (see figure 11). This OE signal can be generated in any GLB within the Megablock
signal can simultaneously control all of the 16 I/O cells which happens to have an unused OE product term. This •
which are used in 3-state mode. Individual I/O cells also frees up the other OE product terms for use as logic.
have independent control for permanently enabling or
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The GRP is a lattice proprietary interconnect structure
which offers fast predictable speeds with complete con-
nectivity. The GRP allows the outputs from the GlBs or
the I/O cell inputs to be connected to the inputs of the
GlBs. Any GlB output is available to the input of all other
GlBs, and similarly an input from an I/O pin is available

\

u; 4.0
c:

>- 3-.5
CIl
Q)

Cl 3.0
0-
Il:
(!) 2.5

as an input to all of the GlBs. Because of the uniform
architecture of the plSI and isplSI devices, the delays
through the GRP are both consistent and predictable.
However, they are slightly affected by GlB loading as
shown in the example plSI1 032-80 GlB loading Delay
graph (see figure 12).

8 12

GlB loads

Clock Distribution Network

The Clock Distribution Networks are shown in figure 13.
They generate five global clock signals ClK 0, ClK 1,
ClK 2 , 10ClK 0 and 10ClK 1. The first three, ClK 0,
ClK 1 and ClK 2 are used for clocking all the GlBs in the
device. Similarly, 10ClK 0 and 10ClK 1signals are used
for clocking all of the I/Ocells in the device. There are four
dedicated system clock pins (YO,Y1, Y2, Y3), three for
the plSI and isplSI 1016 (YO, Y1, Y2), which can be
directed to any GlB or any I/O cell using the Clock
Distribution Network. The other inputs to the Clock Dis-
tribution Network are the four outputs of a dedicated
clock GlB ("CO" for the plSI 1032 is shown in figure 1).
These clock GlB outputs can be used to create a user-
defined internal clocking scheme.

For example, the clock GlB can be clocked using the
external main clock pin YO connected to global clock

signal ClK O. The outputs of the clock GlB in turn can
generate a "divide by" signal of the ClK 0 which can be
connected to ClK 1, ClK 2, 10ClK 0 or 10ClK 1 global
clock lines.

All GlBs have the capability of generating their own
asynchronous clocks using the clock Product Term
(PT12). ClK 0, ClK 1 and ClK 2 feed to their corre-
sponding clock MUX inputs on all the GlBs (see figure
2).

The two I/O clocks generated in the Clock Distribution
Network 10ClK 0 and 10ClK 1, are brought to all the 1/
o cells and the user programs the I/O cell to use one of
the two.
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pLSI and ispLSI 1024,
1032 and 1048

Generic Logic
Block "CO"

00 01 02 03

Generic logic
Block "BO"

00 01 02 03

CLKO
ClK 1
ClK2
10ClKO
10ClK 1

ClKO
ClK 1
ClK2
10ClK 0
10CLK 1

•Clock Distribution
Network

Dedicated Clock
Input Pins

'Note: Pin Y1 has the Clock and
Reset Functions Multiplexed
on the plSI and isplSI 1016,
Selection is controlled in
the software tools.

Dedicated Clock
Input Pins

Timing Model

The task of determining the timing through the device is
simple and straightforward. A device timing model is
shown in figure 14. To determine the time that it takes for
data to propagate through the device, simply determine
the path the data is expected to follow, and add the
various delays together (figure 15). Critical timing paths

are shown in figure 14, using data sheet parameters.
Note that the Internal timing parameters are given for
reference only, and are not tested. (External timing
parameters are tested and guaranteed on every device).
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Figure 15. pLSI and ispLSI Timing Model Examples1

Combinatorial Paths

tpd1 tiobp + tgrp4 + t4ptbp + torpbp + tob
#1 #20 + #28 + #33 + #46 + #47

tpd2 tiobp + tgrp4 + txoradj + torp + tob
#2 #20 + #28 + #36 + #45 + #47

Registered Paths
General Form:

tsu = Logic + Regsu Clock(min)
th = Clock(max) + Regh Logic
tco = Clock(max) + Regco + Output

Specific Examples:

tsu1 = (tiobp + tgrp4 + t4ptbp) + tgsu tgyO(min)
#6 (#20 + #28 + #33) + #38 #50

th1 = tgyO(max) + tgh (tiobp + tgrp4 + t4ptbp)
#8 #50 + #39 (#20 + #28 + #33)

tco1 = tgyO(max) + tgco + (torpbp + tob)
#7 #50 + #40 + (#46 + #47)

tsu2 = (tiobp + tgrp4 + txoradj) + tgsu + tgyO(min)
#9 (#20 + #28 #36) + #38 + #50

th2 = tgyO(max) + tgh (tiobp + tgrp4 + txoradj)
#11 = #50 + #39 (#20 + #28 + #36)

tco2 = tgyO(max) + tgco + (torp + tob)
#10 = #50 + #40 + (#45 + #47)

1. The timing parameter reference numbers refer to the Internal Timing Parameters contained in the individual data sheets.

Figure 16. Timing Calculation Example

A design requires two logic levels (each uses the 20PTXOR path). The design then uses a GLB register before exiting
the device using the ORP bypass. Calculate tsu, th and tco.

~ Logic Level
L.!!:!J ~ #1

20PTXOR

Logic Level
#2

20PTXOR

ORP
Bypass



Logic +Reg su - Clock (min)
(tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor + tgbp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor) + tgsu - tgyO(min)
(#20 + #28 + #35 + #37 + #28 + #35) + #38 - #50
(2.0 + 2.0 + 8.0 + 1.0 + 2.0 + 8.0) + 1.0 - 4.5

Clock (max) + Reg h - Logic
tgyO(max) + tgh - (tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor + tgbp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor)
#50 + #39 - (#20 + #28 + #35 + #37 + #28 + #35)
4.5 + 4.5 - (2.0 + 2.0 + 8.0 + 1.0 + 2.0 + 8.0)

Clock (max) + Reg co + Output
tgyO(max) + tgco + (torpbp + tob)
#50 + #40 + (#46 + #47)
4.5 + 2.0 + (0.5 + 3.0)

•
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pLSI and ispLSI 2000 Family Introduction GLB clock input signals CLKO,CLK1 , and CLK2. These
three clocks are used for clocking all the GLBs configured
as registers in the device. They feed directly to the GLB
clock input via a clock multiplexer. CLKO is associated
with system clock pin YO, CLK1 corresponds to system
clock pin Y1, and finally CLK3 corresponds to system
clock pin Y2. This is illustrated in figure 2. The GLB
global clocks do not have inversion capability, but all
GLBs continue to have the capability of generating their
own asynchronous clocks using the clock product term
(PT12) with inversion capability. The GLB global clocks
and the GLB product term clock feed to their correspond-
ing clock multiplexer shown in figure 3.

•The basic unit of logic of the pLSI and ispLSI2000 family
is essentially the same as that of the pLSI and ispLSI
1000 family. However, there are some specific architec-
tural differences: Global clock structure, I/O Cell and OE
structure, and ORP structure. A functional block diagram
of the 2032 device is shown in figure 1. These architec-
tural differences are described in detail below.

The clock GLB distribution network of the 1000 family has
been eliminated and replaced by three dedicated global

MOOE D
;,pEN D

vo
V,·

SCLKN2

"Nole: V1 and RESET
are multiplexed
on the same pin
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Dedicated Clock
Input Pins

InputsFrom Dedicated
GlobalRoutingPool Inputs~-------~-------~-o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

PT Reset

Global RESET
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ClKO
ClK 1
ClK2
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signal is still generated within each GLB using product
term 19. The PTOE is generated in one of the eight
GLBs. In addition to the PTOE, there is a global output
enable (GOE) pin which can control any of the device's
3-state output buffers. The multiplexing between the
GOE and PTOE is illustrated in figure 5. The 2032 device
has one GOE, and the 2064 and 2096 devices each have
2 GOEs. •

The reconfigurable input register or latch has been re-
moved to simplify the I/O cell architecture. Each I/O cell
can be individually programmed to be a combinatorial
input, combinatorial output, or a bi-directionall/O pin with
3-state control. With the simplified I/O cell architecture,
the I/O clocks have also been removed. This is illustrated
in figure 4. The product term output enable (PTOE)

Figure 4. pLSI and ispLSI 2000 Family I/O Cell Architecture

Global OE 0
Megablock OE

Programmable
Pull Up

Vcc

To Global
Routing Pool

Note:
I8l Represents an E2CMOS Cell.



32 GLB outputs feed only 16 associated I/O cells. In this
device family, 32 GLB outputs of a megablock can feed
32 I/O cells. Output routability has doubled. This is
illustrated in figure 6. Each GLB output has an ORP
bypass capability so more designs can have critical
output signals. This is shown in figure 7.

Each megablock now contains two ORPs to increase
output routability. A set of four GLBs is associated with
one of the two ORPs within the megablock. The 16
outputs of the four GLBs within a megablock will feed to
any of the 16 associated I/O cells. In the 1000 family, the
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The task of determining the timing through the device is are shown in figure 8, using data sheet parameters. Note
simple and straightforward. A device timing model is that the Internal timing parameters are given for refer-
shown in figure 8. To determine the time that it takes for ence only, and are not tested. (External timing parameters
data to propagate through the device, simply determine are tested and guaranteed on every device).
the path the data is expected to follow, and add the
various delays together (figure 8). Critical timing paths •

1126
110 Delay

1120

Derivations of tsu, th and tco from the Product Term Clock1

tsu Logic + Reg su - Clock (min)
(tiobp + tgrp + t20ptxor) + (tgsu) - (tiobp + tgrp + tptck(min))
(#24 + #28 + #35) + (#38) - (#20 + #28 + #44)
(1.0 + 1.3 + 4.7) + (0.8) - (1.0 + 1.3 + 3.3)

Clock (max) + Reg h - Logic
(tiobp + tgrp + tptek(max)) + (tgh) - (tiobp + tgrp + t20ptxor)
(#20 + #28 + #44) + (#39) - (#20 + #28 + #35)
(1.0 + 1.3 + 3.3) + (3.0) - (1.0 + 1.3 + 4.7)

Clock (max) + Reg co + Output
= (tiobp + tgrp + tptck(max)) + (tgeo) + (torp + tob)
= (#20 + #28 + #44) + (#40) + (#45 + #47)

8.8 ns = (1.0 + 1.3 + 3.3) + (0.7) + (1.3 + 1.2)

1.6 ns

teo





3000 Family
Architectural Description

pLSI and ispLSI 3000 Family Introduction differences: Boundary Scan, Megablock and GLB struc-
ture, Global clock structure, and 1/0 cell structure. A
functional block diagram of the ispLSI 3256 device is
shown in figure 1. The architectural differences are
described in the following sections. •The basic unit of logic of the pLSI and ispLSI 3000 family

is closely related to that of the pLSI and ispLSI 1000
family. However, there are some notable architectural
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Generic Logic Block

The Twin GLB is the standard logic block of the Lattice
pLSI and ispLSI 3000 Family. This Twin GLB has 24
inputs, eight outputs and the logic necessary to imple-
ment most standard logic functions. The internal logic of
the Twin GLB is divided into four separate sections: The
AND Array, the Product Term Sharing Array, the
Reconfigurable Registers, and the Control section.

The AN D array consists of two 20 Product Term Sharing
Arrays which can produce the logical sum of any of the 24
Twin GLB inputs. These inputs all come from the GRP,
and are either feedback signals from any of the 32 Twin
GLBs or inputs from the external I/O Cells. All Twin GLB

Twin
GLB

input signals are available to the Product Terms in both
the logical true and complemented forms which makes
Boolean logic reduction easier.

The two Product Term Sharing Arrays (PTSA) take the 20
Product Terms each and allocate them to four Twin GLB
outputs. There are four OR gates, with four, four, five and
seven inputs respectively. The output of any of these
gates can be routed to any of the four Twin GLB outputs,
and if more Product Terms are needed, the PTSA can
combine them as necessary. If the user's main concern
is speed, the PTSA can use a bypass circuit with four
Product Terms to increase the performance of the cell.
This can be done to any or all of the eight outputs of the
Twin GLB.

01 To
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Megablock Structure

FourTwin GLBs make up a Megablock. Each GLB has a
maximum fan-in of 24 inputs, and no dedicated inputs
associated with any Megablock. A GLB has eight asso-

ciated outputs. A total of 32 GLB outputs are fed to the
ORP. However, only 16 out of the 32 outputs feed to 16
1/0 cells. The Megablock structure is shown in figure 3.

•

Global Clock Structure is designed into the 1000 device family has been re-
moved so all input clock signals are fed directly to the

The global clock structure is made up of five global clock GLB clock input via a clock multiplexer. The GLB global
input pins, YO, Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4. This is shown in figure clocks do not have inversion capability, but the product
4. Three of the clock pins are dedicated for GLB clocks term clock does have inversion capability before it reaches
and the remaining two clock pins are dedicated for 1/0 the clock multiplexer.
register clocks. The clock GLB generation network which

YO c=>>-----------~CLK a
Y1 c=>>-----------~CLK 1

Y2 c=>>-----------~ClK 2

Y3 c=>-----------~ 10ClK a
Y4 c=>----------~ 10CLK 1

0163A13256
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all I/O cells and is useful to perform static testing of all the
3-state output buffers within the device. In addition to the
test OE signal, two global OEs are connected to all I/O
pins. The product term OE is shared between two
Megablocks resulting in twice the GLBs being able to use
a single OE signal. The Megablock OE signal and global
OE signals are fed to an OE multiplexer. The OE signals,
with the exception of the test OE, have inversion capabil-
ity after going through the OE multiplexer as shown in
figure 6.

The I/O cell structure architecture remains nearly the
same as the 1000 Family as illustrated in figure 5. Each
I/O cell now contains Boundary Scan Registers as shown
in figure 8. An input pin has only one scan register as
shown in figure 9. A global test OE signal is hardwired to

GlobalOEO
GlobalOEl

Megablock OEO

From
ORP Bypass

To Global
Routing Pool

10ClKO

10ClK 1

Note:t"Represents an E2CMOS Cell.

Programmable
Pullup

----------,
See Boundary I

Scan For Details :
I

1/0 Pin :
----- 1

I
I
I
I
1- _
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•

Boundary Scan sponds to the MOOE pin, and TOO corresponds to the
SOO pin. When ispEN is asserted low, the MOOE, SOl,
SOO, and SCLK options become active for ISP program-
ming. Otherwise, BSCAN, TOI, TCLK, TMS, TOO, and
TRST options become active for boundary scan testing
of the device. The boundary scan block diagram is
shown in figure 7. TOI is the test data serial input, TCLK
is the boundary scan clock associated with the serial shift
register, TMS is the test mode select input, TOO is the
test data output, and finally TRST is the reset signal pin.

Boundary Scan (IEEE 1149.1 compatible) is a test fea-
ture incorporated within the device to provide on-chip test
capabilities during PCB testing. Five input signal pins,
BSCAN, TOI, TCLK, TMS, TRST, and one output signal
pin, TOO, are associated with the boundary scan logic
cells. These signal pins occupy the same dedicated
signal pins used for ISP~amming. The signal BSCAN
is associated with the ispEN pin, TOI corresponds to the
SOl pin, TCLK corresponds to the SCLK pin, TMS corre-

Test Data Input (TDI) Test Data Output (TOO)

Test Mode Select (TMS)
To 1/0 Cell Boundary

Boundary Scan Enable (BSCAN) Boundary Scan Scan Registers

•
Boundary Scan ClK (TClK) •
Reset Signal (TRST)
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The user interfaces to the boundary scan circuitry through
the Test Access Port (TAP). The TAP consists of a
control state machine, instruction decoder and instruc-
tion register.

The TAP is controlled using the test control lines: Test
Oata IN (TOI), Test Oata Out (TOO), Test Mode Select
(TMS), Test Reset (TRST) and Test Clock (TCK).

The TAP controls the operation of the Boundary Scan
Registers after decoding the instruction code sent to the
instruction register (see table 1).

The Boundary Scan Registers for the I/O cells are shown
in figure 8. As illustrated in the figure, each I/O cell
contains 3 registers, 2 latches and 5 multiplexers to

implement the ability to capture the state of the I/O cell or
set the state of the output path of the cell or function as
a conventional I/O cell.

The Boundary Scan Registers required for an input only
cell are shown in figure 9. An input only cell can only have
its state captured, which only requires one MUX and one
register.

All of the input cells and I/O cells are serially connected
together in a long chain. The scan out of one cell is
connected to the scan in of the next cell. The cells are
connected in the following order: TOI to 1063 thru 1032
to Y4, Y3, Y2, Y1, Reset, TOE, GOE1, GOEO, YO, 1031
thru 100 to 1064 thru 10127 to TOO.
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Scan In
(frompreviouspad)

Shift DR

SCANOUT
(to nextpad)

•
Instruction Name Code Description

SAMPLE! PRELOAD 10 Loads and shifts data into BScan registers

EXTEST 00 Drives extemal I/O with BScan registers

BYPASS 11 Bypasses registers of selected device(s)

Timing Model

The task of determining the timing through the device is
simple and straightforward. A device timing model is
shown in figure 10. To determine the time that it takes for
data to propagate through the device, simply determine
the path the data is expected to follow, and add the

various delays together (figure 11). Critical timing paths
are shown in figure 10, using data sheet parameters.
Note that the Internal timing parameters are given for
reference only, and are not tested. (External timing
parameters are tested and guaranteed on every device).
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Figure 11. Timing Calculation Example

Derivations of tsu, th and tco from the Product Term Clock1

tsu Logie + Reg su - Cloek (min)
(tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor) + (tgsu) - (tiobp + tgrp4 + tptek(min))
(#24+ #31+ #39) + (#42) - (#24+ #31+ #48)

6.5 ns = (2+ 4 + 8.5) + (1.5) - (2 + 4 + 3.5 )

th Cloek (max) + Reg h - Logie
(tiobp + tgrp4 + tptek(max)) + (tgh) - (tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor)
(#24+ #31+ #48) + (#43) - (#24+ #31+ #39)

8 ns = (2 + 4 + 7.5) + (9) - (2 + 4 + 8.5)

teo Clock (max) + Reg eo + Output
= (tiobp + tgrp4 + tptek(max)) + (tgeo) + (torp + tob)
= (#24 + #31 + #48) + (#44) + (#49 + #51)

20 ns = (2 + 4 + 7.5) + (1.5) + (2 + 3)



ispLSI Architecture and
Programming

ispLSI Programming Information

The following general programming information on the
ispLSI (in-system programmable Large Scale Integration)
devices describes how the internal state machine is imple-
mented for programming and how to use the five
programming interface signals to step through the state
machine. The device specific information, such as timing
and pin-outs, can be found in the individual data sheets.
The programming information given in this section applies
to all ispLSI devices.

Programming Overview

To distinguish between normal operation and program-
ming, two modes are defined: normal mode and edit
mode. Once the device is in edit mode, the entire program-
ming operation of the device is controlled by the internal
ISP state machine. The in-system programming enable
(ispEN) signal controls the device operation modes.

L...,-J

S-Pin ISP Interface

The programming is controlled by the on-ehipstate machine
via five programming interface signals. The ispEN signal
is used to enable and disable the four programming control
signals which include Serial Data In (SOl), Mode (MODE),
Serial Data Out (SDO) and Serial Clock (SCLK). When the
device is in normal mode, the four programming control
signal pins can be used as normal Dedicated Input Pins.
Figure 1 illustrates one such possible configuration for
programming multiple ispLSI devices. With this scheme
the JSPEf'J signal for individual devices is enabled separately
and one device is placed in the edit mode at a time. Since
the other devices are in the normal mode, they can continue
to perform normal system functions. This simple scheme
requires connecting all four programming control signal
pins together and precludes their use as dedicated inputs
for normal system functions. ispEN is the only programming
interface signal that is dedicated to a pin.

•

Serial Data In
Serial Data Out
ISP-Mode
ISP-Clock
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In Normal Modethefourprogramming control pins become
Dedicated Input pins. By multiplexing the programming
control pins, these programming control pins can have a
normal input function during Normal Mode. Figures 2
illustrates how to utilize the four programming control
signal pins for performing normal system functions. lntemal
to the device, the programming functions are completely
isolated from the normal operating functions when the
device is in Normal Mode. Keeping the ispEN signal high
puts the device in Normal Mode. For simplicity, the four
programming control pins can be left unused for normal
input functions. These pins can be reserved for ISP by
using the ISP switch in the development tools. By leaving
these pins unused, the programming interface is simplified
when the programming signals and the Normal Mode input
signals are not multiplexed.

Edit Mode

Programming circuitry is enabled by driving the ispEN
signal low which puts the device in Edit Mode. In Edit
Mode, all the functional VO pins and input pins that are not
used during programming are 3-stated. With the exception
of the SOO signal, the remainder of the programming
interface signals are input signals. When multiplexing the
programming interface signals, the input driving the SOO
pin must be 3-stated to make sure that there is no signal
contention. All programming is accomplished in the Edit
Mode by controlling the programming state machine with
the MODE and SOl signals. SCLK is used to clock
programming data in and out through SOl and SOO pins.
SOl has a dual role as one of the two control signals for the
state machine and as the serial data input. To avoid any
intemal register data contentions, Lattice recommends
that the device Reset pin be pulled to ground when the
device is in Edit Mode.

Programming Interface

The five programming interface pins are ispEN, SOl,
MODE, SOO and SCLK. Once in Edit Mode, programming
is controlled by SOl, MODE, SOO and SCLK signals. In
Normal Mode, the programming control pins can be used
as dedicated inputs to the device.

ispEN is an active low, dedicated enable pin, which en-
ables the four programming control pins when it is driven
low (VII) and disables the programming control pins when
it is driven high (VIH). All other VO pins are 3-stated during
Edit Mode and pulled up by the internal active pull-up
resistors (equivalent to 1OOKn ).

SOl performs two different functions. First, as the input to
the serial shift register and second, as one of the two control
pins for the programming state machine. Because of this
dual role, SOl's function is controlled by the MODE signal.
When MODE is low SOl is the serial input to the shift
registers and when MODE is high SOl becomes the control
signal. Internal to the device, the SOl is multiplexed to
address shift register, high order data shift register and low
order data shift register. The different shift instructions of
the state machine determine which of these shift registers
gets the input of the SOl.

The MODE signal combined with the SOl signal controls
the programming state machine. This signal connects in
parallel to all ispLSI devices.

SCLK is the serial shift register clock that is used to clock
the internal serial shift registers. A low-to-high (positive)
clock transition clocks the state machine. It also connects
in parallel to all ispLSI devices. Similar to SOl, the shift
instructions determine which of the shift registers are
clocked for the data input from SOl.

SOO is the output of the serial shift registers. The selection
of the shift register is determined by the state machine's
shift instruction. In the flow through instruction and when
MODE is driven high, SOO connects directly to SOl, and
bypasses the device's shift registers. Since this is the only
output pin for the Edit Mode, this signal will drive the
external devices that are connected to this pin.
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Programming Details

Programming is completely controlled by the state machine,
once the device is in the Edit Mode. The state machine
consists of three states, in which all programming related
operations are performed. In order to run these program-
ming operations, five bit instructions are defined (see table
2). Each instruction is then shifted into the device in one of
the three states and executed in another state. The initial
state of the state machine is used when the device is idle
during edit, or to shift out the eight bit device identification
code.

The following sections describe the general information
about the critical timing parameters, state machine, state
machine instructions, and device layout that apply to all the
ispLSI devices. Any device specific information like the
size of the shift registers and the device specific timing
information can be found in the individual device data
sheets.

There are various ways of programming the ispLSI devices.
The easiest is to dedicate the ISP programming pins only
for the programming functions. With dedicated ISP pins,
one can either program the devices in a serial daisy chain
configuration (figure 1) or in a parallel programming
configuration where the programming signals are
multiplexed. The parallel multiplexed programming method
gives the user another advantage of being able to use the
programming pins for system functions. Figure 2 illustrates
a multiplexing scheme which allows the user to control the
ISP programming through multiple ispEN signals. The
multiple ispEN signals not only control the ispEN inputs of
the ispLSI devices, but also is the control signal for
multiplexing the functional signals and the ISP programming
signals. The ISP programming signals MODE, SOl and
SCLK function as inputs for normal functional mode as well
as the ISP programming mode. SDO, however, functions
as an input in normal functional mode and as an output in
ISP programming mode. Figure 2 also shows the difference
in controlling these different programming signals.

•
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Critical Timing Parameters

When programming ispLSI devices, there are several
critical timing parameters that must be met to ensure
proper programming. The two most critical parameters are
the programming pulse width (tpwp) and the bulk erase
pulse width (tbew)' These pulse widths determine the
programming and erasing of the E2 cells. Figure 4 shows
these critical program and erase timing specifications.

Along with the two programming and erasing specification,
the following timing specifications must also be met.

Specifies the time it takes to get into the ISP mode
after ispEN signal is activated or the time it takes
to come out from the ISP mode after the ispEN
becomes inactive.

tsu - Set up time of the control signals before the SCLK
or the set up time of input signals against other
control signals where applicable.

th - Hold time of the control signal after the SCLK. It
also applies to the same input signals from the set
up time.

tclkl, - Minimum clock pulse width.
tclkh

tpwv- Verify or read pulse width. The minimum time
requirement from the rising clock edge of verify/
load instruction execution to the next rising clock
edge (see figure 4).

trst - Power on reset timing requirement. trst must
elapse after power up before any operations are
performed on the device.

All the programming timing parameters are summarized in
the timing diagram (see figure 5).

th
tclkh ~ tsu

'\ /r;= tClkl~



Note:
Control signals: MODE, SOl

State Machine Operation

The state machine has three states to control programming
and uses the MODE and SDI signals as inputs for each
state, Based on these input signals, the state machine
makes decisions to either stay in the same state or to
branch to another state. The three states are Idle/ID State,
Command Shift State and Execute State. The programming
state machine diagram in figure 6 shows the three states
and the logic levels of the control signals needed to force
each transition state.

The Idle/ID state is the first state which is active when the
device gets into the Edit Mode. The state machine is in the
Idle/ID state when the device is idle, in the Edit Mode, or
when the user needs to read the device identification. The
eight bit device identification is loaded into the shift register
by driving MODE high, SDI low and clocking the state
machine with SCLK. Once the ID is loaded, it is read out
serially by driving MODE low. Notice that when reading the
device ID serially, SDI can either be high or low (don't care)
and the state machine needs only seven clocks to read out
eight bits of ID. The default state for the control signals is
MODE high and SDI low. State transition to Command
Shift State occurs when both MODE and SDI are high while
state machine gets a clock transition. Table 1 lists the eight
bit device ID's for all the ispLSI devices. As with most shift
registers the Least Significant Bit (LSB) of the ID gets
shifted out from the SDO first.

This state is strictly used for shifting in the command
instructions into the state machine. The entire five· bit
instruction set is listed in the next section. When MODE is
low and SDI is don't care in the Command Shift State,

•
Device MSB LSB

ispLSI1016 00000001

ispLSI1024 00000010

ispLSI1032 00000011

ispLSI1048 00000100

ispLSI 1048C 00000101

ispLSI2032 00010101

ispLSI3256 00100010

SCLK shifts the instruction into the state machine. Once
the instruction is shifted into the state machine, the state
machine must transition to the Execute State to execute
the instruction. Driving both MODE and SDI high and
applying the clock will transfer the state machine from the
Command Shift State to Execute State. If needed, the state
machine can move from Command Shift State to Idle/ID
State by driving MODE high and SDI low.

Execute State

In the Execute State, the state machine executes instruc·
tions that are loaded into the device in the Command Shift
State. For some instructions, the state machine requires
more than one clock to execute the command. An example
of this multiple clock requirement is the address or data
shift instruction. The number of clock pulses required for
these instructions depends on the device shift register
sizes (refer to the ISP programming section of the data
sheet). When executing instructions such as Program,
Verify or Bulk Erase, the necessary timing requirements
must be followed to make sure that the commands are
executed properly. For specific timing information refer to
the individual data sheets.
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To execute a command, the MODE is driven low and SDI
is "don't care." For multiple clock instructions the control
signals must remain in the same state throughout the
duration of the execution. MODE high and SDI high will
take the state machine back to the Command Shift State
and MODE high and SDllow will take the state machine to
the Idlel1DState.

Instructions

Table 2 lists the instructions that can be loaded into the
state machine in the Command Shift State and then
executed in the Execute State. Notice that reading the

device identification is done during the Idle/ID State and
does not require an instruction.

While it is possible to erase the individual arrays of the
device, it is recommended that the entire device be erased
(UBE) and programmed in one operation. This Bulk Erase
operation should precede every programming cycle as an
initialization.

When a device is secured by programming the security cell
(PRGMSC), the on-ehip verify and load circuitry is dis-
abled. Securing of the device should be done as the last
procedure after all the device verifications have been
completed. The only way to erase the security cell is to
perform a bulk erase on the device.

Instruction Operation Description

00000 NOP No operation performed
00001 ADDSHFT Address Register Shift: Shifts address into the address shift register from

SDIN.
00010 DATASHFT Data Register Shift: Shifts data into or out of the data serial shift register.
00011 UBE User Bulk Erase: Erase the entire device.
00100 GRPBE Global Routing Pool Bulk Erase: Bulk erases the GRP array only.
00101 GLBBE Generic Logic Block Bulk Erase: Bulk erases all the GLB array only.
00110 ARCHBE Architecture Bulk Erase: Bulk erases the architecture array and I/O

configuration only.
00111 PRGMH Program High Order Bits: The data in the data shift register is pro-

grammed into the addressed row's high order bits.
01000 PRGML Program Low Order Bits: The data in the data shift register is pro-

grammed into the addressed row's low order bits.
01001 PRGMSC Program Security Cell: Programs the security cell of the device.
01010 VERILDH VerifylLoad High Order Bits: Load the data from the selected row's high

order bits into the data shift register for verification.
01011 VERILDL VerifylLoad Low Order Bits: Load the data from the selected row's low

order bits into the data shift register for verification.
01100 GLBPRLD Generic LO~CBlock Preload: Preloads the registers in the GLB with the

data from S IN. All registers in the GLB form a serial shift register. Refer
to device layout section for details.

01101 10PRLD I/O Preload: Preloads the I/O registers with the data from SDIN. All
register~}i.nthe I/O cell form a serial shift register (the same order as GLB
registers.

01110 FLOWTHRU Flow Through: Bypasses all the internal shift registers and SDOUT be-
comes the same as SDIN.

10010 VEILDH Verify Erase/Load High Order Bits: Load the data from the selected row's
high order bits into the data shift register for erased verification.

10011 VEILDL Verify Erase/Load Low Order Bits: Load the data from the selected row's
low order bits into the data shift register for erased verification.
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The purpose of knowing the device layout is to be able to
translate the JEDEC format programming file into the serial
data stream format for programming ispLSI devices. Two
main factors determine how the translation is implemented:
the length of the address shift register and the length of the
data shift register. The length of the address shift register
indicates how many rows of data are to be programmed
into the device. The length of the data shift register
indicates how many bits are to be programmed in each row.
Both registers operate on the First In First Out (FI FO) basis
where the Least Significant Bit (LSB) of the data or address
is shifted in first and the Most Significant Bit (MSB) of the
data or address is shifted in last. Forthe data shift register,
the low order bits and the high order bits are separately
shifted.

Each ispLSI device has a predefined number of address
rows and data bits needed to access its E2CMOS® cells
during programming. The data bits span the columns ofthe
E2 array. From this information the number of program-
ming cells (or fuses) are determined. Table 3 highlights the
address and data shift register (SR) sizes for all ispLSI
devices. The JEDEC file for these ispLSI devices will
reflect the number of cells (fuses) seen in table 3. The total
number of cells becomes critical if the programming pat-
terns are to be stored in an on-board memory storage of
limited capacity such as EPROM or PROM.

The L field in the JEDEC programming file indicates the first
cell number of each row. The JEDEC standard requires
that there is at least the beginning cell number LOOOOO.
L fields of the subsequent lines are optional. From this
reference cell location all other cell locations can be deter-
mined. Zero in the cell location indicates that the E2 cell in
that particular location is programmed (or has a logic
connection equivalent to a metal fuse being intact). A one
(1) in the cell location indicates that the cell is erased
(equivalent to a blown fuse). The fusemap operation in the
Lattice software generates this JEDEC standard
programming file.

One of the major elements needed to program an ispLSI
device is the JEDEC fuse map in which the specific logic
implementation is stored. While the ispCODE software
takes care of these details, it is important to understand
how this JEDEC fuse map is mapped onto the physical
ispLSI device during programming. The physical layout of
the fuse pattern begins with Address Row 0 and ends with
the maximum Address Row N and is determined by the
length of the Address SR as described in table 3. Spanning
the Address Rows are the outputs of the High-Order Data
SR and Low-Order Data SR, as described in table 4.
Programming fuses on a given row are enabled by a "1"
within the Address Shift Register for the appropriate row
and the use of state machine instructions that selectively
operate on the High-Order Data SR orthe Low-Order Data
SR. For example, the PRGMH instruction programs the
High-Order data bits within the device for the selected
Address Rowand the PRGML instruction programs the
Low-Order data bits (table 2 lists the ISP state machine
instructions). Referring to figure 7, the starting cell (LOOOOO)
of the JEDEC fuse map shifts into the device at the physical
location corresponding to Address Row 0, High-Order
Data SR bitO. nand m in the figure refer to the Address SR
length and the Data SR length, respectively, of the device
(refer to table 3). A series of sequential shifts eventually
results in the last cell location (Total # of Cells - 1) of the
JEDEC fuse map shifting into Address Row (n-1), Low-
Order Data SR bit (m-1) on the actual device.

•

The ispCODE Software routines make use of a bit packed
data format, called ispSTREAMTM, to transfer data be-
tween the JEDEC fuse map and the physical device
locations. The JEDEC fuse map can be translated into
ispSTREAM using the ispjedtoisp function and the
ispSTREAM format can be translated into a JEDEC fuse
map using the isp_isptojed function.

The first step of programming the ispLSI devices is to
determine the type of device to be programmed. This can
be done by reading the eight-bit device ID of all the devices.

ispLSI1016 ispLSI1024 ispLSI1032 ispLSI1048 ispLSI2032 ispLSI3256

Address SR Length 96 102 108 120 102 180

Data SR Length/Address 160 240 320 480 80 676

Total Number of Cells 15,360 24,480 34,560 57,600 8,160 121,680
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Data SR Bits ispLSI1016 ispLSI1024 ispLSI1032 ispLSI1048

High Order Data SR LSB 0 0 0 0
High Order Data SR MSB 79 119 159 239
Low Order Data SR LSB 80 120 160 240
Low Order Data SR MSB 159 239 319 479
Data SR Size (Bits) 160 240 320 480

Figure 7. ispLSI Device to Fuse Map Translation

DATA

+
Data In
(SDIN)

Row Addr. In (SDIN)
,-----------------------, (n-1)

E2 CMOS Cell Array
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By keeping the SOl to a known level (either high or low), the
10 shift can be terminated when a sequence of eight ones
or eight zeros is read. From the device 10 the serial bit
stream for programming can be arranged, A typical
programming sequence is as follows:

1) ADDSHFT command shift

2) Execute ADDSHFT command

3) Shift address

4) DATASHFT command shift

5) Execute DATASHFT command

6) Shift high order data

7) PRGMH command shift

8) Execute PRGMH

9) DATASHFT command shift

10) Execute DATASHFT command

11) Shift low order data

12) PRGML command shift

13) Execute PRGML

14) Repeat from 1) until all rows are programmed.

Diagnostic Register Preload

This section explains how to preload all of the buried
registers and I/O registers to a known state to test the logic
function of a device. The process of loading the register will
reduce the time necessary to test a function that is deeply
embedded in the logic of an ispLSI device.

To preload a device the ISP state machine is used with the
same five pins that are used for programming ispEN, SOl,
MODE, SDO and SCLK. Two state machine commands

preload all ofthe registers: GLBPRLD and 10PRLD. These
two commands enable two different shift registers and
enable data to be loaded into the device. The process of
loading data into the device is:

1. Enter the ISP programming mode by driving ispEN pin
to ViI.

2. Load command GLBPRLD and execute command (wait
one tclk).

3. Clock in the GLB preload data.

4. Load the command 10PRLD and execute the command
(wait one tclk).

5. Clock in the I/O preload data.

6. Return to the normal mode by driving the ispEN pin to
Vih.

•
When preloading a device it is important to keep the
dedicated input pins (RESET, YO, Y1, Y2 and Y3) in the
same state as the previous vector. If the state of these pins
is switched during the preload sequence the register may
not load correctly and the results cannot be guaranteed.

The preload feature is not recommended on designs which
use product term resets. The asynchronous nature of
these resets can cause registers to be reset unexpectedly,
therefore the results cannot be guaranteed.

There are two shift registers used to preload an ispLSI
device, the GLB shift register and the I/O shift register (see
table 6). The data formatforboth devices is shown in figure
9. The GLB registers are listed with their outputs (i.e. (A7
00) indicating output 0, of GLB A7).

Device GLB Shift Reg. Length VO Shift Reg. Length

ispLSl1016 64 bits 32 bits

ispLSl1024 96 bits 48 bits

ispLSl1032 128 bits 64 bits

ispLSl1048 192 bits 96 bits

ispLSI2032 32 bits N/A

ispLSI3256 256 bits 128 bits
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Figure 9. GLB Shift Register and 1/0 Shift Register Format
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ISP Programming Support

To assist users in implementing the ISP programming,
Lattice provides the isp Engineering Kit hardware and
ispCODE C language software routines which implement
the basic ISP functions for programming. The Lattice ISP
programming support uses the PC parallel port to program
the devices.

isp Engineering Kit Hardware Definition

Lattice provides both a PC-based (Model 100) and a Sun
Workstation-based (Model 200) isp Engineering Kit. PC-
based, parallel I/O port programming interface
implementation is explained in this section. For details on
the Model 200 refer to the Model 200 isp Engineering Kit
datasheet. The main function of this ispLSI programming
interface is to provide four properly timed programming
signals and the ispEN signal to the device. The PC parallel
port is used in the isp Engineering Kit to provide these
programming signals. The signals driven by the parallel
port can be used either by the Lattice isp Programming
Module (part of isp Engineering Kit Model 100) or on the

system board if the circuit board is built with provisions to
connect the ISP programming signals to the appropriate
traces.

In the case of users using the PC serial port as the I/O port
for programming, the serial data must be converted by
additional circuitry into the appropriate programming sig-
nals. There must also be timing circuitry that translates the
serial instructions into timed ISP programming signals.
This section only discuss the parallel port interface. Lattice's
isp Engineering Kit Model 200 supports serial port pro-
gramming.

In order to use the PC parallel port, the parallel port
operation must be defined properly. After defining the port,
it is just a matter of developing the programming software
to read and write from the parallel port. To guarantee the
signal integrity and drive capability, a 74HC367 buffer
should be directly connected at the parallel port's DB25
connector. Figure 11 defines the parallel port DB25 pins
and the associated ISP programming signals. The global
RESET signal is also provided to ensure a proper register
reset after programming.

•

ispLSI
Control

Software

Other
System
Circuitry

Parallel Port
Connection
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The buffer then drives the cable that connects the output of
the buffer to the ISP pins of the device. It is important to
keep the cable length to a minimum to reduce the loading
on the signal drivers. Since ispEN, SOl, SCLK and MOOE
are inputs tothe ispLSI device, they are being driven by the
buffer connected to the parallel port. SOD, on the other
hand, is an output signal which the ispLSI device has to
drive. If the load on the SOD signal is more than a minimum
length cable and the parallel port input, it is recommended
that the user provide a buffer on the circuit board to ensure
signal integrity.

Forthe parallel port interface, the software must access the
proper parallel port address. Once the port is defined, the
data transfer is accomplished by simply reading from the
port and writing to the port. The software must also
guarantee proper timing between the ISP programming
signals. When the programming software is executed,
most of the shorter hardware timing requirements are
automatically met due to the relatively long instruction
execution times. The programming pulse width (tpwp) and
bulk erase pulse width (tbew), which are in the 40ms to
200ms range, are the hardware timings that typically
require wait states in the software. The example functions
in the ispCOOE illustrates reading of the computer's timer
chip to generate these wait states.

Figure 11. PC Parallel Port Buffer & RJ45 Connector Definition

Based on the programming pulse width requirement, the
total programming time can be estimated. Since the
shifting the address and data is relatively small compared
to the programming time, the total programming time can
be estimated by the following formula.

Assuming that the programming pulse width (tpwp) is
1OOms, the total programming time for the ispLSI 1048 is
approximately 24 seconds.

Similar to PC-based I/O port controlled programming, a
processor or a microprocessor can be used to directly
supply the ISP programming signals with minimum decod-
ing logic and an optional storage device (see figure 12).
The discussion in this section pertains to the implementa-
tion of ISP programming on a circuit board with a
microprocessor. The discussion is based on the assump-
tion that the patterns and the code are stored in EPROMs.
Since an efficient use of storage is desirable, the bit packed
ispSTREAM format will use the least amount of storage.
The basic requirement here, again, is to supply properly
timed ISP programming signals.
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Hardware Configuration

There are several ways to define the ISP programming
hardware depending on the type of storage device and how
the ispLSI devices are to be programmed. The hardware
configuration shown in figure 13 uses an 8-bitwide EPROM
to store the fuse maps and code. The patterns are then
read from the EPROM by the microprocessor and con-
verted into serial stream format. The ISP signals are driven
from the decoder and I/O port which decodes the proper
ISP read/write address space similar to the I/O port defini-
tion of the previous setup. Similarly, fuse map memory
addresses must also be defined to be properly read from
the EPROM.

Programming pattern storage requirements are directly
dependent upon the ispLSI device type and which ISP
functions must be executed by the microprocessor. As-
suming the bit packed ispSTREAM formatforthe fuse map,
the number of bytes required for each ispLSI device is
simply the total number of cells divided by eight. In the case
of ispLSI 1048, 7.2K bytes is required to store the JEDEC
fuse map.

Similar to the parallel port interface, most hardware timing
requirements can be satisfied by the software instruction
execution time. Only the program, verify and bulk erase
times requires the software to have wait cycles. Many
microprocessor boards will not have a timer chip to time the
wait states. However, the instruction execution times
typically can be accurately estimated. Therefore, timing
loops must be inserted into the instructions control critical
hardware timing.

Software support for this case is very similar to the previ-
ous. Within the software, however, address spaces for the
ISP read/write locations and the EPROM read locations
must be defined. The storage space requirement for the
code must also be determined if the code is going to reside
in the storage device. Based on the ispCODE functions,
the object code which is capable of executing basic ISP
functions typically does not exceed 8K byte of memory.
This memory requirement is directly proportional to the
amount of ISP and user interface functions. •
ISP Software Interface

In addition to the hardware interface, the ispCODE C
language routines take care of the ispLSI programming
software interface. The software interface must implement
routines to read and write from the parallel port, to translate
the JEDEC fusemap to and from the stream file format, and
to toggle the ISP hardware signals connected at the output
port. Predefined routines for these functions such as
isp_program, isp_read, isp_verify, etc. are provided with
the ispCODE. The ispLSI user only needs to integrate
these routines into their overall system software.

The ispCODE routines makes use of the ispSTREAM bit
packed data format to transfer data between the JEDEC
fuse map and the physical device location. The JEDEC
fuse map can be translated into ispSTREAM using the
ispjedtoisp function and the ispSTREAM format can be
translated into a JEDEC fuse map using the isp_isptojed
function. In addition to the fuse map translation routines,
the ispCODE provides functions to check the device ID, to
read and write the User Electronic Signature (UES), and to

System
Microprocessor

(executes ispCODE)
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keep track of the program cycle counter. Refer to the
ispCODE User Manual for more details.

ispLSI Device Special Features

In addition to transfering the fuse pattern into the ispLSI
device with proper ISPtiming, there are a few administrative
functions that can make device programming more effi·
cientwhen implemented in the ISP programming algorithm.

All ispLSI devices have hardwired device identification
codes. These ID codes should be used to identify proper
device and fuse map compatibility. The ID check should be
run as the very first procedure before any device program·
ming procedures. The ispCODE routines provided by
Lattice include the isp_geUd function to facilitate this
process.

The ispLSI devices also provide several programmable
locations forthe UES and program cycle counter. The UES
can be used to identify which pattern is programmed into

the device. This is a very useful way of electronically
identifying the devices and their programs, especially
when the devices are secured. A 16·bit program cycle
counter can be implemented within the reserved loacation,
similar to the UES, to keep track of the number of program
cycles which the device experiences to avoid exceeding
the maximum programming cycle limit. UES and program
cycle counter routines aTe provided as part of Lattice's
ispCODE software.

One of the diagnostic features of the ispLSI devices is
register preload. GLB and I/O registers become serial shift
registers during the register preload command execution.
Data can either be shifted into or out of these shift registers
for system diagnostic functions. Special attention must be
paid to the GLB and I/O clocks in order to use the register
preload features properly. One must drive all GLB or all
I/O clocks high throughout the execution of the GLB or I/O
preload commands. This means that when defining the
test pattern that uses the preload commands all GLB or all
I/O clock polarities must be the same.

Address
Decode

110 Port
Register
(Bidirect·

ional)

iSDrn" IsplSI Device
Control Signals (RIW,AS,etc ..) Decoder

DATA
&

VO Port
Logic

Micro-
processor

PROM
or
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S002
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Boundary Scan

The Lattice 3000 family of devices supports the IEEE
1149.1 Boundary Scan specifications. The following
sections explain in detail how to interface to the devices
through the Test Access Port (TAP), how the boundary
scan registers are implemented within the devices, and the
boundary scan instructions that are supported by the pLSI
and ispLSI 3000 family

Test Access Port (TAP)
The test access port of the boundary scan is accessed
through six interface signals. These interface signals have
dual functions in the case of ispLSI 3000 family and are
used for Boundary Scan interface and in-system
programming interface signals. For the pLSI 3000 family
the six interface signals are only used for the boundary
scan TAP interface. Table 7 describes the interface signals.

The above mentioned six signals are dedicated for Boundary
Scan use for the pLSI family of devices. Since ISP
programming is accomplished through the same pins, five
of the six signals have both Boundary Scan interface and
ISP functions on the ispLSI devices. The TRST is the only
signal that does not have a dual function. It is only used to
reset the TAP controller state machine. The sequencing of
test routines are governed by the TAP controller state
machine. The state machine uses the TMS and TCK
signals as its inputs to sequence the states. Figure 14A is
the IEEE1149.1 specified state machine where the condition
for the state transtion is the state of the TMS input condition
before TCK within a given state. The timing specification
is also shown on figure 14B.

The main features of the TAP controller state machine
consists of Test-Logic-Reset state to reset the controller
and the Run-Test states. Two main components of the
Run-Test states are Data Register (DR) control states and
Instruction Register (IR) control states. Both of these
register control states are organized in a similar manner
where one can capture the registers, shift the register
string, or update the registers. Capturing the DRs simply
loads the DR with the data from the corresponding functional
input, output, or I/O pins. The IR capture, on the other hand,
loads the IRs with the previously executed instruction bits.
Shift register states serially shifts the DR and IR. In the
case of DR shift, the data is shifted according to the order
of the inputs, outputs, and I/Os defined in the Boundary
Scan section of each device data sheet. The IRs are shifted
out from the least significant bit first. During update
registers states, the DRs update the latches to drive the
external pins and IRs update the instruction bits with the
instruction that is to be executed.

•
Boundary Scan Registers
In order to support Boundary Scan, two types of data
registers are defined for the ispLSI/pLSI devices -- I/O cell
registers and input cell registers. The main purpose of
these registers is to capture test data from the appropriate
signals and shift data to either drive the test pins or examine
captured test data.

Figure 15 describes the registerforthe I/O cell. The I/O cell,
by definition, must have three components. One register
component captures the output enable (OE) signal, the
second component captures the output data and the third

pLS13000 ispLSI3000 Pin Function Description
Family Family

-- Active high signal on this pin selects the Boundary Scan function while active low signal
BSCAN BSCAN/ispEN selects the ISP function on the ispLSI devices. Internal pullup on this pin drives the

signal high when the external pin is not driven.

TCK TCKlSCLK Test Clock function for Boundary Scan and serial clock for the ISP function.

TMS TMS/MODE Test Mode Select for Boundary Scan and MODE control for ISP function.

TOI TOI/SDI Test Data Input for Boundary Scan and Serial Data Input for ISP pin functions as serial
data input pin for both interfaces.

TRST TRST Test Reset Input is an asynchronous signal to initialize the TAP controller to
Test-Logie-Reset state.

TOO TOO/SDO Test Data Output for Boundary Scan and Serial Data Output for ISP pin functions as
serial data output pin for both interfaces.
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GLB
OE

SCAN IN
(from D Q D Q
previous
cell) •

GLB
OUTPUT

D Q D Q

captures the input data. These components make up the
three registers that are part of the shift register string for
each of the I/O pins. Only parts of the I/O cell registers will
have valid data when I/O pins are configured as input only
or output only and the test routines must be able to monitor
the appropriate register bits. The update registers are used
mainly to store data that is to be driven onto the I/O pins.
The multiplexer controls are driven by the signal from the
TAP controller at appropriate states.

The function of an input cell register is much simpler than
that of an I/O cell. Figure 16 illustrates the single input
register cell. The purpose of the I/O cell is to capture the
input test data and shift the data out of the shift register
string.

SCANOUT
(to next cell)SCANIN

(from previous
cell)
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Boundary Scan Instructions
Lattice pLSI and ispLSI devices support the three mandatory
instructions defined by the Boundary Scan definition. The
following paragraphs describe each of the instructions and
its instruction code. A two bit long shift register is defined
within the devices to implementthe instruction shift register.

The SAMPLE/PRELOAD (Instruction Code - 01) instruction
is used to sample the pins that are to be tested. During
Capture-DR state, while executing this instruction, the DRs
are loaded with the state of the pins which can then be
examined after shifting the data through TOO. The
PRELOAD part of this instruction is simply loading the DRs
during Shift-DR state with the desired condition for each of
the pins.

From TDI

Shift DR

The EXTEST (Instruction Code - 00) instruction drives the
external pins with the previously updated values from the
DR during Update-DR state.

The BYPASS (Instruction Code - 11) instruction is used to
bypass any device that is not accessed during any part of
the test. The definition of BYPASS instruction allows the
TDI not to be driven during Shift-IR state. In order to shift
in the correct instruction code the TDI pin has an internal
pull-up to drive a logic high. A bypassed boundary scan
device has a single bypass register as shown in figure 17
below.
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Introduction to pLSl/ispLSI 1000 Family

Lattice Semiconductor's pLSI (programmable Large Scale
Integration) and ispLSI (in-system programmable Large
Scale Integration) are high-density and high-performance
E2CMOS® programmable logic devices. They provide
design engineers with a superior system solution for
integrating high-speed logic on a single chip.

The Lattice pLSI and ispLSI 1000 Families combine the
performance and ease of use of PLDs with the density
and flexibility of FPGAs.

The pLSI and ispLSI 1000 Families are ideal for designs
requiring high speeds with highly integrated logic.

The ispLSI devices have also pioneered non-volatile, in-
system programmability, a technology that allows real-time
programming, less expensive manufacturing and end-
user feature reconfiguration.

Lattice's E2CMOS technology features reprogrammabil-
ity, the ability to program the device again and again to
easily incorporate any design modifications. This same
capability allows full parametric testability during manu-
facturing, which guarantees 100 percent programming
and functional yield.

All necessary development tools are available from Lat-
tice and third-party vendors. Development tools offered
range from Lattice's low cost pDS® software, featuring
Boolean entry in a graphical Windows™ based environ-
ment, to the pDS+TMfamily of Fitters that interface with
third party development software packages. Design
systems interfacing with pDS+ Fitters feature schematic
capture. state machine and HDL design entry. Designs
can now be completed in hours as opposed to days or
weeks.

pLSI and ispLSI Product 1000 Family
o 110 MHz System Performance

0 10 ns Pin-to-Pin Delay

0 Deterministic Performance

0 High Density (2,000-8.000 PLD Gates)

0 44 Pin to 128 Pin Package Options

0 Flexible Architecture

0 Easy-to-Use

0 In-System Programmable (ispLSI)

•
pLSI and ispLSI Technology

o UltraMOS E2CMOS - the PLD Technology of
Choice

o Electrically Erasable/Programmable/
Reprogrammable

o 100% Tested During Manufacture

o 100% Programming Yield

o Fast Programming

pLSI and ispLSI Development Tools
o Low Cost, Fully Integrated pDS Design System

for the PC

o pDS+ Support for Industry-Standard Third-
Party Design Environments and Platforms

o HDL, VHDL Boolean Equation, State Machine
and Schematic Capture Entry

o Timing and Functional Simulation

o PC and Workstation Platforms
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1000 Family Overview Each device contains multiple Generic Logic Blocks
(GLBs), which are designed to maximize system flexibility
and performance. A balanced ratio of registers and VO
cells provides the optimum combination of internal logic
and external connections. A global interconnect scheme
ties everything together, enabling utilization of up to 80%
of available logic. Table 1describes the family attributes.

The pLSI and ispLSl1 000 family of high-density devices
address high-performance system logic needs, ranging
from registers, to counters, to multiplexers, to complex
state machines.

With PLD densities ranging from 2,000 to 8,000 gates,
the pLSI and ispLSl1 000 Families provide a wide range
of programmable logic solutions which meet tomorrow's
design requirements today.

Family Member 1016 1024 1032 104811048C

Density (PLD Gates) 2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000

Speed: fmax (MHz) 110 90 90 80

Speed: tpd (ns) 10 12 12 15

GLBs 16 24 32 48

Registers 96 144 192 288

Inputs + 1/0 36 54 72 1061110·

44-pin PLCC 68-pin PLCC 84-pin PLCC 120-pin PQFP
Pin/Package 44-pin TQFP 68-pin JLCC 1OO-pinTQFP 128-pin PQFp·

44-pin JLCC 84-pin CPGA
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pLS/® and ispLSfM 1016
High-Density Programmable Logic

Functional Block Diagram

• PROGRAMMABLE AND IN-SYSTEM PROGRAMMABLE
HIGH DENSITY LOGIC
- High-Speed Global Interconnect
- 2000 PLD Gates
- 32 VO Pins, Four Dedicated Inputs
- 96 Registers
- Wide Input Gating for Fast Counters, State

Machines, Address Decoders, etc.
- Small Logic Block Size for Random Logic
- Security Cell Prevents Unauthorized Copying

• HIGH PERFORMANCE E2CMOS" TECHNOLOGY
- fmax = 110 MHz Maximum Operating Frequency
- fmax = 60 MHz for Industrial and Military/883 Devices
- tpd = 10 ns Propagation Delay
- TTL Compatible Inputs and Outputs
- Electrically Erasable and Reprogrammable
- Non-Volatile E2CMOS Technology
-100% Tested

• ispLSI OFFERS THE FOLLOWING ADDED FEATURES
- In-System Programmable 5-Volt Only
- Change Logic and Interconnects "On-the-Fly" in

Seconds
- Reprogram Soldered Device for Debugging

• COMBINES EASE OF USE AND THE FAST SYSTEM
SPEED OF PLDs WITH THE DENSITY AND FLEX-
IBILITY OF FIELD PROGRAMMABLE GATE ARRAYS

- Complete Programmable Device Can Combine Glue
Logic and Structured Designs

- Three Dedicated Clock Input Pins
- Synchronous and Asynchronous Clocks
- Flexible Pin Placement
- Optimized Global Routing Pool Provides Global

Interconnectivity

• pLSVispLSI DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM (pDS")
pDS Software

- Easy to Use PC Windows™ Interface
- Boolean Logic Compiler
- Manual Partitioning
- Automatic Place and Route
- Static Timing Table

pDS+ ™ Software
- Industry Standard, Third Party Design

Environments
- Schematic Capture, State Machine, HDL
- Automatic Partitioning
- Automatic Place and Route
- Comprehensive Logic and Timing Simulation
- PC and Workstation Platforms
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Description

The Lattice pLSI and ispLSI 1016 are High-Density
Programmable Logic Devices containing 96 Registers,
32 Universal I/O pins, four Dedicated Input pins, three
Dedicated Clock Input pins and a Global Routing Pool
(GRP). The GRP provides complete interconnectivity
between all of these elements. The ispLSI1 016 features
S-Volt in-system programming and in-system diagnostic
capabilities. It is the first device which offers non-volatile
"on-the-fly" reprogrammability of the logic, as well as the
interconnect to provide truly reconfigurable systems. It is
architecturally and parametrically compatible to the pLSI
1016 device, but multiplexes four input pins to control in-
system programming.

The basic unit of logic on the pLSI and ispLSI 1016
devices is the Generic Logic Block (GLB). The GLBs are
labeled AO, A 1 .. B7 (see figu re 1). There are a total of 16
GLBs in the pLSI and ispLSI 1016 devices. Each GLB
has 18 inputs, a programmable AND/OR/XOR array, and
four outputs which can be configured to be either
combinatorial or registered. Inputs to the GLB come from
the GRP and dedicated inputs. All of the GLB outputs are
brought back into the GRP so that they can be connected
to the inputs of any other GLB on the device.

Copyright C 1994 Lattice Semiconductor Corp. All brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. The specifications and informatton herein are
SUbject to change without notice.

LATTICE SEMICONDUCTOR CORP., 5555 Northeast Moore Ct., Hillsboro, Oregon 97124, U.S.A. 1994 Data Book
Tel. (503) 681-0118; 1-800-LATTICE; FAX (503) 681-3037
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Functional Block Diagram

Generic
Logic Blocks

(GLBs)

The devices also have 32 I/O cells, each of ~hich is
directly connected to an I/O pin. Each I/O cell can be
individually programmed to be a combinatorial input,
registered input, latched input, output or bi-directional
I/O pin with 3-state control. Additionally, all outputs are
polarity selectable, active high or active low. The signal
levels are TTL compatible voltages and the output drivers
can source 4 mA or sink 8 mA.

Eight GLBs, 16 I/O cells, two dedicated inputs and one
ORP are connected together to make a Megablock (see
figure 1). The outputs of the eight GLBs are connected to
a set of 16 universal I/O cells by the ORP. The pLSI and
ispLSI 1016 devices contain two of these Megablocks.

Global
Routing

Pool
(GRP)

ClKO
ClK1
ClK2
IOCLKO

IOCLK 1

YO
Y1"

'SClKIY2

"Note: Yl and RESET
are multiplexed
on the same pin

The GRP has as its inputs the outputs from all ofthe GLBs
and all of the inputs from the bi-directionall/O cells. All of
these signals are made available to the inputs of the
GLBs. Delays through the GRP have been equalized to
minimize timing skew.
Clocks in the pLSI and ispLSI 1016 devices are selected
using the Clock Distribution Network. Three dedicated
clock pins (YO,Y1 and Y2) are brought into the distribu-
tion network, and five clock outputs (CLK 0, CLK 1, CLK
2, 10CLK 0 and 10CLK 1) are provided to route clocks to
the GLBs and I/O cells. The Clock Distribution Network
can also be driven from a special clock GLB (BOon the
pLSI and ispLSI 1016 devices). The logic of this GLB
allows the user to create an internal clock from a combi-
nation of internal signals within the device.
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 1

Supply Voltage Vcc -0.5 to +7.0V

Input Voltage Applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V

Off-State Output Voltage Applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V

Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C

Case Temp. with Power Applied -55 to 125°C •
1. Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum Ratings· may cause permanent damage to the device. Functional

operation 01 the device at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections 01 this spec~ication
is not implied (while programming, follow the programming spec~ications).

DC Recommended Operating Conditions

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN. MAX. UNITS

Commercial TA= O°C to +70°C 4.75 5.25

VCC Supply Voltage Industrial TA = -40°C to +85°C 4.5 5.5 V

Military/883 Tc = -55°C to +125°C 4.5 5.5

VIL Input Low Voltage 0 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 1 V

Capacitance (TA=25°C, f=1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM1 UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C1 I Commercial/Industrial 8 pf Vcc=5.0V, V'N=2.0V
Dedicated Input Capacitance I

Military 10 pI Vcc=5.0V, V'N=2.0V

CZ I/O and Clock Capacitance 10 pI Vcc=5.0V, VI/O'Vy=2.0V

Data Retention Specifications

PARAMETER MINIMUM MAXIMUM UNITS

Data Retention 20 - YEARS

ispLSI Erase/Reprogram Cycles 1000 - CYCLES
pLSI Erase/Reprogram Cycles 100 - CYCLES
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Switching Test Conditions

Input Pulse Levels GNDt03.0V

Input Rise and Fall Time :!>3ns 10% to 90%

Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See figure 2

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state
active level.

Device
Output

Test
Point

Test Condition R1 R2 CL

A 4700 3900 35pF

B Active High 00 3900 35pF

Active Low 4700 3900 35pF

Active High to Z 00 3900 5pF
C at V0+<• 0.5V

Active Low to Z 4700 3900 5pF

atVOA.+0.5V

DC Electrical Characteristics

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. Typ.3 MAX. UNITS

VOA. Output Low Voltage 10l=8 mA - - 0.4 V

yO+< Output High Voltage 10+<=-4 mA 2.4 - - V

I'L Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV S V,NS V'L (MAX.) - - -10 flA

I'H Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.5V S V,NS Vcc - - 10 flA

I'L-isp isp Input Low Leakage Current OV S V,NS V'L (MAX.) - - -150 mA

I,L-PU I/O Active Pull-Up Current OV:!>V,NS V'L - - -150 lJ-A

los 1 Output Short Circuit Current Vcc = 5V, VOOT=0.5V -60 - -200 mA
1cc2 Operating Power Supply Current V'L= 0.5V, V,H = 3.0V ICommercial - 100 150 mA

fTOGGLE= 1 MHz IlndustriaVMiI~ary - 100 170 mA

1. One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. V•••= 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems by tester ground
degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.

2. Measured using four 16-b~ counters.
3. Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA = 25°C.
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External Timing Parameters

TEST 5 #2 DESCRIPTION1
-110 -90

UNITSPARAMETER CONDo MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd1 A 1 Data Propagation Delay, 4PT bypass, ORP bypass - 10 - 12 ns

tpd2 A 2 Data Propagation Delay, Worst Case Path - 14.5 - 17 ns

fmax A 3 Clock Frequency with Internal Feedback3 111 - 90.9 - MHz

fmax (Ext.) - 4 Clock Frequency with External Feedback (iSU2 : teOi) 70.1 - 58.8 - MHz

fmax (Tog.) - 5 Clock Frequency, Max Toggle4 125 - 125 - MHz

tsu1 - 6 GLB Reg. Setup Time before Clock, 4PT bypass 4.5 - 6 - ns

tc01 A 7 GLB Reg. Clock to Output Delay, ORP bypass - 7 - 8 ns

th1 - 8 GLB Reg. Hold Time after Clock, 4 PT bypass 0 - 0 - ns

tsu2 - 9 GLB Reg. Setup Time before Clock 7.5 - 9 - ns

tc02 - 10 GLB Reg. Clock to Output Delay - 8.5 - 10 ns

th2 - 11 GLB Reg. Hold Time after Clock 0 - 0 - ns

tr1 A 12 Ext. Reset Pin to Output Delay - 14 - 15 ns

trw1 - 13 Ext. Reset Pulse Duration 10 - 10 - ns

ten B 14 Input to Output Enable - 15 - 15 ns

tdis C 15 Input to Output Disable - 15 - 15 ns

twh - 16 Ext. Sync. Clock Pulse Duration, High 4 - 4 - ns
twl - 17 Ext. Sync. Clock Pulse Duration, Low 4 - 4 - ns
tsu5 - 18 1/0 Reg. Setup Time before Ext. Sync. Clock (Y1, Y2) 2 - 2 - ns
th5 - 19 1/0 Reg. Hold Time after Ext. Sync. Clock (Y1; Y2) 5.5 - 6.5 - ns

1. Unless noted otherwise, all parameters use a GRP load of 4 GLBs, 20 PTXOR path, ORP and YO clock.
2. Refer to Timing Model in this data sheet for further details.
3. Standard 16-Bitloadable counter using GRP feedback.
4. fmax (Toggle) may be less than 1/(twh + twl). This is to allow for a clock duty cycle of other than 50%.
5. Reference Switching Test Conditions Section.

II
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External Timing Parameters

TEST 5 #2 DESCRIPTION1
-80 -60

UNITSPARAMETER
CONDo MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd1 A 1 Data Propagation Delay, 4PT bypass, ORP bypass - 15 - 20 ns

tpd2 A 2 Data Propagation Delay, Worst Case Path - 20 - 25 ns

fmax A 3 Clock Frequency with Internal Feedback3 80 - 60 - MHz

fmax (Ext.) - 4 Clock Frequency with External Feedback(~) 50 - 38 - MHztsu + tco

fniax (Tog.) - 5 Clock Frequency, Max Toggle4 100 - 83 - MHz

tsu1 - 6 GLB Reg. Setup Time before Clock, 4PT bypass 7 - 9 - ns

tc01 A 7 GLB Reg. Clock to Output Delay, ORP bypass - 10 - 13 ns

th1 - 8 GLB Reg. Hold Time after Clock, 4 PT bypass 0 - 0 - ns

tsu2 - 9 GLB Reg. Setup Time before Clock 10 - 13 - ns

tc02 - 10 GLB Reg. Clock to Output Delay - 12 - 16 ns
th2 - 11 GLB Reg. Hold Time after Clock 0 - 0 - ns

tr1 A 12 Ext. Reset Pin to Output Delay - 17 - 22.5 ns
trw1 - 13 Ext. Reset Pulse Duration 10 - 13 - ns

ten B 14 Input to Output Enable - 18 - 24 ns
tdis C 15 Input to Output Disable - 18 - 24 ns

twh - 16 Ext. Sync. Clock Pulse Duration, High 5 - 6 - ns

twl - 17 Ext. Sync. Clock Pulse Duration, Low 5 - 6 - ns

tsu5 - 18 I/O Reg. Setup Time before Ext. Sync. Clock (Y1 , Y2) 2 - 2.5 - ns
th5 - 19 I/O Reg. Hold Time after Ext. Sync. Clock (Y1. Y2) 6.5 - 8.5 - ns

1. Unless noted otherwise, all parameters use a GRP load of 4 GLBs. 20 PTXOR path, ORP and YO clock.
2. Refer to Timing Model in this data sheet for further details.
3. Standard 16-Bit loadable counter using GRP feedback.
4. fmax (Toggle) may be less than 1/(twh + twl). This is to allow for a clock duty cycle of other than 50%.
5. Reference Switching Test Conditions Section.
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Internal Timing Parameters'

#2
-110 -90

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS
MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

Inputs
tiobp 20 I/O Register Bypass - 0.8 - 1.0 ns

tiolat 21 I/O Latch Delay - 1.7 - 2.0 ns

tiosu 22 I/O Register Setup Time before Clock 4.1 - 4.5 - ns

tioh 23 I/O Register Hold Time after Clock 1.8 - 2.0 - ns

tioco 24 I/O Register Clock to Out Delay J, - 1.7 - 2.0 ns
tior 25 I/O Register Reset to Out Delay - 2.1 - 2.5 ns

tdin 26 Dedicated Input Delay . < - 1.7 - 2.0 ns

GRP
tgrp1 27 GRP Delay, 1 GLB Load - 0.6 - 0.7 ns
tgrp4 28 GRP Delay, 4 GLB Loads - 0.8 - 1.0 ns
tgrp8 29 GRP Delay, 8 GLB Loads - 1.5 - 1.8 ns
tgrp12 30 GRP Delay, 12 GLB Loads - 2.1 - 2.6 ns
tgrp16 31 GRP Delay, 16 GLB Loads - 2.8 - 3.4 ns

GLB
t4ptbp 33 4 Product Term Bypass Path Delay - 5.3 - 6.5 ns
t1ptxor 34 1 Product TermIXOR Path Delay - 6.1 - 7.0 ns
t20ptxor 35 20 Product TermlXOR Path Delay - 6.6 - 8.0 ns
txoradj 36 XOR Adjacent Path Delay3 - 8.2 - 9.5 ns
tgbp 37 GLB Register Bypass Delay - 0.5 - 0.5 ns
tgsu 38 GLB Register Setup Time before Clock 0.3 - 1.0 - ns
tgh 39 GLB Register Hold Time after Clock 2.9 - 3.5 - ns
tgco 40 GLB Register Clock to Output Delay - 1.6 - 1.5 ns
tgr 41 GLB Register Reset to Output Delay - 2.1 - 2.5 ns
tptre 42 GLB Product Term Reset to Register Delay - 8.2 - 10.0 ns
tptoe 43 GLB Product Term Output Enable to I/O Cell Delay - 9.9 - 9.0 ns
tptck 44 GLB Product Term Clock Delay 2.8 6.2 3.5 7.5 ns

ORP
torp 45 ORP Delay I - 2.0 I - 2.5 ns
torpbp 46 ORP Bypass Delay I - 0.4 I - 0.5 ns

1. Intemal Timing Parameters are not tested and are for reference only.
2. Refer to Timing Model in this data sheet for further details.
3. The XOR Adjacent path can only be used by Lattice Hard Macros.

II
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Internal Timing Parameters1

#2 -110 -90
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITSIMIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

Outputs
tob 47 Output Buffer Delay - 2.1 - 2.5 ns

toen 48 1/0 Cell OE to Output Enabled - 3.3 - 4.0 ns

todis 49 1/0 Cell OE to Output Disabled - 3.3 - 4.0 ns

Clocks
tgyO 50 Clock Delay, YOto Global GLB Clock Line (Ref. clock) 2.9 2.9 3.5 3.5 ns

tgy1/2 51 Clock Delay, Y1 or Y2 to Global GLB Clock Line 2.1 3.8 2.5 4.5 ns

tgcp 52 Clock Delay, Clock GLB to Global GLB Clock Line 0.8 4.2 1.0 5.0 ns

tioy1/2 53 Clock Delay, Y1 or Y2 to 1/0 Cell Global Clock Line 2.1 3.8 2.5 4.5 ns

tiocp 54 Clock Delay, Clock GLB to 1/0 Cell Global Clock Line 0.8 4.2 1.0 5.0 ns

Global Reset
tgr 55 Global Reset to GLB and 1/0 Registers I - 7.9 - 7.5 ns

1. Internal Timing Parameters are not tested and are for reference only.
2. Refer to Timing Model in this data sheet for further details.
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#2
-80 -60

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS
MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

Inputs
tiobp 20 1/0 Register Bypass - 2.0 - 2.7 ns

tiolat 21 1/0 Latch Delay - 3.0 - 4.0 ns

tiosu 22 1/0 Register Setup Time before Clock 5.5 - 7.3 - ns

tioh 23 1/0 Register Hold Time after Clock 1.0 - 1.3 - ns

tioco 24 1/0 Register Clock to Out Delay - 3.0 - 4.0 ns

tior 25 1/0 Register Reset to Out Delay - 2.5 - 3.3 ns

tdin 26 Dedicated Input Delay - 4.0 - 5.3 ns

GRP
tgrp1 27 GRP Delay, 1 GLB Load J - 1.5 - 2.0 ns
tgrp4 28 GRP Delay, 4 GLB Loads - 2.0 - 2.7 ns

tgrp8 29 GRP Delay, 8 GLB Loads - 3.0 - 4.0 ns

tgrp12 30 GRP Delay, 12 GLB Loads - 3.8 - 5.0 ns

tgrp16 31 GRP Delay, 16 GLB Loads - 4.5 - 6.0 ns

GLB
t4ptbp 33 4 Product Term Bypass Path Delay - 6.5 - 8.6 ns

t1ptxor 34 1 Product TermlXOR Path Delay - 7.0 - 9.3 ns
t20ptxor 35 20 Product TermlXOR Path Delay - 8.0 - 10.6 ns
txoradj 36 XOR Adjacent Path Delay3 - 9.5 - 12.7 ns
tgbp 37 GLB Register Bypass Delay - 1.0 - 1.3 ns

tgsu 38 GLB Register Setup Time before Clock 1.0 - 1.3 - ns
tgh 39 GLB Register Hold Time after Clock 4.5 - 6.0 - ns
tgco 40 GLB Register Clock to Output Delay - 2.0 - 2.7 ns
tgr 41 GLB Register Reset to Output Delay - 2.5 - 3.3 ns
tptre 42 GLB Product Term Reset to Register Delay - 10.0 - 13.3 ns
tptoe 43 GLB Product Term Output Enable to 1/0 Cell Delay - 9.0 - 12.0 ns
tptck 44 GLB Product Term Clock Delay 3.5 7.5 4.6 9.9 ns

ORP
torp 45 ORP Delay - 2.5 - 3.3 I ns
torpbp 46 ORP Bypass Delay - 0.5 - 0.7 I ns

1. Intemal Timing Parameters are not tested and are for reference only.
2. Refer to Timing Model in this data sheet for further details.
3. The XOR Adjacent path can only be used by Lattice Hard Macros.

•
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Internal Timing Parameters 1

#2
-80 -60

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS
MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

Outputs
tob 47 Output Buffer Delay - 3.0 - 4.0 ns

toen 48 I/O Cell OE to Output Enabled - 5.0 - 6.7 ns

todis 49 I/O Cell OE to Output Disabled - 5.0 - 6.7 ns

Clocks
tgyO 50 Clock Delay, YOto Global GLB Clock Line (Ref. clock) . 4.5 4.5 6.0 6.0 ns

tgy1/2 51 Clock Delay, Y1 or Y2 to Global GLB Clock Line 3.5 5.5 4.6 7.3 ns

tgcp 52 Clock Delay, Clock GLB to Global GLB Clock Line 1.0 5.0 1.3 6.6 ns

tioy1/2 53 Clock Delay, Y1 or Y2 to I/O Cell Global Clock Line 3.5 5.5 4.6 7.3 ns

tiocp 54 Clock Delay, Clock GLB to I/O Cell Global Clock Line 1.0 5.0 1.3 6.6 ns

Global Reset
tgr 55 Global Reset to GLB and I/O Registers - 9.0 - 12.0 I ns

1. Internal Timing Parameters are not tested and are for reference only.
2. Refer to Timing Model in this data sheet for further details.
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pLSI and ispLSI1016 Timing Model

•

Derivations of tsu, th and tco from the Product Term Clock1

tsu Logic + Reg su - Clock (min)
(tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor) + (tgsu) - (tiobp + tgrp4 + tptck(min))
(#20 + #28 + #35) + (#38) - (#20 + #28 + #44)

5.5 ns = (1.0 + 1.0 + 8.0) + (1.0) - (1.0 + 1.0 + 3.5)

th Clock (max) + Reg h - Logic
(tiobp + tgrp4 + tptck(max)) + (tgh) - (tobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor)
(#20 + #28 + #44) + (#39) - (#20 + #28 + #35)

3.0 ns = (1.0 + 1.0 + 7.5) + (3.5) - (1.0 + 1.0 + 8.0)

teo Clock (max) + Reg co + Output
= (tiobp + tgrp4 + tptck(max)) + (tgco) + (torp + tob)
= (#20 + #28 + #44) + (#40) + (#45 + #47)

16.0 ns = (1.0+ 1.0 +7.5) + (1.5) + (2.5 + 2.5)

Derivations of tsu, th and tco from the Clock GLB1
tsu Logic + Reg su - Clock (min)

(tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor) + (tgsu) - (tgyO(min) + tgco + tgcp(min))
(#20 + #28 + #35) + (#38) - (#50 + #40 + #52)

5.0 ns = (1.0 + 1.0 + 8.0) + (1.0) - (3.5 + 1.5 + 1.0)

th Clock (max) + Reg h - Logic
(tgyO(max) + tgco + tgcp(max)) + (tgh) - (tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor)
(#50 + #40 + #52) + (#39) - (#20 + #28 + #35)

3.5 ns = (3.5 + 1.5 + 5.0) + (3.5) - (1.0 + 1.0 + 8.0)

tco Clock (max) + Reg co + Output
= (tgyO(max) + tgco + tgcp(max)) + (tgco) + (torp + tob)
= (#50 + #40 + #52) + (#40) + (#45 + #47)

16.5 ns = (3.5 + 1.5 + 5.0) + (1.5) + (2.5 + 2.5)

1. Calculations are based upon timing specs for the ispLSI 1016-90.
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~.s 100
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fmax (MHz)

Notes: Configuration of Four 16-bit Counters
Typical Current at SV, 2S'C

ICC can be estimated for the pLSI and ispLSI1016 using the following equation:

ICC = 31 + (# of PTs * 0.45) + (# of nets * Max. freq * 0.009) where:
# of PTs = Number of Product Terms used in design
# of nets = Number of Signals used in device
Max. freq = Highest Clock Frequency to the device

The ICC estimate is based on typical conditions (VCC = 5.0V, room temperature) and an assumption of 2 GLB loads on
average exists. These values are for estimates only. Since the value of ICC is sensitive to operating conditions and the
program in the device, the actual ICC should be verified.
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o
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a::
<.9 2

pLSI and ispLSI 1016-90,

pLSI and ispLSI 1016-110

8
GLB Loads
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In-System Programmability All necessary programming is done via five TTL level
logic interface signals. These five signals are fed into the
on-chip programming circuitry where a state machine
controls the programming. The interface signals are isp
Enable (ispEN), Serial Data In (SOl), Serial Data Out
(SDO), Serial Clock (SCLK) and Mode (MODE) control.
Figure 5 illustrates the block diagram of one possible
scheme for programming the ispLSI devices. For details
on the operation of the internal state machine and pro-
gramming of the device please refer to the in-system
programming section in this Data Book. •

The ispLSI devices are the in-system programmable
versions of the Lattice High-Density programmable Large
Scale Integration (pLSI) devices. By integrating all the
high voltage programming circuitry on-chip, programming
can be accomplished by simply shifting data into the
device. Once the function is programmed. the non-
volatile E2CMOS cells will not lose the pattern even when
the power is turned off.

SDa }SOl 5-wire ISP
MODE Programming

SCLK Interface
ispEN
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ISP Programming Voltage/Timing Specifications 1

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP. MAX. UNITS
VCCP Programming Voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V

Iccp Programming Supply Current - 50 100 mA

VIHP Input Voltage High ispEN = low 2.0 - Vccp V

VllP Input Voltage low 0 - 0.8 V

liP Input Current - 100 200 lLA

VOHP Output Voltage High IOH= -3.2 mA 2.4 - Vccp V

VOlP Output Voltage low 10l.=5mA 0 - 0.5 V

tr, tf Input Rise and Fall - - 0.1 lLS

tisoen ispEN to Output 3-State Enabled - 2 10 lLS

tisodis ispEN to Output 3-State Disabled - 2 10 lLS

tsu Setup Time 0.1 0.5 - lLS

tco Clock to Output 0.1 0.5 - lLS

th Hold Time 0.1 0.5 - lLS

tclkh, tclkl Clock Pulse Width, High and low 0.5 1 - lLS

tpwv Verify Pulse Width 20 30 - lLS

tpwp Programming Pulse Width 40 - 100 ms

tbew Bulk Erase Pulse Width 200 - - ms

trst Reset Time From Valid Vccp 45 lLS
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Figure 6. Timing Waveforms for In-System Programming (lspLSI1016)

vcc~
trst

Unused
Input

Unused
Output

~ Don'tCare

~ Undefined State

'---
th

tclkh :::tl tsu" /Ftc'kl~ '--_/

•
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Figure 8 illustrates the address and data shift register bits the Device Layout discussion in the pLSI and ispLSI
for the ispLSI 1016. For a detailed explanation refer to Architectural Description section of this Data Book.

High Order Shift Register
Low Order Shift Register

SOO
SOl

95

6 soo
Note: A logic "1" in the Address Shift Register bit position enables the row for programming or verification.

A logic "0" disables it.
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Pin Description

1/00-1/03
1/04-1/07
1/08-1/011
I/O 12 -I/O 15
I/O 16 -I/O 19
I/O 20 -I/O 23
I/O 24 -I/O 27
I/O 28 -I/O 31

GND
Vcc

TQFP PLCC JLCC
Pin Numbers Pin Numbers Pin Numbers
9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18,
13, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22,
19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28,
23, 24, 25, 26, 29, 30, 31, 32,
31, 32, 33, 34, 37, 38, 39, 40,
35, 36, 37, 38, 41, 42, 43, 44,
41, 42, 43, 44, 3, 4, 5, 6,
1, 2, 3, 4 7, 8, 9, 10

15, 16, 17, 18, Input/Output Pins - These are the general purpose I/O
19, 20, 21, 22, pins used by the logic array.
25, 26, 27, 28,
29, 30, 31, 32,
37, 38, 39, 40,
41, 42, 43, 44,
3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10

17, 39
6, 28

1, 23
12, 34

1, 23
12, 34

•
Input - Dedicated in-system programming enable
input pin. This pin is brought low to enable the
programming mode. The MODE, SDI, SDO and
SCLK options become active.
Input - This pin performs two functions. It is a
dedicated input pin when ispEN is logic high. When
ispEN is logic low, ~functions as an input pin to load
programming data into the device. SDI/IN 0 also is
used as one of the two control pins for the isp state
machine.
Input - This pin performs two functions. It is a
dedicated input pin when ispEN is logic high. When
ispEN is logic low, it functions as a pin to control the
operation of the isp state machine.
Input/Output- This pin performs two functions. ltis a
dedicated input pin when ispEN is logic high. When
ispEN is logic low, itfunctions as an output pin to read
serial shift register data.
Input - This pin performs two functions. It is a
dedicated clock input when ispEN is logic high. This
clock input is brought into the Clock Distribution
Network, and can optionally be routed to any GLB
andlor 1/0 cell on the device. When ispEN is logic low,
it functions as a clock pin for the Serial Shift Register.

Dedicated Clock input. This clock input is connected
to one of the clock inputs of all of the GLBs on the
device.
This pin performs two functions:

- Dedicated clock input. Thi~clock input isbrought
into the Clock Distribution Network, and can
optionally be routed to any GLB and/or I/O
cell on the device.

- Active Low (0) Reset pin which resets all of the
GLB and 1/0 registers in the device.

Ground (GND)
Vcc
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Pin Configuration

1/028
1/029
1/030

1/031
YO

vcc
'ispEN/NC

'SOI/INO
1/00
1/01
1/02

pLSI1016
and

ispLSI1016

Mvl.O<Df'--C1T'""COO>OT'""~~~~~a~~~~~
o
'!'

1/018
1/017
1/016

IN2IMOOE'
Y1/RESET
VCC
Y2ISCLK'

1/015
11014
1/013
1/012

1/028
1/029
1/030

1/031
YO

VCC

'ispEN/NC

'SOI/INO
1/00
1/01
1102

1/018
1/017
1/016

IN 21MOOE'
Y1/RESET
VCC

Y2ISCLK'

1/015
11014
1/013
1/012
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Pin Configuration

11028
1/029
1/030
11031

YO
vcc

"ispEN/NC
"SDI/IN 0

1/00
1/01
1/02

pLSI1016
and

ispLSI1016

1/018
1/017
1/016
IN2IMODE"
Yl/RESET
VCC

Y2ISCLK"

1/015
11014
1/013
1/012
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Part Number Description

XXX X (XX) 1016 - XXX

Device Family I J
pLSI
ispLSI
Device Number -------

X X

LGrad~
Blank = Commercial
I = Industrial
/883 = 883 Military Process

Package
J = PLCC

T=TQFP
H =JLCC

l--------Power
L=Low

Speed
110 = 110 MHz fmax
90 = 90 MHz fmax
80 = 80 MHz fmax
60 = 60 MHz fmax

pLSI and ispLSI 1016 Ordering Information

Family fmax (MHz) tpd (ns) Ordering Number Package

110 10 pLS11016-110LJ 44-Pin PLCC

110 10 pLS11016-110LT 44-Pin TOFP

90 12 pLS11016-90LJ 44-Pin PLCC

pLSI 90 12 pLSI1016-90LT 44-PinTOFP

80 15 pLSI 1016-80LJ 44-Pin PLCC

80 15 pLSI 1016-80L T 44-PinTOFP

60 20 pLSI 1016-60LJ 44-Pin PLCC

60 20 pLS11016-60LT 44-Pin TOFP

110 10 ispLS11016-110LJ 44-Pin PLCC

110 10 ispLS11016-110LT 44-PinTOFP

90 12 ispLS11016-90LJ 44-Pin PLCC

IspLSI
90 12 ispLSI 1016-90L T 44-Pin TOFP

80 15 ispLSI 1016-80LJ 44-Pin PLCC

80 15 ispLS11016-80LT 44-Pin TOFP

60 20 ispLSI 1016-60LJ 44-Pin PLCC

60 20 ispLS11016-60LT 44-Pin TOFP

Family fmax (MHz) tpd (ns) Ordering Number Package

pLSI 60 20 pLS11016-60LJI 44-Pin PLCC

IspLSI 60 20 ispLSI 1016-60LJI 44-Pin PLCC

Family fmax (MHz) tpd (ns) Ordering Number Package

pLSI 60 20 pLSI 1016-60LH/883 44-Pin JLCC

IspLSI 60 20 ispLSI 1016-60LH/883 44-Pin JLCC
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pLSI® and ispLSfM 1024
High-Density Programmable Logic

Functional Block Diagram
• PROGRAMMABLE AND IN-SYSTEM PROGRAMMABLE

HIGH DENSITY LOGIC
- High-Speed GloblIllnterconnect
- 4000 PLD G••••
- 48 va Plna, Six Dedicated Input.
-144 R.gi.t.r.
- Wide Input Gating for Fast Counter., State

Machine., Addr ••• Decoder., .tc.
- Small Logic Block Siz. for Fa.t Random Logic
- Security Cell Prevent. Unauthorized Copying

• HIGH PERFORMANCE E2CMOse TECHNOLOGY
- fmax = 90 MHz Maximum Operating Frequency
- fmax = 60 MHz for Industrial and Milltary1883 Devices
- tpd = 12 n. Propagation Delay
- TTL Compatlbl. Input. and Output.
- Electrically Era•• ble and Reprogrammable
- Non-Volatile E"CMOS T.chnology
-100% T•• t.d

• IapLSI OFFERS THE FOLLOWING ADDED FEATURES
-In-System Programmable 5-Volt Only
- Change Logic and Interconnacts ·On-the-Fly· in

Second.
- Reprogram Soldered Device for Debugging

• COMBINES EASE OF USE AND THE FAST SYSTEM
SPEED OF PLD. WITH THE DENSITY AND FLEX-
IBILITY OF FIELD PROGRAMMABLE GATE ARRAYS

- Complet. Programmable Devic. Can Combine Glue
Logic and Structured De.igns

- Four Dedicated Clock Input Pin.
- Synchronous and Asynchronous Clocks
- Flexible Pin Plac.ment
- Optimized Global Routing Pool Provides Global

Interconnactlvlty
• pLSVispLSI DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM (pDS~

pDS Softwar.
- Easy to Use PC Windows ™ Interface
- Boolean Logic Compiler
- Manual Partitioning
- Automatic Place and Route
- Static Timing Table

pDS+ TII Softwar.
- Industry Standard, Third Party Design

Environments
- Schematic Capture, State Machine, HDL
- Automatic Partitioning and Place and Route
- Comprehensive Logic and Timing Simulation
- PC and Workstation Platforms

•I····~.••••g@]

I····a. IA21... Ol~
...•. c: I"A.>I
·····58

I.....~lm
.:... ~ r,."i;1A5:.:.: a.~

18~
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Description
The Lattice pLSI and ispLSI 1024 are High-Density
Programmable Logic Devices containing 144 Registers,
48 Universal VO pins, six Dedicated Input pins, four
Dedicated Clock Input pins and a Global Routing Pool
(GRP). The GRP provides complete interconnectivity
between all of these elements. The ispLSI1 024 features
5-Volt in-system programmability and in-system diag-
nostic capabilities. It is the first device which offers
non-volatile ·on-the-fly" reprogrammability of the logic,
as well as the interconnect to provlde truly reconfigurable
systems. It is architecturally and parametrically compat-
ible to the pLSI 1024 device, but multiplexes four of the
dedicated input pins to control in-system programming.
The basic unit of logic on the pLSI and ispLSI 1024
devices is the Generic Logic Block (GLB). The GLBs are
labeled AO,A1 .. C7 (see figure 1). There are a total of
24 GLBs in the pLSI and ispLSI1 024 devices. Each GLB
has 18 inputs, a programmable AND/ORIXOR array, and
four outputs which can be configured to be either combi-
natorial or registered. Inputs to the GLB come from the
GRP and dedicated inputs. All of the GLB outputs are
brought back into the GRP so that they can be connected
to the inputs of any other GLB on the device.

Copyright 0 1994 Lattice $emiconductor Corp. AI brand or product names are trademartc.s or registered Irademarb of their respective holders. The specifications and information herein are
aubject to mange without note.,
LATIICE SEMICONDUCTOR CORP., 5555 Northeast Moore Ct., Hillsboro, Oregon 97124, U.S.A. 1994 Data Book
Tel. (503) 681-<)118; 1-800·LATIICE; FAX (503) 681-3037
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Functional Block Diagram

Generic
Logic Blocks

(GLBs)

-------------------,: '

I/OO:~
1101 :
1102 :

1/03 :

1/O4'~
1/05 :
1106 :

1107 : ~, <D

1/O8:~ ~
1109: -

va 10 :
11011 :

eLK 0
eLK 1
ClK2
IOClKO
IOCU(1

The devices also have 48 I/O cells, each of which is
directly connected to an I/O pin. Each I/O cell can be
individually programmed to be a combinatorial input,
registered input, latched input, output or bi-directional
I/O pin with 3-state control. Additionally, all outputs are
polarity selectable, active high or active low. The signal
levels are TTL compatible voltages and the output drivers
can source 4 mA or sink 8 mA.

Eight GLBs, 16 I/O cells, two dedicated inputs and one
ORP are connected together to make a Megablock (see
figure 1). The outputs of the eight GLBs are connected
to a set of 16 universal I/O cells by the ORP. The I/O cells
within the Megablock also share a common Output
Enable (OE) signal. The pLSI and ispLSI 1024 devices
contain three of these Megablocks.

The GRP has as its inputs the outputs from all ofthe GLBs
and all of the inputs from the bi-directionall/O cells. All of
these signals are made available to the inputs of the
GLBs. Delays through the GRP have been equalized to
minimize timing skew.

Clocks in the pLSI and ispLSI1 024 devices are selected
using the Clock Distribution Network. Four dedicated
clock pins (YO, Y1, Y2 and Y3) are brought into the
distribution network, and five clock outputs (CLK 0, CLK
1, CLK 2, 10CLK 0 and 10CLK 1) are provided to route
clocks to the GLBs and I/O cells. The Clock Distribution
Network can also be driven from a special clock GLB (B4
on the pLSI and ispLSI 1024 devices). The logic of this
GLB allows the user to create an internal clock from a
combination of internal signals within the device.
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 1

Supply Voltage VCC •••••••••••••••••••• -0.5 to +7.0V

Input Voltage Applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V

Off-State Output Voltage Applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V

Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C

Case Temp. with Power Applied -55 to 125°C •
1. Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum Ratings' may cause permanent damage to the device. Functional

operation of the device at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification
is not implied (while programming, follow the programming specifications).

DC Recommended Operating Conditions

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN. MAX. UNITS

Commercial T.= O·C to +70·C 4.75 5.25

VCC Supply Voltage Industrial T. = -40'C to +85·C 4.5 5.5 V

Military/883 Tc = -55·C to +125·C 4.5 5.5

VIL Input Low Voltage 0 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 1 V

Capacitance (TA=25°C, f=1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUMl UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, CommerciaVlndustrial 8 pf Vcc=5.0V, V'N=2.0V
Dedicated Input Capacitance

Military 10 pf Vcc=5.0V, V'N=2.0V

C2 I/O and Clock Capacitance 10 pf Vcc=5.0V, VIJO' Vy=2.0V

Data Retention Specifications

PARAMETER MINIMUM MAXIMUM UNITS

Data Retention 20 - YEARS

ispLSI Erase/Reprogram Cycles 1000 - CYCLES
pLSI Erase/Reprogram Cycles 100 - CYCLES
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Switching Test Conditions

Input Pulse Levels GNDto 3.0V

Input Rise and Fall Time :!>3ns 10% to 90%

Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See figure 2

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state
active level.

Test Condition R1 R2 CL

A 4700 3900 35pF

B Active High 00 3900 35pF

Active Low 4700 3900 35pF

Active High to Z 00 3900 5pF
C at YO+< - 0.5V

Active Low to Z 4700 3900 5pF

at VOl + 0.5V

Device
Output

Test
Point

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. Typ.3 MAX. UNITS

VOL Output Low Voltage 101.=8mA - - 0.4 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H=-4 mA 2.4 - - V

IlL Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV:!>V,N:!>V'L (MAX.) - - -10 llA

IIH Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.SV:!>V,N:!>Vcc - - 10 llA

IIL-isp isp Input Low Leakage Current OV:!>V,N :!>V'L (MAX.) - - -150 llA

IIL-PU I/O Active PUll-Up Current OV:!>V,N:!>V'L - - -150 llA

1051 Output Short Circuit Current Vcc = 5V, VOUT= O.SV -60 - -200 mA

ICC2 Operating Power Supply Current V'L= O.SV,V,H= 3.0V ICommercial - 130 190 mA

fTOGGlE = 1 MHz IlndustriaVMil~ary - 135 220 mA

1. One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout= O.SVwas selected to avoid test problems by tester ground
degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.

2. Measured using six 16-bit counters.
3. Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA = 2SoC.
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TESTS.2 DESCRIPTION1
-90 -80 -60

UNITSPARAMETER
COND. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX

tpdl A 1 Data Propagation Delay, 4PT bypass, ORP bypass - 12 - 15 - 20 ns

tpd2 A 2 Data Propagation Delay, Worst Case Path - 17 - 20 - 25 ns

fmax A 3 Clock Frequency with Internal Feedbacf<3 90.9 - 80 - 60 - MHz

fmax (Ext.) - 4 Clock Frequency with External Feedback(ilu2 ~,eol) 58.8 - 50 - 38 - MHz
fmax (Tog.) - 5 Clock Frequency, Max Toggle4 125 - 100 - 83 - MHz

tsul - 6 GLB Reg. Setup Time before Clock, 4PT bypass 6 - 7 - 9 - ns
tcol A 7 GLB Reg. Clock to Output Delay, ORP bypass - 8 - 10 - 13 ns

thl - 8 GLB Reg. Hold Time after Clock, 4 PT bypass 0 - 0 - 0 - ns
tsu2 - 9 GLB Reg. Setup Time before Clock 9 - 10 - 13 - ns

tc02 - 10 GLB Reg. Clock to Output Delay - 10 - 12 - 16 ns

th2 - 11 GLB Reg. Hold Time after Clock 0 - 0 - 0 - ns

trl A 12 Ext. Reset Pin to Output Delay - 15 - 17 - 22.5 ns

trwl - 13 Ext. Reset Pulse Duration 10 - 10 - 13 - ns

ten B 14 Input to Output Enable - 15 - 18 - 24 ns
tdis C 15 Input to Output Disable - 15 - 18 - 24 ns
twh - 16 Ext. Sync. Clock Pulse Duration, High 4 - 5 - 6 - ns
twl - 17 Ext. Sync. Clock Pulse Duration, Low 4 - 5 - 6 - ns
tsu5 - 18 VO Reg. Setup Time before Ext. Sync. Clock (Y2, Y3) 2 - 2 - 2.5 - ns
th5 - 19 VO Reg. Hold Time after Ext. Sync. Clock (Y2, Y3) 6.5 - 6.5 - 8.5 - ns

1. Unlessnoted otherwise,all parametersuse a GRP load of4 GLBs,20 PTXORpath, ORP and YO clock.
2. Refer to Timing Model in this data sheet for further details.
3. Standard 16·Bitloadable counter using GRPfeedback.
4. fmax (Toggle) may be less than l/(twh + !wI). This is to allow for a clock duty cycle of other than 50%.
5. ReferenceSwitchingTest ConditionsSection.

•
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Internal Timing Parameters1

#2
-90 -80 -60

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS
MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

Inputs
tiobp 20 I/O Register Bypass - 1.6 - 2.0 - 2.7 ns

tiolat 21 I/O Latch Delay - 2.4 - 3.0 - 4.0 ns

tiosu 22 I/O Register Setup Time before Clock 4.8 - 5.5 - 7.3 - ns

tioh 23 I/O Register Hold Time after Clock 2.1 - 1.0 - 1.3 - ns

tioco 24 I/O Register Clock to Out Delay - 2.4 - 3.0 - 4.0 ns

tior 25 I/O Register Reset to Out Delay - 2.8 - 2.5 - 3.3 ns

tdin 26 Dedicated Input Delay - 3.2 - 4.0 - 5.3 ns

GRP
tgrpl 27 GRP Delay, 1 GLB Load - 1.2 - 1.5 - 2.0 ns

tgrp4 28 GRP Delay, 4 GLB Loads - 1.6 - 2.0 - 2.7 ns

tgrp8 29 GRP Delay, 8 GLB Loads - 2.4 - 3.0 - 4.0 ns

tgrp12 30 GRP Delay, 12 GLB Loads - 3.0 - 3.8 - 5.0 ns

tgrp16 31 GRP Delay, 16 GLB Loads - 3.6 - 4.5 - 6.0 ns

tgrp24 32 GRP Delay, 24 GLB Loads - 5.0 - 6.3 - 8.3 ns

GLB
t4ptbp 33 4 Product Term Bypass Path Delay - 5.2 - 6.5 - 8.6 ns
tlptxor 34 1 Product TermIXOR Path Delay - 5.7 - 7.0 - 9.3 ns
t20ptxor 35 20 Product TermIXOR Path Delay - 7.0 - 8.0 "- 10.6 ns
txoradj 36 XOR Adjacent Path Delay3 - 8.2 - 9.5 - 12.7 ns
tgbp 37 GLB Register Bypass Delay - 0.8 - 1.0 - 1.3 ns

tgsu 38 GLB Register Setup Time before Clock 1.2 - 1.0 - 1.3 - ns
tgh 39 GLB Register Hold Time after Clock 3.6 - 4.5 - 6.0 - ns
tgco 40 GLB Register Clock to Output Delay - 1.6 - 2.0 - 2.7 ns
tgr 41 GLB Register Reset to Output Delay - 2.0 - 2.5 - 3.3 ns
tptre 42 GLB Product Term Reset to Register Delay - 8.0 - 10.0 - 13.3 ns
tptoe 43 GLB Product Term Output Enable to I/O Cell Delay - 7.8 - 9.0 - 12.0 ns
tptck 44 GLB Product Term Clock Delay 2.8 6.0 3.5 7.5 4.6 9.9 ns

ORP
torp 45 ORP Delay - 2.4 I - 2.5 I - 3.3 ns
torpbp 46 ORP Bypass Delay - 0.4 I - 0.5 I - 0.7 ns

1. Intemal Timing Parameters are not tested and are for reference only.
2. Refer to Timing Model in this data sheet for further details.
3. The XOR Adjacent path can only be used by Lattice Hard Macros.
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Internal Timing Parameters 1

.2 -90 -80 -60
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS

MIN. MAX.! MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

Outputs

tob 47 Output Buffer Delay - 2.4 - 3.0 - 4.0 ns

toen 48 VO Cell OE to Output Enabled - 4.0 - 5.0 - 6.7 ns

todis 49 VO Cell OE to Output Disabled - 4.0 - 5.0 - 6.7 ns

Clocks
tgyO 50 Clock Delay, YOto Global GLB Clock Line (Ref. clock) 3.6 3.6 4.5 4.5 6.0 6.0 ns

tgy1/2 51 Clock Delay, Y1 or Y2 to Global GLB Clock Line 2.8 4.4 3.5 5.5 4.6 7.3 ns

tgcp 52 Clock Delay, Clock GLB to Global GLB Clock Line 0.8 4.0 1.0 5.0 1.3 6.6 ns

tioy2l3 53 Clock Delay, Y2 or Y3 to I/O Cell Global Clock Line 2.8 4.4 3.5 5.5 4.6 7.3 ns
tiocp 54 Clock Delay, Clock GLB to I/O Cell Global Clock Line 0.8 4.0 1.0 5.0 1.3 6.6 ns

Global Reset

tgr 55 Global Reset to GLB and VO Registers ! - 8.2! - 9.0 - 12.0 ns

•
1. Intemal Timing Parameters are not tested and are for reference only.
2. Refer to Tlmlng Model In this data sheet for further details.
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pLSI and ispLSI 1024 Timing Model

Derivations of tsu, th and tco from the Product Term Clock1

tsu Logic + Reg su - Clock (min)
(tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor) + (tgsu) - (tiobp + tgrp4 + tptck(min))
(#20 + #28 + #35) + (#38) - (#20 + #28 + #44)

5.5 ns = (2.0 + 2.0 + 8.0) + (1.0) • (2.0 + 2.0 + 3.5)

th Clock (max) + Reg h - Logic
(tiobp + tgrp4 + tptck(max)) + (tgh) - (tobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor)
(#20 + #28 + #44) + (#39) - (#20 + #28 + #35)

4.0 ns = (2.0 + 2.0 + 7.5) + (4.5) - (2.0 + 2.0 + 8.0)

tco Clock (max) + Reg co + Output
(tiobp + tgrp4 + tptck(max)) + (tgco) + (torp + tob)
(#20 + #28 + #44) + (#40) + (#45 + #47)

19.0 ns = (2.0+ 2.0 +7.5) + (2.0) + (2.5 + 3.0)

Derivations of tsu, th and tco from the Clock GLB1

tsu Logic + Reg su - Clock (min)
(tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor) + (tgsu) - (tgyO(min) + tgco + tgcp(min))
(#20 + #28 + #35) + (#38) - (#50 + #40 + #52)

5.5 ns = (2.0 + 2.0 + 8.0) + (1.0) - (4.5 + 2.0 + 1.0)

th Clock (max) + Reg h • Logic
(tgyO(max) + tgco + tgcp(max)) + (tgh) - (tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor)
(#50 + #40 + #52) + (#39) - (#20 + #28 + #35)

4.0 ns = (4.5 + 2.0 + 5.0) + (4.5) - (2.0 + 2.0 + 8.0)

tco Clock (max) + Reg co + Output
(tgyO(max) + tgco + tgcp(max)) + (tgco) + (torp + tob)
(#50 + #40 + #52) + (#40) + (#45 + #47)

19.0 ns = (4.5 + 2.0 + 5.0) + (2.0) + (2.5 + 3.0)



•l
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fmax (MHz)

Notes: Configuration 01Six 16-bit Counters
Typical Current at SV, 2S'C

ICC can be estimated for the pLSI and ispLSI 1024 using the following equation:

ICC = 42 + (# of PTs • 0.45) + (# of nets· Max. freq • 0.008) where:
# of PTs = Number of Product Terms used in design
# of nets = Number of Signals used in device
Max. freq = Highest Clock Frequency to the device

The ICC estimate is based on typical conditions (VCC = 5.0V, room temperature) and an assumption of 2 GLB loads on
average exists. These values are for estimates only. Since the value of ICC is sensitive to operating conditions and the
program in the device, the actual ICC should be verified.

>-
ell
<I>o
a.. 3
a::
(!) 2

pLSI and ispLSI 1024-80

pLSI and ispLSI 1024-90

8 12
GLB Loads
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In-System Programmability

The ispLSI devices are the in-system programmable
versions of the Lattice High-Density programmable Large
Scale Integration (pLSI) devices. By integrating all the
high voltage programming circuitry on-chip, programming
can be accomplished by simply shifting data into the
device. Once the function is programmed, the non-
volatile E2CMOS cells will not lose the pattern even when
the power is turned off.

All necessary programming is done via five TTL level
logic interface signals. These five signals are fed into the
on-chip programming circuitry where a state machine
controls the programming. The interface signals are isp
Enable (ispEN), Serial Data In (SOl), Serial Data Out
(SDO), Serial Clock (SCLK) and Mode (MODE) control.
Figure 5 illustrates the block diagram of one possible
scheme for programming the ispLSI devices. For details
on the operation of the internal state machine and pro-
gramming of the device please refer to the in-system
programming section in this Data Book.

SDa }SOl
MODE

SCLK
ispEN

5-wire ISP
Programming
Interface
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ISP Programming VoltagelTiming Specifications 1

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP. MAX. UNITS

VCCP Programming Voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V

Iccp Programming Supply Current - 50 100 mA

VIHP Input Voltage High ispEN = low 2.0 - Vccp V

VllP Input Voltage low 0 - 0.8 V

liP Input Current - 100 200 llA

VOHP Output Voltage High 100= -3.2 mA 2.4 - Vccp V

VOlP Output Voltage low 10l.=5mA 0 - 0.5 V

tr, tf Input Rise and Fall - - 0.1 llS

tisoen ispEN to Output 3-State Enabled - 2 10 lls

tisodis ispEN to Output 3-State Disabled - 2 10 llS

tsu Setup Time 0.1 0.5 - llS

teo Clock to Output 0.1 0.5 - llS

th Hold Time 0.1 0.5 - llS

telkh, telkl Clock Pulse Wid1h, High and low 0.5 1 - llS

tpwv Verify Pulse Wid1h ~ 20 30 - llS

tpwp Programming Pulse Width 40 - 100 ms

tbew Bulk Erase Pulse Wid1h 200 - - ms

trst Reset Time From Valid Vccp 45 - - lls

•
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Figure 8 illustrates the address and data shift register bits the Device Layout discussion in the pLSI and ispLSI
for the ispLSI 1024. For a detailed explanation refer to Architectural Description section of this Data Book.

Figure 8. IspLSI1024 Shift Register Layout
o
A
T
A

Data In
(SOl)

•Hi h Order Shift Re ister
Low Order Shift Re ister SOO

SOl
101

6
SDO

Note: A logic "1" in the Address Shift Register bit position enables the row for programming or verification.
A logic "0" disables it.
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Pin Description

PLCC and JLCC
Name Pin Numbers Description

1/00-1/03 22, 23, 24, 25, InpuVOutput Pins - These are the general purpose I/O pins used by the
1/04-1/07 26, 27, 28, 29, logic array.
1/08-1/011 30, 31, 32, 33,
I/O 12 -I/O 15 37, 38, 39, 40,
I/O 16 -I/O 19 41, 42, 43, 44,
I/O 20 - I/O 23 45, 46, 47, 48,
I/O 24 - I/O 27 56, 57, 58, 59,
I/O 28 - I/O 31 60, 61, 62, 63,
I/O 32 - I/O 35 64, 65, 66, 67,
I/O 36 - I/O 39 3, 4, 5, 6,
I/O 40 - I/O 43 7, 8, 9, 10,
I/O 44 - I/O 47 11, 12, 13, 14

IN4-IN5 2, 15 Dedicated input pins to the device.

--
ispEN-/NC 19 Input - Dedicated in-system programming enable input pin. This pin

is brought low to enable the programming mode. The MODE, SOl,
SDO and SCLK options become active.

SDI-/IN 0 21 Input - This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input pin when
ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as an input
pin to load programming data into the device. SOl/IN 0 also is used as
one of the two control pins for the isp state machine.

MODE-/IN 3 55 Input- This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input pin when
ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as a pin to
control the operation of the isp state machine.

SDO-/IN 1 34 InpuVOutput - This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input
pin when ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as
an output pin to read serial shift register data.

SCLK-/IN 2 49 Input - This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input when
ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as a clock pin
for the Serial Shift Register.

---
Active Low (0) Reset pin which resets all of the GLB and I/O registersRESET 20
in the device.

YO 16 Dedicated Clock input. This clock input is connected to one of the
clock inputs of all of the GLBs on the device.

Y1 54 Dedicated clock input. This clock input is brought into the clock
distribution network, and can optionally be routed to any GLB on the
device.

Y2 51 Dedicated clock input. This clock input is brought into the clock
distribution network, and can optionally be routed to any GLB and/or
any I/O cell on the device.

Y3 50 Dedicated clock input. This clock input is brought into the clock
distribution network, and can optionally be routed to any I/O cell on the
device.

GND 1, 18, 35, 52 Ground (GND)
VCC 17, 36, 53, 68 Vcc
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Pin Configuration

pLSI and ispLSI1024 68-Pin PLCC Pinout Diagram
~;i~~~~.ou~~~~~~~ggggggg~~gggggggg

11043
110••
IA'J 45

110•••
110<7

INS

YO
VCC

GND
";;;;rNINC

RESET
"SDIIlNO

1100
1101
1102
1103
1104

pLSI1024
and

ispl-S11024

eo 11028
50 11027
•• 11028
57 0025
58 11024

55 IN3IMOllE"
·54 Y1

53 vcc
52 GND

51 Y2

•• Y3

48 IN2ISCLK"

48 11023
47 11022

46 11021
45 11020

.•• 110 151

II

1.043
1.044
1.045
1A:J46
1A:J47

INS
YO

VCC
GND

'iapE~
RESET

'SDVINO
1A:J0
IA:JI
1.02
1.03
1.04

1.028
1.0 27
1.026
1A:J2S
1.024

IN3h.40DP
Y1
vcc
GND
Y2
Y3
IN2ISCLK'
1.023

1.022

1A:J21
1.020
1.0 19
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Part Number Description

(is)pLSI 1024 - XX

Device Family I J
Device Number -----

x X

LGrade
Blank = Commercial
I = Industrial
/883 = 883 Military Process

Package
J = PLCC
H=JLCC

L..- Power

L= Low

Speed
90 = 90 MHz fmax
80 = 80 MHz fmax
60 = 60 MHz fmax

pLSI and ispLSI 1024 Ordering Information

Family fmax (MHz) tpd (ns) Ordering Number Package

90 12 pLSI 1024-90LJ 68-Pin PLCC

pLSI 80 15 pLSI 1024-80LJ 68-Pin PLCC

60 20 pLSI 1024-60LJ 68-Pin PLCC

90 12 ispLSI 1024-90LJ 68-Pin PLCC

ispLSI 80 15 ispLSI 1024·80LJ 68-Pin PLCC

60 20 ispLSI 1024-60LJ 68-Pin PLCC

Family fmax (MHz) tpd (ns) Ordering Number Package

pLSI 60 20 pLSI 1024-60LJI 68-Pin PLCC

ispLSI 60 20 ispLSI 1024-60LJI 68-Pin PLCC

Family fmax (MHz) tpd (ns) Ordering Number Package

pLSI 60 20 pLSI 1024-60LH/883 68-Pin JLCC

ispLSI 60 20 ispLSI 1024-60LH/883 68-Pin JLCC
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pLSI® and ispLSfM 1032
High-Density Programmable Logic

Functional Block DiagramFeatures

• PROGRAMMABLE AND IN-SYSTEM PROGRAMMABLE
HIGH DENSITY LOGIC
- High Speed Global Interconnect
- 6000 PLD Gates
- 64 VO Pins, Eight Dedicated Inputs
- 192 Registers
- Wide Input Gating for Fast Counters, State

Machines, Address Decoders, etc.
- Small Logic Block Size for Fast Random Logic
- Security Cell Prevents Unauthorized Copying

• HIGH PERFORMANCE E2CMOS" TECHNOLOGY
- fmax = 90 MHz Maximum Operating Frequency
- fmax = 60 MHz for Industrial and Military/883 Devices
- tpd = 12 ns Propagation Delay
- TTL Compatible Inputs and Outputs
- Electrically Erasable and Reprogrammable
- Non-Volatile E'CMOS Technology
-100% Tested

• ispLSI OFFERS THE FOLLOWING ADDED FEATURES
- In-System Programable 5-Volt Only
- Change Logic and Interconnects "On-the-Fly" in

Seconds
- Reprogram Soldered Device for Debugging

• COMBINES EASE OF USE AND THE FAST SYSTEM
SPEED OF PLDs WITH THE DENSITY AND FLEX·
IBILITY OF FIELD PROGRAMMABLE GATE ARRAYS

- Complete Programmable Device Can Combine Glue
Logic and Structured Designs

- Four Dedicated Clock Input Pins
- Synchronous and Asynchronous Clocks
- Flexible Pin Placement
- Optimized Global Routing Pool Provides Global

Interconnectivity
• pLSllispLSI DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM (pDS">

pDS Software
- Easy to Use PC Windows™ Interface
- Boolean Logic Compiler
- Manual Partitioning
- Automatic Place and Route
- Static Timing Table

pDS+™ Software
-Industry Standard, Third Party Design

Environments
- Schematic Capture, State Machine, HDL
- Automatic Partitioning and Place and Route
- Comprehensive Logic and Timing Simulation
- PC and Workstation Platforms

• [III] [III] [III] [III] _
I Output RoutingPool I
§]~~~§]~~~ I

B-~ [Q]-B
Be@] -(DOl ~eB

o LJ 0
B c;~ Logic B 'J§] c;B
~ ~ I:: I Array ~ GLB" ~~: I ~ ~
Bs~ _LJ, @]sB
B6~ @]6B
B _ ~ Global RoutingPool (GRP) ~O B
I §]~§]§]~~~~ eLK

I Output RoutingPool I
• _ [III] [III] [III] [III]

•

The Lattice pLSI and ispLSI 1032 are High-Density
Programmable Logic Devices containing 192 Registers,
64 Universal I/O pins, eight Dedicated Input pins, four
Dedicated Clock Input pins and a Global Routing Pool
(GRP). The GRP provides complete interconnectivity
between all of these elements. The ispLSI1 032 features
5-Volt in-system programming and in-system diagnostic
capabilities. It is the first device which offers non-volatile
"on-the-fly" reprogrammability of the logic, as well as the
interconnect to provide truly reconfigurable systems. It is
architecturally and parametrically compatible to the pLSI
1032 device, but multiplexes four of the dedicated input
pins to control in-system programming.
The basic unit of logic on the pLSI and ispLSI 1032
devices is the Generic Logic Block (GLB). The GLBs are
labeled AO,A1 .. D7 (see figure 1). There are a total of
32 GLBs in the pLSI and ispLSI1 032 devices. Each GLB
has 18 inputs, a programmable AND/OR/XOR array, and
four outputs which can be configured to be either combi-
natorial or registered. Inputs to the GLB come from the
GRP and dedicated inputs. All of the GLB outputs are
brought back into the GRP so that they can be connected
to the inputs of any other GLB on the device.

Copyright C 1994 Lattice Semiconductor Corp. All brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. The specifications and infonnation herein are
subject to change without notice.

LATTICE SEMICONDUCTOR CORP., 5555 Northeast Moore Ct., Hillsboro. Oregon 97124, U.S.A. 1994 Data Book
Tel. (503) 681-0118; 1-800-LATTICE; FAX (503) 681-3037
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Functional Block Diagram

Generic
Logic Blocks

(GLBs)

-------------------,, ,

1100 :~VOl :
1102 '

1103 :

1104 :~
1I05 :
1106 '

1107 : ~
, lD

1I08:~ ~
V09: -

0010 :
0011 :

'SDOIlN 2
'SCLKIIN3

'ISP Control Functions for ispLSll032 Only

The devices also have 64 I/O cells, each of which is
directly connected to an I/O pin. Each I/O cell can be
individually programmed to be a combinatorial input,
registered input, latched input, output or bi-directional
I/O pin with 3-state control. Additionally, all outputs are
polarity selectable, active high or active low. The signal
levels are TTL compatible voltages and the output drivers
can source 4 mA or sink 8 mA.

Eight GLBs, 16 I/O cells, two dedicated inputs and one
ORP are connected together to make a Megablock (see
figure 1). The outputs of the eight GLBs are connected to
a set of 16 universal I/O cells by the ORP. The I/O cells
within the Megablock also share a common Output
Enable (OE) signal. The pLSI and ispLSI 1032 devices
contain four of these Megablocks.

CLKO

eLK 1
CLK2
lOClKO
IOCLK 1

The GRP has as its inputs the outputs from all of the GLBs
and all of the inputs from the bi-directionall/O cells. All of
these signals are made available to the inputs of the
GLBs. Delays through the GRP have been equalized to
minimize timing skew.

Clocks in the pLSI and ispLSI 1032 devices are selected
using the Clock Distribution Network. Four dedicated
clock pins (YO, Y1, Y2 and Y3) are brought into the
distribution network, and five clock outputs (CLK 0, CLK
1, CLK 2, 10CLK 0 and 10CLK 1) are provided to route
clocks to the GLBs and I/O cells. The Clock Distribution
Network can also be driven from a special clock GLB (CO
on the pLSI and ispLSI 1032 devices). The logic of this
GLB allows the user to create an internal clock from a
combination of internal signals within the device.
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 1

Supply Voltage VCC ••••••••••••••••..•• -0.5 to +7.0V

Input Voltage Applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V

Off-State Output Voltage Applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V

Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C

Case Temp. with Power Applied -55 to 125°C •
1. Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum Ratings· may cause permanent damage to the device. Functional

operation of the device at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this spec~ication
is not implied (while programming, follow the programming specifications).

DC Recommended Operating Conditions

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN. MAX. UNITS

Commercial T.= O°C to +70°C 4.75 5.25

VCC Supply Voltage Industrial T. = -40°C to +85°C 4.5 5.5 V

Military/883 Tc = -55°C to +125°C 4.5 5.5

VIL Input Low Voltage 0 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee + 1 V

Capacitance (TA=25°C, f=1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM1 UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C1 I Commercial/Industrial 8 pf Vcc=5.0V, V'N=2.0V
Dedicated Input Capacitance I

Military 10 pf Vcc=5.0V, V'N=2.0V

C2 I/O and Clock Capacitance 10 pf Vcc=5.0V, VIIO' Vy=2.0V

Data Retention Specifications

PARAMETER , MINIMUM MAXIMUM UNITS

Data Retention 20 - YEARS

ispLSI Erase/Reprogram Cycles 1000 - CYCLES
pLSI Erase/Reprogram Cycles 100 - CYCLES
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Switching Test Conditions

Input Pulse Levels GNDto 3.0V

Input Rise and Fall Time $ 3ns 10% to 90%

Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See figure 2

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state
active level.

Teat Condition R1 R2 CL

A 4700 3900 35pF

B Active High 00 3900 35pF

Active Low 4700 3900 35pF

Active High to Z 00 3900 5pF
C at V 0+< - 0.5V

Active Low to Z 4700 3900 5pF

at VOl. +0.5V

Device
Output

Test
Point

DC Electrical Characteristics

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP.3 MAX. UNITS

VOL Output Low Voltage 10l=8 mA - - 0.4 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH =-4 mA 2.4 - - V

IlL Input or 1/0 Low Leakage Current OV$ V'N$ V'L (MAX.) - - -10 J.1A

IIH Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.5V $ V1N,;:;Vcc - - 10 lLA

IIL-isp isp Input Low Leakage Current OV,;:;V,N';:;VIL(MAX.) - -150 J.1A

IIL-PU VO Active Pull-Up Current OV$ V,N$ V'L - - -150 lLA

10S1 Output Short Circuit Current Vcc - 5V, VOUT-0.5V -60 - -200 mA

ICC2 Operating Power Supply Current V'L= 0.5V, V,H= 3.0V I Commercial - 130 190 mA

fTOGGL£= 1 MHz [ Industrial - 135 220 mA

1. One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second.
2. Measured using eight 16-bit counters.
3. Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA = 25°C.
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External Timing Parameters

TEST 5 ~iDESCRIPTlON1
-90 -80 -60

UNITSPARAMETER
CONDo MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX

tpd1 A 1 Data Propagation Delay, 4PT bypass, ORP bypass - 12 - 15 - 20 ns

tpd2 A 2 Data Propagation Delay, Worst Case Path - 17 - 20 - 25 ns

fmax A 3 Clock Frequency with Internal Feedback3 90.9 - 80 - 60 - MHz

Tmax (Ext.) - 4 Clock Frequency with External Feedback(r.u2: tcol) 58.8 - 50 - 38 - MHz

fmax (Tog.) - 5 Clock Frequency, Max Toggle4 125 - 100 - 83 - MHz

tsu1 - 6 GLB Reg. Setup Time before Clock, 4PT bypass 6 - 7 - 9 - ns

tc01 A 7 GLB Reg. Clock to Output Delay, ORP bypass - 8 - 10 - 13 ns

th1 - 8 GLB Reg. Hold Time after Clock, 4 PT bypass 0 - 0 - 0 - ns
tsu2 - 9 GLB Reg. Setup Time before Clock 9 - 10 - 13 - ns

tc02 - 10 GLB Reg. Clock to Output Delay - 10 - 12 - 16 ns

th2 - 11 GLB Reg. Hold Time after Clock 0 - 0 - 0 - ns

tr1 A 12 Ext. Reset Pin to Output Delay - 15 - 17 - 22.5 ns
trw1 - 13 Ext. Reset Pulse Duration 10 - 10 - 13 - ns

ten B 14 Input to Output Enable - 15 - 18 - 24 ns
tdis C 15 Input to Output Disable - 15 - 18 - 24 ns
twh - 16 Ext. Sync. Clock Pulse Duration, High 4 - 5 - 6 - ns
twl - 17 Ext. Sync. Clock Pulse Duration, Low 4 - 5 - 6 - ns
tsu5 - 18 I/O Reg. Setup Time before Ext. Sync. Clock (Y2, Y3) 2 - 2 - 2.5 - ns
th5 - 19 1/0 Reg. Hold Time after Ext. Sync. Clock (Y2, Y3) 6.5 - 6.5 - 8.5 - ns

1. Unlessnotedotherwise, all parametersuse a GRP load 01 4 GLBs,ORP and YO clock.
2. ReIer to Timing Model in this data sheet lor further details.
3. Standard 16-Bitcounter using GRP leedback.
4. fmax (Toggle) may be less than l/(twh + !WI). This is to allow lor a clock duty cycle 01 other than 50%.
5. RelerenceSwitchingTest ConditionsSection.

•
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Internal Timing Parameters 1

#2
-90 -80 -60

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS
I MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.I

Inputs
tiobp 20 1/0 Register Bypass - 1.6 - 2.0 - 2.7 ns

tiolat 21 1/0 Latch Delay - 2.4 - 3.0 - 4.0 ns

tiosu 22 1/0 Register Setup Time before Clock 4.8 - 5.5 - 7.3 - ns

tioh 23 1/0 Register Hold Time atter Clock 2.1 - 1.0 - 1.3 - ns

tioco 24 1/0 Register Clock to Out Delay - 2.4 - 3.0 - 4.0 ns
tior 25 1/0 Register Reset to Out Delay - 2.8 - 2.5 - 3.3 ns

tdin 26 Dedicated Input Delay - 3.2 - 4.0 - 5.3 ns

GRP
tgrp1 27 GRP Delay, 1 GLB Load - 1.2 - 1.5 - 2.0 ns
tgrp4 28 GRP Delay, 4 GLB Loads - 1.6 - 2.0 - 2.7 ns
tgrp8 29 GRP Delay, 8 GLB Loads - 2.4 - 3.0 - 4.0 ns
tgrp12 30 GRP Delay, 12 GLB Loads - 3.0 - 3.8 - 5.0 ns
tgrp16 31 GRP Delay, 16 GLB Loads - 3.6 - 4.5 - 6.0 ns
tgrp32 32 GRP Delay, 32 GLB Loads - 6.4 - 8.0 - 10.6 ns

GLB
t4ptbp 33 4 Product Term Bypass Path Delay - 5.2 - 6.5 - 8.6 ns
t1ptxor 34 1 Product TermIXOR Path Delay - 5.7 - 7.0 - 9.3 ns
t20ptxor 35 20 Product TermlXOR Path Delay - 7.0 - 8.0 - 10.6 ns
txoradj 36 XOR Adjacent Path Delay3 - 8.2 - 9.5 - 12.7 ns
tgbp 37 GLB Register Bypass Delay - 0.8 - 1.0 - 1.3 ns
tgsu 38 GLB Register Setup Time before Clock 1.2 - 1.0 - 1.3 - ns
tgh 39 GLB Register Hold Time atter Clock 3.6 - 4.5 - 6.0 - ns
tgco 40 GLB Register Clock to Output Delay - 1.6 - 2.0 - 2.7 ns
tgr 41 GLB Register Reset to Output Delay - 2.0 - 2.5 - 3.3 ns
tptre 42 GLB Product Term Reset to Register Delay - 8.0 - 10.0 - 13.3 ns
tptoe 43 GLB Product Term Output Enable to 1/0 Cell Delay - 7.8 - 9.0 - 12.0 ns
tptck 44 GLB Product Term Clock Delay 2.8 6.0 3.5 7.5 4.6 9.9 ns

ORP
torp 45 ORP Delay - 2.4 - 2.5 - 3.3 I ns
torpbp 46 ORP Bypass Delay - 0.4 - 0.5 - 0.71 ns

1. Internal Timing Parameters are not tested and are for reference only.
2. Refer to Timing Model in this data sheet for further details.
3. The XOR Adjacent path can only be used by Lattice Hard Macros.
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Internal Timing Parameters 1

#2
-90 -80 -60

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS
MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

Outputs
tob 47 Output Buffer Delay - 2.4 - 3.0 - 4.0 ns

toen 48 110 Cell DE to Output Enabled - 4.0 - 5.0 - 6.7 ns

todis 49 110 Cell DE to Output Disabled - 4.0 - 5.0 - 6.7 ns

Clocks
tgyO 50 Clock Delay, YOto Global GLB Clock Line (Ref. clock) 3.6 3.6 4.5 4.5 6.0 6.0 ns

tgy1/2 51 Clock Delay, Y1 or Y2 to Global GLB Clock Line 2.8 4.4 3.5 5.5 4.6 7.3 ns

tgcp 52 Clock Delay, Clock GLB to Global GLB Clock Line 0.8 4.0 1.0 5.0 1.3 6.6 ns

tioy2l3 53 Clock Delay, Y2 or Y3 to 110 Cell Global Clock Line 2.8 4.4 3.5 5.5 4.6 7.3 ns

tiocp 54 Clock Delay, Clock GLB to I/O Cell Global Clock Line 0.8 4.0 1.0 5.0 1.3 6.6 ns

Global Reset
tgr 55 Global Reset to GLB and 110 Registers I - 8.2 - 9.0 - 12.0 ns

•
1. Internal Timing Parameters are not tested and are for reference only.
2. Refer to Timing Model in this data sheet for further details.
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pLSI and ispLSI 1032 Timing Model

Derivations of tsu, th and tco from the Product Term Clock1

tsu Logie + Reg su - Cloek (min)
(tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor) + (tgsu) - (tiobp + tgrp4 + tptek(min))
(#20 + #28 + #35) + (#38) - (#20 + #28 + #44)

5.5 ns = (2.0 + 2.0 + 8.0) + (1.0) - (2.0 + 2.0 + 3.5)

th Cloek (max) + Reg h - Logie
(tiobp + tgrp4 + tptek(max)) + (tgh) - (tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor)
(#20 + #28 + #44) + (#39) - (#20 + #28 + #35)

4.0 ns = (2.0 + 2.0 + 7.5) + (4.5) - (2.0 + 2.0 + 8.0)

teo Cloek (max) + Reg eo + Output
= (tiobp + tgrp4 + tptek(max)) + (tgeo) + (torp + tob)
= (#20 + #28 + #44) + (#40) + (#45 + #47)

19.0 ns = (2.0+ 2.0 +7.5) + (2.0) + (2.5 + 3.0)

Derivations oftsu, th and tco from the Clock GLB1

tsu Logie + Reg su - Cloek (min)
(tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor) + (tgsu) - (tgyO(min) + tgeo + tgep(min))
(#20 + #28 + #35) + (#38) - (#50 + #40 + #52)

5.5 ns = (2.0 + 2.0 + 8.0) + (1.0) - (4.5 + 2.0 + 1.0)

th Cloek (max) + Reg h - Logie
(tgyO(max) + tgeo + tgep(max)) + (tgh) - (tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor)
(#50 + #40 + #52) + (#39) - (#20 + #28 + #35)

4.0 ns = (4.5 + 2.0 + 5.0) + (4.5) - (2.0 + 2.0 + 8.0)

teo Cloek (max) + Reg eo + Output
= (tgyO(max) + tgeo + tgep(max)) + (tgeo) + (torp + tob)
= (#50 + #40 + #52) + (#40) + (#45 + #47)

19.0 ns = (4.5 + 2.0 + 5.0) + (2.0) + (2.5 + 3.0)
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•~.s 150
()

.!d 100

50

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

fmax (MHz)

Notes: Configuration of eight 16-bit Counters
Typical Current at 5V, 25'C

ICC = 52 + (# of PTs • 0.30) + (# of nets' Max. freq • 0.009) where:
# of PTs = Number of Product Terms used in design
# of nets = Number of Signals used in device
Max. freq = Highest Clock Frequency to the device

The ICC estimate is based on typical conditions (VCC = 5.0V, room temperature) and an assumption of 2 GLB loads on
average exists. These values are for estimates only. Since the value of ICC is sensitive to operating conditions and the
program in the device. the actual ICC should be verified.

pLSI and ispLSI 1032-80

pLSI and ispLSI 1032-90

>.
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Q)

o
a.. 3
a:
(!) 2

8 12
GLB Loads
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In-System Programmability

The ispLSI devices are the in-system programmable
versions of the Lattice High-Density programmable Large
Scale Integration (pLSI) devices. By integrating all the
high voltage programming circuitry on-chip, programming
can be accomplished by simply shifting data into the
device. Once the function is programmed, the non-
volatile E2CMOS cells will not lose the pattern even when
the power is turned off.

SDa }SDI
MODE

SCLK
ispEN

5-wire ISP
Programming
Interface

All necessary programming is done via five TIL level
logic interface signals. These five signals are fed into the
on-chip programming circuitry where a state machine
controls the programming. The interface signals are isp
Enable (ispEN), Serial Data In (SOl), Serial Data Out
(SDO), Serial Clock (SCLK) and Mode (MODE) control.
Figure 5 illustrates the block diagram of one possible
scheme for programming the ispLSI devices. For details
on the operation of the internal state machine and pro-
gramming of the device please refer to the in-system
programming section in this Data Book.
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ISP Programming VoltagefTiming Specifications 1

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP. MAX. UNITS

VCCP Programming Voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V

Iccp Programming Supply Current - 50 100 mA

VIHP Input Voltage High ispEN = low 2.0 - Vccp V

VllP Input Voltage low 0 - 0.8 V

liP Input Current - 100 200 lLA

VOHP Output Voltage High IOH = -3.2 mA 2.4 - Vccp V

VOlP Output Voltage low 10l = 5 mA 0 - 0.5 V

tr, tf Input Rise and Fall - - 0.1 lLS

tisoen ispEN to Output 3-State Enabled - 2 10 lLS

tisodis ispEN to Output 3-State Disabled - 2 10 lLS

tsu Setup Time 0.1 0.5 - lLS

tco Clock to Output 0.1 0.5 - lLS

th Hold Time 0.1 0.5 - lLS

tclkh. tclkl Clock Pulse Width, High and low 0.5 1 - lLS

tpwv Verify Pulse Width 20 30 - lLS

tpwp Programming Pulse Width 40 - 100 ms

tbew Bulk Erase Pulse Width 200 - - ms

trst Reset Time From Valid Vccp 45 - - lLs

•
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~ Don'tCare

~ Undefined State

th
tClkh~ tsu" /~tClkl=1
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Figure 8 illustrates the address and data shift register bits the Device Layout discussion in the pLSI and ispLSI
for the ispLSI 1032. For a detailed explanation refer to Architectural Description section of this Data Book.

Figure 8. ispLSI1032 Shift Register Layout

D
A
T
A

Oata In~ 159 .
(501) -----u---. 319 .

High Order Shift Register
Low Order Shift Register

•500

501
107

Note: A logic "1" in the Address Shift Register bit position enables the row for programming or verification.
A logic "0" disables it.
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Pin Description

Name PLCC Pin Numbers Description

1/00-1/03 26, 27, 28, 29, Input/Output Pins - These are the general purpose I/O pins used by the
1/04-1/07 30, 31, 32, 33, logic array.

1/08-1/011 34, 35, 36, 37,
1/012 -I/O 15 38, 39, 40, 41,
I/O 16 - I/O 19 45, 46, 47, 48,
I/O 20 - I/O 23 49, 50, 51, 52,
I/O 24 - I/O 27 53, 54, 55, 56,
I/O 28 - I/O 31 57, 58, 59, 60,
I/O 32 - I/O 35 68, 69, 70, 71,
I/O 36 - I/O 39 72, 73, 74, 75,
I/O 40 - I/O 43 76, 77, 78, 79,
I/O 44 - I/O 47 80, 81, 82, 83,
I/O 48 - I/O 51 3, 4, 5, 6,
I/O 52 - I/O 55 7, 8, 9, 10,
I/O 56 - I/O 59 11, 12, 13, 14,
I/O 60 -1/0 63 15, 16, 17, 18

IN 4-IN 7 67, 84, 2, 19 Dedicated input pins to the device.

ispEN*/NC 23 Input - Dedicated in-system programming enable input pin. This pin
is brought low to enable the programming mode. The MODE, SOl,
SDO and SCLK options become active.

SDI*/IN 0 25 Input - This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input pin when
ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as an input
pin to load programming data into the device. SOl/IN 0 also is used as
one of the two control pins for the isp state machine.

MODE*/IN 1 42 Input - This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input pin when
ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as a pin to
control the operation of the isp state machine.

SDO*/IN 2 44 Input/Output - This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input
pin when ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as
an output pin to read serial shift register data.

SCLK*/IN 3 61 Input - This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input when
ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, itfunc1ions as a clock pin
for the Serial Shift Register.

RESET 24 Active Low (0) Reset pin which resets all of the GLB and I/O registers
in the device.

YO 20 Dedicated Clock input. This clock input is connected to one of the
clock inputs of all of the GLBs on the device.

Y1 66 Dedicated Clock input. This clock input is brought into the clock
distribution network, and can optionally be routed to any GLB on the
device.

Y2 63 Dedicated Clock input. This clock input is brought into the clock
distribution network, and can optionally be routed to any GLB and/or
any I/O cell on the device.

Y3 62 Dedicated Clock input. This clock input is brought into the clock
distribution network, and can optionally be routed to any I/O cell on the
device.

GND 1, 22, 43, 64 Ground (GND)
I

VCC 21, 65 Vet;
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Pin Description

Name TQFP Pin Numbers Description
1/00-1/03 17, 18, 19, 20, InpuVOutput Pins - These are the general purpose I/O pins used by the
1/04 -I/O 7 21, 22, 23, 28, logic array.
1/08-1/011 29, 30, 31, 32,
I/O 12 -I/O 15 33, 34, 35, 36,
I/O 16 -I/O 19 40, 41, 42, 43,
I/O 20 - I/O 23 44, 45, 46, 47,
I/O 24 - I/O 27 48, 53, 54, 55,
I/O 28 - I/O 31 56, 57, 58, 59,
I/O 32 - I/O 35 67, 68, 69, 70,
I/O 36 -I/O 39 71, 72, 73, 78,
I/O 40 -I/O 43 79, 80, 81, 82,
I/O 44 - I/O 47 83, 84, 85, 86,
I/O 48 - I/O 51 90, 91, 92, 93,
I/O 52 - I/O 55 94, 95, 96, 97,
I/O 56 - I/O 59 98, 3, 4, 5,
I/O 60 -I/O 63 6, 7, 8, 9 •
IN4-IN 7 66, 87, 89, 10 Dedicated input pins to the device. .

ispEN'/NC 14 Input - Dedicated in-system programming enable input pin. This pin
is brought low to enable the programming mode. The MODE, SDI,
SDO and SCLK options become active.

SDI'/IN 0 16 Input - This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input pin when
ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as an input
pin to load programming data into the device. SDI/IN 0 also is used as
one of the two control pins for the isp state machine.

MODE'/IN 1 37 Input- This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input pin when
ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as a pin to
control the operation of the isp state machine.

SDO'/IN 2 39 InpuVOutput - This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input
pin when ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as
an output pin to read serial shift register data.

SCLK'/IN 3 60 Input - This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input when
ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as a clock pin
for the Serial Shift Register.

NC 1, 2, 24, 25, These pins are not used.
26, 27, 49, 50,
51, 52, 74, 75
76, 77, 99, 100

RESET 15 Active Low (0) Reset pin which resets all of the GLB and I/O registers
in the device.

YO 11 Dedicated Clock input. This clock input is connected to one of the
clock inputs of all of the GLBs on the device.

Y1 65 Dedicated Clock input. This clock input is brought into the clock
distribution network, and can optionally be routed to any GLB on the
device.

Y2 62 Dedicated Clock input. This clock input is brought into the clock
distribution network, and can optionally be routed to any GLB and/or
any I/O cell on the device.

Y3 61 Dedicated Clock input. This clock input is brought into the clock
distribution network, and can optionally be routed to any I/O cell on the
device.

GND 13, 38, 63, 88 Ground (GND)
VCC 12, 64 Vcc

•
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Pin Description

Name CPGA Pin Numbers Description

1/00·1/03 F1, H1, H2, J1, InpuVOutput Pins· These are the general purpose VOpins used by the
1/04·1/07 K1, J2, L1, K2, logic array.

1/08·1/011 K3, L2, L3, K4,
1/012·V015 L4, J5, K5, L5,
1/016· VO 19 L7, K7, L6, La,
1/020·V023 K8, L9, L10, K9,
1/024·V027 L11, K10, J10, K11,
1/028· V031 J11, H10, H11, F10,
1/032· VO 35 E9, 011, 010, C11,
1/036· VO 39 811, C10, A11, 810,
1/040· V043 89, A10, A9, 88,
1/044· V047 AS, 86, 87, A7,
1/048· VO.51 A5, 85, C5, M,
1/052· VO 55 84, A3, A2, 83,
1/056· VO 59 A1, 82, C2, 81,
1/060·V063 C1, 02, 01, E3

IN4·IN7 E10, C7, A6, E2 Dedicated input pins to the device.

IspEN"/NC G3 Input - Dedicated in·system programming enable input pin. This pin
is brought low to enable the programming mode. The MODE, SOl,
SDO and SCLK options become active.

SDI"IINO G2 !!!E!!!=- This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input pin when
IspEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as an input
pin to load programming data into the device. SDIIIN 0 also is used as
one of the two control pins for the isp state machine.

MODE"/IN 1 K6 Input - This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input pin when
IspEN is logic high. When IspEN is logic low, it functions as a pin to
control the operation of the isp state machine.

SDO"/IN2 J7 InputlOute!:!!::.!his pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input
pin when ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as
an output pin to read serial shin register data .

SCLK"/IN3 G10 .!nJ:!!!!...-This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input when
ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as a clock pin
for the Serial Shift Register.

RESET G1 Active Low (0) Reset pin which resets all of the GLB and I/O registers
in the device.

YO E1 Dedicated Clock input. This clock input is connected to one of the
clock inputs of all of the GLBs on the device.

Y1 E11 Dedicated Clock input. This clock input is brought into the clock
distribution network, and can optionally be routed to any GLB on the
device.

Y2 G9 Dedicated Clock input. This clock input is brought into the clock
distribution network, and can optionally be routed to any GLB and/or
any VO cell on the device.

Y3 G11 Dedicated Clock input. This clock input is brought into the clock
distribution network, and can optionally be routed to any 1/0 cell on the
device.

NC G3 This pin should be left floating or tied to Vce.
This pin should never be tied to GND.

GND C6, F3, F9, J6 Ground (GND)
VCC F2, F11 Vce
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Pin Configuration

I/O 57

1/058
1/059
1/060
I/O 61

1/062
1/063

IN 7

YO
vcc
GNO

"ispEN/NC

RESET

"SOl/IN 0

1/00

1/01

I/O 2

1/03
I/O 4

1/05
1/06

pLSI1032
and

ispLSI1032

•
I/O 38

1/037
I/O 36

1/035
1/034
1/033
1/032
IN 4

Y1

VCC

GNO
Y2

Y3

IN 3/SCLK"

I/O 31

1/030
I/O 29

I/O 28

I/O 27

I/O 26

1/025
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Pin Configuration

NC
NC

I/O 57
I/O 58
I/O 59
I/O 60
I/O 61
1/062
I/O 63

IN 7
YO

vcc
GNO

*ispEN/NC
RESET

*SOI/IN 0
I/O 0
I/O 1
I/O 2
I/O 3
1/04
I/O 5
I/O 6

NC
NC

o~oo~m~V~N~o~oo~m~V~N~o~oo~mo~~~~~~~~~~oooooooooooooooooooo~~~~
1~ ~
2 74
3 73
4 72
5 71
6 70
7 69
8 68
9 67
~~ pLSI 1032 ~~
12 and 6413 63
~~ ispLSI 1032 ~~
16 60
17 59
18 58
19 57
20 56
21 55
22 54
23 53
24 52
25 51m~OO~O~N~v~m~OO~O~N~v~m~oo~oNNNN~~~~~~~~~~vvvvvvvvvv~

NC
NC
I/O 38
I/O 37
I/O 36
I/O 35
1/034
I/O 33
I/O 32
IN4
Y1
VCC
GNO
Y2
Y3
IN 3/SCLK*
I/O 31
I/O 30
I/O 29
I/O 28
1/027
I/O 26
I/O 25
NC
NC
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Pin Configuration

@88

•
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Part Number Description

(is)pLSI 1032-

Device Family I J
Device Number ------

x X

LGrade
Blank = Commercial
I = Industrial
/883 - 883 Military Process

Package
J = PLCC
T=TOFP
G=CPGA

L- Power

L=Low

Speed
90 = 90 MHz fmax
80 = 80 MHz fmax
60 = 60 MHz fmax

pLSI and ispLSI 1032 Ordering Information

Family fmax(MHz) tpd (ns) Ordering Number Package

90 12 pLSI 1032-90LJ 84-Pin PLCC

90 12 pLSI1032-9OLT 1QO.PinTQFP

80 15 pLSI1032-80LJ 84-Pin PLCC
pLSI

80 15 pLSI 1032-80LT 1QO.PinTQFP

60 20 pLSI 1032-$)LJ 84-Pin PLCC

60 20 pLSI1032-601..T 1QO.PinTQFP

90 12 IspLSI 1032-90LJ 84-Pin PLCC

90 12 IspLSI 1032-9OLT 100-Pin TQFP

80 15 ispLSI1032-8OLJ 84-Pin PLCC
lapLSI

80 15 ispLSI 1032-80LT 100-Pin TQFP

60 20 ispLSI1032-6OlJ 84-Pin PLCC

60 20 ispLSI 1032-601..T 100-Pin TQFP

Femlly fmax(MHz) tpd (ns) Ordering Number Package

pLSI 60 20 pLSI1032~OLJI 84-Pin PLCC

lapLSI 60 20 IspLSI 1032-6OLJI 84-Pin PLCC

Family fmax (MHZ) tpd (ns) Ordering Number SMDNumber Package

pLSI 60 20 pLSI 1032-6OLG/883 5962-9466801 MXC 84-Pin CPGA

lapLSI 60 20 ispLSI1032-$)LGl883 5962-9308501 MXC 84-PinCPGA
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pLS/® and ispLSfM 1048
High-Density Programmable Logic

Functional Block DiagramFeatures

• PROGRAMMABLE AND IN-SYSTEM PROGRAMMABLE
HIGH DENSITY lOGIC
- High-Speed Global Interconnects
- 8000 PlD Gates
- 96 VO Pins, Ten Dedicated Inputs
- 288 Registers
- Wide Input Gating for Fast Counters, State

Machines, Address Decoders, etc.
- Small logic Block Size for Random logic
- Security Cell Prevents Unauthorized Copying

• HIGH PERFORMANCE E2CMOS" TECHNOLOGY
- fmax = 80 MHz Maximum Operating Frequency
- fmax = 50 MHz for Industrial Devices
- tpd = 15 ns Propagation Delay
- TTl Compatible Inputs and Outputs
- Electrically Eraseable and Reprogrammable
- Non-Volatile E2CMOSTechnology
-100% Tested

• isplSI OFFERS THE FOllOWING ADDED FEATURES
- In-System Programmable 5-Volt Only
- Change logic and Interconnects "On-the-Fly" in

Seconds
- Reprogram Soldered Device for Debugging

• COMBINES EASE OF USE AND THE FAST SYSTEM
SPEED OF PlDs WITH THE DENSITY AND FLEX-
IBiliTY OF FIELD PROGRAMMABLE GATE ARRAYS

- Complete Programmable Device Can Combine Glue
logic and Structured Designs

- Four Dedicated Clock Input Pins
- Synchronous and Asynchronous Clocks
- Flexible Pin Placement
- Optimized Global Routing Pool Provides Global

Interconnectivity
• plSVisplSI DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM (pDS")

pDS Software
- Easy to Use PC Windows™ Interface
- Boolean logic Compiler
- Manual Partitioning
- Automatic Place and Route
- Static Timing Table

pDS+ ™ Software
- Industry Standard, Third Party Design

Environments
- Schematic Capture, State Machine, HDl
- Automatic Partitioning and Place and Route
- Comprehensive logic and Timing Simulation
- PC and Workstation Platforms

o []Jl] []Jl] []Jl] []Jl] • []Jl] []Jl] []Jl] []Jl] •
I Output Routing Pool I I Output Routing Pool I
El§]El~B§]EJ§] ~~~~§]~~§] •

~ ~ ~=== [QIJ ~B~~ BEJ "'" ;~BBl' Logic [j ,~l'B
B ~ Global Routing Pool (GRP) Array ~ GLB D3 ~ B
B AS U ,'~ §.B
~o~ B "" @!]6~

• ~ ~~u~~~~~~~~u~~§~~~~
o • []Jl] []Jl] []Jl] []Jl] • []Jl] []Jl] []Jl] []Jl] ~

•
The Lattice pLSI and ispLSI 1048 are High-Density
Programmable Logic Devices which contain 288 Regis-
ters, 96 Universal 1/0 pins, ten Dedicated Input pins, four
Dedicated Clock Input pins and a Global Routing Pool
(GRP). The GRP provides complete interconnectivity
between all of these elements. The ispLSI1 048 features
5-Volt in-system programming and in-system diagnostic
capabilities. It is the first device which offers non-volatile
"on-the-fly" reprogrammability of the logic, as well as the
interconnect to provide truly reconfigurable systems. It is
architecturally and parametrically compatible to the pLSI
1048 device, but multiplexes four of the dedicated input
pins to control in-system programming.

The basic unit of logic on the pLSI and ispLSI 1048
devices is the Generic Logic Block (GLB). The GLBs are
labeled AO,A1 .. F7 (see figure 1). There are a total of 48
GLBs in the pLSI and ispLSI 1048 devices. Each GLB
has 18 inputs, a programmable AND/ORIXOR array, and
four outputs which can be configured to be either combi-
natorial or registered. Inputs to the GLB come from the
GRP and dedicated inputs. All of the GLB outputs are
brought back into the GRP so that they can be connected
to the inputs of any other GLB on the device.

Copyright C 1994 Lattice Semiconductor Corp. All brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. The specifications and infonnation herein are
subject to change without notice.

LATIICE SEMICONDUCTOR CORP., 5555 Northeast Moore Ct., Hillsboro, Oregon 97124, U.S.A. 1994 Data Book
Tel. (503) 681-0118; 1-800-LATTICE; FAX (503) 681-3037
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Functional Block Diagram

Generic
Logic Blocks

(GLBs)

"''' i~"'''1102
110'

110' 1~w

a:-
a:

1105 ~
110.
1107

:~~110.
110. ' .5

11010 ,
11011 ,,
11012 i~11013
110"
11015

"SOIIINO
,

"ItoIOOE/IN 1
,,

The devices also have 96 I/O cells, each of which is
directly connected to an I/O pin. Each I/O cell can be
individually programmed to be a combinatorial input,
registered input, latched input, output or bi-directional
I/O pin with 3-state control. Additionally, all outputs are
polarity selectable, active high or active low. The signal
levels are TTL compatible voltages and the output drivers
can source 4 mA or sink 8 mA.

Eight GLBs, 16 I/O cells, two dedicated inputs (one
dedicated input in Megablock B and E) and one ORP are
connected together to make a Megablock (see figure 1).
The outputs of the eight GLBs are connected to a set of
16 universal I/O cells by the ORP. The pLSI and ispLSI
1048 devices contain six of these Megablocks.

The GRP has as its inputs the outputs from all ofthe GLBs
and all of the inputs from the bi-directionall/O cells. All of
these signals are made available to the inputs of the
GLBs. Delays through the GRP have been equalized to
minimize timing skew.

Clocks in the pLSI and ispLSI 1048 devices are selected
using the Clock Distribution Network. Four dedicated
clockpins (YO, Y1, Y2 and Y3) are brought into the
distribution network, and five clock outputs (CLK 0, CLK
1, CLK 2, 10CLK 0 and 10CLK 1) are provided to route
clocks to the GLBs and I/O cells. The Clock Distribution
Network can also be driven from a special clock GLB (DO
on the pLSI and ispLSI1048 devices). The logic of this
GLB allows the user to create an internal clock from a
combination of internal signals within the device.
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 1

Supply Voltage VCC •••••••••••••••••••• -0.5 to +7.0V

Input Voltage Applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V

Off-State Output Voltage Applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V

Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C

Case Temp. with Power Applied -55 to 125°C •
1. Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum Ratings' may cause permanent damage to the device. Functional

operation of the device at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification
is not implied (while programming, follow the programming specifications).

DC Recommended Operating Conditions

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN. MAX. UNITS

Commercial T.= O°C to +70°C 4.75 5.25
VVCC Supply Voltage

Industrial T. = -40°C to +85°C 4.5 5.5

VIL Input Low Voltage 0 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 1 V

Capacitance (TA=25°C, f=1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUMl UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C1 Dedicated Input Capacitance 8 pf Vcc=5.0V, V'N=2.0V
Ca I/O and Clock Capacitance 10 pf Vcc=5.0V, V'KJ'Vy=2.0V

Data Retention Specifications

PARAMETER MINIMUM MAXIMUM UNITS

Data Retention 20 - YEARS
ispLSI Erase/Reprogram Cycles 1000 - CYCLES
pLSI Erase/Reprogram Cycles 100 - CYCLES
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Switching Test Conditions

Input Pulse Levels GNDto 3.0V

Input Rise and Fall Time ~ 3ns 10% to 90%

Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See figure 2

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state
active level.

Te8t Condition R1 R2 CL

A 4700 3900 35pF

8 Active High 00 3900 35pF

Active Low 4700 3900 35pF

Active High to Z 00 3900 5pF
C at VOH- 0.5V

Active Low to Z 4700 3900 5pF

at VOL+ 0.5V

Device
Output

Test
Point

DC Electrical Characteristics

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. Typ.3 MAX. UNITS

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL=8 mA - - 0.4 V

VOH Output High Vo~age IOH=-4 mA 2.4 - - V

IlL Input or 1/0 Low Leakage Current OV~ V,. ~ V'L (MAX.) - - -10 ~A

IIH Input or 1/0 High Leakage Current 3.5V ~ V,. ~ Vcc - - 10 ~A

IIL-isp isp Input Low Leakage Current OV ~ V,. ~ V'L (MAX.) - - -150 ~A

IIL-PU 1/0 Active Pull-Up Current OV ~ V,. ~ V'L - - -150 ~A

los1 Output Short Circuit Current Vcc = 5V. VOUT=0.5V -60 - -200 mA

Icc2 Operating Power Supply Current V'L= 0.5V, V,H= 3.0V I Commercial - 165 235 mA

fTOGGLE= 1 MHz I Industrial - 165 260 mA

1. One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. V<M = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems by tester ground
degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.

2. Measured using twelve 16-bit counters.
3. Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and T. = 25°C. Tabl. 2- 0007A-48-isp
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External Timing Parameters

TEST 5 #2 DESCRIPTIONI
-80 -70 -50

PARAMETER UNITS
CONDo MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX .

tpd1 A 1 Data Propagation Delay, 4PT bypass, ORP bypass - 15 - 18 - 24 ns

tpd2 A 2 Data Propagation Delay, Worst Case Path - 20 - 23 - 30.7 ns

fmax A 3 Clock Frequency with Internal Feedback3 80 - 71.4 - 53.6 - MHz
fmax (Ext.) - 4 Clock Frequency with External Feedback(lsu2 ~leol) 50 - 41.7 - 31.3 - MHz

fmax (Tog.) - 5 Clock Frequency, Max Toggle4 100 - 83 - 71.4 - MHz

tsu1 - 6 GLB Reg. Setup Time before Clock, 4PT bypass 7 - 9 - 12 - ns

tc01 A 7 GLB Reg. Clock to Output Delay, ORP bypass - 10 - 12 - 16 ns

th1 - 8 GLB Reg. Hold Time after Clock, 4 PT bypass 0 - 0 - 0 - ns

tsu2 - 9 GLB Reg. Setup Time before Clock 10 - 12 - 16 - ns

tc02 - 10 GLB Reg. Clock to Output Delay - 12 - 14 - 18.7 ns

th2 - 11 GLB Reg. Hold Time after Clock 0 - 0 - 0 - ns

tr1 A 12 Ext. Reset Pin to Output Delay - 17 - 17 - 22.7 ns
trw1 - 13 Ext. Reset Pulse Duration 10 - 10 - 13 - ns

ten B 14 Input to Output Enable - 18 - 20 - 26.7 ns
tdis C 15 Input to Output Disable - 18 - 20 - 26.7 ns
twh - 16 Ext. Sync. Clock Pulse Duration, High 5 - 6 - 7 - ns
twl - 17 Ext. Sync. Clock Pulse Duration, Low 5 - 6 - 7 - ns

tsu5 - 18 I/O Reg. Setup Time before Ext. Sync. Clock (Y2, Y3) 2 - 2 - 2.7 - ns
th5 - 19 I/O Reg. Hold Time after Ext. Sync. Clock (Y2, Y3) 6.5 - 6.5 - 8.7 - ns

1. Unlessnotedotherwise,all parametersuse a GRP load of 4 GLBs, 20 PTXORpath, ORP and YO clock.
2. Referto Timing Model in this data sheet for further details.
3. Standard 16-Bit loadable counter using GRPfeedback.
4. fmax (Toggle) may be less than l/(twh + twl). This is to allow for a clock duty cycle of other than 50%.
5. ReferenceSwitchingTest ConditionsSection.

•
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Internal Timing Parameters 1

#2 -80 -70 -50
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS

MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

Inputs
tiobp 20 I/O Register Bypass - 2.5 - 3.0 - 4.0 ns
tiolat 21 I/O Latch Delay - 3.3 - 4.0 - 5.3 ns

tiosu 22 I/O Register Setup Time before Clock 5.3 - 6.0 - 8.1 - ns
tioh 23 I/O Register Hold Time after Clock 1.5 - 0.5 - 0.9 - ns
tioco 24 I/O Register Clock to Out Delay - 2.5 - 3.0 - 3.9 ns
tior 25 I/O Register Reset to Out Delay - 2.9 - 3.5 - 4.6 ns
tdin 26 Dedicated Input Delay - 5.0 - 6.0 - 8.0 ns

GRP
tgrp1 27 GRP Delay, 1 GLB Load - 2.1 - 2.5 - 3.3 ns
tgrp4 28 GRP Delay, 4 GLB Loads - 2.5 - 3.0 - 4.0 ns
tgrp8 29 GRP Delay, 8 GLB Loads - 3.3 - 4.0 - 5.3 ns
tgrp12 30 GRP Delay, 12 GLB Loads - 4.2 - 5.0 - 6.7 ns
tgrp16 31 GRP Delay, 16 GLB Loads - 5.0 - 6.0 - 8.0 ns
tgrp48 32 GRP Delay, 48 GLB Loads - 13.3 - 16.0 - 21.3 ns

GLB
t4ptbp 33 4 Product Term Bypass Path Delay - 5.4 - 6.5 - 8.6 ns
t1ptxor 34 1 Product TermlXOR Path Delay - 6.5 - 7.0 - 9.3 ns
t20ptxor 35 20 Product TermlXOR Path Delay - 7.6 - 7.5 - 10.0 ns
txoradj 36 XOR Adjacent Path Delay3 - 8.4 - 9.5 - 12.7 ns
tgbp 37 GLB Register Bypass Delay - 0.8 - 1.0 - 1.3 ns
tgsu 38 GLB Register Setup Time before Clock 0.8 - 1.5 - 2.0 - ns
tgh 39 GLB Register Hold Time after Clock 5.0 - 6.0 - 8.0 - ns
tgco 40 GLB Register Clock to Output Delay - 2.1 - 2.5 - 3.3 ns
tgr 41 GLB Register Reset to Output Delay - 2.1 - 2.5 - 3.3 ns
tptre 42 GLB Product Term Reset to Register Delay - 8.3 - 10.0 - 13.3 ns
tptoe 43 GLB Product Term Output Enable to I/O Cell Delay - 8.8 - 9.0 - 11.9 ns
tptck 44 GLB Product Term Clock Delay 2.9 6.3 3.5 7.5 4.6 9.9 ns

ORP
torp 45 ORP Delay I - 3.2 - 3.5 I - 4.7 ns
torpbp 46 ORP Bypass Delay I - 1.3 - 1.5 I - 2.0 ns

1. Internal Timing Parameters are not tested and are for reference only.
2. Refer to Timing Model in this data sheet for further details.
3. The XOR Adjacent path can only be used by Lattice Hard Macros.
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#2 -80 -70 -50
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS

MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

Outputs
tob 47 Output Buffer Delay - 2.5 - 3.0 - 4.0 ns
toen 48 1/0 Cell OE to Output Enabled - 4.2 - 5.0 - 6.7 ns
todis 49 1/0 Cell OE to Output Disabled - 4.2 - 5.0 - 6.7 ns

Clocks
tgyO 50 Clock Delay, YOto Global GLB Clock Line (Ref. clock) 4.2 4.2 5.0 5.0 6.7 6.7 ns
tgy1/2 51 Clock Delay, Y1 or Y2 to Global GLB Clock Line 3.3 5.0 4.0 6.0 5.3 8.0 ns
tgcp 52 Clock Delay, Clock GLB to Global GLB Clock Line 0.8 4.2 1.0 5.0 1.3 6.6 ns
tioy2l3 53 Clock Delay, Y2 or Y3 to 1/0 Cell Global Clock Line 3.3 5.0 4.0 6.0 5.3 8.0 ns
tiocp 54 Clock Delay, Clock GLB to 1/0 Cell Global Clock Line 0.8 4.2 1.0 5.0 1.3 6.6 ns

Global Reset
tgr 55 Global Reset to GLB and 1/0 Registers - 9.2 - 8.0 - 10.61 ns

1. Internal Timing Parameters are not tested and are for reference only.
2. Refer to Timing Model in this data sheet for further details.

•
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pLSI and ispLSI 1048 Timing Model

Derivations of tsu, th and tco from the Product Term Clock1

tsu Logic + Reg su - Clock (min)
(tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor) + (tgsu) - (tiobp + tgrp4 + tptck(min»)
(#20 + #28 + #35) + (#38) - (#20 + #28 + #44)

5.5 ns = (3.0 + 3.0 + 7.5) + (1.5) - (3.0 + 3.0 + 3.5)

th Clock (max) + Reg h - Logic
(tiobp + tgrp4 + tptck(max») + (tgh) - (tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor)
(#20 + #28 + #44) + (#39) - (#20 + #28 + #35)

6.0 ns = (3.0 + 3.0 + 7.5) + (6.0) - (3.0 + 3.0 + 7.5)

tco Clock (max) + Reg co + Output
= (tiobp + tgrp4 + tptck(max») + (tgco) + (torp + tob)
= (#20 + #28 + #44) + (#40) + (#45 + #47)

22.5 ns = (3.0 + 3.0 +7.5) + (2.5) + (3.5 + 3.0)

Derivations of tsu, th and tco from the Clock GLB1
tsu Logic + Reg su - Clock (min)

(tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor) + (tgsu) - (tgyO(min) + tgco + tgcp(min»)
(#20 + #28 + #35) + (#38) - (#50 + #40 + #52)

6.5 ns = (3.0 + 3.0 + 7.5) + (1.5) - (5.0 + 2.5 + 1.0)

th Clock (max) + Reg h - Logic
(tgyO(max) + tgco + tgcp(max») + (tgh) - (tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor)
(#50 + #40 + #52) + (#39) - (#20 + #28 + #35)

5.0 ns = (5.0 + 2.5 + 5.0) + (6.0) - (3.0 + 3.0 + 7.5)

tco Clock (max) + Reg co + Output
= (tgyO(max) + tgco + tgcp(max») + (tgco) + (torp + tob)
= (#50 + #40 + #52) + (#40) + (#45 + #47)

21.5 ns = (5.0 + 2.5 + 5.0) + (2.5) + (3.5 + 3.0)
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250

~ 200
<{.s 150
o
.9 100

50 II
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

fmax (MHz)
Notes: Configuration of Twelve 16-bit Counters

Typical Current at 5V, 25°C

ICC can be estimated for the pLSI and ispLSI 1048 using the following equation:

ICC = 73 + (# of PTs * 0.23) + (# of nets * Max. freq * 0.010) where:
# of PTs = Number of Product Terms used in design
# of nets = Number of Signals used in device
Max. freq = Highest Clock Frequency to the device

The ICC estimate is based on typical conditions (VCC = 5.0V, room temperature) and an assumption of 2 GLB loads on
average exists. These values are for estimates only. Since the value of ICC is sensitive to operating conditions and the
program in the device, the actual ICC should be verified.

~
en
c: 5
>-
ell 4
(J)

o
a.. 3
a:
(!} 2

8 12
GLB Loads
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In-System Programmability

The ispLSI devices are the in-system programmable
versions of the Lattice High-Density programmable Large
Scale Integration (pLSI) devices. By integrating all the
high voltage programming circuitry on-chip, programming
can be accomplished by simply shifting data into the
device. Once the function is programmed, the non-
volatile E2CMOS cells will not lose the pattern even when
the power is turned off.

All necessary programming is done via five TTL level
logic interface signals. These five signals are fed into the
on-Chip programming circuitry where a state machine
controls the programming. The interface signals are isp
Enable (ispEN), Serial Data In (SOl), Serial Data Out
(SDO), Serial Clock (SCLK) and Mode (MODE) control.
Figure 5 illustrates the block diagram of one possible
scheme for programming the ispLSI devices. For details
on the operation of the internal state machine and pro-
gramming of the device please refer to the in-system
programming section in this Data Book.

SDa }SOl 5-wire ISP
MODE Programming

SCLK Interface
ispEN
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SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP. MAX. UNITS

VCCP Programming Voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V

Iccp Programming Supply Current - 50 100 mA

VIHP Input Voltage High ispEN = low 2.0 - Vccp V

VllP Input Voltage low 0 - 0.8 V

liP Input Current - 100 200 ~A

VOHP Output Voltage High lOll = -3.2 mA 2.4 - Vccp V

VOlP Output Voltage low 10l = 5 mA 0 - 0.5 V

tr tf Input Rise and Fall - - 0.1 ~
tisDen ispEN to Output 3-State Enabled - 2 10 ~
tispdis ispEN to Output 3-State Disabled . - 2 10 ~s

tsu Setup Time 0.1 0.5 - ~
teo Clock to Output 0.1 0.5 - ~
th Hold Time 1"' 0.1 0.5 - ~s

telkh, telkl Clock Pulse Width, High and low 0.5 1 - ~
tpwv Verify Pulse Width 20 30 - ~.
tpwp Programming Pulse Width 40 - 100 ms

tbew Bulk Erase Pulse Width 200 - - ms

trst Reset Time From Valid Vccp 45 - - ~s

•
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~ Don'tCare

~ Undefined State

th
tclkh~ tsu" /FtC'k'=1 "--_/ '---
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Figure 8 illustrates the address and data shift register bits the Device Layout discussion in the pLSI and ispLSI
for the ispLSI 1048. For a detailed explanation refer to Architectural Description section of this Data Book.

•High Order Shift Register
Low Order Shift Register SOO

SOl
119

SOO
Note: A logic "1" in the Address Shift Register bit position enables the row for programming or verification.

A logic "0" disables it.
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Pin Description

Name PQFP Pin Numbers Description

1/00-1/05 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, Input/Output Pins - These are the general purpose 1/0 pins used by the
1/06-1/011 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, logic array.
1/012 - 1/0 17 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37,
1/018 -1/0 23 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43,
1/0 24 - 1/0 29 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54,
1/0 30 - 1/0 35 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60,
1/036 - 1/041 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66,
1/042 -110 47 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72,
1/0 48 - 1/0 53 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85,
1/0 54 - 1/0 59 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91,
1/0 60 - 1/0 65 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97,
1/0 66 - 1/0 71 98, 99,100,101,102,103,
1/0 72 - 1/0 77 109,110,111,112,113,114,
1/0 78 - 1/0 83 115,116,117,118,119,120,
1/0 84 - 1/0 89 1, 2, 3, 4 5, 6,
1/0 90 - 1/0 95 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

IN4 48, Dedicated input pins to the device. (IN 2 and IN 9 not available)
IN 6 -IN 11 79,104,105, - 108, 13

ispEN'/NC 17 Input - Dedicated in-system programming enable input pin. This pin
is brought low to enable the programming mode. The MODE, SDI,
SDO and SCLK options become active.

SDI'/IN 0 19 Input - This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input pin when
ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as an input
pin to load programming data into the device. SDI/IN 0 also is used as
one of the two control pins for the isp state machine.

MODE'/IN 1 44 Input - This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input pin when
ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as a pin to
control the operation of the isp state machine.

SDO'/IN 3 47 Input/Output - This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input
pin when iSPEl'l is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as
an output pin to read serial shift register data.

SCLK'/IN 5 73 Input - This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input when
ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as a clock pin
for the Serial Shift Register.

RESET 18 Active Low (0) Reset pin which resets "all of the GLB and 1/0 registers
in the device.

YO 14 Dedicated Clock input. This clock input is connected to one of the
clock inputs of all of the GLBs on the device.

Y1 78 Dedicated clock input. This clock input is brought into the clock
distribution network, and can optionally be routed to any GLB on the
device.

Y2 75 Dedicated clock input. This clock input is brought into the clock
distribution network, and can optionally be routed to any GLB andlor
any 1/0 cell on the device.

Y3 74 Dedicated clock input. This clock input is brought into the clock
distribution network, and can optionally be routed to any 1/0 cell on the
device.

GND 46, 76,106, 16 Ground (GND)
VCC 15, 45, 77, 107 Vex;
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Pin Configuration

1/084
V085
V086
1/087
1/088
1/089
V090
V091
1/092
1/093
1/094
V095
IN 11

YO
VCC
GNO

"ispENINC
RESET

"SOI/INO
1/00
1/01
1/02
1/03
1/04
1/05
1/06
1/07
1/08
1109

1/010

•1/058
1/057
11056
V055
1/054
1/053
1/052
V051
1/050
1/049
1/048
IN6
Y1
VCC
GNO
Y2
Y3
IN 51SCLK"
1/047
1/046
1/045
1/044
1/043
1/042
1/041
1/040
1/039
1/038
V037
1/036
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Part Number Description

(is)pLSI 1048 ------r-J
-

"

Device Number -

x X1L G,•••
Blank = Commercial
I = Industrial

Package
Q = PQFP

Power
L = Low

Speed
80 = 80 MHz fmax
70 = 70 MHz fmax
50 = 50 MHz fmax

pLSI and ispLSI 1048 Ordering Information

Family fmax (MHz) tpd (ns) Ordering Number Package

80 15 pLSI 1048-80LQ 120-Pin PQFP

pLSI 70 18 pLSI 1048-70LQ 120-Pin PQFP

50 24 pLSI1048-50LQ 120-Pin PQFP

80 15 pLSI 1048-80LQ 120-Pin PQFP

IspLSI 70 18 ispLSI1048-70LQ 120-Pin PQFP

50 24 ispLSI 1048-50LQ 120-Pin PQFP

Family fmax(MHz) tpd (ns) Ordering Number Package

pLSI 50 24 pLSI 1048-50LQI 120-Pin PQFP

IspLSI 50 24 ispLSI1048-50LQI 120-Pin PQFP
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pLSI® and ispLSfM 1048C
High-Density Programmable Logic

Features Functional Block Diagram

• HIGH-DENSITY PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC
- High-Speed Global Interconnects
- 96 VO Pins, 12 Dedicated Inputs, 2 Global Output

Enables
- 288 Registers
- Wide Input Gating for Fast Counters, State

Machines, Address Decoders, etc.
- Small Logic Block Size for Random Logic
- Security Cell Prevents Unauthorized Copying

• HIGH PERFORMANCE E2CMOS· TECHNOLOGY
- fmax = 70 MHz Maximum Operating Frequency
- fmax = 50 MHz for Industrial Devices
- tpd = 18 ns Propagation Delay
- TIL Compatible Inputs and Outputs
- Electrically Eraseable and Reprogrammable
- Non-Volatile E2CMOS Technology
-100% Tested at Time of Manufacture

• ispLSI OFFERS THE FOLLOWING ADDED FEATURES
- In-System Programmable 5-Volt Only
- Change Logic and Interconnects "On-the-Fly" in

Seconds
- Reprogram Soldered Device for Debugging

• COMBINES EASE OF USE AND THE FAST
SPEED OF PLDs WITH THE DENSITY AND
IBILITY OF FIELD PROGRAMMABLE TE A

- Complete Programmable Device a Comb' e
Logic and Structured Design

- Four Dedicated Clock Inp I

- Synchronous and Asy r
- Flexible Pin Placem
- Optimized Glob

Interconnecti

• pLSVispLSI
pDSS

-Easy
-Boolean 0

- Manual P Itioning
- Automatic Place and Route
- Static Timing Table

pDS+ ™ Software
- Industry Standard, Third Party Design

Environments
- Schematic Capture, State Machine, HDL
- Automatic Partitioning and Place and Route
- Comprehensive Logic and Timing Simulation
- PC and Workstation Platforms

o lIID lIID lIID lIID • lIID lIID lIID lIID •
o GOEO I Output Routing Pool I I Output Routing Pool I
o GoE' EJ§]§]§]§]§]§]§] ~§]~~§]~§J~ •
8 ~ ~ 8
B8~ , ~8B
~~~ " f@~~
8 ~~ Global Routing Pool (GRP) GLB 03 ~ 8
B§.~ ,'~§.B
~6~ "" @!]6~

• @] ~~§]§]~~ B6 87 3 C4 5 ~E1~CLK

Pool outin Pool

o lIID lIID [[JJJ

•
d ispLSI 1048C are High-Density

ogic Devices containing 288 Registers,
s 0 pins, 12 Dedicated Input pins, two global

les (GOE), four Dedicated Clock Input pins and
Routing Pool (GRP). The GRP provides com-

interconnectivity between all of these elements. The
pLSI1 048C features 5-Volt in-system programming and

in-system diagnostic capabilities. It is the first device which
offers non-volatile "on-the-fly" reprogrammability of the
logic, as well as the interconnect to provide truly
r.econfigurable systems. It is architecturally and parametri-
cally compatible to the pLSI1 048C device, but multiplexes
four of the dedicated input pins to control in-system pro~
gramming. Compared to the pLSI and ispLSI 1048, the
pLSI and ispLSI 1048C offers two additional dedicated
inputs and two new global output enable pins.

The basic unit of logic on the pLSI and ispLSI 1048C
devices is the Generic Logic Block (GLB). The GLBs are
labeled AO, A 1 .. F7 (see figure 1). There are a total of 48
GLBs in the pLSI and ispLSI 1048C devices. Each GLB
has 18 inputs, a programmable AND/OR/XOR array, and
four outputs which can be configured to be either combina-
torial or registered. Inputs to the GLB come from the GRP
and dedicated inputs. All of the GLB outputs are brought
back into the GRP so that they can be connected to the
inputs of any other GLB on the device.

LATTICE SEMICONDUCTOR CORP., 5555 Northeast Moore Ct., Hillsboro, Oregon 97124, U.S.A.

Tel. (503) 681-0118; 1-800-LATTICE; FAX (503) 681-3037
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Functional Block Diagram

RES€T D
DOOEO

of which is
I/O cell can be

ombinatorial input,
d . P utput or bi-directional

nt I. dditionally, all outputs are
activ igh or active low. The signal

"blevoltages and the output drivers
sink 8 mA.

Eight GLBs, 16 I/O cells, two dedicated inputs and one
ORP are connected together to make a Megablock (see
figure 1). The outputs of the eight GLBs are connected to
a set of 16 universal I/O cells by the ORP. The pLSI and
ispLSI1 048C devices contains six of these Megablocks.

The GRP has as its inputs the outputs from all ofthe GLBs
and all of the inputs from the bi-directionall/O cells. All of
these signals are made available to the inputs of the
GLBs. Delays through the GRP have been equalized to
minimize timing skew.

Clocks in the pLSI and ispLSI1 048C devices are selected
using the Clock Distribution Network. Four dedicated
clock pins (YO, Y1, Y2 and Y3) are brought into the
distribution network, and five clock outputs (CLK 0, CLK
1, CLK 2, 10CLK ° and 10CLK 1) are provided to route
clocks to the GLBs and I/O cells. The Clock Distribution
Network can also be driven from a special clock GLB (DO
on the pLSI and ispLSI1 048C devices). The logic of this
GLB allows the user to create an internal clock from a
combination of internal signals within the device.
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 1

Supply Voltage VCC •••••••••••••••••••• -0.5 to +7.0V

Input Voltage Applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V

Off-State Output Voltage Applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V

Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C

Case Temp. with Power Applied -55 to 125°C •
1. Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum Ratings· may cause permanent damage to

operation of the device at these or at any other cond~ions above those indicated in the operational s
is not implied (while programming, follow the programming specifications).

SYMBOL PARAMETER UNITS

Commercial 5.25
VVCC Supply Voltage

Industrial 5.5

VIL Input Low Vo~age 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage Vcc + 1 V

MAXIMUM1

8

10

UNITS

pf

pf

TEST CONDITIONS

V(X;=5.0V.V'N=2.0V

V(X;=5.0V.VIIO' Vv=2.0V

Data Retention

ispLSI Erase/Reprogram Cycles
pLSI Erase/Reprogram Cycles

MINIMUM

20

1000
100

UNITS

YEARS

CYCLES
CYCLES
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Switching Test Conditions

Input Pulse Levels GNDt03.0V

Input Rise and Fall Time ~ 3ns 10% to 90%

Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See figure 2

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state
active level.

Device
Output

Test
Point

Test Condition R1 R2 CL

A 4700 3900 35pF

B Active High 00 3900 35pF

Active Low 4700 3900 35pF

Active High to Z 00 3900 5pF
C at VO+l- 0.5V

Active Low to Z 4700 3900

at VOl..+ 0.5V

SYMBOL CONDITION MIN. Typ.3 MAX. UNITS

VOL '0l..=8mA 0.4 V

VOH 100=-4 mA 2.4 V

IlL kage Current OV~ V,N ~ V'L (MAX.) ·10 I!A

IIH Leakage Current 3.5V ~ V,N $ Vcc 10 lLA

IIL-Isp ut Leakage Current OV$ V,N $ V'L (MAX.) ·150 lLA

IIL-PU e Pull-Up Current OV$ V,N $ V'L -150

1051 Output Short Circuit Current Vcc = 5V, VOlJT=0.5V ·60 -200 mA

IcC2 Operating Power Supply Current V'L= 0.5V, V'H= 3.0V Commercial 165 235 mA

fTOGGLE= 1 MHz Industrial 165 260 mA

1. One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Voul = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems by tester ground
degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.

2. Measured using twelve 16-blt counters.
3. Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA = 25°C. Tabla2· 0007A-48·i.p
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External Timing Parameters

tpd1 A 1 Data Propagation Delay, 4PT bypass, ORP bypass - 18.0 - 24.0 ns •tpd2 A 2 Data Propagation Delay - 20.5 - 27.0 ns

fmax A 3 Clock Frequency with Internal Feedback3 71.4 - 54.1 - MHz

fmax (Ext.) - 4 Clock Frequency with External Feedback (iSU2 : tcQi) 46.5 - ~5.1 - MHz

fmax (Tog.) - 5 Clock Frequency, Max Toggle4 83.3 A.' ~2.5 - MHz

tsu1 - 6 GLB Reg. Setup Time before Clock, 4PT bypass ~~~o - ns

tc01 A 7 GLB Reg. Clock to Output Delay, ORP bypass /~l!.1.0 )/ 14.5 ns

th1 - 8 GLB Reg. Hold Time after Clock, 4 PT bypass ~ 'It' " ..:'oJ. 0 - ns

tsu2 - 9 GLB Reg. Setup Time before Clock f'..... ~5?- 14.0 - ns

tc02 - 10 GLB Reg. Clock to Output Delay A W>.,..,: .., 12.0 - 15.5 ns
th2 - 11 GLB Reg. Hold Time after Clock -- ~ L~ 0 - 0 - ns
tr1 A 12 Ext. Reset Pin to Output Delay .Go. ,",V 15.0 20.0 ns~ .

trw1 - 13 Ext. Reset Pulse Duration .•.~,~ 10.0 - 13.0 - ns

tptoeen B 14 Input to Output Enable ~\. '\.. '\...AV - 20.0 - 26.5 ns

tptoedis C 15 Input to Output Disable /'... \~ '\.. _V - 20.0 - 26.5 ns

tgoeen B 16 Global OE Output Ena~~ ""'\ )/ - 15.0 - 20.0 ns

tgoedis C 17 Global OE Output ~~ '~ •.•••'-> - 15.0 - 20.0 ns

twh - 20 Ext. Sync. Clo~Pulse ~~igh 6.0 - 8.0 - ns
tWI - 21 Ext. SyncA~~ulse~~n, Low 6.0 - 8.0 - ns
tsu3 22 I/OR~p""'-' .1-'re Ext. Sync. Clock (Y2, Y3) 2.0 2.5 ns
th3 - 23 I/~~~ ~er Ext. Sync. Clock (Y2, Y3) 6.5 - 8.5 - ns

1. Unless noted otherwi~, :'l'~am~"¥,? GRP load of 4 GLBs, 20 PTXORpath, ORP and YO clock.
2. Refer to Timi~~ II t for further details.
3. Standard 16-B' ~g GRP feedback.
4. fmax (~~: I s (twh + twl). This is to allow for a clock duty cycle of other than 50%.
,. ""roo ~'" "'"'' $oct",

Table 2- 0030-488170, 50
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Internal Timing Parameters 1

-70 -50
UNITS

MIN. MAX.I MIN. MAX.I

Inputs

tiobp 24 1/0 Register Bypass - 3.1 - 4.1 ns

tiolat 25 1/0 Latch Delay - 4.0 - 5.3 ns

tiosu 26 1/0 Register Setup Time before Clock 6.5 - 8.5 - ns

tioh 27 1/0 Register Hold Time after Clock 0.1 - ;1)1 - ns
tioco 28 1/0 Register Clock to Out Delay - ~\~ 4.1 ns

tior 29 1/0 Register Reset to Out Delay . - ~ ::"\. 4.5 ns

tdin 30 Dedicated Input Delay /P 1·4 \ .•••.V7.2 ns

GRP y'\.~~~~
tgrp1 31 GRP Delay, 1 GLB Load \~ -'\75 - 6.0 ns

tgrp4 32 GRP Delay, 4 GLB Loads Li ~~~':'?4.9 - 6.5 ns
tgrp8 33 GRP Delay, 8 GLB Loads - ," \~ - 5.8 - 7.7 ns
tgrp12 34 GRP Delay, 12 GLB Loads .c. ~V 6.7 8.9 ns

./r '"'
- -

tgrp16 35 GRP Delay, 16 GLB Loads A~'~ - 7.6 - 10.1 ns
tgrp48 36 GRP Delay, 48 GLB Loads ~, '\.'v,V - 16.5 - 22.0 ns

GLB ~~'vl/
t4ptbp 37 4 Product Term Bypass Pa!P'1fela~"" ••••••..\ V - 5.0 - 6.7 ns
t1 ptxor 38 1 Product TermlXOR Path~a~ \'::>~ - 5.8 - 7.8 ns
t20ptxor 39 20 Product Terml ~Path Dil~ '?V - 6.5 - 8.7 ns
txoradj 40 XOR Adjacen!.P'li !i'ii{e~ ) '}fY - 8.0 - 10.7 ns
tgbp 41 GLB Regi;.-"ll ~ s~ ~I~ 0.9 1.2 ns
tgsu 42 GLB ~ ~ J IJJTe before Clock 1.4 - 1.9 - ns
tgh 43 ter\io¥1'me after Clock 5.3 7.1 ns
tgco 4j..~~B . t ock to Output Delay 1.5 1.8 ns
tgr .••••~ ,( L~~te"r Reset to Output Delay - 2.1 - 2.8 ns
tptre VOl 4~ GLB lClroductTerm Reset to Register Delay - 8.6 - 11.5 ns
tptoe ~ ~B Product Term Output Enable to 1/0 Cell Delay - 7.0 - 9.2 ns
tptck 41 GLB Product Term Clock Delay 3.0 6.5 4.0 8.7 ns

ORP
torp 49 ORP Delay I - 2.5 I - 3.0 ns
torpbp 50 ORP Bypass Delay I - 1.5 I - 1.7 ns

1. InternalTiming Parametersare not tested and are for referenceonly.
2. Refer to Timing Model in this data sheet for further details.
3. The XOR Adjacent path can only be used by Lattice Hard Macros.

Table 2· 0036-48B170, 50
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Internal Timing Parameters 1

Outputs
tob

toen

todis

Clocks
tgyO

tgy1/2

tgcp

tioy2/3

tiocp

51 Output Buffer Delay

52 1/0 Cell OE to Output Enabled

53 1/0 Cell OE to Output Disabled

2.6 3.5 ns •5.0 6.7 ns

5.0 6.7 ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

Table 2- 0037-48CnO, 50

54 Clock Delay, YO to Global GLB Clock Line (Ref. clock)

55 Clock Delay, Y1 or Y2 to Global GLB Clock Line

56 Clock Delay, Clock GLB to Global GLB Clock Line

57 Clock Delay, Y2 or Y3 to 1/0 Cell Global Clock Line

58 Clock Delay, Clock GLB to 1/0 Cell Global Clock Line

Global Reset
tgr 59 Global Reset to GLB and 1/0 Registers

1. Internal Timing Parameters are not tested and are for reference only
2. Refer to Timing Model in this data sheet for further details.
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pLSI and ispLSI 1048C Timing Model

- (tiobp + tgrp4 + tptck(min))
+ #32 + #48)

5.5 ns = + 3.0 + 3.5)

th gic
p (max)) + (tgh) - (tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor)
+ (#43) - (#24 + #32 + #39)

+ (6.0) - (3.0 + 3.0 + 7.5)

) + Reg co + Output
tgrp4 + tptck(max)) + (tgco) + (torp + tob)

+ #32 + #48) + (#44) + (#49 + #51)
.0 + 3.0 +7.5) + (2.5) + (3.5 + 3.0)

rivations of tsu, th and tco from the Clock GLB1
Logic + Reg su - Clock (min)
(tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor) + (tgsu) - (tgyO(min) + tgco + tgcp(min))
(#24 + #32 + #39) + (#42) - (#54 + #44 + #56)

6.5 ns = (3.0 +3.0 + 7.5) + (1.5) - (5.0 + 2.5 + 1.0)

th Clock (max) + Reg h - Logic
(tgyO(max) + tgco + tgcp(max)) + (tgh) - (tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor)
(#54 + #44 + #56) + (#43) - (#24 + #32 + #39)

5.0 ns= (5.0 + 2.5 + 5.0) + (6.0) - (3.0 + 3.0 + 7.5)

tco Clock (max) + Reg co + Output
(tgyO(max) + tgco + tgcp(max)) + (tgco) + (torp + tob)
(#54 + #44 + #56) + (#44) + (#49 + #51)

21.5 ns = (5.0 + 2.5 + 5.0) + (2.5) + (3.5 + 3.0)

1. Calculations are based upon timing specs for the pLSl/ispLSI1048C-70.
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250

~ 200
~.s 150
()
.9 100

50 •
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

fmax (MHz)

Notes: Configuration of Twelve 16-bit Counters
Typical Current at SV, 2S"C

8 12
GLB Loads
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The ispLSI devices are the in-system programmable
versions of the Lattice High-Density programmable Large
Scale Integration (pLSI) devices. By integrating all the
high voltage programming circuitry on-chip, programming
can be accomplished by simply shifting data into the
device. Once the function is programmed, the non-
volatile E2CMOS cells will not lose the pattern even when
the power is turned off.

All necessary programming is done via five TTL level
logic interface signals. These five signals are fed into the
on-chip programming circuitry where a state machine
controls the programming. The interface signals are isp
Enable (ispEN), Serial Data In (SOl), Serial Data Out
(SDO), Serial Clock (SCLK) and Mode (MODE) control.
Figure 5 illustrates the block diagram of one possible
scheme for programming the ispLSI devices. For details
on the operation of the internal state machine and pro-
gramming of the device please refe the in-system
programming section in this Data

SOa }SOl 5-wire ISP
MODE Programming

SCLK Interface
ispEN
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ISP Programming VoltagelTiming Specifications1

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP. MAX. UNITS

VCCP Programming Voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V

Iccp Programming Supply Current - 50 100 mA

VIHP Input Voltage High ispEN = Low 2.0 - Vccp V

VILP Input Voltage Low 0 - 0.8 V

liP Input Current - 100 200 ~A

VOHP Output Voltage High IOH= -3.2 mA 2.4 -L-, ?vccp V

VOLP Output Voltage Low 10l = 5 mA 0 .A- t 0.5 V

tr. tf Input Rise and Fall -L f\~ ."'a.h ~
tisDen ispEN to Output 3-State Enabled &-\ l>k A ).AQ

~s

tispdis ispEN to Output 3-State Disabled ...•. ~ .. ~~ 10 ~s

tsu Setup Time ~ \~ ~ ..~V'6.5 - ~s

tco Clock to Output ~\ ,~.,.; 0.5 ~
th Hold Time ...-- ''" t' ~ 0.1 0.5 -L --, ~
tclkh, tclkl Clock Pulse Width, High and Low /( ~ -.... 0.5 1 ~s

tpwv Verify Pulse Width A
r

" )'/

20 30 - ~s

tpwp Programming Pulse Width \", '\7' 40 - 100 ms

tbew Bulk Erase Pulse Width
A~ t'>..~\''':P''' 200 - - ms

trst Reset Time From Valid V*" ~~v 45 - - ~
1. ISP Programmingis guaranteedfor TA = O'C 0 70'C '11... ~r$"lY' Table 2- OOlG I6p-C

••
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Figure 8 illustrates the address and data shift register bits the Device Layout discussion in the pLSI and ispLSI
for the ispLSl1 048C. For a detailed explanation refer to Architectiural Description section of this Data Book.

Figure 8. ispLS11048C Shift Register Layout

D
A
T
A

Data In
(501)

Hi h Order Shift Re ister
Low Order Shift Re ister

•

500
Note: A logic "1" in the Address Shift Register bit position enables the row for programming or verification.

A logic "0" disables it.
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Pin Description

YO

Yl 83

Y2 80

Y3 79

GND 1, 17, 33, 49, 65, 81,
97,112

Vcc 16, 48, 82,113

"For ispLSI 1048C Only

1/00-1/05
1/06-1/011
1/012 - 1/0 17
1/018 -1/0 23
11024 - 1/0 29
1/0 30 - 1/0 35
1/036 -1/0 41
11042 - 1/047
1/0 48 - 1/0 53
1/0 54 - 1/0 59
1/0 60 - 1/0 65
1/0 66 - 1/0 71
1/0 72 - 1/0 77
1/0 78 - 1/0 83
1/0 84 • 1/0 89
1/0 90 - 1/0 95

IN2,IN4
IN6-IN 11

ispEW

21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26
27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32
34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39
40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45
52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57
58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63
66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71
72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77
85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90
91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96,
98, 99,100,101,102,103,

104,105,106,107,108,109,
117,118,119,120,121,122
123,124,125,126,127,128,

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13

InpuVOutput Pins - These are the general purpose 1/0 pins used by the
logic array.

47, 51
84,110,111,115,116, 14

18 programming enable input pin. This pin
a e programming mode. The MODE, SDI,

ti s become active.
orms two functions. It is a dedicated input pin when

gh. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as an input
gramming data into the device. SDI/IN 0 also is used as

e two control pins for the isp state machine.
- This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input pin when

i N is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as a pin to
control the operation of the isp state machine.
InpuVOutput - This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input
pin when JsPEIiI is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as
an output pin to read serial shift register data.
Input - This pin performs two functions. It is a dedicated input when
ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as a clock pin
for the Serial Shift Register.

Active Low (0) Reset pin which resets all of the GLB and 1/0 registers
in the device.

Dedicated Clock input. This clock input is connected to one of the
clock inputs of all of the GLBs on the device.
Dedicated clock input. This clock input is brought into the clock
distribution network, and can optionally be routed to any GLB on the
device.
Dedicated clock input. This clock input is brought into the clock
distribution network, and can optionally be routed to any GLB and/or
any 1/0 cell on the device.
Dedicated clock input. This clock input is brought into the clock
distribution network, and can optionally be routed to any 1/0 cell on the
device.
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Pin Configuration

GND
1/084
1/085
1/086
1/087
1/088
1/089
1/090
1/091
1/092
1/093
1/094
1/095

IN11
YO

VCC
__ GND

• ispEN/NC
RESET

'SDI/INO
1/00
1/01
1/02
1/03
1/04
1/05
1/06
1/07
1/08
1/09

1/010
1/011

•
52

1/051
1/050
1/049
1/048
IN6
Y1
VCC
GND
Y2
Y3
IN5/SCLK'
1/047
1/046
1/045
1/044
1/043
1/042
1/041
1/040
1/039
1/038
1/037
1/036
GND



(is)pLSI 1048C- XX

Device Family~ J
Device Number -------

x X XlL
G~.Blank = Commercial

I = Industrial
Package

Q=PQFP
L-------Power

L=
Speed

70 = 70 MHz fmax
50 = 50 MHz fmax

Family fmax (MHz) Package

pLSI 70 128-Pin PQFP

128-Pin PQFP

ispLSI 128-Pin PQFP

ispLSI 1048C-50LQ 128-Pin PQFP

INDUSTRIAL

tpd (ns) Ordering Number Package

24 pLSI 1048C-50LQI 128-Pin PQFP

50 24 ispLSI 1048C-50LQI 128-Pin PQFP
TabI.2-0041A-..ac-itp



Introduction to
pLSI® and ispLS/TM2000 Family

Lattice Semiconductor's pLSI (programmable Large Scale
Integration) and ispLSI (in-system programmable Large
Scale Integration) are high-density and high-performance
E2CMOS® programmable logic devices. They provide
design engineers with a superior system solution for
integrating high-speed logic on a single chip.

The Lattice pLSI and ispLSI 2000 Families are I/O inten-
sive, programmable logic devices that combine high
performance and ease of use of PLDs with the density
and flexibility of FPGAs.

The pLSI and ispLSI 2000 families are ideal for designs
needing high performance in conjunction with high I/O
requirements.

The ispLSI devices have also pioneered non-volatile, in-
system programmability, a technology that allows real-time
programming, less expensive manufacturing and end-
user feature reconfiguration.

Lattice's E2CMOS technology features reprogrammabil-
ity, the ability to program the device again and again to
easily incorporate any design modifications. This same
capability allows full parametric testability during manu-
facturing, which guarantees 100 percent programming
and functional yield.

All necessary development tools are available from Lat-
tice and third-party vendors. Development tools offered
range from Lattice's low cost pDS® software, featuring
Boolean entry in a graphical Windows™ based environ-
ment, to the pDS+™ family of fitters that interfaces with
third party development software packages. Design
systems interfacing with pDS+ Fitters feature schematic
capture, state machine and HDL design entry. Designs
can now be completed in hours as opposed to days or
weeks.

pLSI and ispLSI Product 2000 Family

o 135 MHz System Performance

0 7.5 ns Pin-to-Pin Delay

0 Deterministic Performance

0 High Density (1,000-4,000 PLD Gates)

0 44 Pin to 128 Pin Package Options

0 Flexible Architecture

0 Easy-to-Use

0 In-System Programmable (ispLSI)

0 Ideal for I/O Intensive Designs

•
pLSI and ispLSI Technology

o UltraMOS E2CMOS - the PLD Technology of
Choice

o Electrically Erasable/Programmable/
Reprogrammable

o 100% Tested During Manufacture

o 100% Programming Yield

o Fast Programming

pLSI and ispLSI Development Tools

o Low Cost, Fully Integrated pDS Design System
for the PC

o Boolean Equations and Macro Input

o HDL and Schematic Capture Entry

o pDS+ Support for Industry-Standard Third-
Party Design Environments and Platforms

o Timing and Functional Simulation

o PC and Workstation Platforms
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2000 Family Overview

The pLSI and ispLSI 2000 families of high-density de-
vices address high-performance system logic needs,
implementing logic functions ranging from registers, to
counters, to multiplexers, to complex state machines.

Each device contains multiple Generic Logic Blocks
(GLBs), which are designed to maximize system flexibility
and performance. A balanced ratio of registers and I/O
cells provides the optimum combination of internal logic
and external connections. A global interconnect scheme
ties everything together, enabling utilization of up to 80%
of available logic. Table 1describes the family attributes.

With PLD density ranging from 1,000 to 4,000 gates, the
pLSI and ispLSI 2000 Families provide a wide range of
programmable logic solutions which meet tomorrow's
design requirements today.

Family Member 2032 2064 2096

Density (PLD Gates) 1,000 2,000 4,000

Speed: fmax (MHz) 135 135 110

Speed: tpd (ns) 7.5 7.5 10

Macrocells 32 64 96

Registers 32 64 96

Inputs + I/O 34 68 102

Pin/Package
44-pin PLCC 84-pin PLCC 128-pin PQFP

44-pin TQFP 100-pin TQFP

pLSI2032
&

ispLSI2032

pLSI2064
&

ispLSI2064

pLSI2096
&

ispLSI2096

pLSI2032
&

ispLSI2032

pLSI2064
&

ispLSI2064

o o
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pLSI® and ispLSI™ 2032
High Density Programmable Logic

• HIGH DENSITY PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC

- High Speed Global Interconnect
- 1000 PLD Gates
- 32 VO Pins, Two Dedicated Inputs
- 32 Registers
- Wide Input Gating for Fast Counters, State

Machines, Address Decoders, etc.
- Small Logic Block Size for Random Logic

• HIGH PERFORMANCE E2CMOS· TECHNOLOGY

- fmax = 135 MHz Maximum Operating Frequency
- tpd = 7.5 ns Propagation Delay
- TTL Compatible Inputs and Outputs
-Electrically Erasable and Reprogrammable
- Non-Volatile
-100% Tested at Time of Manufacture
- Unused Product Term Shutdown Saves Power

• ispLSI OFFERS THE FOLLOWING ADDED FEATURES

- In-System Programmable 5-Volt Only
- Change Logic and Interconnects "On-the-Fly" in

Seconds
- Reprogram Soldered Devices for Debugging

• OFFERS THE EASE OF USE AND FAST SYSTEM
SPEED OF PLDs WITH THE DENSITY AND FLEXI
OF FIELD PROGRAMMABLE GATE ARRAYS

- Complete Programmable Device Can C
Logic and Structured Designs

- Three Dedicated Clock Input Pin
- Synchronous and Asynchron
- Flexible Pin Placement
- Optimized Global Routi

Interconnectivity
• pLSl/ispLSI DEVEL

pDS Software
-Easyt
-Bo

n I
- u m
- Stati Ti

pDS+TMSo re
- Industry Standard, Third Party Design

Environments
- Schematic Capture, State Machine, HDL
- Automatic Partitioning and Place and Route
- Comprehensive Logic and Timing Simulation
- PC and Workstation Platforms

SI and ispLSI 2032 are High Density
ra ble Logic Devices. The devices contain 32

Irs, 32 Universal I/O pins, two Dedicated Input
, three Dedicated Clock Input Pins, one dedicated

lobal OE input pin and a Global Routing Pool (GRP).
The GRP provides complete interconnectivity between
all of these elements. The ispLSI2032 features 5-Volt in-
system programmability and in-system diagnostic
capabilities. The ispLSI2032 offers non-volatile "on-the-
fly" reprogrammability of the logic, as well as the
interconnects to provide truly reconfigurable systems. It
is architecturally and parametrically compatible to the
pLSI 2032 device, but multiplexes four input pins to
control in-system programming.
The basic unit of logic on the pLSI and ispLSI 2032
devices is the Generic Logic Block (GLB). The GLBs are
labeled AO,A1 .. A7 (see figure 1). There are a total of
eight GLBs in the pLSI and ispLSI 2032 devices. Each
GLB is made up of four macrocells. Each GLB has 18
inputs, a programmable AND/OR/Exclusive OR array,
and four outputs which can be configured to be either
combinatorial or registered. Inputs to the GLB come from
the GRP. All of the GLB outputs are brought back into the
GRP so that they can be connected to the inputs of any
GLB on the device.

Copyright C 1994 Lattice Semiconductor Corp. All brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. The specifications and information herein are
subject to change without notice.

LATTICE SEMICONDUCTOR CORP., 5555 Northeast Moore Ct., Hillsboro, Oregon 97124, U.S.A. 1994 Data Book
Tel. (503) 681-0118; 1-800-LATTICE; FAX (503) 681-3037

•
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Functional Block Diagram

The devices also
directly connec
individually g
output 0 dir
signal Ie
drivers can

Global Routing Pool
(GRP)

MODE' 0
;spEN° 0

YO
y,"

SClK'/Y2

"Note: Y1 and RESET
are multiplexed
on the same pin

, each of which is
Each I/O cell can be

e a combinatorial input,
in with 3-state control. The

L c patible voltages and the output
4 mA or sink 8 mA.

The GRP has as its inputs, the outputs from all of the
GLBs and all of the inputs from the bi-directionall/O cells.
All of these signals are made available to the inputs of the
GLBs. Delays through the GRP have been equalized to
minimize timing skew.

Eight GLBs, 3 I/O cells, two dedicated inputs and two
ORPs are connected together to make a Megablock (see
figure 1). The outputs of the eight GLBs are connected to
a set of 32 universal I/O cells by the ORP. Each pLSI and
ispLSI 2032 devices contain one Megablock.

Clocks in the pLSI and ispLSI 2032 devices are selected
using the dedicated clock pins. Three dedicated clock
pins (YO, Y1, Y2) or an asynchronous clock can be
selected on a GLB basis. The asynchronous or Product
Term clock can be generated in any GLB for its own clock.
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 1

Supply Voltage Vcc' -0.5 to +7.0V

Input Voltage Applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V

Off-State Output Voltage Applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V

Storage Temperature -65 to 125°C

Ambient Temp. with Power Applied -55 to 125°C •
1. Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum Ratings' may cause permanent damage to the device. Functional

operation of the device at these or at any other cond~ions above those indicated in the operational sections W" is specification
is not implied (while programming, follow the programming specifications). ~

SYMBOL PARAMETER UNITS

TA Ambient Temperature °C

VCC Supply Voltage V

VIL Input Low Voltage 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage Vcc + 1 V

Capacitance (TA=25°C,f=1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER

C,
C2

MAXIMUM1

8

UNITS

pf

pf

Vcc=5.0V, V'N=2.0V

Vcc=5.0V, V'IO' Vy=2.0V

MINIMUM

20
1000

100

UNITS

YEARS

CYCLES

CYCLES

ispLSI Erase rogram Cycles

pLSI Erase/Reprogram Cycles
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Switching Test Conditions

Input Pulse Levels GNDt03.0V

Input Rise and Fall Time S 3ns 10% to 90%

Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See figure 2
Device
Output

Test
Point

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state
active level.

Output Load Conditions (see figure 2)

Test Condhlon R1 R2 CL

A 4700 3900 35pF

B Active High 00 3900 35pF

Active Low 4700 3900 35pF

Active High to Z 00 3900 5pF
C at VOtl - 0.5V

Active Low to Z 4700 3900 5pF

at Va. + 0.5V

SYMBOL

VOL

VOH
IlL
hH
IIL-isp

IIL-P

10Sl
ICC2

MIN. TYP.3 MAX. UNITS
0.4 V

2.4 V

-10 ~A

10 ~A

-150 ~A

-150 ~
-60 -200 mA

40 mA

Vet:;= 5V, VOUT= 0.5V

V,L = 0.5V, V,H = 3.0V

fTOGGLE = 1 MHz

1. One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. VWI = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems by tester ground
degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.

2. Measured using two 16-bit counters.
3. Typical values are at Vet:;= 5V and TA = 25°C. T••••• 2· 0007;'1>'2032
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Over Recommended Operating Conditions

·135
PARAMETER TEST 5 .2

COND.
UNITS

MIN. MAX.

- 15.0 ns

- 20.0 ns

MHz

MHz

MHz

MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

- 7.5 - 10.0

- 10.0 - 13.3
tpdl A

tpd2 A

fmax A

fmax (Ext.) -
fmax (Tog.) -
tsul -
tcol A

thl -

1 Data Propagation Delay, 4PT bypass, ORP bypass

2 Data Propagation Delay

3 Clock Frequency with Internal Feedback"

4 Clock Frequency with External Feedback (''''2 :'001)
5 Clock Frequency, Max Toggle4

6 GLB Reg. Setup Time before Clock, 4PT bypass

7 GLB Reg. Clock to Output Delay, ORP bypass

8 GLB Reg. Hold Time after Clock, 4 PT bypass

tsu2 - 9 GLB Reg. Setup Time before Clock

tc02 - 10 GLB Reg. Clock to Output Delay

th2 - 11 GLB Reg. Hold Time after Clock

trl A 12 Ext. Reset Pin to Output Delay

trwl - 13 Ext. Reset Pulse Duration

tptoeen B 14 Input to Output Enable £.
tptoedis C 15 Input to Output Disable L' ~ -
tgoeen B 16 Global OE to Output Enable ~' "\.. "\.. /
tgoedis C 17 Global OE to Output Disable \~ '\. "'7 -
twh 18 External Synchronous CI~ ~l1rtt~gh 3.0 - 4.0
twl - 19 External Synchronou~ck~Dl\[~n, Low 3.0 - 4.0

1. Unlessnotedotherwise,all parametersuse20 R th a~~.
2. Referto TimingModelin this detasheetf9rlJJrtherde ils. V
3. Standard16-81tloadablecountarusin~feedba .
4. fmax(Toggle)maybe lessthan 1/( I This i for a clockdutycycleof otherthan50%.

,. R,,"_ '"''''''"''m~ ~ .

'<~
~

•137 - 110./ - 80 -
100 - 79.2 - 50 -
167 - 125 - 100 -
4 - 5.3 - L1 -
- 4.5 - 5·y •••..-U 10.0

o - 0 ~~ :;
5.5 - ,,X !.o-.t.. 12'C}r-
- 5.5 '\.. ~ '''J 12.0

o ~ 0 •••.~ 0 -

h I'll ~~~.3 - 17.0

~'V~ - 10.0-

IX}'
rr..O -

6.0 -

6.0 -

14.5

14.5

6.7

6.7

18.0

18.0

9.5

9.5
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Internal Timing Parameters1

Over Recommended Operating Conditions

ti -135 -110 -80
UNITSPARAMETER DESCRIPTION

I MIN. MAX.I MIN. MAX. I MIN. MAX. I

Inputs

tiobp 20 1/0 Register Bypass - 1.0 1 - 1.3 1 - 2.0 1 ns

tdin 26 Dedicated Input Delay - 2.6 1 - 3.5 1 - 4.0 1 ns

GRP

tgrp 28 GRP Delay - 1.3 1 - 1.7 17 2.0 1 ns

GLB -"....1
t4ptbp 33 4 Product Term Bypass Path Delay - 3.2 - ,k..? 6.5 ns

t1 ptxor 34 1 Product TermlXOR Path Delay - 4.0 A"'\3} -'\)2 ns

t20ptxor 35 20 Product TermlXOR Path Delay - 4.7 , ~~''})''J 8.0 ns

txoradj 36 XOR Adjacent Path Delay3 - ~ - .1'~ - 9.5 ns

tgbp 37 GLB Register Bypass Delay .h ~""'" ••J?1 - 1.0 ns

tgsu 38 GLB Register Setup Time before Clock ~.WV - 1.0 - ns

tgh 39 GLB Register Hold Time after Clock L~'--"'3~'1:;~4.5 - 4.5 - ns

tgco 40 GLB Register Clock to Output Delay /( .~ ~'«it.·7 - 0.2 - 2.0 ns

tgr 41 GLB Register Reset to Output Delay A~ " \':j> 1.1 - 1.5 - 2.5 ns

tptre 42 GLB Product Term Reset to Register ~!a~ '" ":P - 4.4 - 5.9 - 10.0 ns

tptoe 43 GLB Product Term Output En~~'¢Il1.I~~ - 6.5 - 7.2 - 9.0 ns

tptck 44 GLB Product Term Clock96!?y ~\ V 3.3 3.3 4.4 4.4 3.5 3.5 ns

ORP ~,\~~
torp 45 ORP Dela~ A '\. 'j)'" I - 1.3 - 1.7 - 2.5 ns
torpbp 46 ORP Bypa I~ " })V I - 0.3 I - 0.4 - 0.5 ns
Outputs A t-..' _ '" '? .

tob 47 Ou1 1> 1.2 1.6 3.0 ns
to en 48 ~~11 o~o~lfut Enabled - 2.2 - 4.3 - 5.0 ns
todis ~ . ~roal~t>utput Disabled ....; 2.2 - 4.3 - 5.0 ns

Clock,--t" )" ~ '"

tgyO/1~ ~~ C~ Delay, YO to Global GLB Clock Line (Ref. clock) 2.3 2.3 3.1 3.1 4.5 4.5 ns
Global R~s'e.~
tgr ~ Global Reset to GLB - 6.4 - 8.5 - 9.0 ns

1. Intemal Timing Parametersare not tested and are for referenceonly. Table 2· 0036A-16113S1110

2. Refer to Timing Model in this data sheet for further details.
3. The XOR Adjacent path can only be used by Lattice Hard Macros.
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pLSI and ispLSI 2032 Timing Model

126
LoO Delay

.20 •
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Power Consumption

Power Consumption in the pLSI and ispLSI 2032 device
depends on two primary factors: the speed at which the
device is operating and the number of Product Terms

used. Figure 3 shows the relationship between power
and operating speed.

;;c- 80

.s 70
()

S2 60

50

40
0 20 40 60 80 100

fmax (MHz)

ICC can be estimated for the pLSI and ispLSI 2032 using the folio .

ICC = 23 + (# of PTs • 0.33) + (# of nets' Max freq • 0.011)
# of PTs = Number of Product Terms used in design
# of nets = Number of Signals used in device
Max freq = Highest Clock Frequency to the device

m temperature) and an assumption of 2 GLB loads on
e value of ICC is sensitive to operating conditions and the
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In-System Programmability

All necessary programming is done via five TTL level
logic interface signals. These five signals are fed into the
on-chip programming circuitry where a state machine
controls the programming. The simple signals for inter-
face include isp Enable (ispEN), Serial Data In (SOl),
Serial Data Out (SDO), Serial Clock (SCLK) and Mode
(MODE) control. Figure 4 illustrates the block diagram of
one possible scheme of the programming interface for
the ispLSI devices. For details on the operation of the
internal state machine and programming of the device
please refer to the in-system program . section in this
Data Book.

•
The ispLSI devices are the in-system programmable
versions of the Lattice high density programmable Large
Scale Integration (pLSI) devices. By integrating all the
high voltage programming circuitry on-chip, programming
can be accomplished by simply shifting data into the
device. Once the function is programmed, the non-
volatile E2CMOS cells will not lose the pattern even when
the power is turned off.

SDO }SOl
MODE

SCLK
ispEN

5-wire ISP
Programming
Interface
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SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP. MAX. UNITS

VCCP Programming Vo~age 4.75 5 5.25 V

Iccp Programming Supply Current - 50 100 mA

VIHP Input Voltage High ispEN = low 2.0 - Vccp V

VllP Input Voltage low 0 - 0.8 V

liP Input Current - 100 200 lLA

VOHP Output Vo~age High low = -3.2 mA 2.4 - Vccp V

VOlP Output Vo~age low 10l= 5 mA 0 - :(4.5 V

tr. tf Input Rise and Fall - fi ,.,]1
lLS

tispen ispEN to Output 3-5tate Enabled - .#
""a ~.1 ~ lLS

tispdis ispEN to Output 3-State Disabled L\ )~ {\ V lLS

tsu Setup Time .•. 0.1"'\.. v"O~'7- lLS

teo Clock to Output \~~ ')§J!f - lLs

th Hold Time ~( \\P"~; 0.5 - lLs
telkh, telkl Clock Pulse Width. High and low ...r- ~.,

~ 1 - lLs
tpwv Verily Pulse Width A' '\..'\..-..';::l 20 30 lLS

tpwp Programming Pulse Width
h~ "- ,~

40 - 100 ms

tbew Bulk Erase Pulse Width (\.",,~V 200 - - ms

trst Reset Time From Valid Vccp .~ '-.\\'... '...",.V 45 - lLs
1. ISP Programmingis guaranteed for TA• O'C to 70' ~V Table 2· 0029 i&p-C
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zz Don1Care

~ Undefined State

th
tclkh~ tsu

. ~F -{
tclkl~

'--_/

•

'---
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High Order Shift Register
Low Order Shift Register

6
SDO

Note: A logic "1" in the address shift register enables the row for programming or verification.
A logic "0" disables it.
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Pin Description

Name PLCC Pin Numbers

1/00-1/03 15, 16, 17, 18,
1/04-1/07 19, 20, 21, 22,
I/O 8 - I/O 11 25, 26, 27, 28,
I/O 12 -I/O 15 29, 30, 31, 32,
I/O 16 -I/O 19 37, 38, 39, 40,
I/O 20 - I/O 23 41, 42, 43, 44,
I/O 24 - I/O 27 3, 4, 5, 6,
I/O 28 - I/O 31 7, 8, 9, 10

GOEO 2

YO 11

Y1/RESET 35

InpuVOutput Pins - These are the general purpose I/O pins used by the
logic array. •
Dedicated Clock input. This clock inp
clock inputs of all the GLBs in the d e.
This pin performs two functions:
1. Dedicated Clock input. Thi c

clock inputs of all the Bs
2. Active Low (0) Res hic

ramming enable pin. this pin is
e progra ming mode. When low, the MODE,

me active.
e, controls operation of ISP state-machine.

tions:
pin when not in ISP mode.

put when in ISP mode.
in rforms two functions:

ated input pin when not in ISP mode.
rial data output when in isp mode.

his pin performs two functions:
1. Dedicated Clock input. This clock input is connected to one of the

clock inputs of all the GLBs in the device.
2. Input - When in ISP mode, functions as a clock pin for the Serial

Shift Register.

MODE'/NC
SDI'/INO

GND
VCC

Ground (GND)
Vcc
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Pin Description

Name TQFP Pin Numbers

I/O 0 -I/O 3 9, 10, 11, 12,
I/O 4 -I/O 7 13, 14, 15, 16,
I/O 8 - I/O 11 19, 20, 21, 22,
I/O 12 -I/O 15 23, 24, 25, 26,
I/O 16 -I/O 19 31, 32, 33, 34,
I/O 20 - I/O 23 35, 36, 37, 38,
I/O 24 - I/O 27 41, 42, 43, 44,
I/O 28 - I/O 31 1, 2, 3, 4

GOEO 40

ispEN*/NC 7

SDI*/IN 0 8

MODE*/NC 30

SDO*/IN 1 18

SCLK*1Y2 27

Input/Output Pins -These are the general purpose I/O pins used by the
logic array.

edicated input pin when
o w, it functions as an input
device. SOl/IN 0 also is used as

. p state machine.
ode, con rols operation of ISP state-machine.

's pin rms two functions. It is a dedicated input
Igh. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as

serial shift register data.
erforms two functions. It is a dedicated clock input

logic high. This clock input is brought into the Clock
Network, and can optionally be routed to any GLB and/or

n the device. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as a clock
r the Serial Shift Register.

Dedicated Clock input. This clock input is connected to one of the
clock inputs of all of the GLBs on the device.
This pin performs two functions:

- Dedicated clock input. This clock input is brought into the Clock
Distribution Network, and can optionally be routed to any GLB
and/or I/O cell on the device.

- Active Low (0) Reset pin which resets all of the GLB and I/O
registers in the device.

GND
VCC

Ground (GND)
Vcc
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Pin Configuration

1/0 28

1/029

1/0 30
1/031

YO
vcc

"ispEN/NC

"SDI/IN 0

1/00

1/01
1/02

pLSI2032
and

ispLSI2032

pLSI2032
and

ispLSI2032

1/0 18

1/0 17
1/016

NC/MODE"

Y1/RESET
VCC

Y2/SCLK"

110 15

1/0 14
110 13
1/0 12

M ~ ~ ID ~ 0 ~ 00 m 0 ~~~~~~a~~~~~
o
'P

•
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Part Number Description

(is)pLSI 2032 - XXX X

Devl~ '.mUy I J
Device Number

X XX XT L Gmd.
Blank = Commercial

Pin Count
44 = 44 Pins

~-------------Package
J = PLCC
T=TQFP

Speed
135 = 135 MHz fmax
110= 110MHzfmax
80 = 80 MHz fmax

Device Family Package

2032-135LJ44 44-Pin PLCC

pLS12032-135LT44 44-Pin TQFP

pLS12032-110LJ44 44-Pin PLCC
pLSI

pLSI 2032-11 OLT44 44-Pin TQFP

pLSI 2032-80LJ44 44-Pin PLCC

15 pLSI 2032-80L T44 44-PinTQFP

7.5 ispLS12032-135LJ44 44-Pin PLCC

7.5 ispLSI 2032-135L T44 44-Pin TQFP

110 10 ispLS12032-110LJ44 44-Pin PLCC

110 10 ispLSI 2032-11 OLT44 44-Pin TQFP

80 15 ispLS12032-80LJ44 44-Pin PLCC

80 15 ispLSI 2032-80L T44 44-Pin TQFP
Table 2- 0041A-OBi6p12OOO



Introduction to
pLSI® and ispLS/TM3000 Family

Lattice Semiconductor's pLSI (programmable Large Scale
Integration) and ispLSI (in-system programmable Large
Scale Integration) are high-density and high-performance
E2CMOS® programmable logic devices. They provide
design engineers with a superior system solution for
integrating high-speed logic on a single chip.

The Lattice pLSI and ispLSI 3000 Families are the third
generation to combine the performance and ease of use
of PLDs with the density and flexibility of FPGAs.

The pLSI and ispLSI3000 Family is ideal for high density
designs, where integration of complete logic sub-sys-
tems into a single device is necessary.

The ispLSI devices have also pioneered non-volatile, in-
system programmability, a technology that allows real-time
programming, less expensive manufacturing and end-
user feature reconfiguration.

Lattice's E2CMOS technology features reprogrammabil-
ity, the ability to program the device again and again to
easily incorporate any design modifications. This same
capability allows full parametric testability during manu-
facturing, which guarantees 100 percent programming
and functional yield.

All necessary development tools are available from Lat-
tice and third-party vendors. Development tools offered
range from Lattice's low cost pDS® software, featuring
Boolean entry in a graphical Windows™ based environ-
ment, to the pDS+TMfamily of Fitters that interface with
third party development software packages. pDS+ sys-
tems support schematic capture, state machine, Boolean,
and HDL Design entry. Designs can now be completed
in hours as opposed to days or weeks.

pLSI and ispLSI Product 3000 Family

o 110 MHz System Performance

o 10 ns Pin-to-Pin Delay

o Deterministic Performance II
o High Density (8000 - 14,000 PLD Gates)

o Flexible Easy-to-Use Architecture

o In-System Programmable (ispLSI)

o Boundary Scan (IEEE 1149.1)

pLSI and ispLSI Technology

o UltraMOS E2CMOS - the PLD Technology of
Choice

o Electrically Erasable/Programmable/
Reprogrammable

o 100% Tested During Manufacture

o 100% Programming Yield

o Fast Programming

pLSI and ispLSI Development Tools

o Low Cost, Fully Integrated pDS Design System
for the PC

o HDL Boolean Equation and Schematic Capture
Entry

o pDS+ Support for Industry-Standard Third-
Party Design Environments and Platforms

o Timing and Functional Simulation

o PC and Workstation Platforms



Introduction to pLSI and ispLSI 3000 Family

3000 Family Overview Each device contains multiple Generic Logic Blocks
(GLBs), which are designed to maximize system flexibility
and performance. A balanced ratio of registers and I/O
cells provides the optimum combination of internal logic
and external connections. A global interconnect scheme
ties everything together, enabling utilization of up to 80%
of available logic. Table 1describes the family attributes.

The pLSI and ispLSI 3000 family of high-density devices
address high-performance system logic designs imple-
menting logic functions, ranging from registers, to
counters, to multiplexers, to complex state machines.

With up to 14,000 PLD gates density, the pLSI and ispLSI
3000 Family provides a wide range of programmable
logic solutions which meet tomorrow's design require-
ments today.

Table 1. pLSI and ispLSI 3000 Family Attributes

Family Member 3192 3256 3320
Density (PLD Gates) 8,000 11,000 14,000

Speed: fmax (MHz) 110 80 80

Speed: tpd (ns) 10 15 15

Macrocells 192 256 320

Registers 288 384 480

Inputs + va 96 128 160

Pin/Package 128-pin PQFP 160-pin MQFP 208-pin MQFP
167-pin CPGA 207-pin CPGA

plSI3192
&

lopLSI3192

pLS/3256
&

lopLSI3256

pLS13320
&

lopLSI3320

208-Pln MOFP

pLSI3320
&

I8pLSI3320

pLS13256
&

lopLSl3256

§ •10



pLS/® and ispLS/™ 3256
High Density Programmable Logic••••••••••••••••••

Features Functional Block Diagram

• HIGH DENSITY PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC

- High Speed Global Interconnect
-128 VOPins
-11000 PLD Gates
- 384 Registers
- Wide Input Gating for Fast Counters, State

Machines, Address Decoders, etc.
- Small Logic Block Size for Random Logic

• HIGH PERFORMANCE PCMOS18TECHNOLOGY

- fmax = 80 MHz Maximum Operating Frequency
- tpd = 15 ns Propagation Delay
- TTL Compatible Inputs and Outputs
- Electrically Erasable and Reprogrammable
- Non-Volatile
-100% Tested at Time of Manufacture
- Unused Product Term Shutdown Saves Power

• ispLSI OFFERS THE FOLLOWING ADDED FEATURES
- In-System Programmable 5-Volt Only
- Change Logic and Interconnects "On-the-Fly" in

Seconds
- Reprogram Soldered Devices for Debuggin

·100% IEEE 1149.1 BOUNDARY SCAN COMP

• OFFERS THE EASE OF USE AND FA
SPEED OF PLDs WITH THE DENSI
OF FIELD PROGRAMMABLE G

- Complete Programmable
Logic and Structured

- Five Dedicated CI
- Synchronous a A
- Flexible Pin
-Optimize

Interc
• pLSl/ispLSI D

pDS Software
- Easy to Use PC Windows™ Interface
- Boolean Logic Compiler
- Manual Partitioning
- Automatic Place and Route
- Static Timing Table

pDS+™ Software
- Industry Standard, Third Party Design

Environments
- Schematic Capture, State Machine, HDL
- Automatic Partitioning and Place and Route
- Comprehensive Logic and Timing Simulation
- PC and Workstation Platforms

DO ====o I Output Routing Pool I@]§JC8.D~
~8~

~lEJ~~a
~~~

The Lattice pLSI and ispLSI 3256 are High Density
Programmable Logic Devices which contain 384 Regis-
ters, 128 Universal 110 pins, five Dedicated Clock Input
Pins, eight Output Routing Pools (ORP), and a Global
Routing Pool (GRP) which allows complete inter-con-
nectivity between all of these elements. The ispLSI 3256
features 5-Volt in-system programmability and in-system
diagnostic capabilities. The ispLSI 3256 offers non-
volatile "on-the-fly" reprogrammability of the logic, as
well as the interconnects to provide truly reconfigurable
systems. It is architecturally and parametrically compat-
ible to the pLSI 3256 devices, but multiplexes four input
pins to control in-system programming.
The basic unit of logic on the pLSI and ispLSI 3256
devices is the Twin Generic Logic Block (Twin GLB)
labelled AD, A1...H3. There are a total of 32 of these Twin
GLBs in the pLSI and ispLSI 3256 devices. Each Twin
GLB has 24 inputs, a programmable AND array and two
OR/Exclusive-OR Arrays, and eight outputs which can
be configured to be either combinatorial or registered. All
Twin GLB inputs come from the GRP.

Copyright C 1994 Lattice Semiconductor Corp. All brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademar1<:s of their respective holders. The specifications and information herein are
subject to change without notice.

LATIICE SEMICONDUCTOR CORP., 5555 Northeast Moore Ct., Hillsboro, Oregon 97124, U.S.A. 1994 Data Book
Tel. (503) 681-0118; 1-800-LATIICE; FAX (503) 681-3037

•
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Functional Block Diagram

0 ww
0 0
<'l <'l

0 0

TOE 0

1/00

~ ~B1/01
1/02
1/03

1/04

~~ ~B1/05
1/06
1/07

1/08

~~ ~B1/09
I/O 10
1/011

I/O 12

~ It]I/O 13
I/O 14
1/015

1/016
1/017
VO 18
1/019

1/020
1/021
1/022
1/023

1/024
1/025
1/026
1/027

1/028
1/029
V030
1/031

~~~~ MN •.....O ~e?~~ It)vMC\l~~~~
~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~
o:m o:m o:m o:m

n ut us

I Output Routing Pool (ORP) I
~~~~

~~~~
I Output Routing Pool (ORP) I

In ut Bus
o:m o:m o:m o:m

o:m o:m o:m
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I Output Routing Pool (ORP) I
[§][§]~~

TDI/SDI'

TRST

TDO/SDO'

I/O 95
1/094
1/093
1/092

1/091
1/090
1/089
1/088

1/087
1/086
1/085
1/084

1/083
1/082
1/081
1/080

1/079
1/078
1/077
1/076

I/O 75
1/074
1/073
1/072

1/071
1/070
1/069
1/068

1/067
1/066
V065
1/064
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~~~~
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All local logic block outputs are brought back into the
GRP so they can be connected to the inputs of any other
logic block on the device. The device also has 128 1/0
cells, each of which is directly connected to an 1/0 pin.
Each 1/0 cell can be individually programmed to be a
combinatorial input, a registered input, a latched input, an
output or a bidirectional 1/0 pin with 3-state control. The
signal levels are TTL compatible voltages and the output
drivers can source 4 mA or sink 8 mA.

The 128 1/0 Cells are grouped into eight sets of 16 bits.
Each of these 1/0 groups is associated with a logic
Megablock through the use of the ORP. These groups of
16110 cells share one Product Term Output Enable and
two Global Output Enable signals.

Four Twin GLBs, 16 1/0 Cells and one ORP are con-
nected together to make a logic Megablock. The
Megablock is defined by the resources that it shares. The
outputs of the four Twin GLBs are connected to a set of
16110 cells by the ORP. The pLSI and ispLSI 3256
Device contains eight of these Megablocks.

The GRP has as its inputs the outputs from all of t
GLBs and all of the inputs from the bidirection ce
All of these signals are made available to the i p ts f th
Twin GLBs. Delays through the GRP e been q
ized to minimize timing skew and I g . chin

Clocks in the pLSI and ispLSI 3256 devices are provided
through five dedicated clock pins. The five pins provide
three clocks to the Twin GLBs and two clocks to the I/O
cells.

The table below lists key attributes of the device along
with the number of resources available. •An additional feature of the pLSI and i
Boundary Scan capability, which i
connected between the on-chi
device's input and output pin
ated boundary scan regist
boundary scan registers

Registers

I/O Pins

pLSland
ispLSI3256

32
384

128

2
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 1

Supply Voltage VCC •••••••••••••••••••• -0.5 to +7.0V

Input Voltage Applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V

Off-State Output Voltage Applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V

Storage Temperature -65 to 125°C

Ambient Temp. with Power Applied -55 to 125°C

1. Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum Ratings· may cause permanent damage
operation of the device at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in the operational
is not implied (while programming, follow the programming specifications).

SYMBOL PARAMETER UNITS

TA Ambient Temperature 70 °C

VCC Supply Voltage 5.25 V

VIL Input Low Voltage 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage Vcc + 1 V

MAXIMUM'

8

10

UNITS

pi
pf

Vcc=5.0V, V'N=2.0V

Vcc=5.0V, V/.O, Vy=2.0V

Data Retention

IspLSI Erase/Reprogram Cycles
pLSI Erase/Reprogram Cycles

MINIMUM

20

1000
100

UNITS

YEARS

CYCLES
CYCLES
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Switching Test Conditions

Input Pulse Levels GNDto 3.0V

Input Rise and Fall Time ~ 3ns 10% to 90%

Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See figure 2

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state
active level.

Device
Output

Test
Point •

Output Load conditions (figure 2)

Test Condition R1 R2 CL

A 470n 390n 35pF

B Active High 00 390n 35pF

Active Low 470n 390n 35pF

Active High to Z 00 390n 5pF
C at VOH- 0.5V

Active Low to Z 470n 390n

at VOL+ 0.5V

CONDITION MIN. TYP.3 MAX. UNITS

VOL IOL=8 mA 0.4 V

VOH IOH=-4mA 2.4 V

IlL Low eakage Current OVs;V,Ns;V'L (MAX.) -10 l1A

IIH igh Leakage Current 3.5V S;V,NS;Vcc 10 l1A

IIL-isp EN Input Low Leakage Current OV S;V,NS;V'L -150 l1A

IIL-PU I/O Active Pull-Up Current 0 S;V,NS;V'L -150 11

10Sl Output Short Circuit Current Vcc = 5V, VOUT=0.5V -60 -200 mA

ICC2 Operating Power Supply Current V'L= 0.5V, V,H= 3.0V 150 mA

fTOGGLE= 1 MHz

1. One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. V••.•= 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems by tester ground
degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.

2. Measured using sixteen 16-bit counters.
3. Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA = 25°C. T••••2· 00071 ••••••••
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External Switching Characteristics1, 2, 3

_806 -70 -50
PARAMETER TESTS.2 DESCRIPTION1 UNITS

CONDo MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX MIN. MAX.

tpd1 A 1 Data Propagation Delay, 4PT bypass, ORP bypass - 15 - 17 - 23

tpd2 A 2 Data Propagation Delay - - -

fmax A 3 Clock Frequency w~h Internal Feedbacka 80 - 70 "A' ~'O -
fmax (Ext.) - 4 Clock Frequency w~h External Feedback (tou.: tcoJ - ~-- -.t' -
fmax (Tog.) - 5 Clock Frequency, Max Toggle4 - I~)- "'\,. -
tsu1 - 6 GLB Reg. Setup Time before Clock, 4PT bypass -4. '\..t~ 1\V -
tc01 A 7 GLB Reg. Clock to Output Delay, ORP bypass -po. '" '\ ..1:- -
th1 - 8 GLB Reg. Hold Time after Clock,4 PT bypass \'." »),'"-
tsu2 - 9 GLB Reg. Setup Time before Clock <::.. ~ ~/ -
tc02 - 10 GLB Reg. Clock to Output Delay ~~, i~ -
th2 11 GLB Reg. Hold Time after Clock A- ~ __
tr1 A 12 Ext. Reset Pin to Output Delay..h ••••••••••."- '\': -

trw1 - 13 Ext. Reset Pulse Duration \\. '\. "- ~v
tptoeen B 14 Inputto Output Enable ~\\'\. ~V
tptoedis C 15 Input to Output Disab~~ "'%..'••••.'\ V
tgoeen B 16 Global OE Output E'~''\~.
tgoedis C 17 Global OE O~t Disab!,- "P'w

ttoeen - 18 Test OE ~ ~ ~ablel,\q

ttoedis - 19 Tes.l)!~b ut~s~
twh 20 E~y"" se Duration, High

twl - ~IS ~~f Pulse Duration, Low -
tsu3'£-" tup Time before Ext. Sync. Clock (Y3,Y4)

th3 A......, "' ~. Hold Time after Ext. Sync. Clock (Y3, Y4) -

1. unleSS~~ise. ~arameters use20 PTXORpathandORP.
2. Referto Ti gljodel in thisdatasheetfor furtherdetails.
3. Standard16- c~~r usingGRPfeedback.
4. fmax(Toggle) ffbe lessthan 1/(twh+ twl). Thisis to allowfor a clockdutycycleof otherthan50%.

- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -

- -

- -

5. ReferenceSwitchingTestConditionsSection.
6. Contactfactoryforadditionalinformation.

MHz

MHz

MHz
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Internal Timing Parameters1

i -804 -70 -so
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION

MIN. MAX.I MIN. MAX.I MIN. MAX.
UNITS •Inputs

tiobp 24 I/O Register Bypass - - 2 / 2.7 ns

tiolat 25 I/O Latch Delay - - ~ ., 4.1 ns
tiosu 26 I/O Register Setup Time before Clock - 9 ~J.[ - ns
tioh 27 I/O Register Hold Time after Clock - ~ Vi -1·\.V- ns
tioco 28 I/O Register Clock to Out Delay - ",'~~~2.7 ns
tior 29 I/O Register Reset to Out Delay - ....•...... -"\ ~ - 4.7 ns

GRP Lt W>~~V
tgrp 31 GRP Delay _J "'"\..I~~ 4 - 5.4 ns

GLB /l" "
~ •....

t4ptbp 37 4 Product Term Bypass Path Delay A~",,,~ - 6.5 - 8.8 ns
t1ptxor 38 1 Product Term/XOR Path Delay (~",,~~- - 7 - 9.5 ns
t20ptxor 39 20 Product Term/XOR Path Dela~ \\, ~V - - 8.5 - 11.5 ns
txoradj 40 XOR Adjacent Path Delay3 A....~..........."\V - - 10 - 13.5 ns
tgbp 41 GLB Register Bypass Del~' '\~ ..., - - 1 - 1.4 ns
tgsu 42 GLB Register Setu~e befoi\..C~ - 1.5 - 2 - ns
tgh 43 GLB Register ~~m,afterl¥f( - 9 - 12.2 - ns
tgco 44 GLB Regist~ to~u~elay 1.5 2 ns
tgr 45 GLB Re~er ~"\I \",-" •••,,,put Delay 2.5 3.4 ns
tptre 46 G.J..A-O'tjucl"\.e~et to Register Delay - - 10 - 13.5 ns
tptoe 47 ~ L'" Output Enable to I/O Cell Delay 9 12.2 ns
tptck ~ 1i~ ~erm Clock Delay 3.5 7.5 4.7 10.1 ns

ORP ~.~/ V
lorp 2M{ ~P Delay I - I I - 2 I - I 2.7 I ns
torpbp 5~ ORP Bypass Delay - I - 0.5 - 0.7 ns

1. Internal Timing Parameters are not tested and are for reference only.
2. Refer to Timing Model in this data sheet for further details.
3. The XOR Adjacent path can only be used by Lattice Hard Macros.
4. Contact factory for additional information.
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Internal Timing Parameters1

Outputs
tob

toen

todis

Clocks
tgyO/1/2

51 Output Buffer Delay

52 I/O Cell OE to Output Enabled

53 I/O Cell OE to Output Disabled

tioy3/4 56

Global Reset
tgr 57

54 Clock Delay, YOor Y1 or Y2 to Global GLB Clock Line

(Ref. clock)

Clock Delay, Y3 or Y4 to I/O Cell Global Clock Line

1. Internal Timing Parameters are not tested and are for reference onl
2. Refer to Timing Model in this data sheet for further details.
3. Contact factory for additional information.
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pLSI and ispLSI 3256 Timing Model

Derivations of ts th~. c~ fr he Product Term Clock'
tsu ~ I ~ ~e:n~~(min)

tl p tg .+ Optxor) + (tgsu) - (tiobp + tgrp4 + tptck(min»)
24 ) + (#42) - (#24+ #31+ #48)

+ + (1.5) - (2 + 4 + 3.5 )

max) + Reg h - Logic
. p + tgrp4 + tptck(max») + (tgh) - (tiobp + tgrp4 + t20ptxor)

#24+ #31 + #48) + (#43) - (#24+ #31 + #39)
= (2 + 4 + 7.5) + (9) • (2 + 4 + 8.5)

= Clock (max) + Reg co + Output
• (tiobp + tgrp4 + tptck(max») + (tgco) + (torp + tab)
• (#24 + #31 + #48) + (#44) + (#49 + #51)

20 ns = (2 + 4 + 7.5) + (1.5) + (2 + 3)

•
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Power Consumption

Power Consumption in the pLSI and ispLSI 3256 device
depends on two primary factors: the speed at which the
device is operating and the number of product terms

used. Figure 3 shows the relationship between power
and operating speed.

~
.s200
o!;2

. s (Vee = 5.0V, roomtemperature)and an assumptionof 2 GLB loads on
t tes only. Since the value of Ice is sensitive to operating conditions and the
ould be verified.
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All necessary programming is done via five TTL level
logic interface signals. These five signals are fed into the
on-chip programming circuitry where a state machine
controls the programming. The simple signals for inter-
face include isp Enable (ispEN), Serial Data In (SOl),
Serial Data Out (SDO), Serial Clock (SCLK) and Mode
(MODE) control. Figure 4 illustrates the block diagram of
one possible scheme of the programm' interface for
the ispLSI devices. For details on t eration of the
internal state machine and progr of the device
please refer to the in-system p e tion in this
Data Book. Q

•
The ispLSI devices are the in-system programmable
versions of the Lattice high density programmable Large
Scale Integration (pLSI) devices. By integrating all the
high voltage programming circuitry on-chip, programming
can be accomplished by simply shifting data into the
device. Once the function is programmed, the non-
volatile E2CMOS cells will not lose the pattern even when
the power is turned off.

SDO }SOl
MODE

SCLK
ispEN

5-wire ISP
Programming
Interface
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ISP Programming VoltagelTiming Specifications

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP. MAX. UNITS

VCCP Programming Voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V

JccP Programming Supply Current 50 100 mA

VIHP Input Vo~age High ispEN = Low 2.0 Vccp V

VILP Input Vo~age Low 0 V

liP Input Current J.1A

VOHP Output Voltage High 10H= -3.2 mA V

VOLP Output Voltage Low 10L= 5 mA V

tr tf Input Rise and Fall J.1S--
tis en ispEN to Output 3-State Enabled J.1s

tis dis ispEN to Output 3-State Disabled J.1s

tsu Setup Time J.1s

tco Clock to Output J.1s

th Hold Time J.1s

tclkh, tclkl Clock Pulse Width, High and Low J.1S

tpwv Verify Pulse Width 20 30 J.1s

tpwp Programming Pulse Width 80 160 ms

tbew Bulk Erase Pulse Width 200 ms

trst 45 J.1s

1. ISP Programmingis guaranteedfor TA - TlIIble 2· 0029 isp-3256
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~ Don~Care

22?Z

th
tClkh~ tsu" /F=tclkl~

"--_/ "--

•
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Figure 7. ispLSI 3256 Shift Register Layout

D
A
T
A

Data In .•....fl---. 337 .
(SOl) -----u--. 675 .

High Order Shift Register
Low Order Shift Register

Note: A logic "1" in the address shift register enables the row for programming or verification.
A logic "0" disables it.
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Boundary Scan

Lattice offers support for the IEEE 1149.1 Boundary
Scan specification on the 3000 Family of devices.

The user interfaces to the boundary scan circuitry through
the Test Access Port (TAP). The TAP consists of a
control state machine, instruction decoder and instruc-
tion register.

The TAP is controlled using the test control lines: Test
Data IN (TOI), Test Data Out (TOO), Test Mode Select
(TMS), Test Reset (TRST) and Test Clock (TCK).

The timing specifications for Boundary Scan are listed
below. The waveforms are shown in figure 9. •Boundary Scan Timing Specifications

SYMBOL

VCC

trst
tsu
th
teo

PARAMETER

Supply Voltage

Reset Time from Valid Vcc

Setup Time

Hold Time

Clock to Output

UNITS
V
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Pin Description

Name CPGA Pin Numbers Description
1/00 -1/0 4 Gl, G2, G3, El, F2, Input/Output Pins -These are the general purpose 1/0 pins used by the
1/05-1/09 F3, Cl, E2, E3, D2, logic array.
1/010 - 1/0 14 D3, B2, C3, C4, B3,
1/015 -1/0 19 Bl, B4, C5, A3, B5,
1/0 20 - 1/0 24 C6, A4, B6, AS, C7,
1/0 25 - 1/0 29 A6, A7, C8, B8, B9,
1/0 30 - 1/0 34 C9, A9, Al0, Bl0, All,
1/0 35 - 1/0 39 Bll, A12, Cll, A13, B12,
1/0 40 - 1/0 44 A14, A15, A16, C13, B14,
1/0 45 - 1/0 49 B15, C14, B16, C15, D15,
1/0 50 - 1/0 54 A17, D16, E15, B17, C17,
1/0 55 - 1/0 59 E16, F15, D17, E17, F17,
1/0 60 - 1/0 64 G16, G17, H15, H16, L16,
1/0 65 - 1/0 69 M17, N17, M16, P17, R17,
1/070 -1/0 74 N16, 517, N15, P16, P15,
1/0 75 - 1/0 79 516, R15, R14, 515, T17,
1/0 80 - 1/0 84 514, R13, T15, 513, R12,
1/0 85 - 1/0 89 T14, 512, T13, Rll, T12,
1/0 90 - 1/0 94 Tl1, Rl0, 510, 59, R9,
1/0 95 - 1/0 99 T9, T8, 58, T?, 57,
1/0100 -1/0104 T6, R7, T5, 56, T4,
1/0105 -1/0 109 T3, T2, R5, 54, 53,
1/0 110 - 1/0 114 R4, 52, R3, P3, Tl,
1/0115 -1/0119 P2, N3, 51, Rl, N2,
1/0120 -1/0124 M3, Pl, Nl, Ml, L2,
1/0 125 - 1/0 127 L1, K3, K2

GOEOand GOEl J17 and J15 Ie input pins.
TOE J16 ble pin.

RE5ET J3 w (0) Reset pin which resets all of the GLB and 1/0 registers
evice.

YO,Yl and Y2 Kl, J2, Icated Clock inputs. These clock inputs are connected to one of
e clock inputs of all the GLBs on the device.

Y3and Y4 Dedicated Clock inputs. These clock inputs are connected to one of
the clock inputs of all the 1/0 cells in the device.

B5CANlispEW Boundary 5can Enable. Input - Dedicated in-system programming
enable input pin. This pin is brought low to enable the programming
mode. The MODE, 5DI, 5DO and 5CLK options become active.

TD1/5DI* Input - This pin performs two functions. It is the Test Data input pin
when ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as an
input pin to load programming data into the device. 5DI is also used
as one of the two control pins for the isp state machine.
Input - This pin performs two functions. It is the Test Clock input pin
when ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as a
clock pin for the 5erial 5hift Register.

TM5/MODE* H3 Input - Thi~erforms two functions. It is the Test Mode 5elect input
pin when ISP is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as
pin to control the operation of the isp state machine.

TR5T H17 Input - Test Reset
TDO/5DO* L17 Output - This pin performs two functions. When ispEN is logic low, it

functions as the pinto read the ispdata. When ispEN ishigh it functions
as Test Data Out.

GND Fl, C2, A2, B7, Cl0, Ground (GND)
B13, C16, F16, L15, R16,
T16, 511, 55, R8, R2,
M2

VCC Dl, A8, G15, C12, M15, VccTl0, L3, R6

* ispLSI 3256 Only Table 2· 0OO2ispl3256

2-184 1994 Data Book
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Pin Description

Name MQUAD Pin Numbers Description

1/00-1/04 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, InpuVOutput Pins - These are the general purpose I/O pins used by the
I/O 5 -I/O 9 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, logic array.
I/O 10 -I/O 14 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, •I/O 15 -I/O 19 42, 43, 44, 46, 47,
I/O 20 - I/O 24 48, 49, 50, 52, 53,
I/O 25 - I/O 29 54, 55, 56, 57, 58,
I/O 30 - I/O 34 59, 60, 61, 62, 64,
I/O 35 - I/O 39 65, 66, 67, 68, 69,
I/O 40 - I/O 44 70, 72, 73, 74, 75,
I/O 45 - I/O 49 76, 77, 78, 79, 80
I/O 50 - I/O 54 82, 83, 84, 85, 86,
I/O 55 - I/O 59 87, 88, 89, 90, 92,
I/O 60 - I/O 64 93, 94, 95, 96, 105,
I/O 65 - I/O 69 106, 108, 109, 110, 112,
I/O 70 - I/O 74 113, 114, 115, 116, 117,
I/O 75 - I/O 79 118, 119, 120, 121, 122,
I/O 80 - I/O 84 123, 124, 126, 127, 128,
I/O 85 - I/O 89 129, 130, 132, 133, 134,
I/O 90 - I/O 94 135, 136, 137, 138, 139,
I/O 95 - I/O 99 140, 141, 142, 144, 145,
I/O 100 - I/O 104 146, 147, 148, 149, 150,
I/O 105 -I/O 109 152, 153, 154, 155, 156,
1/0110-1/0114 157, 158, 159, 160, 2,
I/O 115 -I/O 119 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
I/O 120 -I/O 124 8, 9, 11, 13, 14,
I/O 125 -I/O 127 15, 16, 17,

GOEO and GOE1 100 and 99 Ie input pins.

TOE 98 Ie pin.

RESET 20 (0) Reset pin which resets all of the GLB and I/O registers
evice.

YO and Y1 18,19 Icated Clock inputs. These clock inputs are connected to one of
e clock inputs of all the GLBs on the device.

Y2, Y3 and Y4 Dedicated Clock inputs. These clock inputs are connected to one of
the clock inputs of all the I/O cells in the device.

BSCAN/ispEW Boundary Scan Enable. Input - Dedicated in-system programming
enable input pin. This pin is brought low to enable the programming
mode. The MODE, SDI, SDO and SCLK options become active.

TDI/SDI* Input - This pin performs two functions. It is the Test Data input pin
when ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as an
input pin to load programming data into the device. SDI is also used
as one of the two control pins for the isp state machine.

Input - This pin performs two functions. It is the Test Clock input pin
when ispEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as a
clock pin for the Serial Shift Register.

TMS/MODE* 24 Input - This pin performs two functions. It is the Test Mode Select input
pin when IspEN is logic high. When ispEN is logic low, it functions as
pin to control the operation of the isp state machine.

TRST 97 Input- Test Reset
TDO/SDO* 104 Output- This pin performs two functions. When ispEN is logic low, it

functions as the pin to read the isp data. When ispEN is high it functions
as Test Data Oul.

GND 1, 10, 27, 45, 63, Ground (GND)
81, 107, 125, 143 Vcc

VCC 12, 31, 51, 71, 91,
111, 131, 151

* ispLSI 3256 Only Table 2- 0002Bisp/3256

2-185 1994 Data Book
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Pin Configuration
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Pin Configuration

QHD
WO1,.
M) 11'
K)11.
M)117
W011.
W) 11.

110'"
110'21

QHD
110'"

VCC
110'"lIO,ao
110'.
110'.
110'21

v.
VI

RESET
o_NIlISCAN

"SDVTDl
"SCLKlTCLK
0MOD£lTMS

110.
110'
QND
lIOa
110.
1104
VCC
1101
loOt
1107
1101
IIOt

110 ,.
11011
110

1

•
7.

V07'
V073
••.072

V071
V070
va ••
VCC
VOII
VO'T
VOII
GND
VO"
VOM
TDOo'SDO"
va
Y3
V4
GOE.
GOEI
TOE
TRST
va 83
••.082

VO.l
voeo
VO 58
VCC
VO"
V057

VO"
V055
VOS4
VO 53
...052
••.051
V050
GND
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Part Number Description

XXXX(XX) 3256 - XX X

Device Family ~
pLSI
ispLSI

Device Number

X XXX X11
G,a ••

Blank = Commercial

. Pin Count
167 = 1
160

Pa
Speed
80 = 80 MHz fmax
70 = 70 MHz fmax
50 = 50 MHz fmax

Family Package

160-Pin MQUAD

pLS13256-80LG167 167-Pin CPGA

pL$13256-70LM160 160-Pin MQUAD

pLS13256-70LG167 167-Pin CPGA

23 pLS13256-50LM160 160-Pin MQUAD

23 pLS13256-50LG160 167-Pin CPGA

80 15 ispLSI 3256-80LM 160 160-Pin MQUAD

80 15 ispLS13256-80LG167 167-Pin CPGA

70 17 ispLS13256-70LM160 160-Pin MQUAD
ispLSI

70 17 ispLS13256-70LG167 167-Pin CPGA

50 23 ispLSI 3256-50LM160 160-Pin MQUAD

50 23 ispLS13256-50LG167 167-Pin CPGA

Table 2- 0041A-08isp/3256
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Introduction to
Generic Array Logic

Overview The GAL 16V8 and GAL20V8
Lattice, the inventor of the Generic Array Logic (GAL®)
family of low density, E2CMOS PLDs is the leading
supplier of low density CMOS PLDs in the world. Features
such as industry leading performance, low power
E2CMOS technology, 100% testability and 100%
programming yields make the GAL family the preferred
choice among system designers.

The GAL family contains 14 product architectures with a
variety of performance levelsspecified across commercial,
industrial and military (MIL-STD-883) operating ranges
to meet the demands of any system logic design.

These GAL products can be segmented into two broad
categories:

Base Products - Aimed at providing a superior design
alternative to the bipolar PLD, these five architectures
replace over 98% of all bipolar PALdevices. The GAL16V8
and GAL20V8 replace 42 different PAL devices. The
GAL22V1 0, GAL20RA 10 and GAL20XV1 0 round out the
Base products. These GAL devices meet, and in most
cases beat bipolar PAL performance specifications while
consuming significantly lower power and offering higher
quality and reliability via Lattice's 'electrically
reprogrammable E2CMOS technology.

Extension Products - These products build upon the
Base GAL product features to provide enhanced
functionality including innovative architectures
(GAL 18V10, GAL26CV12, GAL6001/6002), 64mA high
output drive (GAL 16VP8 & GAL20VP8), "Zero power"
operation (GAL 16V8Z1ZD & GAL20V8Z1ZD) and in-
system programmability (ispGAL22V1 0).

A PRODUCT FOR ANY SYSTEM DESIGN NEED

Lattice GAL products have the performance, architec-
tural features, low power, and high quality to meet the
needs of the most demanding system designs.

• Performance ranges from the industry's fastest, at
5ns Tpd to popular 25ns versions

• Low power consumption with Low Power versions
rated at 75mA typical and Quarter Power versions
at 45mA typical

• 8 Powerful Output Logic Macrocells (OLMCs) with
8 Product Terms each

• Standard 20-pin (DIP and PLCC) and 24/28-pin
(DIP/PLCC) packages •

The GAL22V10

• Available in industry leading 5ns/200MHz versions
through 25ns versions

• Low power consumption with Low Power versions
at 90mA and Quarter Power versions at 45mA
typical

• 10 OLMCS with variable Product Terms per OLMC
ranging from 8 to 16 for increased logic capability

• Standard 24-pin DIP and 28-pin PLCC packages

The GAL 18V1 0

• 20-pin space-saving subset of the popular
GAL22V10

• 8-10 Product Terms per OLMC
• Ideal for p.c. board area constrained designs
• Only 10 output, 20-pin PLD in the market

The GAL26CV12

Expanded Logic Density in a 28-pin DIP/PLCC
Package

• 28-pin superset of the popular GAL22V1 0
• World's fastest 28-pin PLD at 7.5ns
• 26 inputs, 12 outputs
• Flexible 22V10 OLMC
• Fully utilized 28-pin PLCC package give added

functionality over the 22V10 at no space premium!
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·100LMCs
·10 Independently programmable clocks
• Each macrocell has an independent product term

clock
• Fast 1OnsTpd performance
• Faster and lower power than bipolar PAL
• Available in 24/28-pin DIP/PLCC packages

The GAL20XV10

Perfect for Fast Counters, Decoders or Comparators

• Utilizes powerful XOR function for efficient
implementation of arithmetic functions

• Replaces: PAL20L 10, 20X10, 20X8 and 20X4,
12L10

·1Ons/1OOMHzperformance significantly outperforms
bipolar PALs

• Perfect for video, multimedia and graphics
applications

• Available in 24/28-pin DIP/PLCC packages

The GAL 16VP8 and GAL20VP8

Ideal for Bus Interface or Memory Control Logic

• High output drive versions of the GAL16V8 and
GAL20V8

• 10L = 64mA vs standard 24mA
• Combines GAL architecture with high drive of

74XX244 buffer families
• Fast 15ns/80MHz performance
• Available in 20-pin DIP/PLCC and 24/28-pin

DIP/PLCC packages

Zero Stand-by Power

• 50J.LAIcc typical stand-by power (100J.LAMAX)
• 12ns Tpd performance
• Two power-down modes

- Input transition detection (Z)
- Dedicated power-down pin (ZD)

• Available in 20-pin DIP/PLCC/SOIC and 24/28-pin
DIP/PLCC packages

The GAL6001 and GAL6002

The Logic D~nsityof an FPLA Architecture

• Unprecedented logic density in a 24/28-pin
DIP/PLCC

• Functional equivalent of 2 GAL22V1 Os
• 38 Macrocells

• 10 Input Macrocells
• 10 Output Macrocells
• 10 I/O Macrocells
• 8 Buried Logic Macrocells

• 15ns175MHz performance
• Ideal for register-intensive applications

• Popular 22V10 architecture
• In-system programmable
• Same 28-pin PLCC as GAL22V1 0
• Fast 7.5ns/111 MHz performance
• Unprecedented design and manufacturing flexibility
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Commercial/Industrial/Military Grades Available

The Lattice GAL family is available in a wide range of
commercial, industrial and military Grade versions. In
the military arena, Lattice offers a MIL-STD-883 family as
well as a family of Standard Military Drawing (SMD)
devices.

The following table summarizes the Lattice GAL product
offering.

•Speed Options by Grade (Tpd in ns)

Commercial Industrial 883 I Military

GAL16V8 Low Power 5,7.5,10,15,25 7.5,10,15,25 10,15,20,30

GAL16V8 Quarter Power 15,25 20,25 -

GAL 16V8Z1ZD Zero Power 12,15 - -

GAL16VP8 15,25 - -

GAL18V10 15,20 - -

GAL20RA10 10,15,20,30 20 -

GAL20V8 Low Power 5,7.5,10,15,25 10,15,25 10,15,20

GAL20V8 Quarter Power 15,25 20,25 -

GAL20V8Z1ZD Zero Power 12,15 - -

GAL20VP8 15,25 - -

GAL20XV10 10,15,20 - -

GAL22V10 Low Power 5,6,7.5,10,15,25 10,15,20,25 15,20,25,30

GAL22V10 Quarter Power 15,25 - -

ispGAL22V10 7.5,10,15 - -

GAL26CV12 7.5,10,15,20 10,15,20 -

GAL6001 30 - -

GAL6002 15,20 - -

Vcc 5V ±5% 5V ±10% 5V ±10%

Temperature ° to 75°C -40 to 85°C -55 to 125°C

Packaging Plastic DIP, PLCC Plastic DIP & PLCC CERDIP & LCC
&SOIC
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GAL16V8
High Performance E2CMOS PLD

Generic Array Logic ™

• HIGH PERFORMANCE E'CMOSs TECHNOLOGY
- 5 ns Maximum Propagation Delay
- Fmax = 166 MHz
- 4 ns Maximum from Clock Input to Data Output
- UltraMOSs Advanced CMOS Technology

• 50% to 75% REDUCTION IN POWER FROM BIPOLAR
- 75mA Typ Ice on Low Power Device
- 45mA Typ Ice on Quarter Power Device

• ACTIVE PULL-UPS ON ALL PINS

• E' CELL TECHNOLOGY
- Reconfigurable Logic
- Reprogrammable Cells
- 100% Tested/Guaranteed 100% Yields
- High Speed Electrical Erasure «100ms)
- 20 Year Data Retention

• EIGHT OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELLS
- Maximum Flexibility for Complex Logic Designs
- Programmable Output Polarity
- Also Emulates 20-pin PALs Devices with Full Func-

tion/Fuse Map/Parametric Compatibility

• PRELOAD AND POWER-ON RESET OF ALL REGISTERS
- 100% Functional Testability

• APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- DMA Control
- State Machine Control
- High Speed Graphics Processing
- Standard Logic Speed Upgrade

• ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE FOR IDENTIFICATION

The GAL 16V8C, at 5 ns maximum propagation delay time, com-
bines a high performance CMOS process with Electrically Eras-
able (E') floating gate technology to provide the highest speed
performance available in the PLD market. High speed erase times
«100ms) allow the devices to be reprogrammed quickly and ef-
ficiently.

The generic architecture provides maximum design flexibility by
allowing the Output Logic Macrocell (OLMC) to be configured by
the user. An important subset of the many architecture configu-
rations possible with the GAL 16V8 are the PAL architectures
listed in the table of the macrocell description section. GAL16V8
devices are capable of emulating any of these PAL architectures
with full function/fuse map/parametric compatibility.

Unique test circuitry and reprogram mabie cells allow complete
AC, DC, and functional testing during manufacture. As a result,
LATTICE is able to guarantee 100% field programmability and
functionality of all GALs products. LATTICE also guarantees 100
erase/rewrite cycles and data retention in excess of 20 years.

1/0/0

1/0/0

VOIO •
110/0

1/0/0

1/0/0

1/0/0

1/0/0

1/0E
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,. IIOIQ
Top View

valO
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GAL 16V8 ORDERING INFORMATION

Tpd (n5) T5U (n5) Tea (n5) Ice (mA) Ordering # Package

5 3 4 115 GAL 16V8C-5LP 20-Pin Plastic DIP

115 GAL 16V8C-5LJ 20-Lead PLCC

7.5 7 5 115 GAL16V8B-7LP 20-Pin Plastic DIP

115 GAL 16V8B-7LJ 20-Lead PLCC

10 10 7 115 GAL 16V8B-1 OLP 20-Pin Plastic DIP

115 GAL 16V8B-1 OLJ 20-Lead PLCC

15 12 10 55 GAL 16V8B-15QP 20-Pin Plastic DIP

55 GAL16V8B-15QJ 20-Lead PLCC

00 GAL 16V8B-15LP 20-Pin Plastic DIP

00 GAL 16V8B-15LJ 20-Lead PLCC

25 15 12 55 GAL 16V8B-25QP 20-Pin Plastic DIP

55 GAL 16V8B-25QJ 20-Lead PLCC

00 GAL 16V8B-25LP 20-Pin Plastic DIP

00 GAL 16V8B-25LJ 20-Lead PLCC

Tpd (n5) T5U (n5) Tea (n5) Ice (mA) Ordering # Package

7.5 7 5 130 GAL16V8C-7LPI 20-Pin Plastic DIP

130 GAL 16V8C-7LJI 20-Lead PLCC

10 10 7 130 GAL 16V8B-1 OLPI 20-Pin Plastic DIP

130 GAL 16V8B-10LJI 20-Lead PLCC

15 12 10 130 GAL16V8B-15LPI 20-Pin Plastic DIP

130 GAL 16V8B-15LJI 20-Lead PLCC

20 13 11 ffi GAL 16V8B-20QPI 20-Pin Plastic DIP

ffi GAL 16V8B-20QJI 20-Lead PLCC

25 15 12 ffi GAL 16V8B-25QPI 20-Pin Plastic DIP

ffi GAL 16V8B-25QJI 20-Lead PLCC

130 GAL16V8B-25LPI 20-Pin Plastic DIP

130 GAL 16V8B-25LJI 20-Lead PLCC

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

xxxxxxxx - xx x X X

'~.'N.m.~ L
Speed (ns) Grade
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OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELL (OLMC)

The following discussion pertains to configuring the output logic
macrocell. It should be noted that actual implementation is ac-
complished by development software/hardware and is completely
transparent to the user.

There are three global OLMC configuration modes possible:
simple, complex, and registered. Details of each of these
modes are illustrated in the following pages. Two global bits, SYN
and ACO,control the mode configuration for all macrocells. The
XOR bit of each macrocell controls the polarity of the output in any
of the three modes, while the AC1 bit of each of the macrocells
controls the inpuVoutput configuration. These two global and 16
individual architecture bits define all possible configurations in a
GAL 16V8 . The information given on these architecture bits is
only to give a better understanding of the device. Compiler soft-
ware will transparently set these architecture bits from the pin
definitions, so the user should not need to directly manipulate
these architecture bits.

The following is a list of the PAL architectures that the GAL16V8
can emulate. It also shows the OLMC mode under which the
GAL 16V8 emulates the PAL architecture.

PAL Architectures GAL16V8
Emulated by GAL 16V8 Global OLMC Mode

16R8 Registered
16R6 Registered
16R4 Registered

16RP8 Registered
16RP6 Registered
16RP4 Registered

16L8 Complex
16H8 Complex
16P8 Complex

10L8 Simple
12L6 Simple
14L4 Simple
16L2 Simple
10H8 Simple
12H6 Simple
14H4 Simple
16H2 Simple
10P8 Simple
12P6 Simple
14P4 Simple
16P2 Simple

•

Software compilers support the three different global OLMC
modes as different device types. These device types are listed
in the table below. Most compilers have the ability to automati-
cally select the device type, generally based on the register usage
and output enable (OE) usage. Register usage on the device
forces the software to choose the registered mode. All combina-
torial outputs with OE controlled by the product term will force the
software to choose the complex mode. The software will choose
the simple mode only when all outputs are dedicated combinatorial
without OE control. The different device types listed in the table
can be used to override the automatic device selection by the
software. For further details, refer to the compiler software
manuals.

When using compiler software to configure the device, the user
must pay special attention to the following restrictions in each
mode.

In registered mode pin 1 and pin 11 are permanently configured
as clock and output enable, respectively. These pins cannot be
configured as dedicated inputs in the registered mode.

In complex mode pin 1 and pin 11 become dedicated inputs and
use the feedback paths of pin 19 and pin 12 respectively. Because
of this feedback path usage, pin 19 and pin 12 do not have the
feedback option in this mode.

In simple mode all feedback paths of the output pins are routed
via the adjacent pins. In doing so, the two inner most pins ( pins
15 and 16) will not have the feedback option as these pins are
always configured as dedicated combinatorial output.

Registered Complex Simple Auto Mode Select

ABEL P16V8R P16V8C P16V8AS P16V8
CUPL - G16V8MS G16V8MA G16V8AS G16V8
LOG/iC GAL16V8 R GAL16V8 C7 GAL16V8 C8 GAL16V8
OrCAD-PLD "ReQistered'" "Complex'" "Simple'" GAL16V8A
PLDesigner P16V8R2 P16V8C2 P16V8C2 P16V8A
TANGO-PLD G16V8R G16V8C G16V8AS3 G16V8

1) Used with Configuration keyword.
2) Prior to Version 2.0 support.
3) Supported on Version 1.20 or later.
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In the Registered mode, macrocells are configured as dedicated
registered outputs or as I/O functions.

Architecture configurations available in this mode are similar to
the common 16R8 and 16RP4 devices with various permutations
of polarity, I/O and register placement.

All registered macrocells share common clock and output enable
control pins. Any macrocell can be configured as registered or
I/O. Up to eight registers or up to eight I/O's are possible in this

mode. Dedicated input or output functions can be implemented
as subsets of the I/O function.

Registered outputs have eight product terms per output. I/O's
have seven product terms per output.

The JEDEC fuse numbers, including the User Electronic Signature
(UES) fuses and the Product Term Disable (PTD) fuses, are
shown on the logic diagram on the following page.

-SYN=O.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1=O defines this output configuration.
- Pin 1 controls common ClK for the registered outputs.
- Pin 11 controls common OE for the registered outputs.
- Pin 1 & Pin 11 are permanently configured as ClK &
OE.

- SYN=O.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1=1 defines this output configuration.
- Pin 1 & Pin 11 are permanently configured as ClK &
OE.
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REGISTERED MODE LOGIC DIAGRAM
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In the Complex mode, macrocells are configured as output only
or I/O functions.

Architecture configurations available in this mode are similar to
the common 16L8 and 16P8 devices with programmable polarity
in each macrocell.

Up to six I/O's are possible in this mode. Dedicated inputs or
outputs can be implemented as subsets of the I/O function. The
two outer most macrocells (pins 12 & 19) do not have input ca-

pability. Designs requiring eight I/O's can be implemented in the
Registered mode.

All macrocells have seven product terms per output. One product
term is used for programmable output enable control. Pins 1 and
11 are always available as data inputs into the AND array.

The JEDEC fuse numbers including the UES fuses and PTD fuses
are shown on the logic diagram on the following page.

== ~1------'----1~ D
~ I;OR
5:J~-------+--

-SYN=1.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
-AC1=1.
- Pin 13 through Pin 18 are configured to this function.

-SYN=1.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
-AC1=1.
- Pin 12 and Pin 19 are configured to this function.
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In the Simple mode, macrocells are configured as dedicated inputs
or as dedicated, always active, combinatorial outputs.

Architecture configurations available in this mode are similar to
the common 1Ola and 12P6 devices with many permutations of
generic output polarity or input choices.

All outputs in the simple mode have a maximum of eight product
terms that can control the logic. In addition, each output has pro-
grammable polarity.

Pins 1 and 11 are always available as data inputs into the AND
array. The center two macrocells (pins 15 & 16) cannot be used
as input or I/O pins, and are only available as dedicated outputs.

The JEDEC fuse numbers including the UES fuses and PTD fuses
are shown on the logic diagram.

Combinatorial Output with Feedback Configuration
for Simple Mode

-SYN=1.
-ACO=O.
- XOR=O defines Active low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 =0 defines this configuration.
- All OlMC except pins 15 & 16 can be configured to

this function.

-SYN=1.
-ACO=O.
- XOR=O defines Active low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 =0 defines this configuration.
- Pins 15 & 16 are permanently configured to this

function.

-SYN=1.
-ACO=O.
- XOR=O defines Active low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 =1 defines this configuration.
- All OlMC except pins 15 & 16 can be configured to

this function.
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SIMPLE MODE LOGIC DIAGRAM
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Supply voltage Vee -0.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vee + 1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vee + 1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Ambient Temperature with

Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1.Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in the
operational sections of this specification is not implied (while
programming, follow the programming specifications).

Commercial Devices:
AmbientTemperature (TAl 0 to 75°C
Supply voltage (Veel

with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

Industrial Devices:
Ambient Temperature (TAl -40 to 85°C
Supply voltage (Veel

with Respect to Ground +4.50 to +5.50V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP.' MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss- 0.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

ilL' Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV$ VIN$ VIL(MAX.) - - -100 I1A

IIH Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.5V $ VIN$ Vee - - 10 I1A

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L= MAX. Vin = VILor VIH - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H= MAX. Vin = VILor VIH 2.4 - - V

10L Low Level Output Current - - 16 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -3.2 mA

los' Output Short Circuit Current Vee = 5V VOUT=0.5V TA=25°C -30 - -150 mA

Operating Power

Supply Current

VIL= 0.5V VIH= 3.0V

1'09910 = 15MHz Outputs Open

Operating Power

Supply Current

VIL= 0.5V VIH= 3.0V

1109910 = 15MHz Outputs Open

1) The leakage current is due to the internal pull-up resistor on all pins. See Input Buffer section for more information.
2) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems caused by tester
ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
3) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA= 25°C
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM INO

TEST -5 -7
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS

COND'. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or VO to Combinational Output 1 5 1 7.5 ns

tco A Clock to Output Delay 1 4 1 5 ns

tcf2 - Clock to Feedback Delay - 3 - 3 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before Clockt 3 - 7 - ns

th - Hold TIme, Input or Feedback after Clockt 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 142.8 - 83.3 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco)

fmax' A Maximum Clock Frequency with 166 - 100 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tcf)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 166 - 100 - MHz
No Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 3 - 5 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 3 - 5 - ns

ten B Input or I/O to Output Enabled 1 6 1 9 ns

B OE to Output Enabled 1 6 1 6 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled 1 5 1 9 ns

C OE to Output Disabled 1 5 1 6 ns

•

1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Descriptions section.
3) Refer to fmax Descriptions section. Characterized initially and after any design or process changes that may affect these

parameters.

CAPACITANCE (TA = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM· UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 8 pF Vcc= 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

C'IO I/O Capacitance 8 pF Vcc= 5.0V, V'IO= 2.0V
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Supply voltage Vee -0.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vee + 1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vee +1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Ambient Temperature with

Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1.Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in the
operational sections of this specification is not implied (while
programming, follow the programming specifications).

Commercial Devices:
AmbientTemperature (TAl 0 to 75°C
Supply voltage (Vecl

with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

Industrial Devices:
Ambient Temperature (TAl -40 to 85°C
Supply voltage (Vccl

with Respect to Ground +4.50 to +5.50V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP.' MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss-O.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

IlL' Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV~ VIN~ VIL(MAX.) - - -100 ~A

IIH Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.5V ~ VIN~ Vcc - - 10 ~A

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL= MAX. Vin = VILor VIH - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H= MAX. Vin = VILor VIH 2.4 - - V

10L Low Level Output Current - - 24 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -3.2 mA

los2 Output Short Circuit Current Vcc=5V VOUT=0.5V TA=25°C -30 - -150 mA

Icc Operating Power VIL= 0.5V VIH= 3.0V L-7/-10 - 75 115 mA

Supply Current 1'09910 = 15MHz Outputs Open L -15/-25 - 75 90 mA

Q -15/-25 - 45 55 mA

Operating Power

Supply Current

VIL= 0.5V VIH= 3.0V

1109910 = 15MHz Outputs Open

1) The leakage current is due to the internal pull-up resistor on all pins. See Input Buffer section for more information.
2) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems caused by tester
ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
3) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA= 25°C
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM COM/INO COM/INO INO COM/INO

TEST -7 -10 -15 ·20 ·25
PARAM. DESCRIPTION UNITS

CONO'. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or I/O to 18 outputs switching 3 7.5 3 10 3 15 3 20 3 25 ns

Comb. Output 11 output switching - 7 - - - - - - - - ns

tco A Clock to Output Delay 2 5 2 7 2 10 2 11 2 12 ns

tcF - Clock to Feedback Delay - 3 - 6 - 8 - 9 - 10 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Fdbk before Clki 7 - 10 - 12 - 13 - 15 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Fdbk after Clki 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 83.3 - 58.8 - 45.5 - 41.6 - 37 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 100 - 62.5 - 50 - 45.4 - 40 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tcf)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 100 - 62.5 - 62.5 - 50 - 41.6 - MHz
No Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 5 - 8 - 8 - 10 - 12 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 5 - 8 - 8 - 10 - 12 - ns

ten B Input or I/O to Output Enabled 3 9 3 10 - 15 - 20 - 25 ns

B OE to Output Enabled 2 6 2 10 - 15 - 18 - 20 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled 2 9 2 10 - 15 - 20 - 25 ns

C OE to Output Disabled 1.5 6 1.5 10 - 15 - 18 - 20 ns

•

1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Descriptions section.
3) Refer to fmax Descriptions section.

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM' UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

ClIO I/O Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, VIIO= 2.0V
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS
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fmax DESCRIPTIONS

101li t.u ~10III teo~

fmax with External Feedback 1/(tsu+tco)

Note: fmax with external feedback is calculated from measured
tsu and tco.

~'i~:-i;-==;j-------------------_:
fmax with No Feedback

Note: fmax with no feedback may be less than 1/(twh + twI). This
is to allow for a clock duty cycle of other than 50%.

•
i'4 tel
~------tpd

Note: tcf is a calculated value, derived by subtracting tsu from
the period offmaxw/internal feedback (tcf = 1/fmax - tsu). The
value of tcf is used primarily when calculating the delay from
clocking a register to a combinatorial output (through registered
feedback), as shown above. For example, the timing-from clock
to a combinatorial output is equal to tcf + tpd.

SWITCHING TEST CONDITIONS

Input Pulse Levels GNDt03.0V

Input Rise and I GAL16V8B 2-3ns 10%-90%

Fall Times I GAL16V8C 1.5ns 10%-90%

Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See Figure

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state active
level.

Test Condition Rl R2 CL

A 2000 3900 500F
B Active HiQh ~ 3900 50pF

Active Low 2000 3900 50pF
C Active High ~ 3900 5pF

Active Low 2000 3900 5pF

Test Condition Rl R2 CL

A 2000 2000 500F
B Active HiQh ~ 2000 50pF

Active Low 2000 2000 50pF
C Active High ~ 2000 5pF

Active Low 2000 2000 5pF
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An electronic signature is provided in every GAL16V8 device. It
contains 64 bits of reprogrammabie memory that can contain user
defined data. Some uses include user ID codes, revision num-
bers, or inventory control. The signature data is always available
to the user independent of the state of the security cell.

NOTE: The electronic signature is included in checksum calcu-
lations. Changing the electronic signature will alter the checksum.

A security cell is provided in the GAL16V8 devices to prevent un-
authorized copying of the array patterns. Once programmed, this
cell prevents further read access to the functional bits in the de-
vice. This cell can only be erased by re-programming the device,
so the original configuration can never be examined once this cell
is programmed. The Electronic Signature is always available to
the user, regardless of the state of this control cell.

GAL16V8 devices are designed with an on-board charge pump
to negatively bias the substrate. The negative bias minimizes the
potential of latch-up caused by negative input undershoots.
Additionally, outputs are designed with n-channel pull-ups instead
of the traditional p-channel pull-ups in order to eliminate latch-up
due to output overshoots.

GAL devices are programmed using a Lattice-approved Logic
Programmer, available from a number of manufacturers. Com-
plete programming of the device takes only a few seconds. Eras-
ing of the device is transparent to the user, and is done automati-
cally as part of the programming cycle.

When testing state machine designs, all possible states and state
transitions must be verified in the design, not just those required
in the normal machine operations. This is because, in system
operation, certain events occur that may throw the logic into an
illegal state (power-up, line voltage glitches, brown-outs, etc.). To
test a design for proper treatment of these conditions, a way must
be provided to break the feedback paths, and force any desired
(i.e., illegal) state into the registers. Then the machine can be
sequenced and the outputs tested for correct next state conditions.

GAL 16V8 devices include circuitry that allows each registered
output to be synchronously set either high or low. Thus, any
present state condition can be forced for test sequencing. If
necessary, approved GAL programmers capable of executing text
vectors perform output register preload automatically.

GAL 16V8 devices are designed with TIL level compatible input
buffers. These buffers have a characteristically high impedance,
and present a much lighter load to the driving logic than bipolar
TILdevices.

The GAL16V8 input and I/O pins have built-in active pull-ups. As
a result, unused inputs and I/O's will float to a TIL "high" (logi-
cal "1"). Lattice recommends that all unused inputs and tri-stated
I/O pins be connected to another active input, Vee, or Ground.
Doing this will tend to improve noise immunity and reduce Ice for
the device.

«
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POWER-UP RESET

•INTERNAL
REGISTER
OUTPUTQ

Q FEEDBACK AND WVWWVWVV\l
REGISTERED /\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\ YOUTPUT PIN ~~~~~~~~~~

Circuitry within the GAL 16V8 provides a reset signal to all reg-
isters during power-up. All internal registers will have their Q
outputs set low after a specified time (tpr, 1~s MAX). As a result,
the state on the registered output pins (if they are enabled) will
always be high on power-up, regardless of the programmed
polarity of the output pins. This feature can greatly simplify state
machine design by providing a known state on power-up. Be-
cause of the asynchronous nature of system power-up, some

conditions must be met to guarantee a valid power-up reset of the
device. First, the Vcc rise must be monotonic. Second, the clock
input must be at static TTL level as shown in the diagram during
power up. The registers will reset within a maximum of tpr time.
As in normal system operation, avoid clocking the device until all
input and feedback path setup times have been met. The clock
must also meet the minimum pulse width requirements.

INPUT/OUTPUT EQUIVALENT SCHEMATICS

Active Pull-up
Circuit

.+
Tri-State
Control

Active Pull-up
Circuit

_.Y.
Vref:

: ESD
: Protection
: Circuit

Data
Output

Feedback
(To Input Buffer)
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GAL 16V8C-5: TYPICAL AC AND DC CHARACTERISTIC DIAGRAMS
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GAL16V8Z
GAL 16V8ZD

• ZERO POWER EOCMOS TECHNOLOGY
-100~ Standby Current
-Input Transition Detection on GAL16V8Z
- Dedicated Power-down Pin on GAL 16V8ZD
- Input and Output Latching During Power Down

• HIGH PERFORMANCE EOCMOSTECHNOLOGY
-12 ns Maximum Propagation Delay
- Fmax = 83.3 MHz
- 8 ns Maximum from Clock Input to Data Output
- TTL Compatible 16 mA Output Drive
- UltraMOse Advanced CMOS Technology

• EOCELL TECHNOLOGY
- Reconflgurable Logic
- Reprogrammable Cells
-100% TeatedfGuaranteed 100"1.Yields
- High Speed Electrical Erasure «100rna)
- 20 Year Data Retention

• EIGHT OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELLS
- Maximum Flexibility for Complex Logic Designs
- Programmable Output Polarity
- Architecturally Similar to Standard GAL 16V8

• PRELOAD AND POWER·ON RESET OF ALL REGISTERS
-100% Functional Testability

• APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- Battery Powered Systems
- DMA Control
- State Machine Control
- High Speed Graphics Processing

• ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE FOR IDENTIFICATION

The GAL16V8Z and GAL 16V8ZD, at 100 )lA standby current and
12ns propagation delay provides the highest speed and lowest
power combination PLD available in the market. The GAL16V8ZJ
ZD is manufactured using Lattice's advanced zero power FCMOS
process, which combines CMOS with Electrically Erasable (P)
floating gate technology.

The GAL 16V8Z uses Input Transition Detection (ITD) to put the
device in standby mode and is capable of emulating the full func-
tionality of the standard GAL 16V8. The GAL 16V8ZD utilizes a
dedicated power-down pin (DPP) to put the device in standby
mode. It has 15 inputs available to the AND array.

Unique test circuitry and reprogrammable cells allow corrplete AC,
DC, and functional testing during manufacture. As a result,
LATTICE is able to guarantee 100% field programmability and
functionality of all GAL products. LATTICE also guarantees 100
erase/rewrite cycles and data retention in excess of 20 years.
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Tpd (ns) Tsu (ns) Tea (ns) Ice (mA) Isb (IlA) Ordering # Package

12 10 8 55 100 GAL 16V8Z-12QP 20-Pin Plastic DIP

55 100 GAL16V8Z-12QJ 20-Lead PLCC

55 100 GAL16V8Z-12QS 20-Lead SOIC

15 15 10 55 100 GAl16V8Z-15QP 20-Pin Plastic DIP

55 100 GAL 16V8Z-15QJ 20-Lead PLCC

55 100 GAl16V8Z-15QS 20-Lead SOIC

Tpd (ns) Tsu (ns) Tea (ns) Ice (mA) Isb(IlA) Ordering # Package

12 10 8 55 100 GAL 16V8ZD-12QP 20-Pin Plastic DIP

55 100 GAL 16V8ZD-12QJ 20-Lead PLCC

15 15 10 55 100 GAL 16V8ZD-15QP 20-Pin Plastic DIP

55 100 GAl16V8ZD-15QJ 20-Lead PLCC

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

XXXXXXXX - XX

Device Name ~
GAL 16V8Z (Zero Power ITD)

GAL 16V8ZD (Zero Power DPP)

x X X

II G'::~k= Commme;a'

Package
P = Plastic DIP
J = PLCC
S = SOICActive Power ---l

Q = Quarter Power
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The following discussion pertains to configuring the output logic
macrocell. It should be noted that actual implementation is
accomplished by development software/hardware and is com-
pletely transparent to the user.

There are three global OLMC configuration modes possible:
simple, complex, and registered. Details of each of these
modes is illustrated in the following pages. Two global bits, SYN
and ACO,control the mode configuration for all macrocells. The

XOR bit of each macrocell controls the polarity of the output in any
of the three modes, while the AC1 bit of each of the macrocells
controls the input/output configuration. These two global and 16
individual architecture bits define all possible configurations in a
GAL 16V8Z1ZD.The information given on these architecture bits
is only to give a better understanding of the device. Compiler soft-
ware will transparently set these architecture bits from the pin
definitions, so the user should not need to directly manipulate
these architecture bits. •COMPILER SUPPORT FOR OLMC

Software compilers support the three different global OLMC
modes as different device types. Most compilers also have the
ability to automatically select the device type, generally based on
the register usage and output enable (OE) usage. Register usage
on the device forces the software to choose the registered mode.
All combinatorial outputs with OE controlled by the product term
will force the software to choose the complex mode. The software
will choose the simple mode only when all outputs are dedicated
combinatorial without OE control. For further details, refer to the
compiler software manuals.

When using compiler software to configure the device, the user
must pay special attention to the following restrictions in each
mode.

In registered mode pin 1 and pin 11 are permanently configured
as clock and output enable, respectively. These pins cannot be
configured as dedicated inputs in the registered mode.

In complex mode pin 1 and pin 11 become dedicated inputs and
use the feedback paths of pin 19 and pin 12 respectively. Because
of this feedback path usage, pin 19 and pin 12 do not have the
feedback option in this mode.

In simple mode all feedback paths of the output pins are routed
via the adjacent pins. In doing so, the two inner most pins ( pins
15 and 16) will not have the feedback option as these pins are
always configured as dedicated combinatorial output.

When using the standard GAL 16V8 JEDEC fuse pattern gener-
ated by the logic compilers for the GAL16V8ZD, special attention
must be given to pin 4 (DPP) to make sure that it is not used as
one of the functional inputs.
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In the Registered mode, macrocells are configured as dedicated
registered outputs or as I/O functions.

Architecture configurations available in this mode are similar to
the common 16R8 and 16RP4 devices with various permutations
of polarity, I/O and register placement.

All registered macrocells share common clock and output enable
control pins. Any macrocell can be configured as registered or
I/O. Up to eight registers or up to eight I/O's are possible in this
mode. Dedicated input or output functions can be implemented
as subsets of the I/O function.

=-=======1 ~D-Lr
XOR

~~-----~

Registered outputs have eight product terms per output. I/O's
have seven product terms per output.

Pin 4 is used as dedicated power-down pin on GAL 16V8ZD. It
cannot be used as functional input.

The JEDEC fuse numbers, including the User Electronic Signature
(UES) fuses and the Product Term Disable (PTD) fuses, are
shown on the logic diagram on the following page.

-SYN=O.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1=0 defines this output configuration.
- Pin 1 controls common ClK for the registered outputs.
- Pin 11 controls common OE for the registered output~
- Pin 1 & Pin 11 are permanently configured as ClK & OE.

-SYN=O.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1=1 defines this output configuration.
- Pin 1 & Pin 11 are permanently configured as ClK & OE.
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REGISTERED MODE LOGIC DIAGRAM
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In the Complex mode, macrocells are configured as output only
or I/O functions.

Architecture configurations available in this mode are similar to
the common 16L8 and 16P8 devices with programmable polarity
in each macrocell.

Up to six I/O's are possible in this mode. Dedicated inputs or
outputs can be implemented as subsets of the I/O function. The
two outer most macrocells (pins 12 & 19) do not have input ca-
pability. Designs requiring eight I/O's can be implemented in the
Registered mode.

All macrocells have seven product terms per output. One product
term is used for programmable output enable control. Pins 1 and
11 are always available as data inputs into the AND array.

Pin 4 is used as dedicated power-down pin on GAL 16V8ZD. It
cannot be used as functional input.

The JEDEC fuse numbers including the UES fuses and PTD fuses
are shown on the logic diagram on the following page.

-SYN=1.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 has no effect on this mode.
- Pin 13 through Pin 18 are configured to this function.

-SYN=1.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 has no effect on this mode.
- Pin 12 and Pin 19 are configured to this

function.
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COMPLEX MODE LOGIC DIAGRAM
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In the Simple mode, macrocells are configured as dedicated inputs
or as dedicated, always active, combinatorial outputs.

Architecture configurations available in this mode are similar to
the common 10la and 12P6 devices with many permutations of
generic output polarity or input choices.

All outputs in the simple mode have a maximum of eight porduct
terms that can control the logic. In addition, each output has pro-
grammable polarity.

Pins 1 and 11 are always available as data inputs into the AND
array. The center two macrocells (pins 15 & 16) cannot be used
in the input configuration.

Pin 4 is used as dedicated power-down pin on GAL 16VaZD. It
cannot be used as functional input.

The JEDEC fuse numbers including the UES fuses and PTD fuses
are shown on the logic diagram.

Combinatorial Output with Feedback Configuration
for Simple Mode

-SYN=1.
-ACO=O.
- XOR=O defines Active low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 =0 defines this configuration.
- All OlMC except pins 15 & 16 can be configured to

this function.

-SYN=1.
-ACO=O.
- XOR=O defines Active low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 =0 defines this configuration.
- Pins 15 & 16 are permanently configured to this

function.

-SYN=1.
-ACO=O.
- XOR=O defines Active low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1=1 defines this configuration.
- All OlMC except pins 15 & 16 can be configured to

this function.
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SIMPLE MODE LOGIC DIAGRAM
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Supply voltage Vcc -.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc + 1.QV
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc + 1.QV
Storage Temperature -65 to 15QoC
Ambient Temperature with
Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1. Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in
the operational sections of this specification is not implied
(while programming, follow the programming specifications).

Commercial Devices:
Ambient Temperature (TAl Q to 75°C
Supply voltage (Vccl

with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP} MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss-O.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

IlL Input or 1/0 Low Leakage Current OV 5; V,N5; V,L(MAX.) - - -10 !-LA

IIH Input or 1/0 High Leakage Current 3.5V 5; V,N5; Vcc - - 10 !-LA

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L= MAX. Vin = V'L or V,H - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H= MAX. Vin = V,LorV,H 2.4 - - V

10H= -100!-LA Vin = V,Lor V,H Vcc-1 - - V

IOL Low Level Output Current - - 16 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -3.2 mA

los' Output Short Circuit Current Vcc= 5V VouT=0.5V TA= 25°C -30 - -150 mA

IS8 Stand-by Power V,L=GND V'H= Vcc Outputs Open Z-121-15 - 50 100 !-LA
Supply Current ZD-121-15

Icc Operating Power V,L= 0.5V V'H= 3.0V Z-12/-15 - - 55 mA
Supply Current 'toggl. = 15 MHz Outputs Open ZD-121-15

1) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems by tester ground
degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
2) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA= 25°C

CAPACITANCE (TA = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM' UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

Cvo 1/0 Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, Vvo = 2.0V
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM COM

TEST -12 -15
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS

COND'. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or I/O to Combinational Output 3 12 3 15 ns

tco A Clock to Output Delay 2 8 2 10 ns

tcf2 - Clock to Feedback Delay - 6 - 7 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before Clocki 10 - 15 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after Clocki 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 55 - 40 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 62.5 - 45.5 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tcf)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 83.3 - 62.5 - MHz
No Feedback

tWh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 6 - 8 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 6 - 8 - ns

ten B Input or I/O to Output Enabled - 12 - 15 ns

B OE to Output Enabled - 12 - 15 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled - 15 - 15 ns

C OE to Output Disabled - 12 - 15 ns

tas - Last Active Input to Standby 60 140 50 150 ns

tsa4 - Standby to Active Output 6 13 5 15 ns

. 1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Specification section.
3) Refer to fmax Specification section.
4) Add tsa to tpd, tsu, ten and tdis when the device is coming out of standby state.

STANDBY POWER TIMING WAVEFORMS

• Note: Rising clock edges
are allowed during tsa but
outputs are not guaran-
teed.

•
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM COM

TEST -12 -15
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITSCOND'. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or 1/0 to Combinational Output 3 12 3 15 ns

tco A Clock to Output Delay 2 8 2 10 ns

tel" - Clock to Feedback Delay - 6 - 7 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before Clocki 10 - 15 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after Clocki 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 55 - 40 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 62.5 - 45.5 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tcf)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 83.3 - 62.5 - MHz
No Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 6 - 8 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 6 - 8 - ns

ten B Input or 1/0 to Output Enabled - 12 - 15 ns

B OE to Output Enabled - 12 - 15 ns

tdis C Input or 1/0 to Output Disabled - 15 - 15 ns

C OE to Output Disabled - 12 - 15 ns

1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Specification section.
3) Refer to fmax Specification section.
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DEDICATED POWER-DOWN PIN SPECIFICATIONS

COM COM

TEST -12 -15
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS

COND'. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

twhd - DPP Pulse Duration High 12 - 15 - ns

twld - DPP Pulse Duration Low 25 - 30 - ns

ACTIVE TO STANDBY

tivdh - Valid Input before DPP High 5 - 8 - ns

tgvdh - Valid OE before DPP High 0 - 0 - ns

tcvdh - Valid Clock Before DPP High 0 - 0 - ns

tdhix - Input Don't Care after DPP High - 2 - 5 ns

tdhgx - OE Don't Care after DPP High - 6 - 9 ns

tdhcx - Clock Don't Care after DPP High - 8 - 11 ns

STANDBY TO ACTIVE

tdliv - DPP Low to Valid Input 12 - 15 - ns

tdlgv - DPP Low to Valid OE 16 - 20 - ns

tdlcv - DPP Low to Valid Clock 18 - 20 - ns

tdlov A DPP Low to Valid Output 5 24 5 30 ns

•

DEDICATED POWER-DOWN PIN (DPP) TIMING WAVEFORMS

INPUT or
1/0 FEEDBACK
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS

c" ="T':~
~ 1/fmax~

(w/ofb)
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fmax SPECIFICATIONS

fmax with External Feedback 1/(tsu+tco)

Note: fmax with external feedback is calculated from measured
tsu and tco.

.0.. _
I.------ tsu+ th ----+I

fmax with No Feedback
Note: fmax with no feedback may be less than 1/(twh + twI). This
is to allow for a clock duty cycle of other than 50%.

II

I-:----t~~d

Note: tcf is a calculated value, derived by subtracting tsu from
the period of fmax wlinternal feedback (tel = 1/fmax - tsu). The
value of tcf is used primarily when calculating the delay from
clocking a register to a combinatorial output (through registered
feedback), as shown above. For example, the timing from clock
to a combinatorial output is equal to tel + tpd.

Input Pulse Levels GNDt03.0V
Input Rise and Fall Times 3ns 10% - 90%
Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V
Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load ·See Figure

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state active
level.

Output Load Conditions (see figure)

Test Condition R1 R2 CL
A 300n 390n SOpF
B Active High ~ 390n 50pF

Active Low 300n 390n 50pF
C Active High ~ 390n 5pF

Active Low 300n 390n 5pF
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An electronic signature word is provided in every GAL16V8Z1ZD
device. It contains 64 bits of reprogrammable memory that can
contain user defined data. Some uses include user ID codes,
revision numbers, or inventory control. The signature data is
always available to the user independent of the state of the
security cell.

NOTE: The electronic signature is included in checksum calcu-
lations. Changing the electronic signature will alter checksum.

A security cell is provided in the GAL 16V8Z1ZD devices to pre-
vent unauthorized copying of the array patterns. Once pro-
grammed, this cell prevents further read access to the functional
bits in the device. This cell can only be erased by re-program-
ming the device, so the original configuration can never be ex-
amined once this cell is programmed. The electronic signature
data is always available to the user, regardless of the state of this
security cell.

GAL devices are programmed using a Lattice-approved Logic
Programmer, available from a number of manufacturers (see the
Development Tools Section of the Data Book). Complete pro-
gramming of the device takes only a few seconds. Erasing of the
device is transparent to the user, and is done automatically as part
of the programming cycle

INPUT TRANSITION DETECTION ITD

The GAL16V8Z relies on its internal input detection circuitry to put
the device in power down mode. If there is no input transition for
the specified period of time, the device will go into the power down
state. Any valid input transition will put the device back into the
active state. The first rising clock transition from power-down state
only acts as a wake up signal to the device and will not clock the
data input through to the output (refer to standby power timing
waveform for more detail). Any input pulse widths greater than
5ns at input voltage level of 1.5V will be detected as input tran-
sition. The device will not detect any input pulse widths less than
1ns measured at input voltage level of 1.5V as an input transition.

The GAL16V8ZD uses pin 4 as the dedicated power-down signal
to put the device in to the power-down state. DPP is an active high
signal where a logic high driven on this signal puts the device into
power-down state. Input pin 4 cannot be used as a functional input
on this device.

When testing state machine designs, all possible states and state
transitions must be verified in the design, not just those required
in the normal machine operations. This is because, in system
operation, certain events occur that may throw the logic into an
illegal state (power-up, line voltage glitches, brown-outs, etc.). To
test a design for proper treatment of these conditions, a way must
be provided to break the feedback paths, and force any desired
(Le., illegal) state into the registers. Then the machine can be
sequenced and the outputs tested for correct next state conditions.

The GAL16V8Z1ZDdevices includes circuitry that allows each reg-
istered output to be synchronously set either high or low. Thus,
any present state condition can be forced for test sequencing. If
necessary, approved GAL programmers capable of executing test
vectors perform output register preload automatically.

GAL 16V8Z1ZD devices are designed with TTL level compatible
input buffers. These buffers, with their characteristically high im-
pedance, load driving logic much less than traditional bipolar de-
vices. This allows for a greater fan out from the driving logic.

GAL 16V8Z1ZD input buffers have latches within the buffers. As
a result, when the device goes into standby mode the inputs will
be latched to its values prior to standby. In order to overcome the
input latches, they will have to be driven by an external source.
Lattice recommends that all unused inputs and tri-stated 110pins
for both devices be connected to another active input, Vcc' or
GND. Doing this will tend to improve noise immunity and reduce
Iccfor the device.
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•
INTERNAL
REGISTER
OUTPUTQ

Q FEEDBACK AND VVV'iJV\/\NWVV\l Qev;ce P;n \R~~~;~:~~_~ MY__ ResettoLogtc"l' '----

Circuitry within the GAL 16V8Z1ZD provides a reset signal to all
registers during power-up. All internal registers will have their Q
outputs set low after a specified time (tpr, 1!!S MAX). As a result,
the state on the registered output pins (if they are enabled) will
always be high on power-up, regardless of the programmed
polarity of the output pins. This feature can greatly simplify state
machine design by providing a known state on power-up. The
timing diagram for power-up is shown below. Because of the

asynchronous nature of system power-up, some conditions must
be met to guarantee a valid power-up reset of the GAL16V8Z1ZD.
First, the Vcc rise must be monotonic. Second, the clock input
must be at static TTL level as shown in the diagram during power
up. The registers will reset within a maximum of tpr time. As in
normal system operation, avoid clocking the device until all input
and feedback path setup times have been met. The clock must
also meet the minimum pulse width requirements.

PIN~ ~PlN

Feedback '4

Tri-State
Control

Data
Output

Feedback
(To Input Buffer)
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GAL 16VPB
High-Speed E2CMOS PLD

Generic Array Logic™

• HIGH DRIVE E2CMOS~GAL~ DEVICE
- TTL Compatible 64 mA Output Drive
- 15 ns Maximum Propagation Delay
- Fmax = 80 MHz
- 10 ns Maximum from Clock Input to Data Output
- UltraMOS~ Advanced CMOS Technology

• ENHANCED INPUT AND OUTPUT FEATURES
- Schmitt Trigger Inputs
- Programmable Open-Drain or Totem-Pole Outputs
- Active Pull-Ups on All Inputs and I/O pins

• E2CELL TECHNOLOGY
- Reconfigurable Logic
- Reprogrammable Cells
- 100% Tested/Guaranteed 100% Yields
- High Speed Electrical Erasure «100ms)
- 20 Year Data Retention

• EIGHT OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELLS
. - Maximum Flexibility for Complex Logic Designs

- Programmable Output Polarity
- Architecturally Compatible with Standard GAL 16V8

• PRELOAD AND POWER-ON RESET OF ALL REGISTERS
-100% Functional Testability

• APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- Ideal for Bus Control & Bus Arbitration Logic
- Bus Address Decode Logic
- Memory Address, Data and Control Circuits
- DMA Control

• ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE FOR IDENTIFICATION

The GAL 16VP8, with 64 mA drive capability and 15 ns maximum
propagation delay time is ideal for Bus and Memory control ap-
plications. The GAL 16VP8 is manufactured using Lattice's ad-
vanced E2CMOS process which combines CMOS with Electrically
Erasable (P) floating gate technology. High speed erase times
«1 OOms) allow the devices to be reprogrammed quickly and ef-
ficiently.

System bus and memory interfaces require control logic before
driving the bus or memory interface signals. The GAL 16VP8
combines the familiar GAL 16V8 architecture with bus drivers as
its outputs. The generic architecture provides maximum design
flexibility by allowing the Output Logic Macrocell (OLMC) to be con-
figured by the user. The 64mA output drive eliminates the need
for additional devices to provide bus driving capability.

Unique test circuitry and reprogrammable cells allow complete
AC, DC, and functional testing during manufacture. As a result,
LATTICE is able to guarantee 100% field programmability and
functionality of all GAL products. LATTICE also guarantees 100
erase/rewrite cycles and data retention in excess of 20 years.

110/0

I/o/a •I/o/a

110/0

I/o/a

I/o/a

I/o/a

110/0

I/OE

DIP

PLCC
VCLK

vOla

velK I IIOJQ vOla
20

I [ •
,. IIOIQ vOla

Vcc IIOIQ vcc vOla
I • GAL16VP8 16 IIOJQ GND

Top View GND
vOla

I • ,. VOlQ
11 13 vOla

- ~
I I/OE vOla vOla 1/0/0 vOla

VOE vOla

LATIICE SEMICONDUCTOR CORP., 5555 Northeast Moore Ct., Hillsboro, Oregon 97124, U.S.A.
Tel. (503) 681-0118; 1-800-FASTGAL; FAX (503) 681-3037
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Tpd (n5) T5U (n5) Tea (n5) Ice (mA) Ordering # Package

15 B 10 115 GAL 16VPBB-15LP 20-Pin Plastic DIP

115 GAL 16VPBB-15LJ 20-Lead PLCC

25 10 15 115 GAL 16VPBB-25LP 20-Pin Plastic DIP

115 GAL 16VPBB-25LJ 20-Lead PLCC

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

xxxxxxxx - XX

Dev',a Nama ~

Package P = Plastic DIP
J = PLCC
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OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELL (OLMC)

The following discussion pertains to configuring the output logic
macrocell. It should be noted that actual implementation is
accomplished by development software/hardware and is com-
pletely transparent to the user.

There are three global OLMC configuration modes possible:
simple, complex, and registered. Details of each of these
modes is illustrated in the following pages. Two global bits, SYN
and ACO, control the mode configuration for all macrocells. The
XOR bit of each macrocell controls the polarity of the output in

any of the three modes, while the AC1 and AC2 bit of each of the
macrocells controls the inpuVoutput and totem-pole/open-drain
configuration. These two global and 24 individual architecture bits
define all possible configurations in a GAL16VP8. The information
given on these architecture bits is only to give a better understand-
ing of the device. Compiler software will transparently set these
architecture bits from the pin definitions, so the user should not
need to directly manipulate these architecture bits.

•
Software compilers support the three different global OLMC
modes as different device types. Most compilers also have the
ability to automatically select the device type, generally based
on the register usage and output enable (OE) usage. Register
usage on the device forces the software to choose the registered
mode. All combinatorial outputs with OE controlled by the product
term will force the software to choose the complex mode. The
software will choose the simple mode only when all outputs are
dedicated combinatorial without OE control. For further details,
refer to the compiler software manuals.

When using compiler software to configure the device, the user
must pay special attention to the following restrictions in each
mode.
In registered mode pin 1 and pin 10 are permanently config-
ured as clock and output enable, respectively. These pins cannot
be configured as dedicated inputs in the registered mode.

In complex mode pin 1 and pin 10 become dedicated inputs and
use the feedback paths of pin19 and pin 11 respectively. Be-
cause of this feedback path usage, pin19 and pin 11 do not have
the feedback option in this mode.

In simple mode all feedback paths of the output pins are routed
via the adjacent pins. In doing so, the two inner most pins (pins
14 and 16) will not have the feedback option as these pins are
always configured as dedicated combinatorial output.

In addition to the architecture configurations, the logic compiler
software also supports configuration of either totem-pole or open-
drain outputs. The actual architecture bit configuration, again, is
transparent to the user with the default configuration being the
standard totem-pole output.
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In the Registered mode, macrocells are configured as dedicated
registered outputs or as 1/0 functions.

Registered outputs have eight product terms per output. 110's
have seven product terms per output.

All registered macrocells share common clock and output en-
able control pins. Any macrocell can be configured as registered
or 1/0. Up to eight registers or up to eight 110's are possible in
this mode. Dedicated input or output functions can be imple-
mented as subsets of the 1/0 function.

The JEDEC fuse numbers, including the User Electronic Signa-
ture (UES) fuses and the Product Term Disable (PTD) fuses, are
shown on the logic diagram on the following page.

- SYN=O.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1=0 defines this output configuration.
- AC2=1 defines totem pole output.
- AC2=0 defines open-drain output.
- Pin 1 controls common ClK for the registered outputs.
- Pin 10 controls common OE for the registered output~
- Pin 1 & Pin 10 are permanently configured as ClK & OE.

- SYN=O.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1=1 defines this output configuration.
- AC2=1 defines totem pole output.
- AC2=0 defines open-drain output. _
- Pin 1 & Pin 10 are permanently configured as ClK & OE.
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In the Complex mode, macrocells are configured as output only
or 1/0 functions.

Up to six I/O's are possible in this mode. Dedicated inputs or
outputs can be implemented as subsets of the 1/0 function. The
two outer most macrocells (pins 11 & 19) do not have input ca-
pability. Designs requiring eight 110's can be implemented in the
Registered mode.

All macrocells have seven product terms per output. One product
term is used for programmable output enable control. Pins 1 and
10 are always available as data inputs into the AND array.

The JEDEC fuse numbers including the UES fuses and PTD
fuses are shown on the logic diagram on the following page.

-SYN=1.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 has no effect on this mode.
- AC2=1 defines totem pole output.
- AC2=O defines open-drain output.
- Pin 12 through Pin 18 are configured to this function.

-SYN=1.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 has no effect on this mode.
- AC2=1 defines totem pole output.
- AC2=O defines open-drain output.
- Pin 11 and Pin 19 are configured to this function.
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COMPLEX MODE LOGIC DIAGRAM
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In the Simple mode, macrocells are configured as dedicated inputs
or as dedicated, always active, combinatorial outputs.

SIMPLE MODE

All ouiputs in the simple mode have a maximum of eight prod-
uct terms that can control the logic. In addition, each output has
programmable polarity.

Pins 1 and 10 are always available as data inputs into the AND
array. The center two macrocells (pins 14 & 16) cannot be used
in the input configuration.

The JEDEC fuse numbers including the UES fuses and PTD
fuses are shown on the logic diagram.

Combinatorial Output with Feedback Configuration
for Simple Mode

- SYN=1.
- ACO=O.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1=O defines this configuration.
- AC2=1 defines totem pole output.
- AC2=O defines open-drain output.
- All OLMC except pins 14 & 16 can be configured to

this function.

- SYN=1.
- ACO=O.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1=O defines this configuration.
- AC2=1 defines totem pole output.
- AC2=O defines open-drain output.
- Pins 14 & 16 are permanently configured to this

function.

-SYN=1.
- ACO=O.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1=1 defines this configuration.
- AC2=1 defines totem pole output.
- AC2=O defines open-drain output.
- All OLMC except pins 14 & 16 can be configured to

this function.
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SIMPLE MODE LOGIC DIAGRAM
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Supply voltage Vce -.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vee + 1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vee + 1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Ambient Temperature with
Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1. Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in
the operational sections of this specification is not implied
(while programming, follow the programming specifications).

Commercial Devices:
AmbientTemperature (TA) 0 to 75°C
Supply voltage (Vee)

with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP.' MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss -0.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

VI' Input Clamp Voltage Vcc = Min. IIN=-32mA - -1.2 V

IIL2 Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV::;VIN::;V,L (MAX.) - - -100 llA

IIH Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.5V ::;V,N::;Vee - - 10 llA

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L= MAX. Vin = VILor VIH - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H= MAX. Vin = V,L or VIH 2.4 - - V

10L Low Level Output Current - - 64 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -32 mA

los3 Output Short Circuit Current Vee= 5V VOUT=0.5V TA = 25°C -60 - -400 mA

Operating Power V,L= 0.5V V,H= 3.0V

Supply Current 1,oggl. = 15MHz Outputs Open

1) Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
2) The leakage current is due to the internal pull-up resistor on all pins. See Input Buffer section for more information.
3) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems by tester ground
degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
4) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA= 25°C
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM COM

TEST -15 -25
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITSCOND'. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or I/O to Combinational Output 3 15 3 25 ns

tco A Clock to Output Delay 2 10 2 15 ns

tct> - Clock to Feedback Delay - 4.5 - 10 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before Clocki 8 - 10 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after Clocki 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 55.5 - 40 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 80 - 50 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tel)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 80 - 50 - MHz
No Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 6 - 10 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 6 - 10 - ns

ten B Input or I/O to Output Enabled - 15 - 20 ns

B OE to Output Enabled - 12 - 15 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled - 15 - 20 ns

C OE to Output Disabled - 12 - 15 ns

1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Specification section.
3) Refer to fmax Specification section.

CAPACITANCE (TA = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM· UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

CliO I/O Capacitance 15 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V,/O= 2.0V

•
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS
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fmax DESCRIPTIONS

•fmax with External Feedback 1/(tsu+tco)

Note: fmax with external feedback is calculated
from measured tsu and tco.

Note: tet is a calculated value, derived by sub-
tracting tsu from the period of fmax w/internal
feedback (tcf = 1Jfmax - tsu). The value of tcf
is used primarily when calculating the delay from
clocking a register to a combinatorial output
(through registered feedback), as shown above.
For example, the timing from clock to a com-
binatorial output is equal to tcf + tpd.

Note: fmax with no feedback may be less than 1/(twh + twl). This
is to allow for a clock duty cycle of other than 50%.

Input Pulse Levels GNDt03.0V
Input Rise and Fall Times 3ns 10%-90%
Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V
Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See Figure

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state active
level.

Output Load Conditions (see figure)

Test Condition R1 R2 CL

A soon soon 500F
B Active High ~ soon 50pF

Active Low soon soon 50pF •
C Active Hiah ~ soon 50F

Active Low soon soon 5pF
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An electronic signature word is provided in every GAL 16VPB
device. It contains 64 bits of reprogram mabie memory that can
contain user defined data. Some uses include user ID codes,
revision numbers, or inventory control. The signature data is
always available to the user independent of the state of the se-
curity cell.

NOTE: The electronic signature is included in checksum calcu-
lations. Changing the electronic signature will alter the checksum.

The security cell is provided on all GAL 16VPB devices to prevent
unauthorized copying of the array patterns. Once programmed,
the circuitry enabling array is disabled, preventing further program-
ming or verification of the array. The cell can only be erased by
re-programming the device, so the original configuration can never
be examined once this cell is programmed. Signature data is
always available to the user.

GAL16VPB devices are designed with an on-board charge pump
to negatively bias the substrate. The negative bias is of sufficient
magnitude to prevent input undershoots from causing the circuitry
to latch. Additionally, outputs are designed with n-channel pull-
ups instead of the traditional p-channel pUll-ups to eliminate any
possibility of SCR induced latching.

During a programming cycle, a clear function performs a bulk
erase of the array and the architecture word. In addition, the elec-
tronic signature word and the security cell are erased. This mode
resets a previously configured device back to its original state,
which is all JEDEC ones.

One of the enhancements of the GAL16VPBfor bus interface logic
implementation is input hysteresis. The threshold of the positive
going edge is 1.5V,while the threshold of the negative going edge
is 1.3V. This provides a typical hysteresis of 200mV between
positive and negative transitions of the inputs.

HIGH DRIVE OUTPUTS
All eight outputs of the GAL 16VPB are capable of driving 64 mA
loads when driving low and 32 mA loads when driving high. Near
symmetrical high and low output drive capability provides small
skews between high-to-Iow and low-to-high output transitions.

When testing state machine designs, all possible states and state
transitions must be verified in the design, not just those required
in the normal machine operations. This is because, in system
operation, certain events occur that may throw the logic into an
illegal state (power-up, line voltage glitches, brown-outs, etc.). To
test a design for proper treatment of these conditions, a way must
be provided to break the feedback paths, and force any desired
(i.e., illegal) state into the registers. Then the machine can be
sequenced and the outputs tested for correct next state condi-
tions.

The GAL 16VPB device includes circuitry that allows each regis-
tered output to be synchronously set either high or low. Thus, any
present state condition can be forced for test sequencing.
If necessary, approved GAL programmers capable of executing
test vectors can perform output register preload automatically.

GAL 16VPB devices are designed with TIL level compatible in-
put buffers. These buffers have a characteristically high imped-
ance, and present a much lighter load to the driving logic than bi-
polar TIL devices.

GAL 16VPB input buffers have active pull-ups within their input
structure. As a result, unused inputs and 110's will float to a TIL
"high" (logical "1"). Lattice recommends that all unused inputs
and tri-stated 1/0 pins for both devices be connected to another
active input, Vee,or GND. Doing this will tend to improve noise
immunity and reduce leefor the device.

Typical Input Pull-up Characteristic

..~
c

" ·20~
u

~ -40a.
c

- -

/'

/'
/'

/'-
In addition to the standard GAL 16VB type configuration, the
outputs of the GAL 16VP8 are individually programmable either
as a standard totempole output or an open-drain output. The
totempole output drives the specified VOHand VOLlevels whereas
the open-drain output drives only the specified VDL'The VOHlevel
on the open-drain ouput depends on the extemalloading and pull-
up. This output configuration is controlled by the AC2 fuse. When
AC2 cell is erased (JEDEC "1") the output is configured as a
totempole output and when AC2 cell is programmed (JEDEC "0")
/he output is configured as an open-drain. The default
configuration when the device is in bulk erased state is totempole
configuration_The AC2 fuses associated with each of the outputs
is included in all of the logic diagrams.
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INTERNAL
REGISTER
OUTPUTQ

a FEEDBACK AND YYXfXXfXX'IYXV Devk:e Pin \R~~~;~:~~~~~~~~~~~ ReseltoLogk: .,. L-- •
Circuitry within the GAL 16VP8 provides a reset signal to all reg-
isters during power-up. All intemal registers will have their Q out-
puts set low after a specified time (tpr, l~s MAX). As a resul, the
state on the registered output pins (if they are enabled) will always
be high on power-up, regardless of the programmed polarity of
the output pins. This feature can greatly simplify state machine
design by providing a known state on power-up. The timing dia-
gram for power-up is shown above. Because of the asynchro-

nous nature of system power-up, some conditions must be met
to guarantee a valid power-up reset of the GAL 16VP8. First, the
Vcc rise must be monotonic. Second, the clock input must be at
static TTL level as shown in the diagram during power up. The
registers will reset within a maximum of tpr time. As in nonnal sys-
tem operation, avoid clocking the device until all input and feed-
back path setup times have been met. The clock must also meet
the minimum pulse width requirements.

INPUT/OUTPUT EQUIVALENT SCHEMATICS

PIN~ ~PIN

Feedback •

_..+...
Vref:

ESD
Protection
Circuit

Programmable

:~:n_DfCrain

Output

Tri-State
Control

ESD
Protection
Circuit

Feedback
(To Input Buffer)
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• HIGH PERFORMANCE PCMose TECHNOLOGY
-15 ns Maximum Propagation Delay
- Fmax = 62.5 MHz
-10ns Maximum from Clock Input to Data Output
- TTL Compatible 16 mA Outputs
- UltraMOSe Advanced CMOS Technology

• LOW POWER CMOS
- 75 mA Typical Icc

• ACTIVE PULL-UPS ON ALL PINS

• E2CELL TECHNOLOGY
- Reconfigurable Logic
- Reprogrammable Cells
- 100% Tested/Guaranteed 100% Yields
- High Speed Electrical Erasure «1 OOms)
- 20 Year Data Retention

• TEN OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELLS
- Uses Standard 22V10 Macrocell Architecture
- Maximum Flexibility for Complex Logic Designs

• PRELOAD AND POWER-ON RESET OF REGISTERS
- 100% Functional Testability

• APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- DMA Control
- State Machine Control
- High Speed Graphics Processing
- Standard Logic Speed Upgrade

• ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE FOR IDENTIFICATION

The GAL 18V1 0, at 15 ns maximum propagation delay time, com-
bines a high performance CMOS process with Electrically Eras-
able (P) floating gate technology to provide a very flexible 20-pin
PLD. CMOS circuitry allows the GAL 18V1 0 to consume much
less power when compared to its bipolar counterparts. The E2
technology offers high speed «1 OOms) erase times, providing the
ability to reprogram or reconfigure the device quickly and effi-
ciently.

By building on the popular 22V1 0 architecture, the GAL 18V1 0
eliminates the learning curve usually associated with using a new
device architecture. The generic architecture provides maximum
design flexibility by allowing the Output Logic Macrocell (OLMC)
to be configured by the user. The GAL 18V1 0 OLMC is fUlly com-
patible with the OLMC in standard bipolar and CMOS 22V1 0 de-
vices.

Unique test circuitry and reprogrammable cells allow complete
AC, DC, and functional testing during manufacture. As a result,
LATTICE is able to guarantee 100% field programmability and
functionality of all GALe products. LATTICE also guarantees 100
erase/rewrite cycles and data retention in excess of 20 years.

GAL 18V10
High Performance E2CMOS PLD

Generic Array Logic™
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Tpd (n5) T5u (n5) Tco (n5) Ice (mA) Ordering # Package

15 10 10 115 GAL 18V10-15LP 20-Pin Plastic DIP

115 GAL 18V10-15LJ 20-Lead PLCC

2J 12 12 115 GAL 18V10-20LP 20-Pin Plastic DIP

115 GAL 18V10-20LJ 20-Lead PLCC

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

xxxxxxxx - XX

Dev;ce Name ~

Package P = Plastic DIP
J = PLCC
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OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELL (OLMC)
The GAL 18V1 0 has a variable number of product terms per
OLMC. Of the ten available OLMCs, two OLMCs have access to
ten product terms (pins 14 and 15), and the other eight OLMCs
have eight product terms each. In addition to the product terms
available for logic, each OLMC has an additional product-term
dedicated to output enable control.

The output polarity of each OLMC can be individually programmed
to be true or inverting, in either combinatorial or registered mode.
This allows each output to be individually configured as either
active high or active low.

2 TO 1
MUX

The GAL18V10 has a product term for Asynchronous Reset (AR)
and a product term for Synchronous Preset (SP). These two
product terms are common to all registered OLMCs. The Asyn-
chronous Reset sets all registered outputs to zero any time this
dedicated product term is asserted. The Synchronous Preset sets
all registers to a logic one on the rising edge of the next clock pulse
after this product term is asserted.

NOTE: The AR and SP product terms will force the Q output of
the flip-flop into the same state regardless of the polarity of the
output.Therefore, a reset operation, which sets the register output •
to a zero, may result in either a high or low at the output pin,
depending on the pin polarity chosen.

4 TO 1
MUX

Each of the Macrocells of the GAL 18V10 has two primary func-
tional modes: registered, and combinatorial 110. The modes and
the output polarity are set by two bits (SO and S1), which are nor-
mally controlled by the logic compiler. Each of these two primary
modes, and the bit settings required to enable them, are described
below and on the the following page.

REGISTERED
In registered mode the output pin associated with an individual
OLMC is driven by the Q output of that OLMC's D-type flip-flop.
Logic polarity of the output signal at the pin may be selected by
specifying that the output buffer drive either true (active high) or
inverted (active low). Output tri-state control is available as an in-
dividual product term for each OLMC, and can therefore be de-
fined by a logic equation. The D flip-flop's IQ output is fed back
into the AND array, with both the true and complement of the
feedback available as inputs to the AND array.

NOTE: In registered mode, the feedback is from the IQ output of
the register, and not from the pin; therefore, a pin defined as
registered is an output only, and cannot be used for dynamic
1/0, as can the combinatorial pins.

COMBINATORIAL VO
In combinatorial mode the pin associated with an individual OLMC
is driven by the output of the sum term gate. Logic polarity of the
output signal at the pin may be selected by specifying that the
output buffer drive either true (active high) or inverted (active low).
Output tri-state control is available as an individual product-term
for each output, and may be individually set by the compiler as
either "on" (dedicated output), "off" (dedicated input), or "product-
term driven" (dynamic 1/0). Feedback into the AND array is from
the pin side of the output enable buffer. Both polarities (true and
inverted) of the pin are fed back into the AND array.
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REGISTERED MODE

So = 0 So = 1
S, = 0 S, = 0

So = 0 So = 1
S, = 1 S, = 1
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GAL 18V1 0 LOGIC DIAGRAM I JEDEC FUSE MAP
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Supply voltage Vee -0.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vee + 1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vee + 1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Ambient Temperature with

Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1. Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in
the operational sections of this specification is not implied
(while programming, follow the programming specifications).

Commercial Devices:
AmbientTemperature (TA) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 to +75°C
Supply voltage (Vee)

with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP.3 MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss- 0.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

IlL' Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV:s;VIN:s;VIL(MAX.) - - -100 IlA

IIH Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.5V :s;VIN:s;Vcc - - 10 IlA

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL= MAX. Vin = VILor VIH - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH= MAX. Vin = VILor VIH 2.4 - - V

10L Low Level Output Current - - 16 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -3.2 mA

los2 Output Short Circuit Current Vee = 5V VOlJT= 0.5V TA= 25°C -50 - -135 mA

Operating Power

Supply Current

VIL= 0.5V VIH= 3.0V

1,oggl0 = 15MHz Outputs Open

1) The leakage current is due to the internal pUll-up on all pins. See Input Buffer section for more information.
2) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems caused by tester
ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
3) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA= 25°C
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM COM

TEST
·15 ·20

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS
CON D.' MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or I/O to Combinatorial Output - 15 - 20 ns

teo A Clock to Output Delay - 10 - 12 ns

tcf2 - Clock to Feedback Delay - 7 - 10 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before Clocki 10 - 12 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after Clocki 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 50 - 41.6 - MHz

External Feedback, l/(tsu +tco)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 58.8 - 45.4 - MHz

Internal Feedback, l/(tsu + tet)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 62.5 - 62.5 - MHz

No Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 8 - 8 - ns

tWI - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 8 - 8 - ns

ten B Input or I/O to Output Enabled - 15 - 20 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled - 15 - 20 ns

tar A Input or I/O to Asynchronous Reset of Register - 20 - 20 ns

tarw - Asynchronous Reset Pulse Duration 10 - 15 - ns

tarr - Asynchronous Reset to Clock Recovery Time 15 - 15 - ns

tspr - Synchronous Preset to Clock Recovery Time 10 - 12 - ns

1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Description section.
3) Refer to fmax Description section.

CAPACITANCE (TA = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM' UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

ClIO I/O Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, VIIO= 2.0V

•
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS

\\\\\ \\\\t;vAlIDINPUT

tpd

REGISTERED
FEEDBACK

fmax with Feedback

ClK -t'"'T:[-
1Jfmax
(w/o fdbk) .

Clock Width

INPUT or
INPUT or I/O FEEDBACK
I/O FEEDBACK DRIVING AR
DRIVING SP

ClK ClK

REGISTERED \\\\\\\\\\\i\W- REGISTERED

OUTPUT OUTPUT

Asynchronous Reset Synchronous Preset
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fmax DESCRIPTIONS

,.. tsu .1" tco~

fmax with External Feedback lI(tsu+tco)

Note: fmax with extemal feedback is cal-
culated from measured tsu and tco.

CLK

........ --..-._---_ _---_ .
: :
: :
: :
: :
: LOGIC REGISTER:
; ARRAY ,

~-i~·i~-~----------------·_··:

fmax with No Feedback

Note: fmax with no feedback may be less
than l/(twh + twl). This is to allow for a
clock duty cycle of other than 50%.

•i'4 tel
1OlIl------tpd

Note: tcf is a calculated value, derived by sub-
tracting tsu from the period of fmax wlinternal
feedback (tcf = l/fmax - tsu). The value of tcf is
used primarily when calculating the delay from
clocking a register to a combinatorial output
(through registered feedback), as shown above.
For example, the timing from clock to a combi-

natorial output is equal to tcf + tpd.

Input Pulse Levels GNDto 3.0V

Input Rise and Fall Times 3ns 10%-90%

Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See Figure

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state active
level.

Test Condition R, R2 CL

A 300n 390n 50pF

B Active High ~ 390n 50pF

Active Low 300n 390n 50pF

C Active High ~ 390n 5pF

Active Low 300n 390n 5pF
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An electronic signature is provided in every GAL 18V10 device.
It contains 64 bits of reprogram mabie memory that can contain
user-defined data. Some uses include user 10 codes, revision
numbers, or inventory control. The signature data is always
available to the user independent of the state of the security cell.

A security cell is provided in every GAL 18V10 device to prevent
unauthorized copying of the array patterns. Once programmed,
this cell prevents further read access to the functional bits in the
device. This cell can only be erased by re-programming the
device, so the original configuration can never be examined once
this cell is programmed. The Electronic Signature is always avail-
able to the user, regardless of the state of this control cell.

GAL 18V10 devices are designed with an on-board charge pump
to negatively bias the substrate. The negative bias is of sufficient
magnitude to prevent input undershoots from causing the circuitry
to latch. Additionally, outputs are designed with n-ehannel pullups
instead of the traditional p-channel pullups to eliminate any
possibility of SCR induced latching.

DEVICE PROGRAMMING

GAL devices are programmed using a Lattice-approved Logic
Programmer, available from a number of manufacturers (see the
the GAL Development Tools section). Complete programming of
the device takes only a few seconds. Erasing of the device is
transparent to the user, and is done automatically as part of the
programming cycle.

When testing state machine designs, all possible states and state
transitions must be verified in the design, not just those required
in the normal machine operations. This is because certain events
may occur during system operation that throw the logic into an
illegal state (power-up, line voltage glitches, brown-outs, etc.). To
test a design for proper treatment of these conditions, a way must
be provided to break the feedback paths, and force any desired
(i.e., illegal) state into the registers. Then the machine can be
sequenced and the outputs tested for correct next state conditions.

The GAL 18V10 device includes circuitry that allows each regis-
tered output to be synchronously set either high or low. Thus, any
present state condition can be forced for test sequencing. If
necessary, approved GAL programmers capable of executing test
vectors perform output register preload automatically.

GAL 18V10 devices are designed with TTL level compatible in-
put buffers. These buffers have a characteristically high imped-
ance, and present a much lighter load to the driving logic than bi-
polarTTL devices.

The input and I/O pins also have built-in active pull-ups. As a re-
sult, floating inputs will float to a TTL high (logic 1). However, Lat-
tice recommends that all unused inputs and tri-stated I/O pins be
connected to an adjacent active input, Vcc, or ground. Doing so
will tend to improve noise immunity and reduce Ice for the device.

:<
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POWER-UP RESET

•
Device Pin ~
Reset to Logic *1*

Device Pin ;-
Reset to Logic *0-

Circuitry within the GAL 18V10 provides a reset signal to all reg-
isters during power-up. All internal registers will have their Q
outputs set low after a specified time (tpr, 1J.IS MAX). As a result,
the state on the registered output pins (if they are enabled) will
be either high or low on power-up, depending on the programmed
polarity of the output pins. This feature can greatly simplify state
machine design by providing a known state on power-up. Be-
cause of the asynchronous nature of system power-up, some

conditions must be met to guarantee a valid power-up reset of the
device. First, the Vcc rise must be monotonic. Second, the clock
input must be at static TTL level as shown in the diagram during
power up. The registers will reset within a maximum of tpr time.
As in normal system operation, avoid clocking the device until all
input and feedback path setup times have been met. The clock
must also meet the minimum pulse width requirements.

INPUT/OUTPUT EQUIVALENT SCHEMATICS

PIN~ ~'"
Feedback III

Feedback
(To Input Buffer)
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GAL20RA10
High-Speed Asynchronous E2CMOS PLD

Generic Array Logic™

• HIGH PERFORMANCE E'CMOS· TECHNOLOGY
-10 ns Maximum Propagation Delay
- Fmax = 71.4 MHz
- 11 ns Maximum from Clock Input to Data Output
- TTL Compatible 8 mA Outputs
- UltraMOS· Advanced CMOS Technology

• 50% to 75% REDUCTION IN POWER FROM BIPOLAR
- 75mA Typ Ice

• ACTIVE PULL-UPS ON ALL PINS

• E' CELL TECHNOLOGY
- Reconfigurable Logic
- Reprogrammable Cells
- 100% Tested/Guaranteed 100% Yields
- High Speed Electrical Erasure «100 ms)
- 20 Year Data Retention

• TEN OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELLS
- Independent Programmable Clocks
- Independent Asynchronous Reset and Preset
- Registered or Combinatorial with Polarity
- Full Function and Parametric Compatibility with

PAL20RA10

• PRELOAD AND POWER-ON RESET OF ALL REGISTERS
- 100% Functional Testability

• APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- State Machine Control
- Standard Logic Consolidation
- Multiple Clock Logic Designs

• ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE FOR IDENTIFICATION

The GAL20RA 10 combines a high performance CMOS process
with electrically erasable (E') floating gate technology to provide
the highest speed performance available in the PLD market.
Lattice's E'CMOS circuitry achieves power levels as low as 75mA
typicallcc which represents a substantial savings in power when
compared to bipolar counterparts. P technology offers high
speed «100ms) erase times providing the ability to reprogram,
reconfigure or test the devices quickly and efficiently.

The generic architecture provides maximum design flexibility by
allowing the Output Logic Macrocell (OLMC) to be configured by
the user. The GAL20RA 10 is a direct parametric compatible
CMOS replacement for the PAL20RA 10 device.

Unique test circuitry and reprogrammable cells allow complete
AC, DC, and functional testing during manufacturing. Therefore,
LATTICE guarantees 100% field programmability and functionality
of all GAL products. LATTICE also guarantees 100 erase/rewrite
cycles and that data retention exceeds 20 years.
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Tpd (ns) Tsu (ns) Tca (ns) Icc(mA) Ordering # Package

10 4 11 100 GAL20RA 1OB-1OLP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

100 GAL20RA10B-10LJ 28-Lead PLCC

15 7 15 100 GAL20RA10-15LP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

100 GAL20RA10-15LJ 28-Lead PLCC

2:J 10 2:J 100 GAL20RA 10-20LP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

100 GAL20RA 10-20LJ 28-Lead PLCC

3) 2:J 3) 100 GAL20RA 10-30LP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

100 GAL20RA 10-30LJ 28-Lead PLCC

Tpd (ns) Tsu (ns) Tca (ns) Icc (mA) Ordering # Package

2:J 10 2:J 120 GAL20RA 10-20LPI 24-Pin Plastic DIP

120 GAL20RA 10-20LJI 28-Lead PLCC

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

GAL20RA10B
GAL20RA10

xxxxxxxx - xx

Dev;,. Name ~

Blank = Commercial
I = Industrial

Package P = Plastic DIP
J = PLCC
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The GAL20RA 10 OLMC consists of 10 D flip-flops with in-
dividual asynchronous programmable reset, preset and clock
product terms. The sum of four product terms and an Exclusive-
OR provide a programmable polarity D-input to each flip-flop. An
output enable term combined with the dedicated output enable
pin provides tri-state control of each output. Each OLMC has a
flip-flop bypass, allowing any combination of registered or com-
binatorial outputs.

The GAL20RA 10 has 10 dedicated input pins and 10 program-
mable I/O pins, which can be either inputs, outputs, or dynamic
I/O. Each pin has a unique path to the logic array. All macrocells
have the same type and number of data and control prodUctterms,
allowing the user to exchange I/O pin assignments without restric-
tion.

An independent clock control product term is provided for each
GAL20RA 10 macrocell. Data is clocked into the flip-flop on the
active edge of the clock product term. The use of individual clock
control product terms allow up to ten separate clocks. These
clocks can be derived from any pin or combination of pins and/
or feedback from other flip-flops. Multiple clock sources allow a
number of asynchronous register functions to be combined into
a single GAL20RA 10. This allows the designer to combine dis-
crete logic functions into a single device.

The polarity of the D-input to each macrocell flip-flop is individually
programmable to be active high or low. This is accomplished with
a programmable Exclusive-OR gate on the D-input of each flip-
flop. While anyone of the four logic function product terms are
active the D-input to the flip-flop will be low if the Exclusive-OR
bit is set to zero(O)and high if the Exclusive-OR bit is set to one(1).
It should be noted that the programmable polarity only affects the
data latched into the flip-flop on the active edge of the clock product
term. The reset, preset and preload will alter the state of the flip-
flop independent of the state of programmable polarity bit. The
ability to program the active polarity of the D-inputs can be used
to reduce the total number of product terms used, by allowing the
DeMorganization of the logic functions. This logic reduction is
accomplished by the logic compiler, and does not require the
designer to define the polarity.

The output of each GAL20RA 10 macrocell is controlled by the
"AND'ing" of an independent output enable product term and a
common active low output enable pin(13). The output is enabled
while the output enable product term is active and the output
enable pin(13) is low. This output control structure allows several
output enable alternatives.

ASYNCHRONOUS RESET AND PRESET
Each GAL20RA 10 macrocell has an independent asynchronous
reset and preset control product term. The reset and preset
product terms are level sensitive, and will hold the flip-flop in the
reset or preset state while the product term is active independ-
ent of the clock or D-inputs. It should be noted that the reset and
preset term alter the state of the flip-flop whose output is inverted
by the output buffer. A reset of the flip-flop will result in the output
pin becoming a logic high and a preset will result in a logic low.

RESET PRESET FUNCTION
0 0 Registered function of data product term
1 0 Reset register to "0" (device pin = "1")
0 1 Preset register to "1" (device pin = "0")
1 1 Register-bypass (combinatorial output)

•
COMBINATORIAL CONTROL

The register in each GAL20RA 10 macrocell may be bypassed
by asserting both the reset and preset product terms. While both
product terms are active the flip-flop is bypassed and the D- input
is presented directly to the inverting output buffer. This provides
the designer the ability to dynamically configure any macrocell
as a combinatorial output, or to fix the macrocell as combinatorial
only by forcing both reset and preset product terms active. Some
logic compilers will configure macrocells as registered or com-
binatorial based on the logic equations, others require the de-
signer to force the reset and preset product terms active for com-
binatorial macrocells.

The flip-flops of a GAL20RA 10 can be reset or preset from the
I/O pins by applying a logic low to the preload pin (1) and applying
the desired logic level to each I/O pin. The I/O pins must remain
valid for the preload setup and hold time. All 10 flip-flops are reset
or preset during preload, independent of all other OLMC inputs.

A logic low on an I/O pin during preload will preset the flip-flop,
a logic high will reset the flip-flop. The output of any flip-flop to be
preloaded must be disabled. Enabling the output during preload
will maintain the current logic state. It should be noted that the
preload alters the state of the flip-flop whose output is inverted by
the output buffer. A reset of the flip-flop will result in the output pin
becoming a logic high and a preset will result in a logic low. Note
that the common output enable pin (13) will disable all 10 outputs
of the GAL20RA 10 when held high.
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OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELL DIAGRAM

OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELL CONFIGURATION (REGISTERED with POLARITY)

OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELL CONFIGURATION (COMBINATORIAL with POLARITY)
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GAL20RA 10 LOGIC DIAGRAM
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS(1)

Supply voltage Vcc -0.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc + 1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Ambient Temperature with

Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1.Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in the
operational sections of this specification is not implied (while
programming, follow the programming specifications).

Commercial Devices:
Ambient Temperature (TAl 0 to +75°C
Supply voltage (Vccl

with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

Industrial Devices:
Ambient Temperature (TAl -40 to +85°C
Supply voltage (Vccl

with Respect to Ground +4.50 to +5.50V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP.3 MAX. UNITS

Vil Input low Voltage Vss - 0.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

Ill' Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV$ V,N$ V,l (MAX.) - - -100 !LA

IIH Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.5V $ V,N$ Vcc - - 10 !LA

VOL Output Low Voltage 10l = MAX. Vin = V,l or V,H - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H= MAX. Vin = V,l or V,H 2.4 - - V

IOL Low Level Output Current - - 8 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -3.2 mA

los2 Output Short Circuit Current Vcc= 5V VOUT= 0.5V TA= 25°C -50 - -135 mA

Icc Operating Power V,l=0.5V V,H= 3.0V L-10 - 75 100 mA

Supply Current f'0991.= 15MHz Outputs Open

1) The leakage current is due to the internal pull-up resistor on all pins. See Input Buffer section for more information.
2) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems caused by tester
ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
3) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA = 25°C
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM

TEST -10
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS

CON D.' MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or 1/0 to Combinatorial Output 2 10 ns

tco Clock to Output Delay
.

11A 2 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before Clocki 4 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after Clocki 3 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with . 66.7 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco)

fmax'
A Maximum Clock Frequency without 71.4 - MHz

Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 7 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 7 - ns

ten 1 tdis B,C Input or 1/0 to Output Enabled 1 Disabled - 10 ns

ten 1 tdis
-

B,C OE to 'Output Enabled 1 Disabled - 9 ns

tar/tap A Input or 1/0 to Asynchronous Reset 1 Preset - 11 ns

tarw Itapw - Asynchronous Reset 1 Preset Pulse Duration 10 - ns

tarr 1 tapr - Asynchronous Reset 1 Preset Recovery Time 7 - ns

twp - Preload Pulse Duration 10 - ns

tsp - Preload Setup Time 7 - ns

thp - Preload Hold Time 7 - ns

1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Refer to fmax Descriptions section.

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM' UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

CVQ 1/0 Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, Vvo = 2.0V

•
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Supply voltage Vcc -0.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc + 1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc + 1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Ambient Temperature with

Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1.Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in the
operational sections of this specification is not implied (while
programming, follow the programming specifications).

Commercial Devices:
Ambient Temperature (TAl 0 to +75°C
Supply voltage (Vccl

with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

Industrial Devices:
AmbientTemperature (TAl -40 to +85°C
Supply voltage (Vccl

with Respect to Ground +4.50 to +5.50V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP.' MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss- 0.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

ilL' Input or 1/0 Low Leakage Current OV::;V,N::;V,L(MAX.) - - -100 IlA

IIH Input or 1/0 High Leakage Current 3.5V ::;V,N::;Vcc - - 10 jlA

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H 2.4 - - V

10L Low Level Output Current - - 8 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -3.2 mA

los' Output Short Circuit Current Vcc= 5V VOUT= 0.5V TA= 25°C -50 - -135 mA

Icc Operating Power V,L= 0.5V V,H=3.0V L -15/-201-30 - 75 100 mA

Supply Current 1'0991. = 15MHz Outputs Open

Icc Operating Power V,L= 0.5V V,H= 3.0V L -20 - 75 120 mA

Supply Current 1'099'. = 15MHz Outputs Open

1) The leakage current is due to the internal pull-up resistor on all pins. See Input Buffer section for more information.
2) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems caused by tester
ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
3) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA= 25°C
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM COM/IND COM

TEST ·15 ·20 ·30
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS

CON D.' MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or I/O to Combinatorial Output - 15 - 20 - 30 ns

tco A Clock to Output Delay - 15 - 20 - 30 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before Clocki 7 - 10 - 20 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after Clocki 3 - 3 - 10 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 45.0 - 33.3 - 20.0 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco)

fmax2

A Maximum Clock Frequency without 50.0 - 41.7 - 25.0 - MHz
Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 10 - 12 - 20 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 10 - 12 - 20 - ns

ten / tdis B,C Input or I/O to Output Enabled / Disabled - 15 - 20 - 30 ns

ten / tdis B,C OE to Output Enabled / Disabled - 12 - 15 - 20 ns

tar/tap A Input or I/O to Asynchronous Reset / Preset - 15 - 20 - 30 ns

tarw /tapw - Asynchronous Reset / Preset Pulse Duration 15 - 20 - 20 - ns

tarr / tapr - Asynchronous Reset / Preset Recovery Time 10 - 12 - 20 - ns

twp - Preload Pulse Duration 15 - 20 - 30 - ns

tsp - Preload Setup Time 10 - 15 - 25 - ns

thp - Preload Hold Time 10 - 15 - 25 - ns

1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Refer to fmax Descriptions section.

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM' UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

CliO I/O Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V
IIO

= 2.0V

•
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS
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fmax DESCRIPTIONS

fmax with No Feedback

Note: fmax with no feedback may be less
than 1/(twh + twl). This is to allow for a
clock duty cycle of other than 50%.

•fmax with External Feedback 1/(tsu+tco)

Note: fmax with extemal feedback is cal-
culated from measured tsu and tco.

SWITCHING TEST CONDITIONS

Input Pulse Levels GNDto 3.0V
Input Rise and Fall Times 3ns 10%- 90%
Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V
Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See Figure

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state active
level.
Output Load Conditions (see figure)

Test Condition R, R2 CL

A 4700 3900 500F
B Active High ~ 3900 50pF

Active Low 4700 3900 50pF
C Active High ~ 3900 5pF

Active Low 4700 3900 5pF
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ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE
An electronic signature word is provided in every GAL20RA 10
device. It contains 64 bits of reprogram mabie memory that con-
tains user defined data. Some uses include user ID codes, re-
vision numbers, pattern identification or inventory control codes.
The signature data is always available to the user independent
of the state of the security cell.

NOTE: The electronic signature bits if programmed to any value
other then zero(O) will alter the checksum of the device.

SECURITY CELL
A security cell is provided in every GAL20RA 10 devices as a
deterrent to unauthorized copying of the device pattern. Once
programmed, this cell prevents further read access of the device
pattern information. This cell can be only be reset by reprogram-
ming the device. The original pattern can never be examined once
this cell is programmed. The Electronic Signature is always
available regardless of the security cell state.

LATCH-UP PROTECTION
GAL20RA10 devices are designed with an on-board charge pump
to negatively bias the substrate. The negative bias is of sufficient
magnitude to prevent input undershoots from causing the circuitry
to latch. Additionally, outputs are designed with n-channel pullups
instead of the traditional p-channel pullups to eliminate any pos-
sibility of SCR induced latching.

DEVICE PROGRAMMING
GAL devices are programmed using a Lattice-approved Logic
Programmer, available from a number of manufacturers (see the
the GAL DevelopmentTools section). Complete programming of
the device takes only a few seconds. Erasing of the device is
transparent to the user, and is done automatically as part of the
programming cycle.

INPUT BUFFERS
GAL20RA10 devices are designed with TIL level compatible input
buffers. These buffers have a characteristically high impedance
and present a much iighter load to the driving logic than traditional
bipolar devices.

GAL20RA 10 input buffers have active pull-ups within their input
structure. As a result, unused inputs and I/O's will float to a TIL
"high" (logical "1"). Lattice recommends that all unused inputs
and tri-stated I/O pins be connected to another active input, Vcc,
or GND. Doing this will tend to improve noise immunity and re-
duce Ice for the device.

Typical Input PUll-Up Characteristic

..
"c
~ -20

"<.>

" ·40c..=

./
./

/'
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Circuitry within the GAL20RA 10 provides a reset signal to all reg-
isters during power-up. All internal registers will have their Q
outputs set low after a specified time (tpr, 1!!S MAX). As a result,
the state on the registered output pins (if they are enabled) will
be high on power-up, because of the inverting buffer on the output
pins. This feature can greatly simplify state machine design by
providing a known state on power-up. The timing diagram for
power-up is shown to the right. Because of the asynchronous
nature of system power-up, some conditions must be met to guar-
antee a valid power-up reset of the GAL20RA 10. First, the Vcc
rise must be monotonic. Second, the clock input must be at a static
TTL level as shown in the diagram during power up. The regis-
ters will reset within a maximum of 111s.As in normal system op-
eration, avoid clocking the device until all input and feedback path
setup times have been met. The clock must also meet the mini-
mum pulse width requirements.

•INTERNAL
REGISTER
OUTPUTQ

Q FEEDBACK AND
REGISTERED

OUTPUT PIN

INPUT/OUTPUT EQUIVALENT SCHEMATICS

PIN~ ~'"
Feedback ••

Tri-State
Control

Data tOutput
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GAL20RA10B:TYPICAL AC AND DC CHARACTERISTIC DIAGRAMS
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GAL20RA10:TYPICAL AC AND DC CHARACTERISTIC DIAGRAMS
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GAL20V8
High Performance E2CMOS PLD

Generic Array Logic™

• HIGH PERFORMANCE PCMOS" TECHNOLOGY
- 5 ns Maximum Propagation Delay
- Fmax = 166 MHz
- 4 ns Maximum from Clock Input to Data Output
- UltraMOS" Advanced CMOS Technology

• 50% to 75% REDUCTION IN POWER FROM BIPOLAR
- 75mA Typ Icc on Low Power Device
- 45mA Typ Icc on Quarter Power Device

• ACTIVE PULL-UPS ON ALL PINS

• E2CELL TECHNOLOGY
- Reconfigurable Logic
- Reprogrammable Cells
- 100% Tested/Guaranteed 100% Yields
- High Speed Electrical Erasure (<100ms)
- 20 Year Data Retention

• EIGHT OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELLS
- Maximum Flexibility for Complex Logic Designs
- Programmable Output Polarity
- Also Emulates 24-pin PAL" Devices with Full Func-

tion/Fuse Map/Parametric Compatibility

• PRELOAD AND POWER-ON RESET OF ALL REGISTERS
- 100% Functional Testability

• APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- DMA Control
- State Machine Control
- High Speed Graphics Processing
- Standard Logic Speed Upgrade

• ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE FOR IDENTIFICATION

The GAL20V8C, at 5ns maximum propagation delay time, com-
bines a high performance CMOS process with Electrically Eras-
able (P) floating gate technology to provide the highest speed
performance available in the PLD market. High speed erase times
«1 OOms)allow the devices to be reprogrammed quickly and ef-
ficiently.

The generic architecture provides maximum design flexibility by
allowing the Output Logic Macrocell (OLMC) to be configured by
the user. An important subset of the many architecture configu-
rations possible with the GAL20V8 are the PAL architectures
listed in the table of the macrocell description section. GAL20V8
devices are capable of emulating any of these PAL architectures
with full function/fuse map/parametric compatibility.

Unique test circuitry and reprogram mabie cells allow complete
AC, DC, and functional testing during manufacture. As a result,
LATTICE is able to guarantee 100% field programmability and
functionality of all GAL" products. LATTICE also guarantees 100
erase/rewrite cycles and data retention in excess of 20 years.
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Tpd (n5) T5U (n5) Tco (n5) Ice (mA) Ordering # Package

5 3 4 115 GAL20V8C-5LJ 28-Lead PLCC

7.5 7 5 115 GAL20V8B-7LP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

115 GAL20V8B-7LJ 28-Lead PLCC

10 10 7 115 GAL20V8B-10LP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

115 GAL20V8B-10LJ 28-Lead PLCC

15 12 10 55 GAL20V8B-15QP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

55 GAL20V8B-15QJ 28-Lead PLCC

!Xl GAL20V8B-15LP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

!Xl GAL20V8B-15LJ 28-Lead PLCC

25 15 12 55 GAL20V8B-25QP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

55 GAL20V8B-25QJ 28-Lead PLCC

!Xl GAL20V8B-25LP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

!Xl GAL20V8B-25LJ 28-Lead PLCC

Tpd (n5) T5U (n5) Tco (n5) Ice (mA) Ordering # Package

10 10 7 130 GAL20V8B-10LPI 24-Pin Plastic DIP

130 GAL20V8B-10LJI 28-Lead PLCC

15 12 10 130 GAL20V8B-15LPI 24-Pin Plastic DIP

130 GAL20V8B-15LJI 28-Lead PLCC

20 13 11 ED GAL20V8B-20QPI 24-Pin Plastic DIP

ED GAL20V8B-20QJI 28-Lead PLCC

25 15 12 ED GAL20V8B-25QPI 24-Pin Plastic DIP

ED GAL20V8B-25QJI 28-Lead PLCC

130 GAL20V8B-25LPI 24-Pin Plastic DIP

130 GAL20V8B-25LJI 28-Lead PLCC

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

xxxxxxxx - XX

Dev;" Name ~

Blank = Commercial
I = Industrial

GAL20V8C
GAL20V8B

L = Low Power Power
Q = Quarter Power

Package P = Plastic DIP
J = PLCC
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The following discussion pertains to configuring the output logic
macrocell. It should be noted that actual implementation is ac-
complished by development software/hardware and is completely
transparent to the user.

There are three global OLMC configuration modes possible:
simple, complex, and registered. Details of each of these
modes is illustrated in the following pages. Two global bits, SYN
and ACO,control the mode configuration for all macrocells. The
XOR bit of each macrocell controls the polarity of the output in any
of the three modes, while the AC1 bit of each of the macrocells
controls the input/output configuration. These two global and 16
individual architecture bits define all possible configurations in a
GAL20V8 . The information given on these architecture bits is
only to give a better understanding of the device. Compiler soft-
ware will transparently set these architecture bits from the pin
definitions, so the user should not need to directly manipulate
these architecture bits.

The following is a list of the PAL architectures that the GAL20V8
can emulate. It also shows the OLMC mode under which the
devices emulate the PAL architecture.

PAL Architectures GAL20V8
Emulated by GAL20V8 Global OLMC Mode

20R8 Registered
20R6 Registered
20R4 Registered

20RP8 Registered
20RP6 Registered
20RP4 Registered

20L8 Complex
20H8 Complex
20P8 Complex

14L8 Simple
16L6 Simple
18L4 Simple
20L2 Simple
14H8 Simple
16H6 Simple
18H4 Simple
20H2 Simple
14P8 Simple
16P6 Simple
18P4 Simple
20P2 Simple

•

Software compilers support the three different global OLMC
modes as different device types. These device types are listed
in the table below. Most compilers have the ability to automati-
cally select the device type, generally based on the register usage
and output enable (OE) usage. Register usage on the device
forces the software to choose the registered mode. All combina-
torial outputs with OE controlled by the product term will force the
software to choose the complex mode. The software will choose
the simple mode only when all outputs are dedicated combinatorial
without OE control. The different device types listed in the table
can be used to override the automatic device selection by the
software. For further details, refer to the compiler software
manuals.

When using compiler software to configure the device, the user
must pay special attention to the following restrictions in each
mode.

In registered mode pin 1 and pin 13 (DIP pinout) are permanently
configured as clock and output enable, respectively. These pins
cannot be configured as dedicated inputs in the registered mode.

In complex mode pin 1 and pin 13 become dedicated inputs and
use the feedback paths of pin 22 and pin 15 respectively. Because
of this feedback path usage, pin 22 and pin 15 do not have the
feedback option in this mode.

In simple mode all feedback paths of the output pins are routed
via the adjacent pins. In doing so, the two inner most pins ( pins
18 and 19) will not have the feedback option as these pins are
always configured as dedicated combinatorial output.

Registered Complex Simple Auto Mode Select

ABEL P20V8R P20V8C P20V8AS P20V8
CUPL G20V8MS G20V8MA G20V8AS G20V8
LOG/IC GAL20V8 R GAL20V8 C7 GAL20V8 C8 GAL20V8
OrCAD-PLD "Reqistered'" "Complex'" "Simple'" GAL20V8A
PLDesigner P20V8R2 P20V8C2 P20V8C2 P20V8A
TANGO-PLD G20V8R G20V8C G20V8AS3 G20V8

1) Used with Configuration keyword.
2) Prior to Version 2.0 support.
3) Supported on Version 1.20 or later.
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REGISTERED MODE

In the Registered mode, macrocells are configured as dedicated
registered outputs or as I/O functions.

Architecture configurations available in this mode are similar to
the common 20R8 and 20RP4 devices with various permutations
of polarity, 1/0 and register placement.

All registered macrocells share common clock and output enable
control pins. Any macrocell can be configured as registered or
1/0. Up to eight registers or up to eight 110's are possible in this

mode. Dedicated input or output functions can be implemented
as subsets of the 1/0 function.

Registered outputs have eight product terms per output. 110's
have seven product terms per output.

The JEDEC fuse numbers, including the User Electronic Signature
(UES) fuses and the Product Term Disable (PTD) fuses, are
shown on the logic diagram on the following page.

-SYN=O.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 =0 defines this output configuration.
- Pin 1 controls common ClK for the registered outputs.
- Pin 13 controls common OE for the registered outputs.
- Pin 1 & Pin 13 are permanently configured as ClK &
OE.

-SYN=O.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 =1 defines this output configuration.
- Pin 1 & Pin 13 are permanently configured as ClK &
OE.
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REGISTERED MODE LOGIC DIAGRAM
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In the Complex mode, macrocells are configured as output only
or I/O functions.

Architecture configurations available in this mode are similar to
the common 20L8 and 20P8 devices with programmable polarity
in each macrocell.

Up to six I/O's are possible in this mode. Dedicated inputs or
outputs can be implemented as subsets of the I/O function. The
two outer most macrocells (pins 15 & 22) do not have input ca-

pability. Designs requiring eight I/O's can be implemented in the
Registered mode.

All macrocells have seven product terms per output. One product
term is used for programmable output enable control. Pins 1 and
13 are always available as data inputs into the AND array.

The JEDEC fuse numbers including the UES fuses and PTD fuses
are shown on the logic diagram on the following page.

- SYN=1.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
-AC1=1.
- Pin 16 through Pin 21 are configured to this function.

- SYN=1.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
-AC1=1.
- Pin 15 and Pin 22 are configured to this function.
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COMPLEX MODE LOGIC DIAGRAM
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In the Simple mode. pins are configured as dedicated inputs or
as dedicated. always active. combinatorial outputs.

Architecture configurations available in this mode are similar to
the common 14L8 and 16P6 devices with many permutations of
generic output polarity or input choices.

All outputs in the simple mode have a maximum of eight product
terms that can control the logic. In addition, each output has pro-
grammable polarity.

Pins 1 and 13 are always available as data inputs into the AND
array. The "center" two macrocells (pins 18 & 19) cannot be used
in the input configuration.

The JEDEC fuse numbers inGluding the UES fuses and PTD fuses
are shown on the logic diagram on the following page.

Combinatorial Output with Feedback Configuration
for Simple Mode

-SYN=1.
-ACO=O.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 =0 defines this configuration.
- All OLMC except pins 18 & 19 can be configured to

this function.

- SYN=1.
-ACO=O .

. - XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1=0 defines this configuration.
- Pins 18 & 19 are permanently configured to this

function.

-SYN=1.
-ACO=O.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1=1 defines this configuration.
- All OLMC except pins 18 & 19 can be configured to

this function.
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SIMPLE MODE LOGIC DIAGRAM
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS(l)

Supply voltage Vee -0.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vee +1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vee +1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Ambient Temperature with

Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1.Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in the
operational sections of this specification is not implied (while
programming, follow the programming specifications).

Commercial Devices:
AmbientTemperature (T

A
) ••••••••••••••••.•.•.•.•••••••• 0 to 75°C

Supply voltage (Vee)
with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP,3 MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss-O.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

ilL' Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV ::; VIN::; VIL (MAX.) - - -100 ~A

IIH Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.5V ::; VIN ::; Vee - - 10 ~A

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L= MAX. Vin = VIL or VIH - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H= MAX. Vin = VIL or VIH 2.4 - - V

10L Low Level Output Current - - 16 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -3.2 mA

los2 Output Short Circuit Current Vee= 5V VOUT= 0.5V T.=25°C -30 - ·-150 mA

Operating Power

Supply Current

VIL = 0.5V VIH = 3.0V

1'09910 = 15MHz Outputs Open

1) The leakage current is due to the internal pull-up resistor on all pins. See Input Buffer section for more information.
2) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems caused by tester
ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
3) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA = 25°C
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM

TEST -5
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITSCOND'. MIN. MAX

tpd A Input or I/O to Combinational Output 1 5 ns

tco A Clock to Output Delay 1 4 ns

tel" - Clock to Feedback Delay - 3 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before Clockl' 3 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after Clockl' 0 - ns
-

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 142.8 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 166 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tcf)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 166 - MHz
No Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 3 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 3 - ns

ten B Input or 110 to Output Enabled 1 6 ns

B OE to Output Enabled 1 6 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled 1 5 ns

C OE to Output Disabled 1 5 ns

•

1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Descriptions section.
3) Refer to fmax Descriptions section.

CAPACITANCE (TA = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM' UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

ClIO I/O Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, VIIO = 2.0V



Supply voltage Vcc -0.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Ambient Temperature with

Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1.Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in the
operational sections of this specification is not implied (while
programming, follow the programming specifications).

Commercial Devices:
AmbientTemperature (TA) 0 to 75°C
Supply voltage (Vcc)

with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

Industrial Devices:
Ambient Temperature (TA) -40 to 85°C
Supply voltage (Vcc)

with Respect to Ground +4.50 to +5.50V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION' MIN. TYP.' MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss - 0.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

IlL' Input or 1/0 Low Leakage Current OV$ V,N$ V,l (MAX.) - - -100 ~A

IIH Input or 1/0 High Leakage Current 3.5V $ V,N$ Vcc - - 10 ~A

VOL Output Low Voltage 10l = MAX. Vin = V,l or VIH - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH= MAX. Vin = V,l orV,H 2.4 - - V

IOL Low Level Output Current - - 24 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -3.2 mA

los2 Output Short Circuit Current Vcc= 5V VouT=0.5V T.=25°C -30 - -150 mA

Icc Operating Power V,l= 0.5V V,H= 3.0V L -7/-10 - 75 115 mA

Supply Current ftoggle= 15MHz Outputs Open L -15/-25 - 75 90 mA

Q -15/-25 - 45 55 mA

Operating Power

Supply Current

V,l = 0.5V V,H= 3.0V

ftoggle= 15MHz Outputs Open

1) The leakage current is due to the internal pull-up resistor on all pins. See Input Buffer section for more information.
2) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems caused by tester
ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
3) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA= 25°C
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM COM/INO COM/INO INO COMIINO

TEST ·7 -10 -15 ·20 -25
PARAM. DESCRIPTION UNITSCONO'. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or I/O to 18 outputs switching 3 7.5 3 10 3 15 3 20 3 25 ns

Comb. Output 11 output switching - 7 - - - - - - - - ns

tco A Clock to Output Delay 2 5 2 7 2 10 2 11 2 12 ns

tct" - Clock to Feedback Delay - 3 - 6 - 8 - 9 - 10 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Fdbk before Clki 7 - 10 - 12 - 13 - 15 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Fdbk after Clki 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 83.3 - 58.8 - 45.5 - 41.6 - 37 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 100 - 62.5 - 50 - 45.4 - 40 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tcf)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 100 - 62.5 - 62.5 - 50 - 41.7 - MHz
No Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 5 - 8 - 8 - 10 - 12 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 5 - 8 - 8 - 10 - 12 - ns

ten B Input or I/O to Output Enabled 3 9 3 10 - 15 - 20 - 25 ns

B OE to Output Enabled 2 6 2 10 - 15 - 18 - 20 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled 2 9 2 10 - 15 - 20 - 25 ns

C OE to Output Disabled 1.5 6 1.5 10 - 15 - 18 - 20 ns
1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Descriptions section.
3) Refer to fmax Descriptions section.

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM' UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

Cve I/O Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, Vve= 2.0V

•
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS
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fmax DESCRIPTIONS

Note: fmax with external feedback is calculated from measured
tsu and tco.

I.-- tSOt th --.I
fmax with No Feedback

Note: fmax with no feedback may be less than l/(twh + twl). This
is to allow for a clock duty cycle of other than 50%.

•
Note: tet is a calculated value, derived by subtracting tsu from
the period of fmax w/internal feedback (tcf = l/fmax - tsu). The
value of tcf is used primarily when calculating the delay from
clocking a register to a combinatorial output (through registered
feedback), as shown above. For example, the timing from clock
to a combinatorial output is equal to tcf + tpd.

Input Pulse Levels GNDto 3.0V

Input Rise and I GAL20V8B 2 - 3ns 10% - 90%

Fall Times I GAL20V8C 1.5ns 10%-90%

Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See Figure

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state active
level.

Test Condition Rl R2 CL

A 2000 3900 500F
B Active High ~ 3900 50pF

Active Low 2000 3900 50pF
C Active High ~ 3900 5pF

Active Low 2000 3900 5pF

Test Condition Rl R2 CL

A 2000 2000 500F
B Active High ~ 2000 50pF

Active Low 2000 2000 50pF
C Active High ~ 2000 5pF

Active Low 2000 2000 5pF



An electronic signature is provided in every GAL20V8 device. It
contains 64 bits of reprogrammabie memory that can contain user
defined data. Some uses include user ID codes, revision num-
bers, or inventory control. The signature data is always available
to the user independent of the state of the security cell.

NOTE: The electronic signature is included in checksum calcu-
lations. Changing the electronic signature will alter the checksum.

A security cell is provided in the GAL20V8 devices to prevent un-
authorized copying of the array pattems. Once programmed, this
cell prevents further read access to the functional bits in the de-
vice. This cell can only be erased by re-programming the device,
so the original configuration can never be examined once this cell
is programmed. The Electronic Signature is always available to
the user, regardless of the state of this control cell.

GAL20V8 devices are designed with an on-board charge pump
to negatively bias the substrate. The negative bias minimizes the
potential of latch-up caused by negative input undershoots.
Additionally, outputs are designed with n-ehannel pull-ups instead
of the traditional p-channel pull-ups in order to eliminate latch-up
due to output overshoots.

GAL devices are programmed using a Lattice-approved Logic
Programmer, available from a number of manufacturers. Com-
plete programming of the device takes only a few se~onds. Eras-
ing of the device is transparent to the user, and is done automati-
cally as part of the programming cycle.

When testing state machine designs, all possible states and state
transitions must be verified in the design, not just those required
in the normal machine operations. This is because, in system
operation, certain events occur that may throw the logic into an
illegal state (power-up, line voltage glitches, brown-outs, etc.). To
test a design for proper treatment of these conditions, a way must
be provided to break the feedback paths, and force any desired
(i.e., illegal) state into the registers. Then the machine can be
sequenced and the outputs tested for correct next state conditions.

GAL20V8 devices include circuitry that allows each registered
output to be synchronously set either high or low. Thus, any
present state condition can be forced for test sequencing. If
necessary, approved GAL programmers capable of executing text
vectors perform output register preload automatically.

GAL20V8 devices are designed with TTL level compatible input
buffers. These buffers have a characteristically high impedance,
and present a much lighter load to the driving logic than bipolar
TTL devices.

The GAL20V8 input and I/O pins have built-in active pull-ups. As
a result, unused inputs and I/O's will float to a TTL "high" (logi-
cal "1"). Lattice recommends that all unused inputs and tri-stated
I/O pins be connected to another active input, Vee, or Ground.
Doing this will tend to improve noise immunity and reduce Ice for
the device.
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POWER-UP RESET

INTERNAL
REGISTER
OUTPUTQ •Q FEEDBACK AND W\J\N\f\NWVV\!

REGISTERED /\A/\A/\/\A/V\A/\/\ Y
OUTPUT PIN ~~~~~~~~~~

Circuitry within the GAL20V8 provides a reset signal to all reg-
isters during power-up. All internal registers will have their Q
outputs set low after a specified time (tpr, 1~ MAX). As a result,
the state on the registered output pins (if they are enabled) will
always be high on power-up, regardless of the programmed
polarity of the output pins. This feature can greatly.simplify state
machine design by providing a known state on power-up. Be-
cause of the asynchronous nature of system power-up, some

conditions must be met to guarantee a valid power-up reset of the
device. First, the Vcc rise must be monotonic. Second, the clock
input must be at static TTL level as shown in the diagram during
power up. The registers will reset within a maximum of tpr time.
As in normal system operation, avoid clocking the device until all
input and feedback path setup times have been met. The clock
must also meet the minimum pulse width requirements.

INPUT/OUTPUT EQUIVALENT SCHEMATICS

PIN e>----{L

Active Pull-up
Circuit

,--------------_.,

: ESD
: Protection
: Circuit

~P1N

Feedback ~

Data
Output

Tri-State
Control

Feedback
(To Input Buffer)
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GAL 20V8B-15/25: TYPICAL AC AND DC CHARACTERISTIC DIAGRAMS
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GAL 20V8B-15/25: TYPICAL AC AND DC CHARACTERISTIC DIAGRAMS
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GAL20V8Z
GAL20V8ZD

• ZERO POWER E"CMOS TECHNOLOGY
-100~ Standby Current
- Input Transition Detection on GAL20V8Z
- Dedicated Power-down Pin on GAL20V8ZD
- Input and Output Latching During Power Down

• HIGH PERFORMANCE E"CMOS TECHNOLOGY
-12 ns Maximum Propagation Delay
- Fmax = 83.3 MHz
- 8 ns Maximum from Clock Input to Data Output
- TIL Compatible 16 mA Output Drive
- UltraMOse Advanced CMOS Technology

• E" CELL TECHNOLOGY
- Reconfigurable Logic
- Reprogramrnable Cells
-1000/. Tested/Guaranteed 100% Yields
- High Speed Electrical Erasure «100rna)
- 20 Yeer Data Retention

• EIGHT OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELLS
- Maximum Flexibility for Complex Logic Designs
- Programmable Output Polarity
- Architecturally Similar to Standard GAL20V8

• PRELOAD AND POWER·ON RESET OF ALL REGISTERS
- 100% Functional Testability

• APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- Battery Powered Systems
- DMA Control
- State Machine Control
- High Speed Graphics Processing

• ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE FOR IDENTIFICATION

The GAL20V8Z and GAL20V8ZD, at 100 llA standby current and
12ns propagation delay provides the highest speed and lowest
power combination PLD available in the market. The
GAL20V8Z1ZD is manufactured using Lattice's advanced zero
power PCMOS process, which combines CMOS with Electrically
Erasable (P) floating gate technology.

The GAL20V8Z uses Input Transition Detection (ITD) to put the
device in standby mode and is capable of emulating the full func-
tionality of the standard GAL20V8. The GAL20V8ZD utilizes a
dedicated power-down pin (DPP) to put the device in standby
mode. It has 19 inputs available to the AND array.

Unique test circuitry and reprogrammable cells allow complete AC,
DC, and functional testing during manufacture. As a result,
LATIICE is able to guarantee 100% field programmability and
functionality of all GAL products. LATIICE also guarantees 100
erase/rewrite cycles and data retention in excess of 20 years.
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Tpd (ns) Tsu (ns) Tco(ns) Icc (mA) 15B (IJA) Ordering # Package

12 10 8 55 100 GAL20V8Z-12QP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

55 100 GAL20V8Z -12QJ 28-Lead PLCC

15 15 10 55 100 GAL20V8Z-15QP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

55 100 GAL20V8Z -15QJ 28-Lead PLCC ~

Tpd (ns) Tsu (ns) Tco(ns) Icc(mA) 15B (IJA) Ordering # Package

12 10 8 55 100 GAL20V8ZD-12QP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

55 100 GAL20V8ZD-12QJ 28-Lead PLCC

15 15 10 55 100 GAL20V8ZD-15QP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

55 100 GAL20V8ZD-15QJ 28-Lead PLCC

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

xxxxxxxx - XX

Dev'o. Nam. ~
GAL20V8Z (Zero Power ITD)

GAL20V8ZD (Zero Power DPP)

Speed (n5) ---------'
Package

P = Plastic DIP
J = PLCC

Active Power ---------'
Q = Quarter Power
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The following discussion pertains to configuring the output logic
macrocell. It should be noted that actual implementation is
accomplished by development software/hardware and is com-
pletely transparent to the user.

There are three global OLMC configuration modes possible:
simple, complex, and registered. Details of each of these
modes is illustrated in the following pages. Two global bits, SYN
and ACO,control the mode configuration for all macrocells. The

XOR bit of each macrocell controls the polarity of the output in any
of the three modes, while the AC1 bit of each of the macrocells
controls the inpuVoutput configuration. These two global and 16
individual architecture bits define all possible configurations in a
GAL20V8Z1ZD. The information given on these architecture bits
is only to give a better understanding of the device. Compiler soft-
ware will transparently set these architecture bits from the pin
definitions, so the user should not need to directly manipulate
these architecture bits. •

COMPILER SUPPORT FOR OLMC

Software compilers support the three different global OLMC
modes as different device types. Most compilers also have the
ability to automatically select the device type, generally based on
the register usage and output enable (OE) usage. Register usage
on the device forces the software to choose the registered mode.
All combinatorial outputs with OE controlled by the product term
will force the software to choose the complex mode. The software
will choose the simple mode only when all outputs are dedicated
combinatorial without OE control. For further details, refer to the
compiler software manuals.

When using compiler software to configure the device, the user
must pay special attention to the following restrictions in each
mode.

In registered mode pin 1(2) and pin 13(16) are permanently con-
figured as clock and output enable, respectively. These pins can-
not be configured as dedicated inputs in the registered mode.

In complex mode pin 1(2) and pin 13(16) become dedicated in-
puts and use the feedback paths of pin 22(26) and pin 15(18) re-
spectively. Because of this feedback path usage, pin 22(26) and
pin 15(18) do not have the feedback option in this mode.

In simple mode all feedback paths of the output pins are routed
via the adjacent pins. In doing so, the two inner most pins ( pins
18(21) and 19(23)) will not have the feedback option as these pins
are always configured as dedicated combinatorial output.

When using the standard GAL20V8 JEDEC fuse pattern gener-
ated by the logic compilers for the GAL20V8ZD, special attention
must be given to pin 4(5) (DPP) to make sure that it is not used
as one of the functional inputs.
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In the Registered mode, macrocells are configured as dedicated
registered outputs or as 1/0 functions.

Architecture configurations available in this mode are similar to
the common 20R8 and 20RP4 devices with various permutations
of polarity, 1/0 and register placement.

All registered macrocells share common clock and output enable
control pins. Any macrocell can be configured as registered or
1/0. Up to eight registers or up to eight 1l0's are possible in this
mode. Dedicated input or output functions can be implemented
as subsets of the 1/0 function.

===============bD~LrXOR
~~-----~

Registered outputs have eight product terms per output. 1I0's
have seven product terms per output.

Pin 4(5) is used as dedicated power-down pin on GAl20V8ZD.
It cannot be used as functional input.

The JEDEC fuse numbers, including the User Electronic Signature
(UES) fuses and the Product Term Disable (PTD) fuses, are
shown on the logic diagram on the following page.

-SYN=O.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1=0 defines this output configuration.
- Pin 1(2) controls common ClK for the registered
outputs.

- Pin 13(16) controls common OE for the registered
outputs.

- Pin 1(2~in 13(16) are permanently configured as
ClK& OE.

- SYN=O.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1=1 defines this output configuration.
- Pin 1(2~in 13(16) are permanently configured as
ClK & OE.
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REGISTERED MODE LOGIC DIAGRAM
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COMPLEX MODE
In the Complex mode, macrocells are configured as output only
or I/O functions.

Architecture configurations available in this mode are similar to
the common 20L8 and 20P8 devices with programmable polarity
in each macrocell.

Up to six I/O's are possible in this mode. Dedicated inputs or
outputs can be implemented as subsets of the I/O function. The
two outer most macrocells (pins 15(18) & 22(26)) do not have input
capability. Designs requiring eight I/O's can be implemented in
the Registered mode.

All macrocells have seven product terms per output. One product
term is used for programmable output enable control. Pins 1(2)
and 13(16) are always available as data inputs into the AND array.

Pin 4(5) is used as dedicated power-down pin on GAL20V8ZD.
It cannot be used as functional input.

The JEDEC fuse numbers including the UES fuses and PTD fuses
are shown on the logic diagram on the following page.

-SYN=1.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 has no effect on this mode.
- Pin 16(19) through Pin 21 (25) are configured to this

function.

- SYN=1.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 has no effect on this mode.
- Pin 15(18) and Pin 22(26) are configured to this

function.
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COMPLEX MODE LOGIC DIAGRAM
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In the Simple mode, macrocells are configured as dedicated inputs
or as dedicated, always active, combinatorial outputs.

SIMPLE MODE

Architecture configurations available in this mode are similar to
the common 14L8 and 16P6 devices with many permutations of
generic output polarity or input choices.

All outputs in the simple mode have a maximum of eight product
terms that can control the logic. In addition, each output has pro-
grammable polarity.

Pins 1(2) and 13(16) are always available as data inputs into the
AND array. The center two macrocells (pins 18(21) & 19(23)) can-
not be used in the input configuration.

Pin 4(5) is used as dedicated power-down pin on GAL20V8ZD.
It cannot be used as functional input.

The JEDEC fuse numbers including the UES fuses and PTD fuses
are shown on the logic diagram.

Combinatorial Output with Feedback Configuration
for Simple Mode

- SYN=1.
-ACO=O.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 =0 defines this configuration.
- All OLMC except pins 18(21) & 19(23) can be

configured to this function.

-SYN=1.
-ACO=O.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 =0 defines this configuration.
- Pins 18(21) & 19(23) are permanently configured to

this function.

-SYN=1.
-ACO=O.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 =1 defines this configuration.
- All OLMC except pins 18(21) & 19(23) can be

configured to this function.
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SIMPLE MODE LOGIC DIAGRAM
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Supply voltage Vcc -.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc + 1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Ambient Temperature with
Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1. Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in
the operational sections of this specification is not implied
(while programming, follow the programming specifications).

Commercial Devices:
Ambient Temperature (TA) 0 to 75°C
Supply voltage (Vccl

with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP.> MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss-O.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

IlL Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV,.;VIN,.;VIL(MAX.) - - -10 IlA

IiH Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.5V ,.;VIN,.;Vcc - - 10 IlA

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L= MAX. Vin = VILor VIH - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H= MAX. Vin = VILorVIH 2.4 - - V

10H= -100 IlA Vin = VILorVIH Vcc-1 - - V

10L Low Level Output Current - - 16 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -3.2 mA

los' Output Short Circuit Current Vcc =5V VOUT=0.5V TA= 25°C -30 - -150 mA

ISB Stand-by Power VIL=GND VIH= Vcc Outputs Open Z-121-15 - 50 100 IlA
Supply Current ZD-121-15

Icc Operating Power VIL= 0.5V VIH= 3.0V Z-12/-15 - - 55 mA
Supply Current 'toggle = 15 MHz Outputs Open ZD-121-15

1) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems by tester ground
degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
2) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA= 25°C

CAPACITANCE (TA = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM' UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

Cuo I/O Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, Vvo = 2.0V
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM COM

TEST ·12 ·15
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITSCOND'. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or I/O to Combinational Output 3 12 3 15 ns

tea A Clock to Output Delay 2 8 2 10 ns

tcf2 - Clock to Feedback Delay - 6 - 7 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before Clock! 10 - 15 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after Clock! 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 55 - 40 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tea)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 62.5 - 45.5 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tcf)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 83.3 - 62.5 - MHz
No Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 6 - 8 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 6 - 8 - ns

ten B Input or I/O to Output Enabled - 12 - 15 ns

B OE to Output Enabled - 12 - 15 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled - 15 - 15 ns

C OE to Output Disabled - 12 - 15 ns

tas - Last Active Input to Standby 60 140 50 150 ns

tsa4 - Standby to Active Output 6 13 5 15 ns

1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Specification section.
3) Refer to fmax Specification section.
4) Add tsa to tpd, tsu, ten and tdis when the device is coming out of standby state.

STANDBY POWER TIMING WAVEFORMS

• Note: Rising clock edges
are allowed during tsa but
outputs are not guaran-
teed.

•
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM COM

TEST -12 -15
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS

COND'. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or I/O to Combinational Output 3 12 3 15 ns

tco A Clock to Output Delay 2 8 2 10 ns

tcf2 - Clock to Feedback Delay - 6 - 7 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before Clocki 10 - 15 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after Clocki 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 55 - 40 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 62.5 - 45.5 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tcf)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 83.3 - 62.5 - MHz
No Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 6 - 8 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 6 - 8 - ns

ten B Input or I/O to Output Enabled - 12 - 15 ns

B OE to Output Enabled - 12 - 15 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled - 15 - 15 ns

C OE to Output Disabled - 12 - 15 ns

1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Specification section.
3) Refer to fmax Specification section.
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DEDICATED POWER-DOWN PIN SPECIFICATIONS

COM COM

TEST -12 -15
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITSCOND'. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

twhd - DPP Pulse Duration High 12 - 15 - ns

twld - DPP Pulse Duration Low 25 - 30 - ns

ACTIVE TO STANDBY

tivdh - Valid Input before DPP High 5 - 8 - ns

tgvdh - Valid OE before DPP High 0 - 0 - ns

tcvdh - Valid Clock Before DPP High 0 - 0 - ns

tdhix - Input Don't Care after DPP High - 2 - 5 ns

tdhgx - OE Don't Care after DPP High - 6 - 9 ns

tdhcx - Clock Don't Care after DPP High - 8 - 11 ns
STANDBY TO ACTIVE

tdliv - DPP Low to Valid Input 12 - 15 - ns

tdlgv - DPP Low to Valid OE 16 - 20 - ns

tdlcv - DPP Low to Valid Clock 18 - 20 - ns

tdlov A DPP Low to Valid Output 5 24 5 30 ns

•

DEDICATED POWER-DOWN PIN (DPP) TIMING WAVEFORMS

INPUT or
1/0 FEEDBACK
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS

= r'W"T:Jr-
~ 1~max~

(w/o fb)
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fmax SPECIFICATIONS

•
fmax with External Feedback 1/(tsu+tco)

Note: fmax with external feedback is calculated from
measured tsu and tco. IOlIII tel

~------tpd

Note: tcf is a calculated value, derived by sub-
tracting tsu from the period of fmax w/internal
feedback (tcf = 1/fmax - tsu). The value of tcf is
used primarily when calculating the delay from
clocking a register to a combinatorial output
(through registered feedback), as shown above.
For example, the timing from clock to a combi-
natorial output is equal to tcf + tpd.fmax with No Feedback

Note: fmax with no feedback may be less than 1/(twh
+ twl). This is to allow for a clock duty cycle of other
than 50%.

SWITCHING TEST CONDITIONS

Input Pulse Levels GNDt03.0V
Input Rise and Fall Times 3ns 10%-90%
Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V
Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See Figure

3-state levels are measured O.5Vfrom steady-state active
level.

Output Load Conditions (see figure)

Test Condition Rl R2 CL
A 3000 3900 50pF
B Active High ~ 3900 50pF

Active Low 3000 3900 50pF
C Active High ~ 3900 5pF

Active Low 3000 3900 5pF



An electronic signature word is provided in every GAL20V8Z1ZD
device. It contains 64 bits of reprogram mabie memory that can
contain user defined data. Some uses include user 10 codes,
revision numbers, or inventory control. The signature data is
always available to the user independent of the state of the
security cell.

NOTE: The electronic signature is included i,nchecksum calcu-
lations. Changing the electronic signature will alter checksum.

A security cell is provided in the GAL20V8Z1ZD devices to pre-
vent unauthorized copying of the array patterns. Once pro-
grammed, this cell prevents further read access to the functional
bits in the device. This cell can only be erased by re-program-
ming the device, so the original configuration can never be ex-
amined once this cell is programmed. The electronic signature
data is always available to the user, regardless of the state of this
security cell.

GAL devices are programmed using a Lattice-approved Logic
Programmer, available from a number of manufacturers (see the
GAL Development Tools Section of the Data Book). Complete
programming of the device takes only a few seconds. Erasing
of the device is transparent to the user, and is done automatically
as part of the programming cycle

INPUT TRANSITION DETECTION ITD

The GAL20V8Z relies on its intemal input detection circuitry to put
the device in power down mode. If there is no input transition for
the specified period of time, the device will go into the power down
state. Any valid input transition will put the device back into active
state. The first rising clock transition from power-down state only
acts as a wake up signal into the device and will not clock the data
input through to the output (refer to standby power timing
waveform for more detail). Any input pulse widths greater than
5ns at input voltage level of 1.5V will be detected as input tran-
sition. The device will not detect any input pulse widths less than
1ns measured at input voltage level of 1.5V as input transition.

The GAL20V8ZD uses pin 4 (pin 5 on PLCC) as the dedicated
power-down signal to put the device in power-down state. DPP
is an active high signal where logic high driven on this signal puts
the device into power-down state. Input pin 4 (5) cannot be used
as a functional input on this device.

When testing state machine designs, all possible states and state
transitions must be verified in the design, not just those required
in the normal machine operations. This is'because, in system
operation, certain events occur that may throw the logic into an
illegal state (power-up, line voltage glitches, brown-outs, etc.). To
test a design for proper treatment of these conditions, a way must
be provided to break the feedback paths, and force any desired
(i.e., illegal) state into the registers. Then the machine can be
sequenced and the outputs tested for correct next state conditions.

The GAL20V8Z1ZDdevices includes circuitry that allows each reg-
istered output to be synchronously set either high or low. Thus,
any present state condition can be forced for test sequencing. If
necessary, approved GAL programmers capable of executing text
vectors perform output register preload automatically.

GAL20V8Z1ZD devices are designed with TTL level compatible
input buffers. These buffers, with their characteristically high im-
pedance, load driving logic much less than traditional bipolar de-
vices. This allows for a greater fan out from the driving logic.

GAL20V8Z1ZD input buffers have latches within the buffers. As
a result, when the device goes into standby mode the inputs will
be latched to its values prior to standby. In order to overcome the
input latches, they will have to be driven by an external source.
Lattice recommends that all unused inputs and tri-stated I/O pins
for both devices be connected to another active input, Vee, or
GND. Doing this will tend to improve noise immunity and reduce
leefor the device.
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POWER-UP RESET

•INTERNAL
REGISTER
OUTPUT 0

OFEEDBACKAND ~\fV\:/
REGISTERED /\/VV\A/VV\/V\/\/\ Y

OUTPUT PIN --~~--~~-~

DevtcePin ~
Reset to Logic ·1"

Circuitry within the GAL20V8Z1ZD provides a reset signal to all
registers during power-up. All internal registers will have their a
outputs set low after a specified time (tpr. 1~s MAX). As a result,
the state on the registered output pins (if they are enabled) will
always be high on power-up, regardless of the programmed
polarity of the output pins. This feature can greatly simplify state
machine design by providing a known state on power-up. The
timing diagram for power-up is shown below. Because of the

asynchronous nature of system power-up, some conditions must
be met to guarantee a valid power-up reset of the GAL20V8Z1ZD.
First, the Vcc rise must be monotonic. Second, the clock input
must be at static TIL level as shown in the diagram during power
up. The registers will reset within a maximum of tpr time. As in
normal system operation, avoid clocking the device until all input
and feedback path setup times have been met. The clock must
also meet the minimum pulse width requirements.

INPUT/OUTPUT EQUIVALENT SCHEMATICS

PIN e>----{L
~PlN

Feedback •

Tri-State
Control

Data
Output

Feedback
(To Input Buffer)
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TYPICAL AC AND DC CHARACTERISTICS
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GAL20VPB
High-Speed E2CMOS PLD

Generic Array Logic™

• HIGH DRIVE E2CMOS" GAL" DEVICE
- TTL Compatible 64 mA Output Drive
- 15 ns Maximum Propagation Delay
- Fmax = 80 MHz
- 10 ns Maximum from Clock Input to Data Output
- UltraMOS" Advanced CMOS Technology

• ENHANCED INPUT AND OUTPUT FEATURES
- Schmitt Trigger Inputs
- Programmable Open-Drain or Totem-Pole Outputs
- Active Pull-Ups on All Inputs and VO pins

• E2CELL TECHNOLOGY
- Reconfigurable Logic
- Reprogrammable Cells
- 100% Tested/Guaranteed 100% Yields
- High Speed Electrical Erasure «100ms)
- 20 Year Data Retention

• EIGHT OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELLS
- Maximum Flexibility for Complex Logic Designs
- Programmable Output Polarity
- Architecturally Compatible with Standard GAL20V8

• PRELOAD AND POWER-ON RESET OF ALL REGISTERS
- 100% Functional Testability

• APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- Ideal for Bus Control & Bus Arbitration Logic
- Bus Address Decode Logic
- Memory Address, Data and Control Circuits
- DMA Control

• ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE FOR IDENTIFICATION

The GAL20VP8, with 64 mA drive capability and 15 ns maximum
propagation delay time is ideal for Bus and Memory control
applications. The GAL20VP8 is manufactured using Lattice's
advanced E2CMOS process which combines CMOS with Electri-
cally Erasable (E2)floating gate technology. High speed erase
times «1 OOms)allow the devices to be reprogrammed quickly and
efficiently.

System bus and memory interfaces require control logic before
driving the bus or memory interface signals. The GAL20VP8
combines the familiar GAL20V8 architecture with bus drivers as
its outputs. The generic architecture provides maximum design
flexibility by allowing the Output Logic Macrocell (OLMC) to be con-
figured by the user. The 64mA output drive eliminates the need
for additional devices to provide bus-driving capability.

Unique test circuitry and reprogrammable cells allow complete AC,
DC, and functional testing during manufacture. As a result,
LATTICE is able to guarantee 100% field programmability and
functionality of all GAL products. LATTICE also guarantees 100
eraselrewrite cycles and data retention in excess of 20 years.
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Tpd (n5) T5U (n5) Tea (n5) Ice (mA) Ordering # Package

15 8 10 115 GAL20VP8B-15LP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

115 GAL20VP8B-15LJ 28-Lead PLCC

25 10 15 115 GAL20VP8B-25LP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

115 GAL20VP8B-25LJ 28-Lead PLCC

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

xxxxxxxx - xx

D";,, N.m. ~

x x X

LG".'
Package P = Plastic DIP

J = PLCC
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OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELL (OLMC)

The following discussion pertains to configuring the output logic
macrocell. It should be noted that actual implementation is
accomplished by development software/hardware and is com-
pletely transparent to the user.

There are three global OLMC configuration modes possible:
simple, complex, and registered. Details of each of these
modes is illustrated in the following pages. Two global bits, SYN
and ACO, control the mode configuration for all macrocells. The
XOR bit of each macrocell controls the polarity of the output in any

of the three modes, while the AC1 and AC2 bit of each of the
macrocells controls the input/output and totem-pole/open-drain
configuration. These two global and 24 individual architecture bits
define all possible configurations in a GAL20VP8. The information
given on these architecture bits is only to give a better understand-
ing of the device. Compiler software will transparently set these
architecture bits from the pin definitions, so the user should not
need to directly manipulate these architecture bits.

•
COMPILER SUPPORT FOR OLMC

Software compilers support the three different global OLMC
modes as different device types. Most compilers also have the
ability to automatically select the device type, generally based on
the register usage and output enable (OE) usage. Register usage
on the device forces the software to choose the registered mode.
All combinatorial outputs with OE controlled by the product term
will force the software to choose the complex mode. The software
will choose the simple mode only when all outputs are dedicated
combinatorial without OE control. For further details, refer to the
compiler software manuals.

When using compiler software to configure the device, the user
must pay special attention to the following restrictions in each
mode.
In registered mode pin 1(2) and pin 12(14) are permanently con-
figured as clock and output enable, respectively. These pins can-
not be configured as dedicated inputs in the registered mode.

In complex mode pin 1(2) and pin 12(14) become dedicated in-
puts and use the feedback paths of pin 22(26) and pin 14(17) re-
spectively. Because of this feedback path usage, pin 22(26) and
pin 14(17) do not have the feedback option in this mode.

In simple mode all feedback paths of the output pins are routed
via the adjacent pins. In doing so, the two inner most pins (pins
17(20) and 19(23)) will not have the feedback option as these pins
are always configured as dedicated combinatorial output.

In addition to the architecture configurations, the logic compiler
software also supports configuration of either totem-pole or open-
drain outputs. The actual architecture bit configuration, again, is
transparent to the user with the default configuration being the
standard totem-pole output.
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REGISTERED MODE

In the Registered mode, macrocells are configured as dedicated
registered outputs or as 1/0 functions.

All registered macrocells share common clock and output enable
control pins. Any macrocell can be configured as registered or
1/0. Up to eight registers or up to eight 110'sare possible in this
mode. Dedicated input or output functions can be implemented
as subsets of the 1/0 function.

=-============1 ~D~Lr
XOR

::&1~------

Registered outputs have eight product terms per output. 110's
have seven product terms per output.

The JEDEC fuse numbers, including the User Electronic Signature
(UES) fuses and the Product Term Disable (PTD) fuses, are
shown on the logic diagram on the following page.

- SYN=O.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1=O defines this output configuration.
- AC2=1 defines totem pole output.
- AC2=O defines open-drain output.
- Pin 1(2) controls common ClK for the registered
outputs.

- Pin 12(14) controls common OE for the registered
outputs.

- Pin 1(2) & Pin 12(14) are permanently configured as
ClK&OE.

- SYN=O.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1=1 defines this output configuration.
- AC2=1 defines totem pole output.
- AC2=O defines open-drain output.
- Pin 1(2) & Pin 12(14) are permanently configured as
ClK&OE.
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REGISTERED MODE LOGIC DIAGRAM
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In the Complex mode, macrocells are configured as output only
or 1/0 functions.

Up to six 110's are possible in this mode. Dedicated inputs or
outputs can be implemented as subsets of the 1/0 function. The
two outer most macrocells (pins 14(17) & 22(26)) do not have input
capability. Designs requiring eight 110's can be implemented in
the Registered mode.

All macrocells have seven product terms per output. One product
term is used for programmable output enable control. Pins 1(2)
and 12(14) are always available as data inputs into the AND array.

The JEDEC fuse numbers including the UES fuses and PTD fuses
are shown on the logic diagram on the following page.

-SYN=1.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 has no effect on this mode.
- AC2=1 defines totem pole output.
- AC2=O defines open-drain output.
- Pin 15(18) through Pin 21 (25) are configured to this

function.

-SYN=1.
-ACO=1.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 has no effect on this mode.
- AC2=1 defines totem pole output.
- AC2=O defines open-drain output.
- Pin 14(17) and Pin 22(26) are configured to this

function.
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In the Simple mode, macrocells are configured as dedicated inputs
or as dedicated, always active, combinatorial outputs.

SIMPLE MODE

All outputs in the simple mode have a maximum of eight product
tenns that can control the logic. In addition, each output has pro-
grammable polarity.

Pins 1(2) and 12(14) are always available as data inputs into the
AND array. The center two macrocells (pins 17(20) & 19(23)) can-
not be used in the input configuration.

The JEDEC fuse numbers including the UES fuses and PTD fuses
are shown on the logic diagram.

Combinatorial Output with Feedback Configuration
for Simple Mode

-SYN=1.
-ACO=O.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 =0 defines this configuration.
- AC2=1 defines totem pole output.
- AC2=0 defines open-drain output.
- All OLMC except pins 17(20) & 19(23) can be

configured to this function.

-SYN=1.
-ACO=O.
- XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 =0 defines this configuration.
- AC2=1 defines totem pole output.
- AC2=0 defines open-drain output.
- Pins 17(20) & 19(23) are permanently configured to

this function.

-SYN=1.
-ACO=O .
• XOR=O defines Active Low Output.
- XOR=1 defines Active High Output.
- AC1 =1 defines this configuration.
- AC2=1 defines totem pole output.
- AC2=0 defines open-drain output.
- All OLMC except pins 17(20) & 19(23) can be

configured to this function.
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SIMPLE MODE LOGIC DIAGRAM
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS(1)

Supply voltage Vcc -.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc + 1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Ambient Temperature with
Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1. Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in
the operational sections of this specification is not implied
(while programming, follow the programming specifications).

Commercial Devices:
Ambient Temperature (TAl 0 to 75°C
Supply voltage (Vccl

with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP.' MAX. UNITS

Vil Input low Voltage Vss- 0.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

VI' Input Clamp Voltage Vcc= Min. IIN=-32mA - -1.2 V

IIl2 Input or I/O low leakage Current OV~ VIN~ VIL(MAX.) - - -100 j.!A

IIH Input or I/O High leakage Current 3.5V ~ VIN~ Vcc - - 10 j.!A

VOL Output low Voltage 10L= MAX. Vin = VILor VIH - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH= MAX. Vin = VILor VIH 2.4 - - V

10L Low Level Output Current - - 64 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -32 mA

los3 Output Short Circuit Current Vcc = 5V VOUT=0.5V TA= 25°C -60 - -400 mA

COMMERCIAL
Icc Operating Power

Supply Current

VIL= 0.5V VIH= 3.0V

ftoggle = 15MHz Outputs Open

1) Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
2) The leakage current is due to the internal pull-up resistor on all pins. See Input Buffer section for more information.
3) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems by tester ground
degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
4) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA= 25°C
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM COM

TEST -15 -25
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITSCOND'. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or I/O to Combinational Output 3 15 3 25 ns

tco A Clock to Output Delay 2 10 2 15 ns

tct> - Clock to Feedback Delay - 4.5 - 10 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before Clock i 8 - 10 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after Clock i 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 55.5 - 40 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 80 - 50 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tcf)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 80 - 50 - MHz
No Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 6 - 10 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 6 - 10 - ns

ten B Input or I/O to Output Enabled - 15 - 20 ns

B OE to Output Enabled - 12 - 15 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled - 15 - 20 ns

C OE to Output Disabled - 12 - 15 ns

1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Specification section.
3) Refer to fmax Specification section.

CAPACITANCE (TA = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM' UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

C'iO I/O Capacitance 15 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V,/O = 2.0V

•
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS
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fmax DESCRIPTIONS

Note: fmax with external feedback is calculated from measured
tsu and tco.

r--------------------------------- -------------:

~·i~:-i~-==;j------------------·-:
fmax with No Feedback

Note: fmax with no feedback may be less than 1/(twh + twl). This
is to allow for a clock duty cycle of other than 50%.

•
I<lI tet
~~-----tpd

Note: tcf is a calculated value, derived by subtracting tsu from
the period of fmax w/internal feedback (tcf = 1/fmax - tsu). The
value of tcf is used primarily when calculating the delay from
clocking a register to a combinatorial output (through registered
feedback), as shown above. For example, the timing from clock
to a combinatorial output is equal to tcf + tpd_

SWITCHING TEST CONDITIONS

Input Pulse Levels GNDto3.0V
Input Rise and Fall Times 3ns 10%-90%
Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V
Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See Figure

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state active
level.

Output Load Conditions (see figure)

Test Condition Rl R2 CL
A soon soon 500F
B Active High ~ soon 50pF

Active Low soon soon 500F
C Active High ~ soon 5pF

Active Low soon soon 50F



An electronic signature word is provided in every GAL20VP8
device. It contains 64 bits of reprogrammable memory that can
contain user defined data. Some uses include user ID codes,
revision numbers, or inventory control. The signature data is
always available to the user independent of the state of the
security cell.

NOTE: The electronic signature is included in checksum calcu-
lations. Changing the electronic signature will alter the checksum.

The security cell is provided on all GAL20VP8 devices to prevent
unauthorized copying of the array patterns. Once programmed,
the circuitry enabling array is disabled, preventing further program-
ming or verification of the array. The cell can only be erased by
re-programming the device, so the original configuration can never
be examined once this cell is programmed. Signature data is
always available to the user.

GAL20VP8 devices are designed with an on-board charge pump
to negatively bias the substrate. The negative bias is of sufficient
magnitude to prevent input undershoots from causing the circuitry
to latch. Additionally, outputs are designed with n-channel pUIl-
ups instead of the traditional p-channel pull-ups to eliminate any
possibility of SCR induced latching.

During a programming cycle, a clear function performs a bulk
erase of the array and the architecture word. In addition, the elec-
tronic signature word and the security cell are erased. This mode
resets a previously configured device back to its original state,
which is all JEDEC ones.

SCHMITT TRIGGER INPUTS
One of the enhancements of the GAL20VP8 for bus interface logic
implementation is input hysteresis. The threshold of the positive
going edge is 1.5V,while the threshold of the negative going edge
is 1.3V. This provides a typical hysteresis of 200mV between
positive and negative transitions of the inputs.

HIGH DRIVE OUTPUTS
All eight outputs of the GAL20VP8 are capable of driving 64 mA
loads when driving low and 32 mA loads when driving high. Near
symmetrical high and low output drive capability provides small
skews between high-to-Iow and low-to-high output transitions.

When testing state machine designs, all possible states and state
transitions must be verified in the design, not just those required
in the normal machine operations. This is because, in system
operation, certain events occur that may throw the logic into an
illegal state (power-up, line voltage glitches, brown-outs, etc.). To
test a design for proper treatment of these conditions, a way must
be provided to break the feedback paths, and force any desired
(i.e., illegal) state into the registers. Then the machine can be
sequenced and the outputs tested for correct next state conditions.

The GAL20VP8 device includes circuitry that allows each regis-
tered output to be synchronously set either high or low. Thus, any
present state condition can be forced for test sequencing. If
necessary, approved GAL programmers capable of executing test
vectors can perform output register preload automatically.

The GAL20VP8 devices are designed with TIL level compatible
input buffers. These buffers have a characteristically high imped-
ance, and present a much lighter load to the driving logic than
bipolar TIL devices.

GAL20VP8 input buffers have active pull-ups within their input
structure. As a result, unused inputs and I/O's will float to a TIL
"high" (logical "1"). Lattice recommends that all unused inputs
and tri-stated I/O pins for both devices be connected to another
active input, Vee, or GND. Doing this will tend to improve noise
immunity and reduce leefor the device. .

Typical Input Pull-up Characteristic

1
~ ·20

u
, ·40~
c

./

1/
/

V-
In addition to the standard GAL20V8 type configuration, the
outputs of the GAL20VP8 are individually programmable either
as a standard totem pole output or an open-drain output. The
totempole output drives the specified VOHand VOLlevels whereas
the open-drain output drives only the specified VOL'The VOHlevel
on the open-drain ouput depends on the external loading and pull-
up. This output configuration is controlled by the AC2 fuse. When
AC2 cell is erased (JEDEC "1") the output is configured as a
totempole output and when AC2 cell is programmed (JEDEC "0")
the output is configured as an open-drain. The default configu-
ration when the device is in bulk erased state is totem pole con-
figuration. The AC2 fuses associated with each of the outputs is
included in all of the logic diagrams.
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POWER-UP RESET

INTERNAL
REGISTER
OVTPUTQ •Q FEEDBACK AND

REGISTERED ~"I:t'I
OUTPUT PIN ---------~

Circuitry within the GAL20VP8 provides a reset signal to all reg-
isters during power-up. All intemal registers will have their Q out-
puts set low after a specified time (tpr, 1~s MAX). As a result, the
state on the registered output pins (if they are enabled) will always
be high on power-up, regardless of the programmed polarity of
the output pins. This feature can greatly simplify state machine
design by providing a known state on power-up. The timing dia-
gram for power-up is shown above. Because of the asynchro-

nous nature of system power-up, some conditions must be met
to guarantee a valid power-up reset of the GAL20VP8. First, the
Vcc rise must be monotonic. Second, the clock input must be at
static TTL level as shown in the diagram during power up. The
registers will reset within a maximum of tpr time. As in normal sys-
tem operation, avoid clocking the device until all input and feed-
back path setup times have been met. The clock must also meet
the minimum pulse width requirements.

INPUT/OUTPUT EQUIVALENT SCHEMATICS

r----------------.
: Vcc:
: ESD :
: Protection :
: Circuit :

--,

,

: Circuit :. ,
'.- - - - - - - - - - - - - --

~PIN

Feedback .••

Active Pull-up
Circuit

...Y ...
Vref

Data
Output

Programmable
Open-Drain

Tri-State
Control

Feedback
(To Input Buffer)
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TYPICAL AC AND DC CHARACTERISTIC DIAGRAMS
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TYPICAL AC AND DC CHARACTERISTIC DIAGRAMS
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GAL20XV10
High-Speed E2CMOS PLD

Generic Array Logic™

• HIGH PERFORMANCE E2CMOS" TECHNOLOGY
-10 ns Maximum Propagation Delay
- Fmax = 100 MHz
- 7 ns Maximum from Clock Input to Data Output
- TTL Compatible 16 mA Outputs
- UltraMOS" Advanced CMOS Technology

• 50% to 75% REDUCTION IN POWER FROM BIPOLAR
- 90mA Max Icc
- 75mA Typ Icc

• ACTIVE PULL·UPS ON ALL PINS

• E2CELL TECHNOLOGY
- Reconfigurable Logic
- Reprogrammable Cells
- 100% Tested/Guaranteed 100% Yields
- High Speed Electrical Erasure «100 ms)
- 20 Year Data Retention

• TEN OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELLS
- XOR Gate Capability on all Outputs
- Full Function and Parametric Compatibility with

PAL12L10, 20L10, 20X10, 20X8, 20X4
- Registered or Combinatorial with Polarity

• PRELOAD AND POWER-ON RESET OF ALL REGISTERS

• APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- High Speed Counters
- Graphics Processin9
- Comparators

The GAL20XV1 0 combines a high performance CMOS process
with electrically erasable (F) floating gate technology to provide
the highest speed Exclusive-OR PLD available in the market. At
90mA maximum Ice (75mA typical Ice), the GAL20XV1 0 provides
a substantial savings in power when compared to bipolar counter-
parts. FCMOS technology offers high speed «100ms) erase
times providing the ability to reprogram, reconfigure or test the
devices quickly and efficiently.

The generic architecture provides maximum design flexibility by
allowing the Output Logic Macrocell (OLMC) to be configured by
the user. An important subset of the many architecture configu-
rations possible with the GAL20XV1 0 are the PAL" architectures
listed in the macrocell description section of this document. The
GAL20XV10 is capable of emulating these PAL architectures with
full function and parametric compatibility.

Unique test circuitry and reprogrammable cells allow complete
AC, DC, and functional testing during manufacturing. As a result,
LATTICE is able to guarantee 100% field programmability and
functionality of all GAL" products. LATTICE also guarantees 100
eraselrewrite cycles and data retention in excess of 20 years.
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GAL20XV10 ORDERING INFORMATION

Tpd (ns) Tsu (ns) Tca (ns) Icc(mA) Ordering # Package

10 6 7 00 GAL20XV1 OB-1OLP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

GAL20XV1 OB-1OLJ 28-Lead PLCC

15 8 8 00 GAL20XV10B-15LP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

GAL20XV10B-15LJ 28-Lead PLCC

2J 10 10 00 GAL20XV10B-20LP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

GAL20XV10B-20LJ 28-Lead PLCC

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

xxxxxxxx - xx

Goy;" N.m.J
x x X

Lorn,.
Package P = Plastic DIP

J = PLCC
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OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELL (OLMC)

The following discussion pertains to configuring the Output Logic
Macrocell. It should be noted that actual implementation is
accomplished by development software/hardware and is com-
pletely transparent to the user.

The GAL20XV10 has two global architecture configurations tha,t
allow it to emulate PAL architectures. The Input mode emulates
combinatorial PAL devices, with the I/CLK and I/OE pins used
as inputs. The Feedback mode emulates registered PALd~ices
with the I/CLK pin used as the register clock and the I/OE pin
as an output enable for all registers. The following is a list of
PAL architectures that the GAL20XV10 can emulate. It also
shows the global architecture mode used to emulate the PAL
architecture.

PAL Architectures Emulated by GAL20XV10 Global
GAL20XV10 OLMCMode
PAL12L10 Input Mode
PAL20L 10 Input Mode
PAL20X10 Feedback Mode

PAL20X8 Feedback Mode
PAL20X4 Feedback Mode

INPUT MODE
The Input mode architecture is defined when the global
architecture bit SYN = 1. In this mode, the I/CLK pin becomes
an input to the AND a':@Yand also provides the clock source
for all registers. The I/OE pin becomes an input into the AND
array and provides the output enable control for any macrocell
configured as an Exclusive-OR function. Feedback into the AND
array is provided from macrocells 2 through 9 only. In this mode,
macrocells 1 and 10 have no feedback into the AND array.

FEEDBACK MODE
The Feedback mode architecture is defined when the glo-
bal architecture bit SYN = O. In this mode the I/CLK pin becomes
a dedicated clock source for all registers. The I/OE pin is a dedi-
cated output enable control for any macrocell configured as an
Exclusive-OR function. The I/CLK and I/OE pins are not available
to the AND array in this mode. Feedback into the AND array
is provided on all macrocells 1 through 10.

FEATURES
Each Output Logic Macrocell has four possible logic function
configurations controlled by architecture control bits ACO and
AC1. Four product terms are fed into each macrocell.

XOR REGISTERED CONFIGURATION
The Macrocell is set to the Exclusive-OR Registered configu-
ration when ACO= 0 and AC1 = O. The four product terms are
segmented into two OR-sums of two product terms each, which
are then combined by an Exclusive-OR gate and fed into aD-type
register. The register is clocked by the low-to-high transition of
the I/CLK pin. The inverting output buffer is enabled by the
I/OE pin, which is an active low output enable common to all

Exclusive-OR macrocells. In Feedback mode, the state of the
register is available to the AND array via an internal feedback
path on all macrocells. In Input mode, the state of the regis-
ter is available to the AND array via an internal feedback path
on macrocells 2 through 9 only, macrocells 1 and 10 have no feed-
back into the AND array.

REGISTERED CONFIGURATION
The Macrocell is set to Registered configuration when ACO= 1
and AC1 = O. Three of the four product terms are used as sum-
of-product terms for the D input of the register. The inverting out- •
put buffer is enabled by the fourth product term. The output is
enabled while this product term is true. The XOR bit controls the
polarity of the output. The register is clocked by the low-to-high
transition of the I/CLK. In Feedback mode, the state of the reg-
ister is available to the AND array via an internal feedback path
on all macrocells. In Input mode, the state of the register is
available to the AND array via an internal feedback path on
macrocells 2 through 9 only, macrocells 1 and 10 have no feed-
back into the AND array.

XOR COMBINATORIAL CONFIGURATION
The Macrocell is set to the Exclusive-OR Combinatorial configu-
ration when ACO = 0 and AC1 = 1. The four product terms are
segmented into two OR-sums of two product terms each, which
are then combined by an Exclusive-OR gate and fed to an output
buffer. The Inverting output buffer is enabled by the I/OE
pin, which is an active low output enable that is common to all
XOR macrocells. In Feedback mode, the state of the I/O pin
is available to the AND array via an internal feedback path
on all macrocells. In Input mode, the state of the I/O pin is avail-
able to the AND array via an input buffer path on macrocells
2 through 9 only, macrocells 1 and 10 have no input into the AND
array.

COMBINATORIAL CONFIGURATION
The Macrocell is set to Combinatorial mode when ACO = 1 and
AC1 = 1. Three of the four product terms are used as sum-
of-product terms for the combinatorial output. The XOR bit con-
trols the polarity of the output. The inverting output buffer is
enabled by the fourth product term. The output is enabled while
this product term is true. In Feedback mode, the state of the
I/O pin is available to the AND array via an internal feedback
path on all macrocells. In Input mode, the state of the I/O pin
is available to the AND array via an input buffer path on macro-
cells 2 through 9 only, macrocells 1 and 10 have no input into
the AND array.
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INPUT MODE

=§ I~
: XOR~:

XOR Registered Configuration
- SYN = 1.
-ACO= O.
-AC1 =0.
- OLMC 1 and OLMC1 0 do not have the

feedback path.
- Pin 1(2) can be CLK and/or Input.
- Pin 13(16) can be OE and/or Input.

Registered Configuration
- SYN = 1.
-ACO = 1.
-AC1 = O.
- XOR = 1 defines Active Low Output.
- XOR = 0 defines Active High Output.
- OLMC 1 and OLMC1 0 do not have the

feedback path.
- Pin 1(2) can be CLK and/or Input.
- OE controlled by product term.

XOR Combinatorial Configuration
- SYN = 1.
-ACO=O.
-AC1 = 1.
- OLMC 1 and OLMC1 0 do not have the

feedback path.
- Pin 13(16) can be OE and/or Input.

Combinatorial Configuration
- SYN = 1.
-ACO = 1.
-AC1 = 1.
- XOR = 1 defines Active Low Output.
- XOR = 0 defines Active High Output.
- OLMC 1 and OLMC10 do not have the

feedback path.
- OE controlled by product term.
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INPUT MODE LOGIC DIAGRAM
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FEEDBACK MODE

XOR Registered Configuration
- SYN =0.
-ACO= O.
-AC1 =0.
- Dedicated ClK input on Pin 1(2).
- Dedicated OE input on Pin 13(16).

Registered Configuration
- SYN =0.
-ACO = 1.
-AC1 = o.
- XOR = 1 defines Active low Output.
- XOR = 0 defines Active High Output.
- Dedicated ClK input on Pin 1(2).
- OE controlled by product term.
- Pin 13(16) is not connected to this configura-
tion.

XOR Combinatorial Configuration
- SYN =0.
-ACO =0.
-AC1=1.
- Dedicated OE input on Pin 13(16).
- Pin 1(2) is not connected to this configura-
tion.

Combinatorial Configuration
- SYN =0.
-ACO = 1.
-AC1 = 1.
- XOR = 1 defines Active low Output.
- XOR = 0 defines Active High Output.
- OE controlled by product term.
- Both pin1 (2) and pin 13(16) are not con-

nected to this configuration.
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FEEDBACK MODE LOGIC DIAGRAM
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Supply voltage Vcc -0.5 to+7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc + 1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc + 1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Ambient Temperature with
Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1.Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in the
operational sections of this specification is not implied (while pro-
gramming, follow the programming.specifications).

Commercial Devices:
Ambient Temperature (TA) 0 to +75°C
Supply voltage (Vcc)

with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP.3 MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss-O.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

IlL' Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV~ V,N~ V,L(MAX.) - - -100 >LA

IiH Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.5V ~ V,N~ Vcc - - 10 >LA

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H 2.4 - - V

IOL Low Level Output Current - - 16 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -3.2 mA

los2 Output Short Circuit Current Vcc = 5V VOUT= 0.5V TA= 25°C -50 - -150 mA

COMMERCIAL
Icc Operating Power

Supply Current

V,L= 0.5V V,H= 3.0V

'toggle = 15MHz Outputs Open

1) The leakage current is due to the internal pull-up on all input and I/O pins. See Input Buffer section for more information.
2) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems by tester

ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
3) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA= 25°C
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM COM COM

TEST ·10 -15 -20
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS

COND.' MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or I/O to Combinatorial Output 3 10 3 15 3 20 ns

tco A Clock to Output Delay 2 7 2 8 2 10 ns

tcl' - Clock to Feedback Delay - 4 - 4 - 4 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before Clocki 6 - 8 - 10 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after Clocki 0 - 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 76.9 - 62.5 - 50 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 100 - 83.3 - 71.4 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tcf)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 100 - 83.3 - 71.4 - MHz
No Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 4 - 6 - 7 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 4 - 6 - 7 - ns

B Input or I/O to Output Enabled 3 10 3 15 3 20 ns
ten

B OE to Output Enabled 2 9 2 10 2 15 ns

C Input or I/O to Output Disabled 3 9 3 15 3 20 ns
tdis

C OE to Output Disabled 2 9 2 10 2 15 ns

•

1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Description section.
3) Refer to fmax Description section.

CAPACITANCE (TA = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM' UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

Cvo I/O Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, Vvo = 2.0V
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS

1/ fm a x
(extemal fdbk)

Registered Output

____ tC_fr_Is" ~

INPUT/OUTPUT EQUIVALENT SCHEMATICS

PIN~
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Tn·State
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DutPut~
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fmax DESCRIPTIONS

Note: fmax with external feedback is calculated from measured
tsu and tco.

~-t~;-i~-~["'--"""
fmax with No Feedback

Note: fmax with no feedback may be less than l/(twh + twl). This
is to allow for a clock duty cycle of other than 50%.

•
IOIIlI tef

~------tpd

Note: tcf is a calculated value, derived by subtracting tsu from
the period of fmax w/internal feedback (tet = l/fmax - tsu). The
value of tcf is used primarily when calculating the delay from
clocking a register to a combinatorial output (through registered
feedback), as shown above. For example, the timing from clock
to a combinatorial output is equal to tet + tpd.

Input Pulse Levels GNDto3.0V
Input Rise and Fall Times 3ns 10% -90%
Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V
Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See Figure

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state active
level.

Output Load Conditions (see figure)

Test Condition Rl R2 CL
A 300n 390n 50pF

B
Active High ~ 390n 50pF
Active Low 300n 390n 50pF

C
Active High ~ 390n 5pF
Active Low 300n 390n 5pF
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ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE
An electronic signature word is provi/:Jedin every GAL20XV10
device. It contains 40 bits of reprogrammable memory that con-
tains user defined data. Some uses include user ID codes, re-
vision numbers, pattern identification or inventory control codes.
The signature data is always available to the user independent
of the state of the security cell.

NOTE: The electronic signature bits, if programmed to any value
other then zero(O) will alter the checksum of the device.

A security cell is provided in every GAL20XV1 0 device as a de-
terrent to unauthorized copying of the device pattern. Once pro-
grammed, this cell prevents further read access of the device
pattern information. This cell can be only be reset by reprogram-
ming the device. The original pattern can never be examined once
this cell is programmed. The Electronic Signature is always
available regardless of the security cell state.

GAL devices are programmed using a Lattice-approved Logic
Programmer, available from a number of manufacturers. Com-
plete programming of the device takes less than a second. Erasing
of the device is transparent to the user, and is done automatically
as part of the programming cycle.

GAL20XV10 devices are designed with an on-board charge pump
to negatively bias the substrate. The negative bias is of sufficient
magnitude to prevent input undershoots from causing the circuitry
to latch. Additionally, outputs are designed with n-channel pullups
instead of the traditional p-channel pull ups to eliminate any
possibility of SCR induced latching.

GAL20XV10 devices are designed with TIL level compatible input
buffers. These buffers have a characteristically high impedance,
and present a much lighter load to the driving logic than bipolar
TILdevices.
GAL20XV10 input buffers have active pull-ups within their input
structure. This pull-up will cause any un-terminated input or
I/O to float to a TIL high (logical 1). Lattice recommends that all
unused inputs and tri-stated I/O pins be connected to another
active input, Vcc, or GND. Doing this will tend to improve noise
immunity and reduce Ice for the device.

Typical Input PUll-Up Characteristic

c(

"c
~ ·20

"<.>

" ·40

"-.=
-60

0

Circuitry within the GAL20XV1 0 provides a reset signal to all reg-
isters during power-up. All internal registers will have their Q
outputs set low after a specified time (tpr, 1~ MAX). As a result,
the state on the registered output pins (if they are enabled) will
always be high on power-up, regardless of the programmed
polarity of the output pins. This feature can greatly simplify state
machine design by providing a known state on power-up. The
timing diagram for power-up is shown below. Because of the
asynchronous nature of system power-up, some conditions must
be met to guarantee a valid power-up reset of the GAL20XV1 O.
First, the Vcc rise must be monotonic. Second, the clock input
must be at static TIL level as shown in the diagram during power
up. The registers will reset within a maximum of tpr time. As in
normal system operation, avoid clocking the device until all input
and feedback path setup times have been met. The clock must
also meet the minimum pulse width requirements.

INTERNAL
REGISTER
OUTPUTQ

a FEEDBACK AND De. p'

REGISTERED ~"f:I:'I Re::'to~ogic·1·\
OUTPUT PIN -------- '----
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TYPICAL AC AND DC CHARACTERISTIC DIAGRAMS
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TYPICAL AC AND DC CHARACTERISTIC DIAGRAMS
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• HIGH PERFORMANCE E'CMOS· TECHNOLOGY
- 5 ns Maximum Propagation Delay
- Fmax = 200 MHz
- 4 ns Maximum from Clock Input to Data Output
- UltraMOS· Advanced CMOS Technology

• ACTIVE PULL-UPS ON ALL PINS

• COMPATIBLE WITH STANDARD 22V10 DEVICES
- Fully Function/Fuse-Map/Parametric Compatible

with Bipolar and UVCMOS 22V10 Devices

• 50% to 75% REDUCTION IN POWER VERSUS BIPOLAR
- 90mA Typ Icc on Low Power Device
- 45mA Typ Icc on Quarter Power Device

• E' CELL TECHNOLOGY
- Reconfigurable Logic
- Reprogrammable Cells
- 100% Tested/Guaranteed 100% Yields
- High Speed Electrical Erasure «100ms)
- 20 Year Data Retention

• TEN OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELLS
- Maximum Flexibility for Complex Logic Designs

• PRELOAD AND POWER-ON RESET OF REGISTERS
- 100% Functional Testability

• APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- DMA Control
- State Machine Control
- High Speed Graphics Processing
- Standard Logic Speed Upgrade

• ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE FOR IDENTIFICATION

The GAl22V1 OC,at 5ns maximum propagation delay time, com-
bines a high performance CMOS process with Electrically Eras-
able (E') floating gate technology to provide the highest perform-
ance available of any 22V1 0 device on the market. CMOS cir-
cuitry allows the GAl22V1 0 to consume much less power when
compared to bipolar 22V10 devices. E' technology offers high
speed «1 OOms)erase times, providing the ability to reprogram
or reconfigure the device quickly and efficiently.

The generic architecture provides maximum design flexibility by
allowing the Output Logic Macrocell (OLMC) to be configured by
the user. The GAL22V1 0 is fully function/fuse map/parametric
compatible with standard bipolar and CMOS 22V1 0 devices.

Unique test circuitry and reprogram mabie cells allow complete
AC, DC, and functional testing during manufacture. As a result,
LATTICE is able to guarantee 100% field programmability and
functionality of all GAL· products. LATTICE also guarantees 100
erase/rewrite cycles and data retention in excess of 20 years.

GAL22V10
High Performance E2CMOS PLD

Generic Array Logic™

vOla

vOla
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Tpd (n5) T5U (n5) Teo (n5) Ice (mA) Ordering # Package

5 3 4 150 GAL22V10C-5LJ 28-Lead PLCC

6 4 4 140 GAL22V10C-6LJ 28-Lead PLCC

7.5 4.5 4.5 140 GAL22V10C-7LJ 28-Lead PLCC

5 4.5 140 GAL22V10C-7LP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

6.5 5 140 GAL22V10B-7LP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

140 GAL22V10B-7LJ 28-Lead PLCC

10 7 7 130 GAL22V1 OB-1OLP 24-Pin Plastic DiP

130 GAL22V1 OB-1OLJ 28-Lead PLCC

15 10 8 55 GAL22V10B-15QP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

55 GAL22V10B-15QJ 28-Lead PLCC

130 GAL22V10B-15LP 24-Pin Plastic 01P

130 GAL22V10B-15LJ 28-Lead PLCC

25 15 15 55 GAL22V10B-25QP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

55 GAL22V10B-25QJ 28-Lead PLCC

00 GAL22V10B-25LP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

00 GAL22V10B-25LJ 28-Lead PLCC

Tpd (n5) T5U (n5) Teo (n5) Ice (mA) Ordering # Package

10 7 7 160 GAL22V1 OC-1OLPI 24-Pin Plastic DIP

160 GAL22V10C-10LJI 28-Lead PLCC

15 10 8 150 GAL22V10B-15LPI 24-Pin Plastic DIP

150 GAL22V10B-15LJI 28-Lead PLCC

20 14 10 150 GAL22V10B-20LPI 24-Pin Plastic DIP

150 GAL22V10B-20LJI 28-Lead PLCC

25 15 15 150 GAL22V10B-25LPI 24-Pin Plastic DIP

150 GAL22V10B-25LJI 28-Lead PLCC

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

GAL22V10C
GAL22V10B

XXXXXXXX - XX

Dev;'" Name ~

x X X

LG,a.e Blank = Commercial
I = Industrial

L = Low Power Power
Q = Quarter Power

Package P = Plastic DIP
J = PLCC
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OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELL (OLMC)
The GAL22V10 has a variable number of product terms per
OLMC. Of the ten available OLMCs, two OLMCs have access to
eight product terms (pins 14 and 23), two have ten product terms
(pins 15 and 22), two have twelve product terms (pins 16 and 21),
two have fourteen product terms (pins 17 and 20), and two
OLMCs have sixteen product terms (pins 18 and 19). In addition
to the product terms available for logic, each OLMC has an ad-
ditional product-term dedicated to output enable control.

The output polarity of each OLMC can be individually programmed
to be true or inverting, in either combinatorial or registered mode.
This allows each output to be individually configured as either
active high or active low.

2 TO 1
MUX

The GAL22V10 has a product term for Asynchronous Reset (AR)
and a product term for Synchronous Preset (SP). These two
product terms are common to all registered OLMCs. The Asyn-
chronous Reset sets all registers to zero any time this dedicated
product term is asserted. The Synchronous Preset sets all reg-
isters to a logic one on the rising edge of the next clock pulse after
this product term is asserted.

NOTE: The AR and SP product terms will force the Q output of
the flip-flop into the same state regardless of the polarity of the
output.Therefore, a reset operation, which sets the register output •
to a zero, may result in either a high or low at the output pin,
depending on the pin polarity chosen.

4 TO 1
MUX

Each of the Macrocells of the GAL22V1 0 has two primary func-
tional modes: registered, and combinatorial I/O.The modes and
the output polarity are set by two bits (SO and S1), which are nor-
mally controlled by the logic compiler. Each of these two primary
modes, and the bit settings required to enable them, are described
below and on the following page.

REGISTERED
In registered mode the output pin associated with an individual
OLMC is driven by the Q output of that OLMC's D-type flip-flop.
Logic polarity of the output signal at the pin may be selected by
specifying that the output buffer drive either true (active high) or
inverted (active low). Output tri-state control is available as an in-
dividual product-term for each OLMC, and can therefore be de-
fined by a logic equation. The D flip-flop's /Q output is fed back
into the AND array, with both the true and complement of the
feedback available as inputs to the AND array.

NOTE: In registered mode, the feedback is from the /Q output of
the register, and not from the pin; therefore, a pin defined as
registered is an output only, and cannot be used for dynamic
I/O, as can the combinatorial pins.

COMBINATORIAL I/O
In combinatorial mode the pin associated with an individual OLMC
is driven by the output of the sum term gate. Logic polarity of the
output signal at the pin may be selected by specifying that the
output buffer drive either true (active high) or inverted (active low).
Output tri-state control is available as an individual product-term
for each output, and may be individually set by the compiler as
either "on" (dedicated output), "off" (dedicated input), or "product-
term driven" (dynamic I/O). Feedback into the AND array is from
the pin side of the output enable buffer. Both polarities (true and
inverted) of the pin are fed back into the AND array.
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REGISTERED MODE

5. = 0 5. = 1
5, = 0 5, = 0

COMBINATORIAL MODE

5.= 0 5.= 1
5, = 1 5, = 1
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GAL22V10 LOGIC DIAGRAM I JEDEC FUSE MAP
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Supply voltage Vcc -0.5 to +7V

Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc + 1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc + 1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Ambient Temperature with

Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1. Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in
the operational sections of this specification is not implied
(while programming, follow the programming specifications).

Commercial Devices:
AmbientTemperature (TJ 0 to +75°C
Supply voltage (Vcc)

with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

Industrial Devices:
Ambient Temperature (TA) •••••••••••••••••••••••.••• -40 to 85°C
Supply voltage (Vcc)

with Respect to Ground +4.50 to +5.50V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP,3 MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss-O.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

ilL' Input or 1/0 Low Leakage Current OV~ V,N~ V,L(MAX.) - - -100 ~A

IIH Input or 1/0 High Leakage Current 3.5V ~ V,N~ Vcc - - 10 ~A

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H 2.4 - - V

IOL Low Level Output Current - - 16 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -3.2 mA

los2 Output Short Circuit Current Vcc= 5V VOUT= 0.5V T
A

= 25°C -30 - -130 mA

COMMERCIAL
Icc Operating Power Supply Current V,L= 0.5V V,H= 3.0V

1'0991. = 15MHz Outputs Open
L-5
L-6/-7

V,L= 0.5V V,H= 3.0V

1'099'. = 15MHz Outputs Open

1) The leakage current is due to the internal pull-up on all pins. See Input Buffer section for more information.
2) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems caused by tester
ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
3) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA = 25°C
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM COM COM COM IND

TEST -5 (PLCC) -6(PL~ -7 (PLCC) ·7 (PDIP) ·10
PARAM COND.'

DESCRIPTION
M:A~.

UNITS
MIN. MAX. MIN. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX

tpd Input or VO to Combinatorial Output 1 5 1 . ~J 1 7.5 1 7.5 1 10A ~ ns

tco A Clock to Output Delay 1 4 1 ~f 1 4.5 1 4.5 1 7 ns

tcf2 - Clock to Feedback Delay - 3 - ILi - 3 - 3 - 2.5 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Fdbk before Clki 3 - 4 br 4.5 - 5 - 7 - ns

Hold Time, Input or Fdbk after Clki
;~

th - 0 - 0 $f.- 0 - 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 142.8 - 125 ;
it.-

111 - 105 - 71.4 - MHz';~:-=1

External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco) .~ l«>:::':;"
"

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 166 - 142.~ )- 133 - 125 - 105 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tcf) l::i ::s

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 200 - 161M?- 166 - 142.8 - 105 - MHz
No Feedback t:

::::= ~ .

twh
.~:::

- Clock Pulse Duration, High 2.5 - :t;:i - 3 - 3.5 - 4 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 2.5 - t:' - 3 - 3.5 - 4 - ns
.@:~-.v

ten B Input or VO to Output Enabled 1 6 tV 6 1 7.5 1 7.5 1 10 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled 1 6 ;'\{ 6 1 7.5 1 7.5 1 9 ns. f.'

tar A Input or VO to Asynch. Reset of Reg. 1 5.5 ~4 7.5 1 9 1 9 1 13 ns

tarw - Asynch. Reset Pulse Duration 5.5 - ~~ - 7 - 7 - 8 - ns

tarr - Asynch. Reset to Clki Recovery Time 4 - J1:(~ - 5 - 5 - 8 - ns

tspr Synch. Preset to Clki Recovery Time
'~N:"'"

- 4 - :, - 5 - 5 - 10 - ns

1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Description section.
3) Refer to fmax Description section. Characterized initially and after any design or process changes that may affect these

parameters.

CAPACITANCE (TA = 25cC, f = 1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM- UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

C,.o VO Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, VI/O= 2.0V

•
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Supply voltage Vee -0.5 to +7V

Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vee + 1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vee + 1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Ambient Temperature with

Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1. Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in
the operational sections of this specification is not implied
(while programming, follow the programming specifications).

Commercial Devices:
Ambient Temperature (TA) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 to +75°C
Supply voltage (Vee)

with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

Industrial Devices:
AmbientTemperature (TA) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -40 to 85°C
Supply voltage (Vee)

with Respect to Ground +4.50 to +5.50V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP.' MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss - 0.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

IlL' Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV:>VIN:>VIL(MAX.) - - -100 ~A

IIH Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.5V :>VIN:>Vce - - 10 ~A

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L=MAX. Vin = VILor VIH - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H= MAX. Vin = VILor VIH 2.4 - - V

10L Low Level Output Current - - 16 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -3.2 mA

los2 Output Short Circuit Current Vee = 5V VOUT= 0.5V T. = 25°C -30 - -130 mA

Icc Operating Power VIL=0.5V VIH= 3.0V L-7 - 90 140 mA

Supply Current ftoggle= 15MHz Outputs Open L-10/-15 - 90 130 mA

L-25 - 75 90 mA

0-15/-25 - 45 55 mA

Operating Power

Supply Current

VIL= 0.5V VIH= 3.0V

ftoggle= 15MHz Outputs Open

1) The leakage current is due to the internal pull-up on all pins. See Input Buffer section for more information.
2) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems caused by tester
ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
3) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA = 25°C
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM COM COM/IND IND COM/IND

TEST -7 -10 -15 -20 -25
PARAM. DESCRIPTION UNITS

COND.' MIN. MAX MIN. MAX MIN. MAX MIN. MAX MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or I/O to Comb. Output 3 7.5 3 10 3 15 3 20 3 25 ns

tco A Clock to Output Delay 2 5 2 7 2 8 2 10 2 15 ns

tct" - Clock to Feedback Delay - 2.5 - 2.5 - 2.5 - 8 - 13 ns

tsu, - Setup Time, Input or Fdbk before Clki 6.5 - 7 - 10 - 14 - 15 - ns

tsu, - Setup Time, SP before Clocki 10 - 10 - 10 - 14 - 15 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Fdbk after Clki 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 87 - 71.4 - 55.5 - 41.6 - 33.3 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 111 - 105 - 80 - 45.4 - 35.7 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tcf)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 111 - 105 - 83.3 - 50 - 38.5 - MHz
No Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 4 - 4 - 6 - 10 - 13 - ns

twl - Clock' Pulse Duration, Low 4 - 4 - 6 - 10 - 13 - ns

ten B Input or I/O to Output Enabled 3 8 3 10 3 15 3 20 3 25 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled 3 8 3 9 3 15 3 20 3 25 ns

tar A Input or I/O to Asynch. Reset of Reg. 3 13 3 13 3 20 3 25 3 25 ns

tarw - Asynch. Reset Pulse Duration 8 - 8 - 15 - 20 - 25 - ns

tarr - Asynch. Reset to Clki Recovery Time 8 - 8 - 10 - 20 - 25 - ns

tspr - Synch. Preset to Clki Recovery Time 10 - 10 - 10 - 14 - 15 - ns

1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Description section.
3) Refer to fmax Description section.

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM' UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

C'iO I/O Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V,/O = 2.0V

•
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS
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fmax DESCRIPTIONS

I" tsu ~I" teo-----'

fmax with External Feedback 1/(tsu+tco)

Note: fmax with external feedback is cal-
culated from measured tsu and tco.

I.--- Isut th ----.I
fmax with No Feedback

Note: fmax w~h no feedback may be less
than 1/(twh + twl). This is to allow for a
clock duty cycle of other than 50%.

•~ tef
~------tpd

Note: tcf is a calculated value, derived by sub-
tracting tsu from the period of fmax w/internal
feedback (tet = 1/fmax - tsu). The value of tcf is
used primarily when calculating the delay from
clocking a register to a combinatorial output
(through registered feedback), as shown above.
For example, the timing from clock to a combi-
natorial output is equal to tet + tpd.

Input Pulse Levels GNDt03.0V

Input Rise and -5/-6 1.5ns 10% - 90%

Fall Times -7/-10 2.0ns 10% - 90%

-15/-201-25 3ns 10%-90%

Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See Figure

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state active
level.

Test Condition Rl R2 CL

A 300n 390n 500F

B Active High ~ 390n 50pF

Active Low 300n 390n 50pF

C Active High ~ 390n 5pF

Active Low 300n 390n 5pF
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ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE

An electronic signature (ES) is provided in every GAL22V1 0
device. It contains 64 bits of reprogrammable memory that can
contain user-defined data. Some uses include user ID codes,
revision numbers, or inventory control. The signature data is
always available to the user independent of the state of the se-
curity cell.

The electronic signature is an additional feature not present in
other manufacturers' 22V1 0 devices. To use the extra feature of
the user-programmable electronic signature it is necessary to
choose a Lattice 22V10 device type when compiling a set of logic
equations. In addition, many device programmers have two sepa-
rate selections for the device, typically a GAL22V10 and a
GAL22V10-UES (UES = User Electronic Signature) or
GAL22V1 O-ES.This allows users to maintain compatibility with
existing 22V10 designs, while still having the option to use the GAL
device's extra feature.

The JEDEC map for the GAL22V10 contains the 64 extra fuses
for the electronic signature, for a total of 5892 fuses. However,
the GAL22V1 0 device can still be programmed with a standard
22V10 JEDEC map (5828 fuses) with any qualified device pro-
grammer.

A security cell is provided in every GAL22V1 0 device to prevent
unauthorized copying of the array patterns. Once programmed,
this cell prevents further read access to the functional bits in the
device. This cell can only be erased by re-programming the
device, so the original configuration can never be examined once
this cell is programmed. The Electronic Signature is always avail-
able to the user, regardless of the state of this control cell.

GAL22V10 devices are designed with an on-board charge pump
to negatively bias the substrate. The negative bias is of sufficient
magnitude to prevent input undershoots from causing the circuitry
to latch. Additionally, outputs are designed with n-channel pullups
instead of the traditional p-channel pullups to eliminate any pos-
sibility of SCR induced latching.

GAL devices are programmed using a Lattice-approved Logic
Programmer, available from a number of manufacturers (see the
the GAL Development Tools section). Complete programming of
the device takes only a few seconds. Erasing of the device is
transparent to the user, and is done automatically as part of the
programming cycle.

Specifications GAL22V10

When testing state machine designs, all possible states and state
transitions must be verified in the design, not just those required
in the normal machine operations. This is because certain events
may occur during system operation that throw the logic into an
illegal state (power-up, line voltage glitches, brown-outs, etc.). To
test a design for proper treatment of these conditions, a way must
be provided to break the feedback paths, and force any desired
(Le., illegal) state into the registers. Then the m'achine can be
sequenced and the outputs tested for correct next state conditions.

The GAL22V1 0 device includes circuitry that allows each regis-
tered output to be synchronously set either high or low. Thus, any
present state condition can be forced for test sequencing. If
necessary, approved GAL programmers capable of executing test
vectors perform output register preload automatically.

GAL22V10 devices are designed with TIL level compatible in-
put buffers. These buffers have a characteristically high imped-
ance, and present a much lighter load to the driving logic than bi-
polar TIL devices.

The input and I/O pins also have built-in active pull-ups. As a re-
sult, floating inputs will float to a TIL high (logic 1). However,
Lattice recommends that all unused inputs and tri-stated I/O pins
be connected to an adjacent active input, Vcc, or ground. Doing
so will tend to improve noise immunity and reduce Ice for the
device. (See equivalent input and I/O schematics on the following
page.)
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POWER-UP RESET

•
Device Pin ;-
Reset to Logic ·0:

Circuitry within the GAL22V1 0 provides a reset signal to all reg-
isters during power-up. All internal registers will have their Q
outputs set low after a specified time (tpr, 1llS MAX). As a result,
the state on the registered output pins (if they are enabled) will
always be high or low on power-up, regardless of the programmed
polarity of the output pins. This feature can greatly simplify state
machine design by providing a known state on power-up. Be-
cause of the asynchronous nature of system power-up, some

conditions must be met to guarantee a valid power-up reset of the
device. First, the Vcc rise must be monotonic. Second, the clock
input must be at static TIL level as shown in the diagram during
power up. The registers will reset within a maximum of tpr time.
As in normal system operation, avoid clocking the device until all
input and feedback path setup times have been met. The clock
must also meet the minimum pulse width requirements.

INPUT/OUTPUT EQUIVALENT SCHEMATICS

Tri-State
Control

DatatOutput
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GAL22V10B-7/-10/-15/-25L: TYPICAL AC AND DC CHARACTERISTIC DIAGRAMS
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GAL22V10B-15/-25Q: TYPICAL AC AND DC CHARACTERISTIC DIAGRAMS
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GAL22V10B-15/-25Q: TYPICALAC AND DC CHARACTERISTIC DIAGRAMS
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ispGAL22V10
In-System Programmable E2CMOS PLD

Generic Array Logic™

• IN-SYSTEM PROGRAMMABLE (S-Y ONLY)
- 4-Wire Serial Programming Interface
- Minimum 10,000 ProgramlErase Cycles

• HIGH PERFORMANCE EOCMOS-TECHNOLOGY
- 7.S ns Maximum Propagation Delay
- Fmax = 111 MHz
- S ns Maximum from Clock Input to Data Output
- UltraMOS" Advanced CMOS Technology

• ACTIVE PULL-UPS ON ALL PINS

• COMPATIBLE WITH STANDARD 22Y10 DEYICES
- Fully FunctionlFuse-MaplParametrie Compatible

with Bipolar and CMOS 22Y10 Devices·

• EOCELL TECHNOLOGY
- In-System Programmable Logic
-100% TestedfGuaranteed 100% Yields
- High Speed Electrical Erasure (<100ms)
- 20 Year Data Retention

• TEN OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELLS
- Maximum Flexibility for Complex Logic Designs

• APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- DMA Control
- State Machine Control
- High Speed Graphics Processing
- Software-Driven Hardware Configuration

• ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE FOR IDENTIFICATION

The ispGAL22V1 0, at 7.5ns maximum propagation delay time,
combines a high performance CMOS process with Electrically
Erasable (P) floating gate technology to provide the industry's
first in-system programmable 22V1 0 device. E2 technology of-
fers high speed «100ms) erase times, providing the ability to re-
program or reconfigure the device quickly and efficiently.

The generic architecture provides maximum design flexibility by
allowing the Output Logic Macrocell (OLMC) to be configured by
the user. The ispGAL22V1 0 is fully functionlfuse maplparametric
compatible with standard bipolar and CMOS 22V1 0 devices. The
standard PLCC package provides the same functional pinout as
the standard 22V1 0 PLCC package with No-Connect pins being
used for ISP interface signals.

Unique test circuitry and reprogrammable cells allow complete
AC, DC, and functional testing during manufacture. As a result,
LADIC E is able to guarantee 100% field programmability and
functionality of all products. LADICE also guarantees 10,000
erase/rewrite cycles and data retention in excess of 20 years.
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Tpd (n5) T5U (n5) Tco (n5) Icc (mA) Ordering # Package

7.5 6.5 5 140 ispGAL22V10B-7LJ 28-Lead PLCC

10 7 7 140 ispGAL22V1 OB-1OW 28-Lead PLCC

15 10 8 140 ispGAL22V10B-15LJ 28-Lead PLCC

XXXXXXXX - XX

Device Name ~
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OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELL (OLMC)
The ispGAL22V1 0 has a variable number of product terms per
OLMC. Of the ten available OLMCs, two OLMCs have access to
eight product terms (OLMC 1 and 10), two have ten product terms
(OLMC 2 and 9), two have twelve product terms (OLMC 3 and
8), two have fourteen product terms (OLMC 4 and 7), and two
OLMCs have sixteen product terms (OLMC 5 and 6). In addition
to the product terms available for logic, each OLMC has an ad-
ditional product-term dedicated to output enable control.

The output polarity of each OLMC can be individually programmed
to be true or inverting, in either combinatorial or registered mode.
This allows each output to be individually configured as either
active high or active low.

2 TO 1
MUX

The ispGAL22V1 0 has a product term for Asynchronous Reset
(AR) and a product term for Synchronous Preset (SP).These two
product terms are common to all registered OLMCs. The Asyn-
chronous Reset sets all registers to zero any time this dedicated
product term is asserted. The Synchronous Preset sets all reg-
isters to a logic one on the rising edge of the next clock pulse after
this product term is asserted.

NOTE: The AR and SP product terms will force the Q output of
the flip-flop into the same state regardless of the polarity of the 3
output.Therefore, a reset operation, which sets the register output
to a zero, may result in either a high or low at the output pin,
depending on the pin polarity chosen.

4 TO 1
MUX

OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELL CONFIGURATIONS

Each of the Macrocells of the ispGAL22V10 has two primary func-
tional modes: registered, and combinatorial I/O.The modes and
the output polarity are set by two bits (SO and S1), which are nor-
mally controlled by the logic compiler. Each of these two primary
modes, and the bit settings required to enable them, are described
below and on the following page.

REGISTERED
In registered mode the output pin associated with an individual
OLMC is driven by the Q output of that OLMC's D-type flip-flop.
Logic polarity of the output signal at the pin may be selected by
specifying that the output buffer drive either true (active high) or
inverted (active low). Output tri-state control is available as an in-
dividual product-term for each OLMC, and can therefore be de-
fined by a logic equation. The D flip-flop's /Q output is fed back
into the AND array, with both the true and complement of the
feedback available as inputs to the AND array.

NOTE: In registered mode, the feedback is from the /Q output of
the register, and not from the pin; therefore, a pin defined as
registered is an output only, and cannot be used for dynamic
I/O, as can the combinatorial pins.

COMBINATORIAL I/O
In combinatorial mode the pin associated with an individual OLMC
is driven by the output of the sum term gate. Logic polarity of the
output signal at the pin may be selected by specifying that the
output buffer drive either true (active high) or inverted (active low).
Output tri-state control is available as an individual product-term
for each output, and may be individually set by the compiler as
either "on" (dedicated output), "off" (dedicated input), or "product-
term driven" (dynamic I/O). Feedback into the AND array is from
the pin side of the output enable buffer. Both polarities (true and
inverted) of the pin are fed back into the AND array.
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ispGAL22V10 LOGIC DIAGRAM I JEDEC FUSE MAP

PLCC Package Pinouts
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Supply voltage Vee -0.5 to +7V

Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vee + 1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vee +1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Ambient Temperature with

Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1. Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in
the operational sections of this specification is not implied
(while programming, follow the programming specifications).

Commercial Devices:
Ambient Temperature (TAl 0 to +75°C
Supply voltage (Veel

with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP,3 MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss-O.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

IlL' Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV$ V,N$ V,L(MAX.) - - -100 ~
IIH Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.5V $ V,N$ Vee - - 10 IlA

VOL Output Low Voltage IoL= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H 2.4 - - V

10L Low Level Output Current - - 16 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -3.2 mA

los' Output Short Circuit Current Vee =5V VOUT=0.5V TA = 25°C -30 - -130 mA

Operating Power

Supply Current

V,L= 0.5V V,H= 3.0V

f,oggle= 15MHz Outputs Open

1) The leakage current is due to the internal pull-up on all pins. See Input Buffer section for more information.
2) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems caused by tester
ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
3) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA= 25°C

CAPACITANCE (TA = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM' UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

Cvo 1/0 Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, Vvo = 2.0V
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM COM COM

TEST -7 ·10 -15
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS

CON D.' MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or I/O to Combinatorial Output - 7.5 - 10 - 15 ns

tco A Clock to Output Delay - 5 - 7 - 8 ns

tcf2 - Clock to Feedback Delay - 2.5 - 2.5 - 2.5 ns

tsu, - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before Clocki 6.5 - 7 10 - ns

tsu. - Setup Time, SP before Clocki 10 - 10 - 10 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after Clocki 0 - 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 87 - 71.4 - 55.5 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 111 - 105 - 80 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tcf)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 111 - 105 - 83.3 - MHz
No Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 4 - 4 - 6 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 4 - 4 - 6 - ns

ten B Input or I/O to Output Enabled - 8 - 10 - 15 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled - 8 - 10 - 15 ns

tar A Input or I/O to Asynchronous Reset of Register - 13 - 13 - 20 ns

tarw - Asynchronous Reset Pulse Duration 8 - 8 - 15 - ns

tarr - Asynchronous Reset to Clock Recovery Time 8 - 8 - 10 - ns

tspr - Synchronous Preset to Clock Recovery Time 10 - 10 - 10 - ns

1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Description section.
3) Refer to fmax Description section.

•
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS
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fmax DESCRIPTIONS

IOlII tel
~~-----tpd •fmax with External Feedback 1/(tsu+tco)

Note: fmax with extemal feedback is cal-
culated from measured tsu and tco.

Note: tcf is a calculated value, derived by sub-
tracting tsu from the period of fmax wlinternal
feedback (tcf = 1/fmax - tsu). The value of tcf is
used primarily when calculating the delay from
clocking a register to a combinatorial output
(through registered feedback), as shown above.
For example, the timing from clock to a combi-
natorial output is equal to tcf + tpd.I.-- t",+ th ----------+I

fmax with No Feedback

Note: fmax with no feedback may be less
than 1/twh + twt. This is to allow for a clock
duty cycle of other than 50%.

Input Pulse Levels GNDt03.0V

Input Rise and Fall Times 3ns 10%-90%

Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See Figure

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state active
level.

Test Condition Rl R2 CL

A 300n 390n 50pF

B Active High ~ 390n 50pF

Active Low 300n 390n 50pF

C Active High ~ 390n 5pF

Active Low "'300n 390n 5pF
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An electronic signature (ES) is provided in every ispGAL22V1 0
device. It contains 64 bits of reprogram mabie memory that can
contain user-defined data. Some uses include user ID codes,
revision numbers, or inventory control. The signature data is
always available to the user independent of the state of the se-
curity cell.

The electronic signature is an additional feature not present in
other manufacturers' 22V10 devices. To use the extra feature of
the user-programmable electronic signature it is necessary to
choose a Lattice 22V10 device type when compiling a set of logic
equations. In addition, many device programmers have two sepa-
rate selections for the device, typically an ispGAL22V1 0 and a
ispGAL22V10-UES (UES = User Electronic Signature) or
ispGAL22V1O-ES.This allows users to maintain compatibility with
existing 22V10 designs, while still having the option to use the GAL
device's extra feature.

The JEDEC map for the ispGAL22V10 contains the 64 extra fuses
for the electronic signature, for a total of 5892 fuses. However,
the ispGAL22V10 device can still be programmed with a standard
22V10 JEDEC map (5828 fuses) with any qualified device pro-
grammer.

A security cell is provided in every ispGAL22V10 device to prevent
unauthorized copying of the array patterns. Once programnied,
this cell prevents further read access to the functional bits in the
device. This cell can only be erased by re-programming the
device, so the original configuration can never be examined once
this cell is programmed. The Electronic Signature is always avail-
able to the user, regardless of the state of this control cell.

ispGAL22V10 devices are designed with an on-board charge
pump to negatively bias the substrate. The negative bias is of suf-
ficient magnitude to prevent input undershoots from causing the
circuitry to latch. Additionally, outputs are designed with n-channel
pullups instead of the traditional p-channel pullups to eliminate
any possibility of SCR induced latching.

The ispGAL22V10 device uses a standard 22V10 JEDEC
fusemap file to describe the device programming information. Any
third party logic compiler can produce the JEDEC file for this
device.

The JEDEC file can be used to program the device using a stan-
dard PLD programmer or the in-system programming methods
described later in this data sheet.

When testing state machine designs, all possible states and state
transitions must be verified in the design, not just those required
in the normal machine operations. This is because certain events
may occur during system operation that throw the logic into an
illegal state (power-up, line voltage glitches, brown-outs, etc.). To
test a design for proper treatment of these conditions, a way must
be provided to break the feedback paths, and force any desired
(i.e., illegal) state into the registers. Then the machine can be
sequenced and the outputs tested for correct next state conditions.

The ispGAL22V1 0 device includes circuitry that allows each reg-
istered output to be synchronously set either high or low. Thus,
any present state condition can be forced for test sequencing. If
necessary, approved GAL programmers capable of executing test
vectors perform output register preload automatically.

ispGAL22V10 devices are designed with TTL level compatible
input buffers. These buffers have a characteristically high imped-
ance, and present a much lighter load to the driving logic than bi-
polar TTL devices.

The input and I/O pins also have built-in active pull-ups. As a re-
sult, floating inputs will float to a TTL high (logic 1). However,
Lattice recommends that all unused inputs and tri-stated I/O pins
be connected to an adjacent active input, Vcc, or ground. Doing
so will tend to improve noise immunity and reduce Ice for the
device. (See equivalent input and I/O schematics on the following
page.)
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POWER-UP RESET

Circuitry within the ispGAL22V1 0 provides a reset signal to all reg-
isters during power-up. All intemal registers will have their Q out-
puts set low after a specified time (tpr, 11JSMAX). As a result, the
state on the registered output pins (if they are enabled) will be
either high or low on power-up, depending on the programmed
polarity of the output pins. This feature can greatly simplify state
machine design by providing a known state on power·up. The
timing diagram for power-up is shown below. Because of the
asynchronous nature of system power-up, some conditions must
be met to guarantee a valid power-up reset of the ispGAl22V1 O.
First, the Vcc rise must be monotonic. Second, the clock input
must be at static TIL level as shown in the diagram during power
up. The registers will reset within a maximum of tpr time. As in
normal system operation, avoid clocking the device until all in·
put and feedback path setup times have been met. The clock
must also meet the minimum pulse width requirements.

•INTERNAL
REGISTER

a· OUTPUT

ACTIVE HIGH VVVVVVVVVVVV).. Oevke Pin ~
OUTPUT REGISTER ~1\MI\MMMMI\~~~~~~~-"-,,,->--Re_'_'_"0_l_OQ_"_·0.L'(_

INPUT/OUTPUT EQUIVALENT SCHEMATICS

PIN~ ~P1N

Feedback •

Tn-State
Control

Active Pull-up
Circuit

•.. L._.,
: Vref :
: :, ,

1 1, ,: :, ,, ,
: :
'--- ...'Data

Output

Feedback
(To Input Buffer)
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IN-SYSTEM PROGRAMMING OVERVIEW

The ispGAL22V10 device can be programmed in a number of
ways. Two options are to build a custom cable to program
devices on your board directly from the parallel port of a PC, or
to build the programming capability right into your system. To
support the software side of either of these solutions, Lattice
provides the ispGAL Download library of programming routines.
These routines are written in ANSI-standard C language, which
can be used either to serve as detailed examples or to be
integrated directly into your system. These routines include
such common operations as Program, Read, and Verify. The
routines are structured so that any hardware-dependent code is
contained in a few well-documented functions, which can be
easily modified for virtually any system. Example programs are
included which use the parallel printer port of an IBM PC or
compatible.

In addition, popular third-party programmers provide the ability
to program the devices in a socket, just like conventionally
programmed devices. This is especially useful for engineering

System
Microprocessor

(executes ispGAL Download)

I/O
Port

debug of programming circuitry you build into your own system.
Many of the best applications for the ispGAL device use their
ability to reconfigure a system in the field. In any system that
uses a microprocessor, the microprocessor can often be used
to program the ispGAL devices right in the system. The Lattice
ispGAL Download software routines can be used to easily
integrate ispGAL programming capability into your system
software, or allow you to quickly create a custom program for
configuring the system. A typical system is shown below in
Figure 1. Note that the pattern information is normally stored in
the Lattice ispSTREAMTM format, which is a bit-packed format
providing device pattern storage in less than 1/8 that of a
standard JEDEC file. The pattern information may reside either
on-board in an EPROM or EEPROM, or be loaded from an
external source such as a disk or across a network.

Other System
Circuitry
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Another possibility is to use an external system, such as a
portable PC, to change the configuration of a board by repro-
gramming an on-board ispGAL device (see figure 2 below). This
can be useful for field service personnel to re-configure a board
for testing or to enable optional features. The same method can
be used during the design, test or manufacturing phase, before
the board is put into a working system capable of reprogramming
the devices.

Lattice provides a stand-alone utility program that uses the PC
parallel port to program ispGAL devices through a cable. Also,
the ispGAL software library can be used to easily create custom
programs for programming the ispGAL devices through your
own interface. Example programs using the PC parallel port are
included in the ispGAL Download software.

ispGAL
Control

Software

When programming multiple ispGAL devices, the ISP serial
interface allows the user to cascade multiple ISP devices in a
serial daisy chain (see figure 3). This serial daisy chain interface
provides the flexibility to program all daisy chained devices at
once or one at a time through a 4-wire interface. To program the
serial devices one at a time, the Lattice ISP FLOWTHRU
instruction is provided to bypass the serial devices that are not
to be programmed.

If you have any questions about programming the ispGAL 3
devices, please contact Lattice Application Engineering at 800-
327-8425 or 503-693-0201.

Other
System
Circuitry

Parallel Port
Connection

Signals from
Programming

Controller
(System Processor)

ispGAL
Device

SDI SDO

MODE

SCLK

MODE

SCLK

Serial Data Path

I
ispGAL
Device

SDI SDO

MODE

SCLK

ispGAL
Device

SDI SDO

MODE

SCLK

I
Parallel Control Path
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The ispGAL uses a similar programming algorithm and pro-
gramming parameters to other Lattice ISP devices. The devices
generate their own intemal supervoltage for programming, and
only require standard TIL signals to program. Programmingthe
ispGAL device is centered around a 3-state state machine, with
its state transitions controlled by two control signals. One of the
states is the normal operation state, with the other two states
controlling the programming process. The ISP programming
state machine is controlled by four dedicated programming pins
on each device, which are described below. During normal
device operation the SDI, MODE and SCLK pins should be tied
low.

SERIAL PROGRAMMING INTERFACE
The ispGAL devices are programmed using the four dedicated
programming interface pins: SDI, MODE, SDO and SCLK.

Serial Data In (SDI) performs two differentfunctions. First asthe
input to the serial shift register, and second as one of the two
control pins forthe programming state machine. Because of this
dual role, the function of SDI is controlled by the MODE pin.
When MODE is low, SDI is the serial input to the shift registers
and when MODE is high, SDI becomes a control signal. Internal
to the device, the SDI is multiplexed to various shift registers in
the device. The different shift instructions of the state machine
determine which of these shift registers gets the input from SDI.

The MODE signal, combined with the SDI signal, controls the
programming state machine, as described in this section.

Load
ID

Shift
ID

Note:
Control signals: MODE, SDI

the internal serial shift registers and to clock the state machine
between states. State changes and shifting data in is done on
a low-to-high transition. When shifting data out, the data is
available on SDO only after a subsequent high-to-Iowtransition.
When MODE is high, SCLK controls the programming state
machine, and when MODE is low, SCLK acts as a shift register
clock to shift data in or out or to start an operation.

Serial Data Out (SDO) is the output of the serial shift registers.
The selection of shift register is again determined by the state
machine's shift instruction. When MODE is driven high, SDO
connects directlytothe SDI, bypassing the device's shift registers.

PROGRAMMING STATE MACHINE OPERATION
The programming state machine controls which mode the device
is in, and provides the means to read and write data to the device
(see figure 4). The four dedicated control pins are used to load
and unload data, and to control the state machine. The state
machine is a 2 bit state machine, with three defined states: IDLE
(00), SHIFT (01) and EXECUTE (10). Instruction codes are
shifted into the device in the SHIFT state, and control which
instruction isto be executed in the EXECUTE state. Inthe SH IFT
and EXECUTE states all the 1/0 pins are tri-stated. To transition
between states MODE is held high, SDI is set to the appropriate
level, and SCLK is clocked.

The IDLE state is the default state of the state machine. In this
state the device is in normal operation, and programming
operations are disabled. Each device contains a hardwired eight
bit ID code, which can be read from this state. The IDLE state
may be reached from any other state by setting MODE high, SDI
low, and clocking SCLK.

Load
Command
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The SHIFT state provides the means to load an instruction into
the state machine. A five bit instruction is loaded into the state
machine by holding MODE low and clocking in the instruction,
via SOl. The entire Instruction Set is shown below in Table 1.
Once an instruction is loaded into the state machine, it may be
executed in the EXECUTE state. The SHIFT state is reached
from either of the other two states by setting MODE and SOl
high, and clocking SCLK.

The EXECUTE state is where the instruction that was shifted in
during the SHIFT state is actually executed. An individual
instruction execution is started by taking MODE low and clocking
SCLK.

Instruction Operation Description

00000 NOP No operation performed.

00010 SHIFT_DATA Clocks data into, or out of,
the Data Shift Register.

00011 BULK_ERASE Erases the entire device.

00101 ERASE_ARRAY Erases everything except
the Architecture rows.

00110 ERASE_ARCH Erases the Architecture
rows only

00111 PROGRAM Programs the Serial Shift
Register data into the
addressed row

01010 VERIFY Load data from the
selected row into the
Serial Shift Register.

01101 10PRLD Preload the I/O register
with given data.

01110 FLOWTHRU Disables the Shift Register
(SDI=SDO).

10100 ARCH SHIFT Enables the Architecture
shift register for shifting
data into or out of the
register.

SHIFT REGISTERS
The ispGAL device has four shift registers, the Device 10 shift
register, the Instruction shift register, the Data shift register, and
the Architecture shift register. All shift registers operate on a
First In First Out (FIFO) basis, and are chosen bywhich state the
programming state machine is in.

The Device 10shift register is only accessible in the IDLE state.
It is eight bits long, and is only used to shift out the device 10. For
ispGAL22V1 0, the 10 is defined to be 08 (hex). The Instruction
shift register is only accessible in the SHIFT state. It is five bits
long, and is only used to shift the Instruction Codes into the
device. The Data and Instruction shift registers expect the LSB
shifted in first. The Data shift register is 138 bits long, and is used
to shift all addresses and data into or out of the device. The Data
shift register is only accessible in the EXECUTE state when
executing a SHIFT_DATA instruction. The architecture shift
register is 20 bits long and the OLMC 1's S1 architecture bit is
shifted in first and OLMC 1O'sSOarchitecture bit is shifted in last. 3
The architecture shift register is accessed during EXECUTE
state when ARCH_SHIFT instruction is executed.

To program an ispGAL device, data is read from a serial bit
stream and shifted into the shift registers. The data is read 138
bits at a time, shifted into the device, and then a programming
operation is performed. The exact sequence, and the methods
for converting a JEDEC map into a serial bit stream is explained
in the Device Architecture section.

TIMING
Programming the ispGAL devices properly requires that a number
of timing specifications be met. Most critical are the specifications
relating to programming and erasing the E2CMOS cells. In
addition to a minimum pulse width, there is also a maximum
specification for these parameters. Table 2 lists the programming
mode specifications for the ispGAL device. Diagrams for the
programming mode specifications are shown in Figures 5, 6,
and 7 on the following page.

INTERNAL ARCHITECTURE
This section explains the internal architecture of the device as it
relates to programming. This section is not strictly necessary to
the programming of the device if you are using the Lattice
software tools provided.

The key to easy programming of the ispGAL device is the use of
a bit-stream of all the data that needs to be shifted into a device
to program it. Lattice calls this bit-stream format an ispSTREAMTM
format. The ispSTREAM format uses one bit to represent the
state of each ofthe programmable cells, instead ofthe byte value
used in a JEDEC file. Considering the additional characters in a
JEDEC file, this means a space savings of more than a factor of
eight. In addition, the ispSTREAM does not require any parsing.
The bits are simply read from the file and shifted into the device.
Since 804 bytes are required to store the pattern for an ispGAL
device, multiple patterns can be stored in a small space.

This section mainly concerns the details of constructing the
ispSTREAM format. If you are using the supplied software tools,
a conversion utility (complete with source code) is included to
convert an industry-standard JEDEC file to an ispSTREAM
format. All of the Lattice software routines read from and write to
this ispSTREAM format.
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The ispGAL device have three basic sections to their program-
ming architecture (see figure 8). There are 44, 132-bit wide rows
of AND array section, one 64-bit wide row of User Electronic
Signature (UES) section and one 20-bit wide row of architecture
information.

The AND array section ofthe physical layout is organized so that
each column of JEDEC fuse numbers shown in the logic
diagram of ispGAL22V10 corresponds to one row of shift
register for the device layout. This translates to each physical
row being 132 bits long. With each row of AND array data, there
is a 6-bit row address associated with it. Including the row
address bits makes the shift registers 138 bits long. These row

address bits must also be shifted into the shift register along with
the AND array data. Executing a PROGRAM command following
the combination of data and row address shift programs the row
that is specified by the shift instruction. The UES row is unique
from the AND array data rows in that it is only 64 bits long. When
the row address bits are added to the row the total shift register
length required to fully specify the UES row is 70 bits long. In
other words only 70 bits out of 132 bit shift register is used for
UES. The 20-bit long architecture shift register is selected when
ARCH_SHIFT instruction is executed. The OLMC 0, S1: OLMC
0, SO;OLMC 1, S1: OLMC1, SO:etc. are shifted in order with the
last bit of the shift register being OLMC 10, SO.

Paramo Description Min. Max. Unit

trst Time from power-up of device to any progamming operation. 1 - lls
tisp Time from leaving IDLE state to I/O pins tri-state, or entering IDLE state to I/O pins active. - 10 lls
tsu Setup time, from either MODE or SOl to rising edge of SCLK. 100 - ns

th Hold time, from rising edge of SCLK to MODE or SOl changing level. 100 ns

tco Time from falling edge of SCLK to data out on SDO. 150 ns

tclkh Clock pulse width of SCLK while high. 0.5 lls
tclkl Clock pulse width of SCLK while low. 0.5 lls
tpwp Time for a programming operation. 40 100 ms
tpwe Time for an erase operation. 200 ms
tpwv Time for a verify operation. 5 us

liSP] HI_-Z _

___ ls~u~~I-~ _

~ ,_- _-_-~~->C
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iapSTREAM FORMAT
To convert the information in a standard JEOEC file into the
ispSTREAM format, all of the addressing information is added,
as well as the place-holding bits to fill to the next byte boundary.
The objective is to have every bit that is shifted into the device
for programming included in the ispSTREAM format. For the
AND array rows, this means simply adding six bits to the end of
each row. For the UES row, there are 2 bits to add. And for the
architecture row 4 bits are added. These additional bits must be
properly handled when data is shifted into the shift register. The
proper number of bits must be incremented to forward the
ispSTREAM bits to point to the next correct address bit.

The ispSTREAM uses one bit for each programmable cell. This
means that each AND array row will take 138 bits. Similarly, 64
bits for the UES and 20 bits for the architecture. One extra byte
is used at the front of the file to store the device 10 code. This 10
code is the same as the one hardwired into the device. The
purpose of including this 10 code is to be sure the ispSTREAM
type matches that of the device to be programmed. All
ispSTREAM formats, regardless of which Lattice In-System
Programmable device they are for, will contain this 10 code as
the first byte. By reading this 10 code, you can tell which device
the ispSTREAM is for. If the ispSTREAMs are stored in EPROM
for instance, they will be stacked end to end, and the 10 code will •
help to determine not only which device type it belongs with, but
how long it is, and thus where the next pattern starts.

8-bit ID Shift Register

SDI --.J 67 66... ... 61 60 ~ SDO

Row Addr:0

1

SDI --.j 1_38_-b_it_A_d_d_re_ss1_D_a_ta_Sh_ift_R_eg_is_te_r ~~ SDO

o00ooo UEDECFuse#: 5764 5720 5676 ... • ... 0088 0044 ooסס

oo1סס0 IJEDECFuse#: 5765 5721 56n ... · ... 0089 0045 0001

~
'"~
~·,. • oS bits •••• 14 ••..••••..•. 132 bits ••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••• ~

···AND Array (5808 bits) :

·······101010 JEDECFuse#: 5806 5762 5718 ... · ... 0130 0086 0042

101011 JEDECFuse#: 58075763 5719 ... Y ... 0131.0087 0043

101100 JEDECFuse#: 58915890 ... UES164 bitsl ... 5829 5828

Architecture Shift Register

SDI -.(JEDEC Fuse#: 5826,5827,5825 ... ... 5811,5808,5809 l-+ SDO

~o~
(J)(J)(J)

'~dd
~~~000
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ISP PROGRAMMING TOOLS SUPPORT
To assist users in implementing ISP programming, Lattice
provides ispGAL C language routines included with the ispGAL
Download software which implement the basic ISP functions for
programming through the PC parallel port. This section provides
the details of the PC parallel port definition needed to program
the ispGAL.

PC PARALLEL PORT DEFINITION
The PC parallel port must be properly defined in order to use the
ispGAL software to program the devices. After defining the port,
ispGAL Download software controls the read and write of data
through the parallel port. To guarantee the signal integrity and
drive capability, a 74HC367 (or equivalent) buffer should be
directly connected at the parallel port's 0825 connector. Figure

0825 Parallel Port
Connector Pins isp Interface

SOO

100 ohm
000 Pin 2 SOl

100 ohm
001 Pin 3 SCLK

100 ohm
002 Pin 4 MOOE

100 ohm
003 Pin 5 NC

006
015
013
GNO

Pin8 ----
Pin 12 .•..•r-- Port Sense

Pin 15 - Vcc Sense
Pin 20 - GNO

9 below defines the parallel port 0825 pins and the associated
programming signals. This hardware definition is identical to the
Lattice ispLSI programming hardware with the exception of the
ispEN and RESET signals which are defined only for the ispLSI
devices.

The buffer at the parallel port drives the cable that connects the
output olthe buffer to the ISP programming signals olthe device.
It is important to keep the cable length to a minimum to reduce
the loading on the signal drivers. The SOl, SCLK and MODE
inputs to the ispGAL are driven by the buffer connected at the
parallel port. The SDa output signal from the ispGAL is driven
from the device back to the parallel port. If the load on the SDa
signal is more than a minimum cable length and the parallel port
input, it is recommended that the user provide a buffer on the
circuit board to ensure good signal integrity.

1 -SCLK
2-GNO

3-MOOE
4 - NO CONNECT

5 - NO CONNECT
6-SOI

7-8DO
8 - Vcc
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ispGAL22V10B:TYPICAL AC AND DC CHARACTERISTIC DIAGRAMS
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• HIGH PERFORMANCE E'CMOS· TECHNOLOGY
- 7.5 ns Maximum Propagation Delay
- Fmax = 142.8 MHz
- 4.5ns Maximum from Clock Input to Data Output
- TTL Compatible 16 mA Outputs
- UltraMOS· Advanced CMOS Technology

• ACTIVE PULL-UPS ON ALL PINS

• LOW POWER CMOS
- 90 mA Typicallcc

• E' CELL TECHNOLOGY
- Reconfigurable Logic
- Reprogrammable Cells
- 100% Tested/Guaranteed 100% Yields
- High Speed Electrical Erasure «100ms)
- 20 Year Data Retention

• TWELVE OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELLS
- Uses Standard 22V10 Macrocells
- Maximum Flexibility for Complex Logic Designs

• PRELOAD AND POWER-ON RESET OF REGISTERS
- 100% Functional Testability

• APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- DMA Control
- State Machine Control
- High Speed Graphics Processing
- Standard Logic Speed Upgrade

• ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE FOR IDENTIFICATION

The GAL26CV12, at 7.5 ns maximum propagation delay time,
combines a high performance CMOS process with Electrically
Erasable (P) floating gate technology to provide the highest
performance 28-pin PLD available on the market. Ptechnology
offers high speed «1 OOms)erase times, providing the ability to
reprogram or reconfigure the device quickly and efficiently.

Expanding upon the industry standard 22V10 architecture, the
GAL26CV12 eliminates the learning curve typically associated
with using a new device architecture. The generic architecture
provides maximum design flexibility by allowing the Output Logic
Macrocell (OLMC) to be configured by the user. The GAL26CV12
OLMC is fully compatible with the OLMC in standard bipolar and
CMOS 22V1 0 devices.

Unique test circuitry and reprogram mabie cells allow complete
AC, DC, and functional testing during manufacture. As a result,
LATTICE is able to guarantee 100% field programmability and
functionality of all GAL· products. LATTICE also guarantees 100
erase/rewrite cycles and data retention in excess of 20 years.

GAL26CV12
High Performance E2CMOS PLD

Generic Array Logic ™

INPUT

vOla

1/0/0

1/0/0

vOla •1/0/0

1/0/0

vOla

1/0/0

1/0/0

vOla

1/0/0

1/0/0

DIP

VCLK 28 I

PLCC I vOla

vOla

'5 8 Q
vOla

---~- ~ ~ GAL vOla
'8 28 26CV12 vOla

I 5 25 1/0/0
I UOIO vOla

vcc 7
GAL26CV122 VOIO 21 GND

I UOIO
I 9 Top View vOla

21 GND
I VO/Q vOla
I 1 1 110/0 vOla12 ,. 18 18

---0000 vOla~ ~ ~ ~
vOla

15 vOla
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Tpd (ns) Tsu (ns) Tea (ns) Ice (mA) Ordering # Package

7.5 6 4.5 130 GAL26CV12C-7LP 28-Pin Plastic DIP

130 GAL26CV12C-7LJ 28-Lead PLCC

10 7 7 130 GAL26CV12B-10LP 28-Pin Plastic DIP

130 GAL26CV12B-10LJ 28-Lead PLCC

15 10 8 130 GAL26CV12B-15LP 28-Pin Plastic DIP

130 GAL26CV12B-15LJ 28-Lead PLCC

20 12 12 130 GAL26CV12B-20LP 28-Pin Plastic DIP

130 GAL26CV12B-20LJ 28-Lead PLCC

Tpd (ns) Tsu (ns) Tea (ns) Ice (mA) Ordering # Package

10 7 7 150 GAL26CV12C-10LPI 28-Pin Plastic DIP

150 GAL26CV12C-10LJI 28-Lead PLCC

15 10 8 150 GAL26CV12B-15LPI 28-Pin Plastic DIP

150 GAL26CV12B-15LJI 28-Lead PLCC

20 12 12 150 GAL26CV12B-20LPI 28-Pln Plastic DIP

150 GAL26CV12B-20LJI 28-Lead PLCC

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

Blank = Commercial
I = Industrial

GAL26CV12C
GAL26CV12B

XXXXXXXX - XX

Dev;", N.me ~

Package P = Plastic DIP
J = PLCC
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The GAL26CV12 has a variable number of product terms per
OLMC. Of the twelve available OLMCs, two OLMCs have access
to twelve product terms (pins 20 and 22), two have access to ten
product terms (pins 19 and 23), and the other eight OLMCs have
eight product terms each. In addition to the product terms available
for logic, each OLMC has an additional product term dedicated
to output enable control.

The output polarity of each OLMC can be individually programmed
to be true or inverting, in either combinatorial or registered mode.
This allows each output to be individually configured as either
active high or active low.

2 TO 1
MUX

The GAL26CV12 has a product term for Asynchronous Reset
(AR) and a product term for Synchronous Preset (SP).These two
product terms are common to all registered OLMCs. The Asyn-
chronous Reset sets all registered outputs to zero any time this
dedicated product term is asserted. The Synchronous Preset sets
all registers to a logic one on the rising edge of the next clock
pulse after this product term is asserted.

NOTE: The AR and SP product terms will force the Q output of
the flip-flop into the same state regardless of the polarity of the
output.Therefore, a reset operation, which sets the register output •
to a zero, may result in either a high or low at the output pin,
depending on the pin polarity chosen.

4 TO 1
MUX

Each of the Macrocells of the GAL26CV12 has two primary
functional modes: registered, and combinatorial 1/0.The modes
and the output polarity are set by two bits (SO and S1), which are
normally controlled by the logic compiler. Each of these two
primary modes, and the bit settings required to enable them, are
described below and on the the following page.

REGISTERED
In registered mode the output pin associated with an individual
OLMC is driven by the Q output of that OLMC's D-type flip-flop.
Logic polarity of the output signal at the pin may be selected by
specifying that the output buffer drive either true (active high) or
inverted (active low). Output tri-state control is available as an
individual product term for each OLMC, and can therefore be
defined by a logic equation. The D flip-flop's IQ output is fed back
into the AND array, with both the true and complement of the
feedback available as inputs to the AND array.

NOTE: In registered mode, the feedback is from the IQ output of
the register, and not from the pin; therefore, a pin defined as
registered is an output only, and cannot be used for dynamic
1/0, as can the combinatorial pins.

COMBINATORIAL 1/0
In combinatorial mode the pin associated with an individual OLMC
is driven by the output of the sum term gate. Logic polarity of the
output signal at the pin may be selected by specifying that the
output buffer drive either true (active high) or inverted (active low).
Output tri-state control is available as an individual product term
for each output, and may be individually set by the compiler as
either "on" (dedicated output), "off" (dedicated input), or "product
term driven" (dynamic 1/0). Feedback into the AND array is from
the pin side of the output enable buffer. Both polarities (true and
inverted) of the pin are fed back into the AND array.
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REGISTERED MODE

So = 0 So = 1
5, =0 5, = 0

COMBINATORIAL MODE

So = 0 So = 1
5, = 1 5, = 1
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GAL26CV12 LOGIC DIAGRAM I JEDEC FUSE MAP
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS(1)

Supply voltage Vee -0.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vee +1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vee + 1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Ambient Temperature with
Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1. Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions.above those indicated in the
operational sections of this specification is not implied (while
programming, follow the programming specifications).

Commercial Devices:
AmbientTemperature (TAl 0 to +75°C
Supply voltage (Veel

with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

Industrial Devices:
AmbientTemperature (TAl -40 to 85°C
Supply voltage (Veel

with Respect to Ground +4.5 to +5.5V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP? MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss-O.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

IlL' Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV< V,N< V,L(MAX.) - - -100 ~A

IIH Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.5V $ V,N$ Vee - - 10 ~A

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H 2.4 - - V

IOL Low Level Output Current - - 16 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -3.2 mA

los2 Output Short Circuit Current Vee = 5V VOUT= 0.5V TA= 25°C -30 - -130 mA

COMMERCIAL
Icc Operating Power

Supply Current

V,L= 0.5V V,H= 3.0V 1'099'. = 15MHz

Outputs Open

Icc Operating Power V,L= 0.5V V,H= 3.0V 1'099'. = 15MHz L-10 - 90 150 mA

Supply Current Outputs Open

1) The leakage current is due to the internal pull-up on all pins. See Input Buffer section for more information.
2) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems caused by tester
ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
3) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA= 25°C.
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM IND

TEST -7 ·10
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS

CON D.' MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or I/O to Combinatorial Output 1 7.5 1 10 ns

tea A Clock to Output Delay 1 4.5 1 7 ns

tel2 - Clock to Feedback Delay - 2.5 - 2.5 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before Clock i 6 - 7 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after Clock i 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 95.2 - 71.4 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tea)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 117.6 - 105 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tel)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 142.8 - 105 - MHz
No Feedback

tWh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 3.5 - 4 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 3.5 - 4 - ns

ten B Input or I/O to Output Enabled 1 7.5 1 10 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled 1 7.5 1 9 ns

tar A Input or I/O to Asynchronous Reset of Register 1 9 1 13 ns

tarw - Asynchronous Reset Pulse Duration 7 - 8 - ns

tarr - Asynchronous Reset to Clock i Recovery Time 5 - 8 - ns

tspr - Synchronous Preset to Clock i Recovery Time 5 - 10 - ns

1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Specification section.
3) Refer to fmax Specification section.

CAPACITANCE (TA = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM" UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

C'iO I/O Capacitance 8 pF V cc = 5.0V, V'/O = 2.0V

•
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Supply voltage Vcc -0.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Ambient Temperature with
Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1. Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in the
operational sections of this specification is not implied (while
programming, follow the programming specifications).

Commercial Devices:
AmbientTemperature (TA) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 to +75°C
Supply voltage (Vcc)

with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

Industrial Devices:
AmbientTemperature (TA) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -40 to 85°C
Supply voltage (Vcc)

with Respect to Ground +4.5 to +5.5V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP.' MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss-O.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

IlL' Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV~ V,N~ V,L(MAX.) - - -100 llA

IIH Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.5V ~ V,N~ Vcc - - 10 llA

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H 2.4 - - V

10L Low Level Output Current - - 16 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -3.2 mA

los2 Output Short Circuit Current Vcc = 5V VOUT= 0.5V TA = 25cC -30 - -130 mA

Operating Power

Supply Current

V,L= 0.5V V,H= 3.0V ',oggl. = 15MHz

Outputs Open

Icc Operating Power VIL.=0.5V V,H= 3.0V ',oggl. = 15MHz L-15/-20 - 90 150 mA

Supply Current Outputs Open

1) The leakage current is due to the internal pull-up on all pins. See Input Buffer section for more information.
2) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems caused by tester
ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
3) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA = 25 cC.
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM COM/IND COM/IND

TEST ·10 ·15 ·20
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS

COND.' MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or 1/0 to Combinatorial Output 3 10 3 15 3 20 ns

tco A Clock to Output Delay 2 7 2 8 2 12 ns

tcF - Clock to Feedback Delay - 2.5 - 2.5 - 10 ns

tsu, - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before Clock i 7 - 10 - 12 - ns

tsuo - Setup Time, SP before Clock i 10 - 10 - 12 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after Clock i 0 - 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 71.4 - 55.5 - 41.6 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 105 - 80 - 45.4 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tet)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 105 - 83.3 - 62.5 - MHz
No Feedback

tWh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 4 - 6 - 8 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 4 - 6 - 8 - ns

ten B Input or 1/0 to Output Enabled 3 10 3 15 3 20 ns

tdis C Input or 110to Output Disabled 3 10 3 15 3 20 ns

tar A Input or 1/0 to Asynchronous Reset of Register 3 13 3 20 3 20 ns

tarw - Asynchronous Reset Pulse Duration 8 - 10 - 15 - ns

tarr - Asynchronous Reset to Clock Recovery Time 8 - 10 - 15 - ns

tspr - Synchronous Preset to Clock Recovery Time 10 - 10 - 12 - ns

1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Specification section.
3) Refer to fmax Specification section.

CAPACITANCE (TA = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM' UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

C'iO 1/0 Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V,/O = 2.0V

•
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS
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fmax SPECIFICATIONS

1liiס1 tsu ~10IIII teo~

fmax with External Feedback lI(tsu+tco)

Note: fmax with extemal feedback is cal-
culated from measured tsu and tco.

elK

! __ _-------_.! •i'oIIII tet
~~-----tpd

Note: tcf is a calculated value, derived by sub-
tracting tsu from the period of fmax w/internal
feedback (tcf = l/fmax - tsu). The value of tcf is
used primarily when calculating the delay from
clocking a register to a combinatorial output
(through registered feedback), as shown above.
For example, the timing from clock to a combi-
natorial output is equal to tcf + tpd.

~-i~-i~-~--------_·_--------_:
fmax with No Feedback

Note: fmax with no feedback may be less
than 1/(twh + twl). This is to allow for a
clock duty cycle of other than 50%.

Input Pulse Levels GNDt03.0V

Input Rise and I C-7/-10 1.5ns 10%-90%

Fall Times IB-10/-15/-20 3ns 10%-90%

Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See Figure

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state active
level.

GAL26CV12 Output Load Conditions (see figure)

Test Condition Rl R2 CL

A 300n 390n 50pF

B Active High ~ 390n 50pF

Active Low 300n 390n 50pF

C Active High ~ 390n 5pF

Active Low 300n 390n 5pF
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An electronic signature is provided in every GAL26CV12 device.
It contains 64 bits of reprogrammable memory that can contain
user-defined data. Some uses include user ID codes, revision
numbers, or inventory control. The signature data is always
available to the user independent of the state of the security cell.

A security cell is provided in every GAL26CV12 device to prevent
unauthorized copying of the array patterns. Once programmed,
this cell prevents further read access to the functional bits in the
device. This cell can only be erased by re-programming the
device, so the original configuration can never be examined once
this cell is programmed. The Electronic Signature is always avail-
able to the user, regardless of the state of this control cell.

GAL26CV12 devices are designed with an on-board charge pump
to negatively bias the substrate. The negative bias minimizes the
potential for latch-up caused by negative input undershoots.
Additionally, outputs are designed with n-channel pull-ups instead
of the traditional p-channel pull-ups in order to eliminate latch-up
due to output overshoots.

GAL devices are programmed using a Lattice-approved Logic
Programmer, available from a number of manufacturers (see the
the GAL Development Tools section). Complete programming of
the device takes only a few seconds. Erasing of the device is
transparent to the user, and is done automatically as part of the
programming cycle.

When testing state machine designs, all possible states and state
transitions must be verified in the design, not just those required
in normal machine operation. This is because certain events may
occur during system operation that throw the logic into an illegal
state (power-up, line voltage glitches, brown-outs, etc.). To test
a design for proper treatment of these conditions, a way must be
provided to break the feedback paths, and force any desired (i.e.,
illegal) state into the registers. Then the machine can be
sequenced and the outputs tested for correct nex1state conditions.

The GAL26CV12 device includes circuitry that allows each reg-
istered output to be synchronously set either high or low. Thus,
any present state condition can be forced for test sequencing. If
necessary, approved GAL programmers capable of executing test
vectors perform output register preload automatically.

GAL26CV12 devices are designed with TTL level compatible input
buffers. These buffers have a characteristically high impedance,
and present a much lighter load to the driving logic than bipolar
TTL logic.

The input and 1/0 pins also have built-in active pull-ups. As a re-
sult, floating inputs will float to a TTL high (logic 1). However, Lat-
tice recommends that all unused inputs and tri-stated 110 pins be
connected to an adjacent active input, Vcc, or ground. Doing so
will tend to improve noise immunity and reduce Icefor the device.

..
"
"~ -20

"0
" -40c-

o!:

-60
0
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•
Device Pin ~
Reset to Logic "1"

Device Pin ~
Reset to Logic ·0"

Circuitry within the GAL26CV12 provides a reset signal to all reg-
isters during power-up. All internal registers will have their Q
outputs set low after a specified time (tpr, 11lsMAX). As a result,
the state on the registered output pins (if they are enabled) will
be either high or low on power-up, depending on the programmed
polarity of the output pins. This feature can greatly simplity state
machine design by providing a known state on power-up. Be-
cause of the asynchronous nature of system power-up, some

conditions must be met to guarantee a valid power-up reset of the
device. First, the Vcc rise must be monotonic. Second, the clock
input must be at static TTL level as shown in the diagram during
power up. The registers will reset within a maximum of tpr time.
As in normal system operation, avoid clocking the device until all
input and feedback path setup times have been met. The clock
must also meet the minimum pulse width requirements.

PIN~ ~""
Feedback 4

Tri-State
Control

Data tOutput

Active Pull-up
Circuit

,.J....,
i Vrel :
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GAL26CV12B: TYPICAL AC AND DC CHARACTERISTIC DIAGRAMS
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• HIGH PERFORMANCE E2CMOS'" TECHNOLOGY
- 30ns Maximum Propagation Delay
- 27MHz Maximum Frequency
- 12ns Max. Clock to Output Delay
- TTL Compatible 16mA Outputs
- UltraMOS'" Advanced CMOS Technology

• LOW POWER CMOS
- 90mA Typical Ice

• E2 CELL TECHNOLOGY
- Reconfigurable Logic
- Reprogrammable Cells
- 100% Tested/Guaranteed 100% Yields
- High Speed Electrical Erasure «lOOms)
- 20 Year Data Retention

• UNPRECEDENTED FUNCTIONAL DENSITY
- 78 x 64 x 36 FPLA Architecture
- 10 Output Logic Macrocells
- 8 Buried Logic Macrocells
- 20 Input and I/O Logic Macrocells

• HIGH-LEVEL DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
- Asynchronous or Synchronous Clocking
- Separate State Register and Input Clock Pins
- Functional Superset of Existing 24-pin PAL'"

and FPLA Devices

• APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- Sequencers
- State Machine Control
- Multiple PLD Device Integration

Using a high performance E2CMOS technology, Lattice
Semiconductor has produced a next-generation programmable
logic device, the GAL6001. Having an FPLA architecture, known
for its superior flexibility in state-machine design, the GAL6001
offers a high degree of functional integration and flexibility in a 24-
pin, 300-mil package.

The GAL6001 has 10 programmable Output Logic Macrocells
(OLMC) and 8 programmable Buried Logic Macrocells (BLMC).
In addition, there are 10 Input Logic Macrocells (ILMC) and 10
I/O Logic Macrocells (IOLMC). Two clock inputs are provided for
independent control of the input and output macrocells.

Advanced features that simplify programming and reduce test
time, coupled with PCMOS reprogrammable cells, enable 100%
AC, DC, programmability, and functionality testing of each
GAL6001 during manufacture. This allows Lattice to guarantee
100% performance to specifications. In addition, data retention
of 20 years and a minimum of 100 erase/write cycles are
guaranteed.

GAL 600 1
High Performance E2CMOS FPLA

Generic Array Logic™

•
ILMC INPUT LOGIC MACROCELL

10LMC I/O LOGIC MACROCELL

BLMC BURIED LOGIC MACROCELL

OLMC OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELL

10- 1'0 INPUT I/o/a BIDIRECTIONAL
ICLK INPUT CLOCK Vcc POWER (+S)

OCLK OUTPUT CLOCK GND GROUND

PLCC DIP

IIlCLK[ 1 \J 24 Vce
I[ vOla

'OS

~~ ~" !i1 If vOlas

• 2• 2. GAL vOla, 5 25 VOta vOla
I/O/Q 6001, 7 I 6 vOla

GAL6001 23 I/O/Q

Ne Ne 18 vOla
, • Top View 21 VOIO vOla

VO/Q vOla

'" " VO/Q vOla12 ,. 16 ,.
~ ~ g ~ ~
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" GNO 12 13 OCLK
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GAL6001 ORDERING INFORMATION

Tpd (ns) Fclk (MHz) Icc(mA) Ordering # Package

30 27 150 GAL6001 B-30LP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

150 GAL6001 B-30LJ 28-Lead PLCC

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

xxxxxxxx - XX

Deviee Name ~

Package P = Plastic DIP
J = PLCC
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The GAL6001 features two configurable input sections. The ILMC
section corresponds to the dedicated input pins (2-11) and the
10LMC to the 1/0 pins (14-23). Each input section is configurable
as a block for asynchronous, latched, or registered inputs. Pin
1 (ICLK) is used as an enable input for latched macrocells or as
a clock input for registered macrocells. Configurable input blocks
provide system designers with unparalleled design flexibility. With

Both the ILMC and the 10LMC are block configurable. However,
the ILMC can be configured independently of the 10LMC. The
three valid macrocell configurations are shown in the macrocell
equivalent diagrams on the following pages.

•The outputs of the OR array feed two groups of macrocells. One
group of eight macrocells is buried; its outputs feed back directly
into the AND array rather than to device pins. These cells are
called the Buried Logic Macrocells (BLMC), and are useful for
building state machines. The second group of macrocells con-
sists of 10 cells whose outputs, in addition to feeding back into
the AND array,are available at the device pins. Cells in this group
are known as Output Logic Macrocells (OLMC).

The Output and Buried Logic Macrocells are configurable on a
macrocell by macrocell basis. Buried and Output Logic Macrocells
may be set to one of three configurations: combinatorial, D-type
register with sum term (asynchronous) clock, or DIE-type register.
Output macrocells always have 1/0 capability,with directional con-
trol provided by the 10 output enable (OE) product terms. Addi-
tionally, the polarity of each OLMC output is selected through the
"0" XOR. Polarity selection is available for BLMCs, since both
the true and complemented forms of their outputs are available
in the AND array. Polarity of all "E" sum terms is selected through
the "E" XOR.

When the macrocell is configured as a DIE type register, it is
clocked from the common OCLK and the register clock enable
input is controlled by the associated "E" sum term. This configu-
ration is useful for bUildingcounters and state-machines with state
hold functions.

When the macrocell is configured as a D-type register with a sum
term clock, the register is always enabled and its "E" sum term
is routed directly to the clock input. This permits asynchronous
programmable clocking, selected on a register-by-register basis.

Registers in both the Output and Buried Logic Macrocells feature
a common RESET product term. This active high product term
allows the registers to be asynchronously reset. Registers are
reset to a logic zero. If connected to an output pin, a logic one
will occur because of the inverting output buffer.

There are two possible feedback paths from each OLMC. The
first path is directly from the OLMC (this feedback is before the
output buffer and always present). When the OLMC is used as
an output, the second feedback path is through the 10LMC. With
this dual feedback arrangement, the OLMC can be permanently
buried (the associated OLMC pin is an input), or dynamically
buried with the use of the output enable product term.

The DIE registers used in this device offer the designer the ul--
timate in flexibility and utility. The DIE register architecture can
emulate RS-, JK-, and T-type registers with the same efficiency
as a dedicated RS-, JK-, orT-register.

The three macrocell configurations are shown in the macrocell
equivalent diagrams on the following pages.
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ILMC AND IOLMC CONFIGURATIONS

LATCH
E

Q
MUX

D 0 0
INVALID 0 1REG.

: 10 AND
INPUT ~: 1 0

ARRAY
orVO Q

D

1 1

ILMC/IOLMC
Generic Logic Block Diagram

ILMC (Input Logic Macrocell)
JEDEC Fuse Numbers

10LMC (1/0 Logic Macrocell)
JEDEC Fuse Numbers

ISYN
8218

LATCH
8219

ISYN
8220

LATCH
8221
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MC AND IOLMC CONFIGURATIONS
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OLMC AND BLMC CONFIGURATIONS

OE
,PRODUCT
: TERM

AND,
ARRA'I

•
MUX

1

OLMC/BLMC
Generic Logic Block Diagram

OLMC (Output Logic Macrocell)

JEDEC Fuse Numbers

OLMC OCLK OSYN XORE XORD

0 8178 8179 8180 8181
1 8182 8183 8184 8185
2 8186 8187 8188 8189
3 8190 8191 8192 8193
4 8194 8195 8196 8197
5 8198 8199 8200 8201
6 8202 8203 8204 8205
7 8206 8207 8208 8209
8 8210 8211 8212 8213
9 8214 8215 8216 8217

BLMC (Buried Logic Macrocell)

JEDEC Fuse Numbers

BLMC OCLK OSYN XORE

7 8175 8176 8177
6 8172 8173 8174
5 8169 8170 8171
4 8166 8167 8168·
3 8163 8164 8165
2 8160 8161 8162
1 8157 8158 8159
0 8154 8155 8156
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OLMC AND BLMC CONFIGURATIONS
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GAL6001 LOGIC DIAGRAM
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GAL6001 LOGIC DIAGRAM (Cant.)

•

The number of Differential Product Terms that may
switch is limited to a maximum of 15. Refer to the
Differential Product Term Switching Applications sec-
tion of this data sheet for a full explanation.
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Supply voltage Vee -0.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vee +1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vee + 1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Ambient Temperature with

Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1.Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in the
operational sections of this specification is not implied (while
programming, follow the programming specifications).

Commercial Devices:
Ambient Temperature (TA) 0 to 75°C
Supply voltage (Vee)

with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP.' MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss- 0.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

IlL' Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV,,;VIN"; VIL(MAX.) - - -100 !JA

IiH Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.5VIH,,;V,N,,;Vee - - 10 llA

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L= MAX. Vin = VILor V,H - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H= MAX. Vin = VILor VIH 2.4 - - V

10L Low Level Output Current - - 16 mA

10H High Level Output Current I - - -3.2 mA

los2 Output Short Circuit Current Vec=5V VOUT=0.5V -30 - -130 mA

COMMERCIAL
Icc Operating Power

Supply Current

VIL= 0.5V VIH= 3.0V

ftoggl. = 15MHz Outputs Open

1) The leakage current is due to the internal pull-up on all pins.
2) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems caused by tester
ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
3) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA= 25°C

CAPACITANCE (TA = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM' UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

Coo I/O Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, VIIO= 2.0V
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM

TEST ·30
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS

COND'. MIN. MAX.

tpd1 A Combinatorial Input to Combinatorial Output - 30 ns

tpd2 A Feedback or I/O to Combinatorial Output - 30 ns

tpd3 A Transparent latch Input to Combinatorial Output - 35 ns

tc01 A Input latch IClK to Combinatorial Output Delay - 35 ns

tc02 A Input Reg. IClK to Combinatorial Output Delay - 35 ns

tc03 A Output D/EReg. OClK to Output Delay - 12 ns

tc04 A Outout 0 Rea. Sum Term ClK to Outout Delav - 35 ns

tsu1 - Setup Time, Input before Input latch IClK 2.5 - ns
.

tsu2 - Setup Time, Input before Input Reg. IClK 2.5 - ns

tsu3 - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before D/E Reg. OClK 25 - ns

tsu4 - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before 0 Reg. Sum Term ClK 7.5 - ns

tsu5 - Setup Time, Input Reg. IClK before D/E Reg. OClK 30 - ns

tsu6 - Setup Time, Input Reg. IClK before 0 Reg. Sum Term ClK 15 - ns

th1 - Hold Time, Input after Input latch IClK 5 - ns

th2 - Hold Time, Input after Input Reg. IClK 5 - ns

th3 - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after D/E Reg. OClK 0 - ns

th4 - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after 0 Req. Sum Term ClK 10 - ns

fmax - Maximum Clock Frequency, OClK 27 - MHz

twh1 - IClK or OClK Pulse Duration, High 10 - ns

tWh2 - Sum Term ClK Pulse Duration, High 15 - ns

twl1 - IClK or OClK Pulse Duration, low 10 - ns

twl2 - Sum Term ClK Pulse Duration, low 15 - ns

tarw - Reset Pulse Duration 15 - ns

ten B Input or I/O to Output Enabled - 25 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled - 25 ns

tar A Input or I/O to Asynchronous Reg. Reset - 35 ns

tarr1 - Asynchronous Reset to OClK Recovery Time 20 - ns

tarr2 - Asynchronous Reset to Sum Term ClK Recovery Time 10 - ns

•
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS

INPUT or 1\\\S\~ VALID INPUT INPUTor
\\\\\\ tVALIDINPUTj\\\\\\\\I/O FEEDBACK I/O FEEDBACK

tsu2 th2tpd1,2

COMBINATORIAL
IClK (REGISTER)OUTPUT

Combinatorial Output COMBINATORIAL
OUTPUT

INPUTor
OClKI/O FEEDBACK

IClK (LATCH) Sum TermClK ~tC01l=
COMBINATORIAL
OUTPUT Registered Input

Latched Input

____ ts_u_'t_th_4 _

\\\\\\\\\\\\\i\i~_-_
INPUT or
I/O FEEDBACK

INPUT or
I/O FEEDBACK
DRIVING AR

tco3~1/fmax~
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fmax DESCRIPTIONS

Note: fmax with external feedback is calculated from measured
tsu and tco.

Note: fmax with no feedback may be less than 1/(twh + twl). This
is to allow for a clock duty cycle of other than 50%.

•
Note: tcf is a calculated value, derived by subtracting tsu from
the period of fmax w/internal feedback (tcf = 1/fmax - tsu). The
value of tcf is used primarily when calculating the delay from
clocking a register to a combinatorial output (through registered
feedback), as shown above. For example, the timing from clock
to a combinatorial output is equal to tcf + tpd.

Input Pulse Levels GNDt03.0V

Input Rise and Fall Times 3ns 10%-90%

Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See Figure

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state active
level.

Test Condition R1 R2 CL

A 300n 390n 50pF

B Active High ~ 390n 50pF

Active Low 300n 390n 50pF

C Active High ~ 390n 5pF

Active Low 300n 390n 5pF

FROM OUTPUT (010)
UNDER TEST
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ARRAY DESCRIPTION

The GAL6001 contains two E2reprogrammable arrays. The first
is an AND array and the second is an OR array. These arrays are
described in detail below.

AND ARRAY
The AND array is organized as 78 inputs by 75 product term
outputs. The 10 ILMCs, 10 10LMCs, 8 BLMC feedbacks, 10
OLMC feedbacks, and ICLK comprise the 39 inputs to this array
(each available in true and complement forms). 64 product terms
serve as inputs to the OR array. The RESET product term
generates the RESET signal described in the Output and Buried
Logic Macrocells section. There are 10 output enable product
terms which allow device pins 14-23 to be bi-directional or tri-state.

OR ARRAY
The OR array is organized as 64 inputs by 36 sum term outputs.
64 product terms from the AND array serve as the inputs to the
OR array. Of the 36 sum term outputs, 18 are data ("D") terms
and 18 are enable/clock ("E") terms. These terms feed into the
10 OLMCs and 8 BLMCs, one "D" term and one "E" term to each.

The programmable OR array offers unparalleled versatility in
product term usage. This programmability allows from 1 to 64
product terms to be connected to a single sum term. A pro-
grammable OR array is more flexible than a fixed, shared, or
variable product term architecture.

ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE
An electronic signature (ES) is provided in every GAL6001 device.
It contains 72 bits of reprogrammable memory that can contain
user defined data. Some uses include user ID codes, revision
numbers, or inventory control. The signature data is always avail-
able to the user independent of the state of the security cell.

NOTE: The ES is included in checksum calculations. Changing
the ES will alter the checksum.

SECURITY CELL
A security cell is provided in every GAL6001 device as a deter-
rent to unauthorized copying of the array patterns. Once pro-
grammed, this cell prevents further read access to the AND and
OR arrays. This cell can be erased only during a bulk erase cycle,
so the original configuration can never be examined once this cell
is programmed. The Electronic Signature is always available to
the user, regardless of the state of this control cell.

Specifications GAL600 1

BULK ERASE
Before writing a new pattern into a previously programmed part,
the old pattern must first be erased. This erasure is done
automatically by the programming hardware as part of the pro-
gramming cycle and takes only 50 milliseconds.

REGISTER PRELOAD
When testing state machine designs, all possible states and state
transitions must be verified, not just those required during normal
operations. This is because in system operation, certain events
may occur that cause the logic to assume an illegal state: power-
up, brown out, line voltage glitches, etc. To test a design for proper
treatment of these conditions, a method must be provided to break
the feedback paths and force any desired state (i.e., illegal) into
the registers. Then the machine can be sequenced and the
outputs tested for correct next state generation.

All of the registers in the GAL6001 can be preloaded, including
the ILMC, 10LMC, OLMC, and BLMC registers. In addition, the
contents of the state and output registers can be examined in a
special diagnostics mode. Programming hardware takes care of
all preload timing and voltage requirements.

LATCH-UP PROTECTION
GAL6001 devices are designed with an on-board charge pump
to negatively bias the substrate. The negative bias is of sufficient
magnitude to prevent input undershoots from causing the circuitry
to latch. Additionally, outputs are designed with n-channel pull-
ups instead of the traditional p-channel pull-ups to eliminate any
possibility of SCR induced latching.

INPUT BUFFERS
GAL devices are designed with TTL level compatible input buffers.
These buffers, with their characteristically high impedance, load
driVing logic much less than traditional bipolar devices. This
allows for a greater fan out from the driving logic.

GAL6001 input buffers have active pull-ups within their input
structure. This pull-up will cause any unterminated input or I/O
to float to a TTL high (logical 1). Lattice recommends that all
unused inputs and tri-stated I/O pins be connected to another
active input, Vcc, or GND. Doing this will tend to improve noise
immunity and reduce Icc for the device.

..
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POWER-UP RESET

Circuitry within the GAL6001 provides a reset signal to all registers
during power-up. All internal registers will have their Q outputs
set low after a specified time (tpr, 1JlS MAX). As a result, the state
on the registered output pins (if they are enabled) will always be
high on power-up, regardless of the programmed polarity of the
output pins. This feature can greatly simplify state machine design
by providing a known state on power-up. The timing diagram for
power-up is shown below. Because of the asynchronous nature
of system power-up, some conditions must be met to guarantee
a valid power-up reset of the GAL6001. First, the Vcc rise must
be monotonic. Second, the clock input must be at static TIL level
as shown in the diagram during power up. The registers will reset
within a maximum of tpr time. As in normal system operation,
avoid clocking the device until all input and feedback path setup
times have been met. The clock must also meet the minimum
pulse width requirements.

•
INTERNAL
REGISTER
OUTPUTQ

a FEEDBACK AND VVVVVVVVVVVV\ / Device p. \

R6~~:~:~~_Ml\MMl\M~_MY__ Aesetto~ogic'l' "---

The number of Differential Product Term Switching (OPTS) for
a given design is calculated by subtracting the total number of
product terms that are switching from a Logical H I to a Logical LO
from those switching from a Logical LO to a Logical HI within a
5ns period. After subtracting take the absolute value.

OPTS = I (P-Terms)LH- (P-Terms)HL I

simultaneously - there is no limit on the number of product terms
that can be used.

A software utility is available from Lattice Applications Engineering
that will perform this calculation on any GAL6001 JEDEC file. This
program, OPTS, and additional information may be obtained from
your local Lattice representative or by contacting Lattice
Applications Engineering Dept. (Tel: 503-681-0118 or 800-
FASTGAL; FAX: 681-3037).
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TYPICAL AC AND DC CHARACTERISTIC DIAGRAMS
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TYPICAL AC AND DC CHARACTERISTIC DIAGRAMS
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• HIGH PERFORMANCE E'CMOS" TECHNOLOGY
-15ns Maximum Propagation Delay
- 75MHz Maximum Frequency
- 6.5ns Max. Clock to Output Delay
- TTL Compatible 16mA Outputs
- UltraMOS" Advanced CMOS Technology

• LOW POWER CMOS
- 90mA Typical Icc

• E2CELL TECHNOLOGY
- Reconfigurable Logic
- Reprogrammable Cells
- 100% Tested/Guaranteed 100% Yields
- High Speed Electrical Erasure (<100ms)
- 20 Year Data Retention

• UNPRECEDENTED FUNCTIONAL DENSITY
- 78 x 64 x 36 FPLA Architecture
-10 Output Logic Macrocells
- 8 Buried Logic Macrocells
- 20 Input and I/O Logic Macrocells

• HIGH-LEVEL DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
- Asynchronous or Synchronous Clocking
- Separate State Register and Input Clock Pins
- Functional Superset of Existing 24-pin PAL"

and FPLA Devices

• APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- Sequencers
- State Machine Control
- Multiple PLD Device Integration

Having an FPLA architecture, the GAL6002 provides superior
flexibility in state-machine design. The GAL6002 offers the highest
degree of functional integration, flexibility, and speed currently
available in a 24-pin, 300-mil package. E2CMOStechnology offers
high speed «100ms) erase times, providing the ability to
reprogram or reconfigure the device quickly and efficiently.

The GAL6002 has 10 programmable Output Logic Macrocells
(OLMC) and 8 programmable Buried Logic Macrocells (BLMC).
In addition, there are 10 Input Logic Macrocells (ILMC) and 10
I/O Logic Macrocells (IOLMC). Two clock inputs are provided for
independent control of the input and output macrocells.

Unique test circuitry and reprogrammable cells allow complete
AC, DC, and functional testing during manufacturing. As a result,
Lattice is able to guarantee 100% field programmability and
functionality of all GAL products. Lattice also guarantees 100
erase/rewrite cycles and data retention in excess of 20 years.

GAL 6002
High Performance E2CMOS FPLA

Generic Array Logic™

•
ILMC INPUT LOGIC MACROCELL

10LMC I/O LOGIC MACROCELL

BLMC BURIED LOGIC MACROCELL

OLMC OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELL

10- 1'0 INPUT I/o/a BIDIRECTIONAL

ICLK INPUT CLOCK Vcc POWER (+5V)

OCLK OUTPUT CLOCK GND GROUND

PLCC DIP
II1CLK[ 1 '-' 2' Vcc

" ~~ ~ I[ 1/0/0u u
S z

VO/Q• 28 26 GALI , 2' VOIQ 1I0la

VO/Q 6002 VO/Q

I 7 23 VO/Q I 6 VO/Q

NC GAL6002 NC 18 VO/Q, • Top View 21 VO/Q VO/Q

VO/Q vola

'" " VO/Q
1/0/012 14 16 18

0 u " a ~
110/0z z <3 g" 0 GND 12 13 OCLK

Copyright C 1994 Lattice Semiconductor Corp. All brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. The specifications and information herein are
subject to change without notice.

LATIICE SEMICONDUCTOR CORP., 5555 Northeast Moore Ct., Hillsboro, Oregon 97124, U.S.A. 1994 Data Book
Tel. (503) 681-0118; 1-800-FASTGAL; FAX (503) 681-3037
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GAL6002 COMMERCIAL DEVICE ORDERING INFORMATION

Tpd (ns) Fclk (MHz) Icc(mA) Ordering # Package

15 75 135 GAL6002B-15LP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

135 GAL6002B-15LJ 28-Lead PLCC

20 60 135 GAL6002B-20LP 24-Pin Plastic DIP

135 GAL6002B-20LJ 28-Lead PLCC

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

xxxxxxxx - xx

D~;~N.me~

Package P = Plastic DIP
J = PLCC
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The GAL6002 features two configurable input sections. The ILMC
section corresponds to the dedicated input pins (2-11) and the
10LMC to the 1/0 pins (14-23). Each input section is individually
configurable as asynchronous, latched, or registered inputs. Pin
1 (ICLK) is used as an enable input for latched macrocells or as
a clock input for registered macrocells. Individually configurable
inputs provide system designers with unparalleled design flexibility.
With the GAL6002, external input registers and latches are not
necessary.

Both the ILMC and the 10LMC are individually configurable and
the ILMC can be configured independently of the 10LMC. The
three valid macrocell configurations and its associated fuse
numbers are shown in the diagrams on the following pages. Note
that these programmable cells are configured by the logic compiler
software. The user does not need to manually manipulate these
architecture bits.

•The outputs of the OR array feed two groups of macrocells. One
group of eight macrocells is buried; its outputs feed back directly
into the AND array rather than to device pins. These cells are
called the Buried Logic Macrocells (BLMC), and are useful for
building state machines. The second group of macrocells consists
of 10 cells whose outputs, in addition to feeding back into the AND
array, are available at the device pins. Cells in this group are
known as Output Logic Macrocells (OLMC).

The Output and Buried Logic Macrocells are configurable on a
macrocell by macrocell basis. Buried and Output Logic Macrocells
may be set to one of three configurations: combinational, D-type
register with sum term (asynchronous) clock, or DIE-type register.
Output macrocells always have 1/0 capability, with directional
control provided by the 10 output enable (OE) product terms.
Additionally, the polarity of each OLMC output is selected through
the programmable polarity control cell called XORD. Polarity
selection for BLMCs is selected through the true and complement
forms of their feedbacks to the AND array.Polarityof all E (Enable)
sum terms is selected through the XORE programmable cells.

When the output or buried logic macrocell is configured as a
DIE type register, the register is clocked from the common OCLK
and the register clock enable input is controlled by the associated
"E" sum term. This configuration is useful for building counters
and state-machines with count hold and state hold functions.

When the macrocell is configured as a D type register with a sum
term clock, the register is always enabled and the associated "E"

sum term is routed directly to the clock input. This permits
asynchronous programmable clocking, selected on a register-by-
register basis.

Registers in both the Output and Buried Logic Macrocells feature
a common RESET product term. This active high product term
allows the registers to be asynchronously reset. All registers reset
to logic zero. With the inverting output buffers, the output pins will
reset to logic one.

There are two possible feedback paths from each OLMC. The
first path is directly from the OLMC (this feedback is before the
output buffer). When the OLMC is used as an output, the second
feedback path is through the 10LMC. With this dual feedback
arrangement, the OLMC can be permanently buried without losing
the use of the associated OLMC pin as an input, or dynamically
buried with the use of the output enable product term.

The DIE registers used in this device offer the designer the
ultimate in flexibility and utility. The DIE register architecture can
emulate RS, JK, and T registers with the same efficiency as a
dedicated RS, JK, or T registers.

The three macrocell configurations are shown in the diagrams on
the following pages. These programmable cells are also
configured by the logic compiler software. The user does not need
to manually manipulate these architecture bits.
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ILMC AND IOLMC CONFIGURATIONS

LATCH
E

MUX
D 0 0

INVALID 0 1REG.

Q 1 0
D

1 1

ILMC/lOLMC
Generic Logic Block Diagram

INSYNC INLATCH ILMC

8218 8219 0
8220 8221 1
8222 8223 2
8224 8225 3
8226 8227 4
8228 8229 5
8230 8231 6
8232 8233 7
8234 8235 8
8236 8237 9

IOSYNC IOLATCH IOLMC

8238 8239 9
8240 8241 8
8242 8243 7
8244 8245 6
8246 8247 5
8248 8249 4
8250 8251 3
8252 8253 2
8254 8255 1
8256 8257 0
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OLMC AND BLMC CONFIGURATIONS

RESET

OLMC ONLY MUX
XORD(i) 1

D Lj
MUX 0

Vcc 0 E

XORE(i) OSYN(i)
E Lj 1

CKS(i) MUX
0

1

OE
PRODUCT
TERM

•

OLMC/BLMC
Generic Logic Block Diagram

OLMC CKS OUTSYNC XORE XORD
0 8178 8179 8180 8181
1 8182 8183 8184 8185
2 8186 8187 8188 8189
3 8190 8191 8192 8193
4 8194 8195 8196 8197
5 8198 8199 8200 8201
6 8202 8203 8204 8205
7 8206 8207 8208 8209
8 8210 8211 8212 8213
9 8214 8215 8216 8217

BLMC CKS OUTSYNC XORE
7 8175 8176 8177
6 8172 8173 8174
5 8169 8170 8171
4 8166 8167 8168
3 8163 8164 8165
2 8160 8161 8162
1 8157 8158 8159
0 8154 8155 8156
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LOGIC DIAGRAM
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Supply voltage Vee -0.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vee +1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vee +1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Ambient Temperature with

Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1.Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in
the operational sections of this specification is not implied (while
programming, follow the programming specifications).

Specifications GAL6002

Commercial Devices:
Ambient Temperature (TA) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 to 75°C
Supply voltage (Vee)

with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP.3 MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss- 0.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

IlL' Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV~ V,N~ V,L(MAX.) - - -100 ~A

IIH Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.5V ~ V,N~ Vee - - 10 ~A

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H 2.4 - - V

IOL Low Level Output Current - - 16 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -3.2 mA

los2 Output Short Circuit Current Vee =5V VOUT= 0.5V TA= 25°C -30 - -130 mA

Operating Power

Supply Current

V,L= 0.5V V,H= 3.0V

1,oggl. = 15MHz Outputs Open

1) The leakage current is due to the internal pull-up resistor on all pins. See Input Buffer section for more information.
2) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems caused by tester
ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
3) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA= 25°C

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM' UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 8 pF Vec = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

CVQ I/O Capacitance 8 pF Vcc = 5.0V, Vva = 2.0V
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM COM

TEST DESCRIPTION
-15 -20

PARAM. UNITSCOND'. MIN. MAX MIN. MAX

tpd1 A Combinatorial Input to Combinatorial Output - 15 - 20 ns

tpd2 A Feedback or 1/0 to Combinational Output - 15 - 20 ns

tpd3 A Transparent latch Input to Combinatorial Output - 18 - 23 ns

tc01 A Input latch IClK to Combinatorial Output Delay - 20 - 25 ns

tc02 A Input Reg. IClK to Combinatorial Output Delay - 20 - 25 ns

tc03 A Output DIE Reg. OClK to Output Delay - 6.5 - 8 ns

tc04 A Outout D Rea. Sum Term ClK to Outout Delav - 18 - 20 ns

tcfF - Output DIE Reg. OClK to Buried Feedback Delay - 3.6 - 7 ns

tcf22 - Output DReg. STClK to Buried Feedback Delay - 10.1 - 13 ns

tsu1
.

- Setup Time, Input before Input latch IClK 1.5 - 2 - ns

tsu2 - Setup Time, Input before Input Reg. IClK 1.5 - 2 - ns

tsu3 - Setup Time, Input or Fdbk before DIE Reg. OClK 11.5 - 13 - ns

tsu4 - Setup Time, Input or Fdbk before D Reg. Sum Term ClK 5 - 7 - ns

tsu5 - Setup Time, Input Reg. IClK before DIE Reg. OClK 15 - 20 - ns

tsu6 - Setup Time, Input Reg. IClK before D Reg. Sum Term ClK 7 - 9 - ns

th1 - Hold Time, Input after Input latch IClK 3 - 4 - ns

th2 - Hold Time, Input after Input Reg. IClK 3 - 4 - ns

th3 - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after DIE Reg. OClK 0 - 0 - ns

th4 - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after D Reg. Sum Term ClK 4 - 6 - ns

fmaxl' - Max. Clock Frequency w/External Feedback, 1/(tsu3+tc03) 55.5 - 47.6 - MHz

fmax23 - Max. Clock Frequency w/External Feedback, 1/(tsu4+tc04) 43.4 - 37 - MHz

fmax33 - Max. Clock Frequency w/lnternal Feedback, 1/(tsu3+tcf1) 66 - 50 - MHz

fmax43 - Max. Clock Freauencv w/lnternal Feedback, 1/ltsu4+tcf21 66 - 50 - MHz

fmax53 - Max. Clock Frequency wiNo Feedback, OClK 75 - 60 - MHz

fmax63 - Max. Clock Frequency wiNo Feedback, STClK 70 - 60 - MHz

twh1 - IClK Pulse Duration, High 6 - 7 -'- ns

twh2 - OClK Pulse Duration, High 6 - 7 - ns

twh3 - STClK Puise Duration, High 7 - 8 - ns

1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) CalcUlated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Desciption section.
3) Refer to fmax Desciption section.

•
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (CO NT.)

COM COM

TEST ·15 ·20
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS

COND'. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX

twl1 - IClK Pulse Duration, low 6 - 7 - ns
.

twl2 - OClK Pulse Duration, low 6 - 7 - ns

twl3 - STClK Pulse Duration, low 7 - 8 - ns

tarw - Reset Pulse Duration 12 - 15 - ns

ten B Input or I/O to Output Enabled - 15 - 20 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled - 15 - 20 ns

tar A Input or I/O to Asynchronous Reg. Reset - 16 - 20 ns

tarr1 - Asynchronous Reset to OClK Recovery Time 11 - 14 - ns

tarr2 - Asynchronous Reset to Sum Term ClK Recovery Time 4 - 6 - ns
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS
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fmax DESCRIPTIONS

Note: fmax with external feedback is calculated from measured
tsu and tco.

Note: fmax with no feedback may be less than 1/(twh + twl). This
is to allow for a clock duty cycle of other than 50%.

Note: tcf is a calculated value, derived by subtracting tsu from
the period of fmax w/internal feedback (tcf = 1/fmax - tsu). The
value of tet is used primarily when calculating the delay from
clocking a register to a combinatorial output (through registered
feedback), as shown above. For example, the timing from clock
to a combinatorial output is equal to tcf + tpd.

Input Pulse Levels GNDto 3.0V

Input Rise and Fall Times 3ns 10% - 90%

Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See Figure

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state active
level.

Outout Load Conditions (see fiaure\

Test Condition Rl R2 CL

A 300n 390n 50pF

B Active High ~ 390n 50pF

Active Low 300n 390n 50pF

C Active High ~ 390n 5pF

Active Low 300n 390n 5pF
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The GAL6002 contains two P reprogrammable arrays. The first
is an AND array and the second is an OR array. These arrays
are described in detail below.

AND ARRAY
The AND array is organized as 78 inputs by 75 product term
outputs. The 10 ILMCs, 10 10LMCs, 8 BLMC feedbacks, 10
OLMC feedbacks, and ICLK comprise the 39 inputs to this ar-
ray (each available in true and complement forms). 64 product
terms serve as inputs to the OR array. The RESET product term
generates the RESET signal described in the Output and Bur-
ied Logic Macrocells section. There are 10 output enable product
terms which allow device I/O pins to be bi-directional or tri-state.

OR ARRAY
The OR array is organized as 64 inputs by 36 sum term outputs.
64 product terms from the AND array serve as the inputs to the
OR array. Of the 36 sum term outputs, 18 are data ("0") terms
and 18 are enable/clock ("E") terms. These terms feed into the
10 OLMCs and 8 BLMCs, one "0" term and one "E" term to each.

The programmable OR array offers unparalleled versatility in
product term usage. This programmability allows from 1 to 64
product terms to be connected to a single sum term. A program-
mable OR array is more flexible than a fixed, shared, or variable
product term architecture.

An electronic signature is provided with every GAL6002 device.
It contains 72 bits of reprogrammable memory that can contain
user defined data. Some uses include user 10 codes, revision
numbers, or inventory control. The signature data is always avail-
able to the user independent of the state of the security cell.

NOTE: The electronic signature is included in checksum calcu-
lations. Changing the electronic signature will alter the checksum.

A security cell is provided with every GAL6002 device as a de-
terrent to unauthorized copying of the array patterns. Once pro-
grammed, this cell prevents further read access to the AND ar-
ray. This cell can be erased only during a bulk erase cycle, so the
original configuration can never be examined once this cell is
programmed. The Electronic Signature is always available to the
user, regardless of the state of this control cell.

GAL-devices are programmed using a Lattice-approved Logic
Programmer, available from a number of manufacturers. Com-
plete programming of the device takes only a few seconds.
Erasing of the device is transparent to the user, and is done
automatically as part of the programming cycle.

Specifications GAL6002

When testing state machine designs, all possible states and state
transitions must be verified, not just those required during normal
operations. This is because certain events may occur during
system operation that cause the logic to be in an illegal state
(power-up, line voltage glitches, brown-out, etc.). To test a de-
sign for proper treatment of these conditions, a method must be
provided to break the feedback paths and force any desired state
(i.e., illegal) into the registers. Then the machine can be se-
quenced and the outputs tested for correct next state generation.

All of the registers in the GAL6002 can be preloaded, including •
the ILMC, 10LMC, OLMC, and BLMC registers. In addition, the
contents of the state and output registers can be examined in a
special diagnostics mode. Programming hardware takes care of
all preload timing and voltage requirements.

GAL6002 devices are designed with an on-board charge pump
to negatively bias the substrate. The negative bias is of sufficient
magnitude to prevent input undershoots from causing the cir-
cuitry to latch. Additionally, outputs are designed with n-channel
pull-ups instead of the traditional p-channel pull-ups to eliminate
any possibility of SCR induced latching.

GAL6002 devices are designed with TIL level compatible input
buffers. These buffers have a characteristically high impedance,
and present a much lighter load to the driving logic than bipo-
lar TIL devices.

GAL6002 input buffers have active pull-ups within their input
structure. This pull-up will eause any un-terminated input or
I/O to float to a TIL high (logical 1). Lattice recommends that
all unused inputs and tri-stated I/O pins be connected to another
active input, Vcc, or GNO. Doing this will tend to improve noise
immunity and reduce Ice for the device.
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INTERNAL
REGISTER
OUTPUTQ

QFEEDBACKAND WVWWVWVV\l -. Pin ~
REG~TERED I\AI\AA/\AI\I\I Y Rnet

e
k)LogC·1·OUTPUT PIN _~_~~~~~J

Circu~rywithin the GAL6002 provides a reset signal to all registers
during power-up. All internal registers will have their a outputs
set low after a specified time (tpr, 1lJSMAX). As a result, the state
on the registered output pins (if they are enabled) will always be
high on power-up, regardless of the programmed polarity of the
output pins. This feature can greatly sirrplify state machine design
by providing a known state on power-up. The timing diagram for
power-up is shown below. Because of the asynchronous nature

of system power-up, some conditions must be met to guarantee
a valid power-up reset of the GAL6002. First, the Vcc rise must
be monotonic. Second, the clock input must be at static TIL level
as shown in the diagram during power up. The registers will reset
within a maximum of tpr time. As in normal system operation,
avoid clocking the device until all input and feedback path setup
times have been met. The clock must also meet the minimum
pulse width requirements.

DIFFERENTIAL PRODUCT TERM SWITCHING (OPTS) APPLICATIONS

The number of Oifferential Product Term Sw~ching (OPTS) for
a given design is calculated by subtracting the total number of
product terms that are switching from a Logical HI to a Logical LO
from those switching from a Logical LO to a Logical HI within a
5ns period. After subtracting take the absolute value.

OPTS = I (P-Terms)Ul - (P-Terms)HL I
OPTS restricts the number of product terms that can be switched
simultaneously - there is no limit on the number of product terms
that can be used.

The majority of designs fall below 15 OPTS, with the upper limit
being approximately 25 OPTS. Lattice guarantees and tests the
commercial grade GAL6002 for functionality at OPTS S:30.

A software utility is available from Lattice Applications Engineering
that will perform this calculation on any GAL6002 JEOEC file. This
program, OPTS, and add~ional information may be obtained from
your local Lattice representative or by contacting Lattice
Applications Engineering Oept. (Tel: 503-681-0118 or 1-800-
FASTGAL; FAX: 681-3037).
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TYPICAL AC AND DC CHARACTERISTIC DIAGRAMS
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Introduction to ispGDS™

Lattice, the pioneer of non-volatile in-system
programmable (ISpTM) logic has now expanded the
application of ISP to include programmable system
interconnect. The new ispGDS (Generic Digital Switch)
family combines the in-system programmability, high
performance and low power of Lattice's GAL
programmable logic technology with a switch matrix
architecture, resulting in an innovative programmable
signal router. The ispGDS is a configurable switch matrix
which provides the ability to quickly implement and change
p.c. board connections without changing mechanical
switches or other system hardware. ISP allows the
connections to be reprogrammed without removal from
the p. c. board via a simple 5V, 4 wire serial interface.
This capability allows the system designer to define
hardware which can be reconfigured in-system to meet a
variety of applications. The ispGDS also conserves
board real estate, providing up to 22 I/Os in about a
quarter square inch of board space.

<C A4
.><
lii AS

CD
A6

A7

PROGRAMMABLE
SWITCH MATRIX

o 0) «>---'1"-_ (,0 l{) 'V M C\I ;:;;; gco co co CD ·-m. ... CD m m co LLI •••••

Bank B

Closed only wtIen CO=l and Cl=O

Vcc 4:1 MUX

01

With today's demand for user-friendly systems, there is
an increasing need for hardware which is easily
reconfigured under software control without manual
intervention. The Lattice ispGDS family is an ideal
solution for end-system feature reconfiguration and signal
routing applications. The fast 7.5ns propagation delay
through the devices supports high-performance signal
routing applications. Easiersystem upgrades, userfeature
selection and system manufacturing are the results.

The ispGDS also provides higher quality and reliability
than other switch solutions due to the nature of E2CMOS
technology. E2CMOS technology supports 100%
testability which guarantees you 100% in-system
programmability and functionality. •There are three members of the ispGDS family: the
ispGDS22, ispGDS18, and ispGDS14. Each of the
devices operate identically with the only difference being
the number of I/O cells available.

SCLK
SOl
MODE
SDO

Figure 1. ispGDS22 Functional Block
Diagram

Each I/O macrocell can be configured as an
input, an inverting or non-inverting output, or
a fixed TTL high or low output. Any I/O pin
can be driven by any other I/O pin in the
opposite bank. A single input can also drive
one or more outputs in the opposite bank,
allowing a signal (such as a clock) to be
distributed to multiple designations on the
board under software control.
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ispGDS Applications

With the ispGDS, designs can be reconfigured without
mechanical devices or user intervention. Provision for
easier system upgrades and feature selection can now

Port Interface
and I/O Bus
Arbitration

System
Logic

System IJP
Executes
ispGDS

SIW

IJP
~ 2:10
E MUXQ)

::2:
IJP

be included in the system's original design. A few
examples of actual ispGDS applications demonstrate the
possibilities.

PC add-on cards can be configured for
plug-and-play applications with an
ispGDS device.

The ispGDS supports reconfiguration of COM
port characteristics and interrupt levels via
software updates through the PC bus
interface. The ispGDS provides the flexibility
so one generic PC card can be reconfigured
by software for multiple applications.

One board design can support two
different microprocessor speeds with the
ispGDS.

Based on the motherboard processor
configuration, the software directs the ispGDS
to set the clock speed and the hardware for
the correct configuration. The ispGDS
eliminates the need to manually reconfigure
the hardware to support manufacturing
motherboards with different processors.

Create a cross point switch with the
ispGDS

A crosspoint switch enables the MSB and
LSB bytes on a bus to be swapped. The
ispGDS acts as a crosspoint switch and swaps
MSB and LSB bytes of the data for the
different microprocessors.
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2 DIP Switches + 14 Resistors
14 pins which can be pulled high or low manually

Vcc Vcc

ispGDS14
14 pins which can be set high or low by SOFTWARE

SCSI
Port

SCSI Port
Controller

"/rf1,~...••/.....il=
v VO Cell

(subset of functionality)

Replace DIP switches with a software
controlled switch alternative

The ispGDS can be configured as a
programmable replacement for standard DIP
switches, providing space savings, in-system
reconfigurability, higher reliability as well as
ease of use. The programmable nature of the
ispGDS eliminates the needto manually select
DIP switch settings. •

SCSI port interface configurations can be
set using the ispGDS

Software can reconfigure the ispGDS via the
PC bus which in turn controls the SCSI port
and interrupt level selection. Hardware
changes become transparent to the user as
the ispGDS is reconfigured by software whiie
in-system eliminating the need for manual
intervention.
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The ispGDS devices can be programmed in-system
using 5 volt only signals through a simple 4-wire
programming interface using TTL level signals.
Programming and erasure of the entire device can be
done in less than one second.

In addition to third party programmers, the ispGDS can
be programmed from your automatic test equipment
(ATE) or even from a PC on your manufacturing line. For
more flexibility, you can have your product's embedded
microprocessor configure the ispGDS devices though
one of its I/O ports, making a field upgrade a snap.

System
Microprocessor

(executes ispDOWNLOADj

Lattice provides free compilersupport and "ISP Download
Software" to support the software side of these
programming options. The ispGDS Download routines
are written in ANSI-standard C language which can be
integrated directly into your system.

Designing with the ispGDS will provide you with the
flexibility to reconfigure your design while in-system. It
will revolutionize the way systems are designed and
maintained. Call 1-800-327-8425 for a data sheet and
begin designing today!

Other System
Circuitry

ispGDS
Control

Software

Other
System
Circuitry

Parallel Port
Connection ••. ..- .
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• HIGH-SPEED SWITCH MATRIX
- 7.5 ns Maximum Propagation Delay
- Typicallcc = 25 mA
- UltraMOS~ Advanced CMOS Technology

• FLEXIBLE VO MACROCELL
- Any I/O Pin Can be Input, Output, or Fixed

TIL High or Low
- Programmable Output Polarity
- Multiple Outputs Can be Driven by One Input

• IN-SYSTEM PROGRAMMABLE (5-VOLT ONLY)
- Programming Time of Less Than One Second
- 4-Wire Programming Interface
- Minimum 10,000 Program/Erase Cycles

• E' CELL TECHNOLOGY
- Non-Volatile Reprogrammable Cells
- 100% Tested/Guaranteed 100% Yields
- High Speed Electrical Erasure «100ms)
- 20 Year Data Retention

• APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- Software-Driven Hardware Configuration
- Multiple DIP Switch Replacement
- Software Configuration of Add-In Boards
- Configurable Addressing of I/O Boards
- Multiple Clock Source Selection
- Cross-Matrix Switch

• ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE FOR IDENTIFICATION

ispGDS22/18/14
in-system programmable

Generic Digital Switch™
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The Lattice ispGDSTM family is an ideal solution for reconfiguring
system signal routing or replacing DIP switches used for feature
selection. With today's demands for customer ease of use, there
is a need for hardware which is easily reconfigured electronically
without dismantling the system. The ispGDS devices address this
challenge by replacing conventional switches with a software
configurable solution. Since each I/O pin can be set to an inde-
pendent logic level, the ispGDS devices can replace most DIP
switch functions with about half the pin count, and without the need
for additional pull-up resistors. In addition to DIP switch replace-
ment, the ispGDS devices are useful as signal routing cross-matrix
switches. This is the only non-volatile device on the market which
can provide this flexibility.

With a maximum tpd of 7.5ns, and a typical active Icc of only 25
mA, these devices provide maximum performance at very low
power levels. The ispGDS devices may be programmed in-sys-
tem, using 5 volt only signals, through a simple 4-wire
programming interface. The ispGDS devices are manufactured

using Lattice's advanced non-volatile E2CMOS process which
combines CMOS with Electrically Erasable (E2) floating gate tech-
nology. High speed erase times «1 OOms) allow the devices to
be reprogrammed quickly and efficiently.

Each I/O macrocell can be configured as an input, an inverting
or non-inverting output, or a fixed TIL high or low output. Any
I/O pin can be driven by any other I/O pin in the opposite bank.
A single input can drive one or more outputs in the opposite bank,
allowing a signal (such as a clock) to be distributed to multiple des-
tinations on the board, under software control. The I/Os accept
and drive TIL voltage levels.

Unique test circuitry and reprogram mabie cells allow complete
AC, DC, and functional testing during manufacture. As a result,
LATIICE is able to guarantee 100% field programmability and
functionality of all LATIICE products. LATIICE also guarantees
10,000 erase/rewrite cycles and data retention in excess of 20
years.

Copyright C 1994 Lattice Semiconductor Corp. All brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. The specifications and information herein are
subject to change without notice.

LATTICE SEMICONDUCTOR CORP., 5555 Northeast Moore Ct., Hillsboro, Oregon 97124, U.S.A. 1994 Data Book
Tel. (503) 681-0118; 1-800-327-8425; FAX (503) 681-3037
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ispGDS ORDERING INFORMATION

Matrix Size VO Pins Tpd (ns) Isb (mA) Icc(mA) Ordering # Package

ispGDS22-7P 28-Pin Plastic DIP
11 x 11 22 7.5 25 40

ispGDS22-7J 28-Lead PLCC

9x9 18 7.5 25 40 ispGDS18-7P 24-Pin Plastic DIP
ispGDS14-7P 20-Pin Plastic DIP

7x7 14 7.5 25 40
20-Lead PLCCispGDS14-7J

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

xxxxxxxx - xx

Dev;,. Nam. ~

x x

II G•• de B'oo' = Com~m;al

Package P = Plastic DIP
J = PLCC

ispGDS22
ispGDS18
ispGDS14
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PACKAGE DIAGRAMS

28-Pin DIP 24-Pin DIP 20-Pin DIP
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ispGDS FAMILY OVERVIEW

There are three members of the ispGDS family, the ispGDS22,
ispGDS18, and ispGSD14. The numerical portion of the part
name indicates the number of I/O cells available. All of the
devices are available in a DIP package, with the ispGDS22 and
ispGDS14 also available in a PLCC package. Each of the
devices operate identically, with the only difference being the
number of I/O cells available.

The ispGDS devices are all programmed through a four-pin
interface, using TTL level signals. The four dedicated
programming pins are named MODE, SDI, SDO, and SCLK. No
high-voltage is needed, as the voltages needed for programming
are generated internally. Programming of the entire device,
including erasure, can be done in less than one second. During
the programming operation, all I/O pins will be tri-stated. Further

details of the programming process can be found in the In-
System Programming section later in this datasheet.

The I/O cells in each device are divided equally into two banks
(Bank A and Bank B). Each I/O cell can be configured as an input,
an inverting output, a non-inverting output, or set to a fixed TIL
high or low. A switch matrix connects the I/O banks, allowing an
I/O cell in one bank to be connected to any of the I/O cells in the
other bank. A single I/O cell configured as an input can drive one
or more I/O cells in the other bank. The full 110 macrocell, which
is identical for each ofthe I/O pins, is shown below.The allowable
configurations are shown on the following page.

I/O MACROCELL

Switch
Matrix

DEVICE PROGRAMMING
The ispGDS family of devices uses a standard JEDEC file, as
used for programmable logic devices, to describe device
programming information. Popular logic compilers, such as ABEL
and CUPL, can produce the JEDEC files for these devices.

The JEDEC files can be used to program the ispGDS devices in
a number of ways, which are shown in the In-System
Programming Overview section later in this datasheet.

4:1 MUX

01

An electronic signature word is provided with every ispGDS de-
vice. It contains 32 bits of reprogram mabie memory that can
contain user defined data. Some uses include user ID codes,
revision numbers, or inventory control.

NOTE: The electronic signature is included in checksum calcu-
lations. Changing the electronic signature will alter the fuse
checksum in the JEDEC fusemap.
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1/0 MACROCELL CONFIGURATIONS

From
Switch
Matrix

From
Switch
Matrix

-co= o.
- C1 = 1.
- C2 = 1.

-co= o.
-C1 =0.
- C2 = 1. •

To
Switch •••~-----------~
Matrix

-co= o.
- C1 = 1.
-C2=0.

-co=o.
-C1 =0.
-C2=0.

-co= 1.
- C1 = O.
-C2= 1.

Note 1: The development software configures all of the architecture control bits and checks for proper pin usage automatically.
Note 2: The default configuration for unused pins is for all configuration bits set to one, which produces a tri-stated output.
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IN-SYSTEM PROGRAMMING OVERVIEW

The ispGDS family of devices can be programmed in a number
of ways. Two options are to build a custom cable to program
devices on your board directly from the parallel port of a PC, or
to build the programming capability right into your system. To
support the software side of either of these solutions, Lattice
provides ispGDS Download programming routines. These
routines are written in ANSI-standard C language, which can be
used either to serve as detailed examples or to be integrated
directly into your system. These routines include such common
operations as Program, Read, and Verify. The routines are
structured so that any hardware-dependent code is contained in
a few well-documented functions, which can be easily modified
for virtually any system. Example programs are included which
use the parallel printer port of an IBM PC or compatible.
In addition, popular third-party programmers provide the ability
to program the devices in a socket, just like conventionally
programmed devices. This is especially useful for engineering
debug of programming circuitry you build into your own system.

Many of the best uses for the ispGDS devices are to use them
to reconfigure a system in the field. In any system that uses a
microprocessor, the microprocessor can often be used to program
the ispGDS devices right in the system. The Lattice ispGDS
Download software routines can be used to easily integrate
ispGDS programming capability into your system software, or
allow you to quickly create a custom program for configuring the
system. A typical system is shown below in Figure 1. Note that
the pattern information is normally stored in the Lattice
ispSTREAMTM format, which is a bit-packed format providing
device pattern storage in less than 1/8 that of a standard JEDEC
file. The pattern information may reside either on-board in an
EPROM or EEPROM, or be loaded from an external source
such as a disk or across a network.
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Another possibility is to use an external system, such as a
portable PC, to change the configuration of a board by
reprogramming an on-board ispGDS device (see figure 2 below).
This can be useful for field service personnel to re-configure a
board for testing or to enable optional features. The same
method can be used during the design, test or manufacturing
phase, before the board is put into a working system capable of
reprogramming the devices.

i~pGDS
Control

Software

Lattice provides a standalone utility program that uses the PC
parallel port to program ispGDS devices through a cable. Also,
the ispGDS Download software can be used to easily create
custom programs for programming the ispGDS devices through
your own interface. Example programs using the PC parallel
port are included in the ispGDS Download software.

If you have any questions about programming the ispGDS
devices, please contact Lattice Application Engineering at 800-
327-8425 or 503-693-0201.

Other
System
Circuitry •

Parallel Port
Connection
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Supply voltage Vcc -.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc + 1.QV
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc + 1.QV
Storage Temperature -65 to 15QoC
Ambient Temperature with
Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1. Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in
the operational sections of this specification is not implied
(while programming, follow the programming specifications).

Commercial Devices:
Ambient Temperature (TAl Q to 75°C
Supply voltage (Vccl

with Respect to Ground +4.75 to +5.25V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP} MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss- 0.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

IlL Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV~ V,N~ V,L(MAX.) - - -10 J-lA

IIH Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.5V ~ V,N~ Vcc - - 10 IlA

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H 2.4 - - V

10L Low Level Output Current - - 8 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -3.2 mA

los' Output Short Circuit Current Vcc= 5V VouT=0.5V TA= 25°C -30 - -130 mA

IS8 Standby Power Inputs = OV Outputs open L-7 - 15 25 mA

Supply Current

Icc Operating Power V,L= 0.5V V,H= 3.0V L-7 - 25 40 mA

Supply Current 1'°99'.= 15MHz Outputs Open

1) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems caused by tester
ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
2) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA = 25°C

CAPACITANCE (TA = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz)

I/O Capacitance (as input or output)

"Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

COM

PARAMETER TEST DESCRIPTION UNITS
CONDo MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input to Output Delay I One Input Driving One Output 1 7.5 ns

fmax A Maximum Input Frequency I One Output Switching - 50 MHz

twh A Input Pulse Duration, High 10 - ns

twl A Input Pulse Duration, Low 10 - ns

SWITCHING WAVEFORMS II

Input Pulse Levels GNDt03.0V

Input Rise and Fall Times 2ns 10% -90%

Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See Figure

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state
active level.

Output Load Conditions (see figure)

Test Condition R1
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IN-SYSTEM PROGRAMMING

Each device in the ispGOS family uses the same programming
algorithm and programming parameters. The devices generate
their own internal supervoltage for programming, and only
require standard TTL signals to program. Programming the
ispGOS devices is centered around a 3-state state machine,
with its state transitions controlled by two control signals. One of
the states is the normal operation state, with the other two states
controlling the programming process. The ISP programming
state machine is controlled by four dedicated programming pins
on each device, which are described below. During normal
device operation the SOl, MODE and SCLK pins should be tied
low.

SERIAL PROGRAMMING INTERFACE
The ispGOS devices are programmed using the four dedicated
programming interface pins: SOl, MODE, SOO and SCLK.
Serial Data In (SOl) performs two different functions. First as the
input to the serial shift register, and second as one of the two
control pins forthe programming state machine. Because of this
dual role, the function of SOl is controlled by the MODE pin.
When MODE is low, SOl is the serial input to the shift registers
and when MODE is high, SOl becomes a control signal. Internal
to the deVice, the SOl is multiplexed to various shift registers in
the device. The different shift instructions of the state machine
determine which of these shift registers gets the input from SOl.

The MODE signal, combined with the SOl signal, controls the
programming state machine, as described in this section.

Serial Clock (SCLK) is the serial shift register clock used to clock
the internal serial shift registers and to clock the state machine
between states. State changes and shifting data in is done on

Load
ID

Shift
ID

a low-to-high transition. When shifting data out, the data is
available on SOO only after a subsequent high-to-Iow transition.
When MODE is high, SCLK controls the programming state
machine, and when MODE is low, SCLK acts as a shift register
clock to shift data in or out or to start an operation.

Serial Data Out (SOO) is the output of the serial shift registers.
The selection of shift register is again determined by the state
machine's shift instruction. When MODE is driven high, SOO
connects directly to the SOl, bypassing the device's shift registers.

PROGRAMMING STATE MACHINE OPERATION
The programming state machine controls which mode the de-
vice is in, and provides the means to read and write data to the
device (see figure 3). The four dedicated control pins are used
to load and unload data, and to control the state machine. The
state machine is a 2 bit state machine, with three defined states:
IDLE (00), SHIFT (01) and EXECUTE (10). Instruction codes are
shifted into the device in the SHIFT state, and control which
instruction is to be executed in the EXECUTE state. In the SHIFT
and EXECUTE states all the I/O pins are tri-stated. To transition
between states MODE is held high, SOl is set to the appropriate
level, and SCLK is clocked.

The IDLE state is the default state of the state machine. In this
state the device is in normal operation, and programming
operations are disabled. Each device contains a hardwired eight
bit 10 code, which can be read from this state. The IDLE state
may be reached from any other state by setting MODE high, SOl
low, and clocking SCLK.

Load
Command

Execute
Command

Note:
Control signals: MODE, SDI
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The SHIFT state provides the means to load an instruction into
the state machine. A five bit instruction is loaded into the state
machine by holding MODE low and clocking in the instruction,
via SOl. The entire Instruction Set is shown below in Table 1.
Once an instruction is loaded into the state machine, it may be
executed in the EXECUTE state. The SHIFT state is reached
from either of the other two states by setting MODE and SOl
high, and clocking SCLK.

The EXECUTE state is where the instruction that was shifted in
during the SHIFT state is actually executed. An individual
instruction execution is started by taking MODE low and clocking
SCLK.

Instruction Operation Description

00000 NOP No operation performed.

00010 SHIFT_DATA Clocks data into, or out of,
the Data Shift Register.

00011 BULK_ERASE Erases the entire device.

00101 ERASE_ARRAY Erases every1hing except
the Architecture rows.

00110 ERASE_ARCH Erases the Architecture
rows only

00111 PROGRAM Programs the Shift
Register data into the
addressed row

01010 VERIFY Load data from the
selected row into the
Serial Shift Register.

01110 FLOWTHRU Disables the Shift Register
(SDI=SDO).

SHIFT REGISTERS
The ispGDS devices have three shift registers, the Device 10
shift register, the Instruction shift register and the Data shift
register. All shift registers operate on a First In First Out (FIFO)
basis, and are chosen by which state the programming state
machine is in.
The Device 10 shift register is only accessible in the IDLE state.
It is eight bits long, and is only used to shift outthe device 10. The
Instruction shift register is only accessible in the SHIFT state. It
is five bits long, and is only used to shift the Instruction Codes

into the device. The Device 10 and Instruction shift registers
expect the LSB shifted in first. The Data shift register is 24 bits
long, and is used to shift all addresses and data into or out of the
device. The Data shift register is only accessible in the EX-
ECUTE state when executing a SHIFT_DATA instruction.

To program an ispGDS device, data is read from a serial bit
stream and shifted into the shift registers. Twenty four bits are
read at a time, shifted into the device, and then a programming
operation is performed. The exact sequence, and the methods
for converting a JEDEC map into a serial bit stream is explained
in the Device Architecture section.

TIMING
Programming the ispGDS devices properly requires that a
number of timing specifications be met. Most critical are the
specifications relating to programming and erasing the E2CMOS 4
cells. In addtion to a minimum pulse width, there is also a
maximum specification for these parameters. Table 2 lists the
programming mode specifications for the ispGDS family of
devices. Diagrams for the programming mode specifications are
shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6 on the following page.

INTERNAL ARCHITECTURE
This section explains the internal architecture of the device as it
relates to programming. This section is not strictly necessary to
the programming of the device if you are using the Lattice
software tools provided.

The key to easy programming of the ispGDS device is the use
of a bit-stream of all the data that needs to be shifted into a device
to program it. Lattice calls this bit-stream format an ispStream
format. The ispStream format uses one bit to represent the state
of each of the programmable cells, instead ofthe by1evalue used
in a JEDEC file. Considering the additional characters in a
JEDEC file, this means a space savings of more than a factor of
eight. In addition, the ispStream does not require any parsing.
The bits are simply read from the file and shifted into the device.
Since only 49 bytes are required to store the pattern for an
ispGDS device, many different patterns can be stored in a small
space.
This section mainly concerns the details of constructing the
ispStream format. If you are using the supplied software tools, a
conversion utility (complete with source code) is included to
convert an industry-standard JEDEC file to an ispStream format.
All of the Lattice software routines read from and write to this
ispStream format.

The ispGDS devices have two basic sections to their program-
ming architecture (see figure 7). There are three rows of archi-
tecture information, which contain the three bits that control the
function of each I/O cell. The rows are 24 bits long; one bit for
each I/O cell. (the ispGDS18 and ispGDS14 do not use all the
bits) The other major area contains the cell data for the switch
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Paramo Description Min. Max. Unit

trst Time from power-up of device to any progamming operation. 1 - ~s
tisp Time from leaving IDLE state to I/O pins tri-state, or entering IDLE state to 1/0 pins active. - 10 ~s
tsu Setup time, from either MODE or SOl to rising edge of SCLK. 100 - ns

th Hold time, from rising edge of SCLK to MODE or SDI changing level. 100 - ns

tco Time from falling edge of SCLK to data out on SDO. - 150 ns

tclkh Clock pulse width of SCLK while high. 0.5 - ~s
telkl Clock pulse width of SCLK while low. 0.5 - ~s
tpwp Time for a programming operation. 40 100 ms

tpwe Time for an erase operation. 200 - ms

tpwv Time for a verify operation. 5 - ~s

liSP' _
1/0 pins ---------j( VALID
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matrix area of the device, and the User Electronic Signature
(UES) data area. There are two UES rows of 24 bits each, and
11 switch matrix rows of 24 bits each.

Even though the shift register lengths are 24 bits long, all of the
area is not a data area. In the Architecture section, two bits are
used for addressing. In the matrixlUES area, there are six bits
for addressing. In the switch matrix area, there are only 11 bits
of actual data, and 7 dummy bits to make all the shift registers
the same length. These 5 bits will always read as a one, or a logic
High on SDO. For the UES, there are 16 bits of actual data in
each row, and two dummy bits.

STREAM FORMAT
To convert the information in a standard JEDEC file into the
ispStream format, all of the addressing information is added, as
well as the place-holding bits (dummy bits). The objective is to

have every bit that is shifted into the device for programming
included in the ispStream format. For the three architecture
rows, this means simply adding the two bits for the addresses.
Forthe UES and Switch Matrix rows, there are 8 bits to add. The
first two bits are always 00 to distinguish this area from the
Architecture row. Then there are 4 bits to address the specific
row, and 2 bits as placeholders. In the Switch Matrix rows, there
are also 5 bits for place-holding at the end of the rows. The
various placeholding bits are built into the device so that all rows
appear to be the same length, thus simplifying the programming
operations.

The ispStream uses one bit for each programmable cell. This
means that each row will take 24 bits, or 3 bytes of storage. With
3 bytes per row, and 16 rows per deVice, the ispStream would
then take only 48 bytes of storage area. However, there is one
extra byte used at the front ofthe file to store the device ID code, •Address bits

I I r Dummy bits ~
.• .• • 1-••--- 11 bits of Matrix Data---·.I •

00 0000 11 Switch Matrix Data 11111
00 0001 11 11111
00 0010 11 11111
00 0011 11 11111

00 0100 11 11111
00 0101 11 11111
00 0110 11 11111
00 0111 11 11111

00 1000 11 11111
00 1001 11 11111
00 1010 11 11111

1-.•---
~
~

16 bits of UES data

UES Data

UES Data

01 Architecture Control SitCO

10 Architecture Control Sit:C1
11 Architecture Control SitC2
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and a 32-bit checksum. This 10 code is the same as the one
hardwired into the device. The purpose of including this 10code
is to be sure the ispStream type is the same as the device is to
be programmed into. All ispStream formats, regardless of which
Lattice In-System Programmable device they are for, will contain
this 10 code as the first byte. By reading this 10 code, you can
tell which device the ispStream is for. If the ispStreams are
stored in EPROM for instance, they will be stacked end to end,
and the 10code will help to determine not only which device type
it belongs with, but how long it is, and thus where the next pattern
starts. See Figure 8 for details of the ispStream format, and
Figure 9 for the JEOEC map.

ALGORITHMS
The programming of the ispGOS devices will be described as a
hierarchical set of algorithms and functions. This section contains
the high level algorithms for erasing, programming, verifying and
loading an ispGOS device. A universal set of functions is used
to make up all the algorithms, and enable each of them to be
written in a modular format. The individual functions are explained
in the next section. Note that most procedures leave the device
in the SHIFT state. These algorithms and functions closely
follow the ispCOOE source code library that Lattice provides.

Address bits

I I I Dummy bits ~
.• .• .• I-.•~-- 11 bits of Matrix Data---~I .• ispStream

.- bit# 800 0000 11 JEOEC fuses: 10 .................. 0 11111
00 0001 11 JEDEC fuses: 21 .................. 11 11111
00 0010 11 JEDEC fuses: 32 .................. 22 11111
00 0011 11 JEDEC fuses: 43 .................. 33 11111
00 0100 11 JEDEC fuses: 54 .................. 44 11111
00 0101 11 JEDEC fuses: 65 .................. 55 11111
00 0110 11 JEDEC fuses: 76 .................. 66 11111
00 0111 11 JEDEC fuses: 87 .................. 77 11111
00 1000 11 JEDEC fuses: 98 .................. 88 11111
00 1001 11 JEDEC fuses: 109 ................. 99 11111
00 1010 11 JEDEC fuses: 120 ................ 110 11111

ispStream
bit # 392 --.

01 JEDEC fuses: 174 ................. 153
10 JEDEC fuses: 196 ................. 175
11 JEDEC fuses: 218 ................. 197
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To simplify the algorithms, all operations use an ispStream
format as the data structure from which to read from and write
to. The ispStream contains all the address information, and
simplifies all the operations considerably. Working from the
ispStream, the device appears as an array of 16 rows by 24 bits
long.

Program Algorithm
Before programming a device; it must first be erased. Cells can
be programmed (set to a JEDEC zero) using the programming
command, but only an Erase procedure erase a cell (set a cell
back to a JEDEC one). In this algorithm, the entire device is
erased (Bulk Erased), and then the entire device is programmed.

To program a device:
- Call procedure: GeUD ( to check device type)

- Call procedure: Change_State ( from IDLE to SHIFT state)

(Erase entire device)
- Call procedure: Shift_Command, with command: ERASE

- Call procedure: Change_State (to EXECUTE State)

- Call procedure: Execute_Command (starts operation)

- Call procedure: Wait (Erase_Time)

- Call procedure: Change_State ( to SHIFT state)
- Set row_count =0

- Loop until row_count = 15
(Program one row on each loop)

- Call procedure: Shift_Command, with command:
SHIFT_DATA

- Call procedure: Change_State (to EXECUTE State)
- Call procedure: Shift_Data_ln, with data location in
ispStream at (row_count x 24)

- Call procedure: Change_State ( to SHIFT state)

- Call procedure: Shift_Command, with command:
PROGRAM

- Call procedure: Change_State (to EXECUTE State)

- Call procedure: Execute_Command (starts operation)

- Call procedure: Wait (Program_Time)

- Call procedure: Change_State ( to SHIFT state)
- End Loop

Load Algorithm
The load algorithm below is the same for all ispGDS devices.
First the 13 rows of array data (11 rows for the array matrix, and
2 for the UES) is read, and then the 3 rows of Architecture
information is read. After each row is read, it is stored in an
ispStream format.

In order to load each row's data into the shift register, it is
necessary to load the address of the row into the appropriate
area of the shift register. Because of the unique way the different
areas of the device are addressed, the simplest way to get the
addresses into the device in the proper order is to use an existing
ispStream to supply those addresses. In other words, the full
data for each row is loaded from the ispStream into the device.
When a VERIFY command is executed, the device's data forthat
same row is then loaded into the shift register to be shifted out.
This method will be used in this algorithm.

When using an existing ispStream to supply the addresses, the
data should not be the same as the expected data, or a failure
to verify may not be detected. To cover this pOSSibility,a pattern
that contains all ones for data can be used (and is supplied with
the software tools provided by Lattice). This ispStream still has
the addresses intact, but all programmable cell data is set to a
one (erased state).

To load a device:

- Call procedure: GeUD ( to check device)
- Call procedure: Change_State ( from IDLE to SHIFT state)

- Set row_count =0

- Loop until row_count = 15

- Call procedure: Shift_Command, with command:
SHIFT_DATA

- Call procedure: Change_State (to EXECUTE State)

- Call procedure: Shift_Data_ln, with data location in
Source ispStream at (row_count x 24)

- Call procedure: Change_State ( to SHIFT state)

-Call procedure: Shift_Command, with command: VERIFY

- Call procedure: Change_State (to EXECUTE State)

- Call procedure: Execute_Command (starts operation)
- Call procedure: Wait (Verify_Time)

- Call procedure: Change_State ( to SHIFT state)
- Call procedure: Shift_Command, with command:
SHIFT_DATA

- Call procedure: Change_State (to EXECUTE State)

- Call procedure: Shift_Data_Out, with data location in
Target ispStream at (row_count x 24)

- Call procedure: Change_State ( to SHIFT state)
- End Loop
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Verify Algorithm
A row by row verification procedure is used to verify the ispGDS
device, and is basically the same as the verify algorithm, except
that each row is compared with (instead of stored in) an
ispStream as the data is shifted out of the device. Note that the
special pattern used for verifying is used to load the addresses,
the same as in the Load algorithm. The

To load a device:

- Call procedure: GeUD (to check device type)
- Call procedure: Change_State ( from IDLE to SHIFT state)

- Set row_count =0

- Loop until row_count = 15

- Call procedure: Shift_Command, with command:
SHIFT_DATA

- Call procedure: Change_State (to EXECUTE State)
- Call procedure: Shift_Data_ln, with data location in

Source ispStream at (row_count x 24)

- Call procedure: Change_State ( to SHIFT state)

- Call procedure: Shift_Command, with command: VERIFY

- Call procedure: Change_State (to EXECUTE State)
- Call procedure: Execute_Command (starts operation)

- Call procedure: Wait (Verify_Time)

- Call procedure: Change_State ( to SHIFT state)
- Call procedure: Shift_Command, with command:
SHIFT_DATA

- Call procedure: Change_State (to EXECUTE State)

- Call procedure: Shift_Data_Out, with data location a 24
bit temporary buffer

- Compare temp row buffer with data location in ispStream
to be verified against, at (row_count x 24)

- Verify Error if the 24 bits don't match

- Call procedure: Change_State ( to SHIFT state)
- End Loop

PROCEDURES
This section describes the procedures that make up the pro-
gram, verify and load algorithms for the ispGDS family of
devices. The procedures are written so each algorithm may be
written in a high-level modular format, calling one of the following
procedures to actually change pin levels and handle timing.

Important: Notice that most of the procedures are written so the
state machine is left in the Shift State ready to perform the next
operation. This point is important in keeping all the routines
compatible.

Goto_IDLE Procedure
The Goto_IDLE procedure resets the programming state ma-
chine to the IDLE state, regardless of which state it is in.

Procedure Steps:

set MODE pin High, and SDI pin Low

wait Tsu

bring SCLK pin High

wait Tclkh

bring SCLK pin Low

(END Procedure)

GeCID Procedure
The 8 bit device ID code provides the means to identify the three
different ispGDS devices. The ID is read in the IDLE state by first
loading the ID into the shift register and then clocking the data
out. The ID is loaded by holding MODE high and SDI low and
clocking the device. The ID is clocked out of the device by
holding MODE low and clocking DCLK. Only seven clock cycles
are required, since the first bit is available at SDO after the ID is
loaded.
8 bit ID codes:

•
Device
ispGDS22

ispGDS18

ispGDS14

Pins

28
24

20

Device ID
0111 0010 (72 hex)

0111 0001 (71 hex)

0111 0000 (70 hex)

Procedure Steps:

set MODE pin High, and SDI pin Low

wait Tsu

Set SCLK pin High
wait Tclkh

Set SCLK pin Low

set count =0
get value from SDO and store in temp_buffer[O]

set count = 1
loop until count == 7

bring SCLK pin High
waitTwh

bring SCLK pin Low

waitTwl

get value from SDO and store in temp_buffer[count]

End loop

( Device ID code is now stored in the temp_buffer array)
(END procedure)
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Change_State Procedure
The Change_State procedure changes the programming state
machine to the next state, according to the state diagram.

Procedure Steps:

set MODE pin High, and SOl pin High

waitTsu

bring SCLK pin High

wait Th

set MODE pin Low, and SOl pin Low

wait Tclkh

bring SCLK pin Low

(END Procedure)

ShifC Command Procedure
The Shift_Command procedure shifts a five bit command into
the device's shift register. The various commands should be
coded so the procedure can use a mnemonic (such as
PROGRAM), and the controlling software will use the appropriate
five bit sequence for that command.

Procedure Steps:

set MODE pin Low
set count =0

loop until count == 4

get next bit of command code (count = bit number)

set SOl pin to bit value
wait Tsu

bring SCLK pin High
wait Tclkh

bring SCLK pin Low

count = count +1
End loop

(END Procedure)

ShifC Data_'n Procedure
The Shift_Data_ln procedure explains the steps to clock a row
of data into the device, reading the data from an ispStream. This
procedure shifts in 22 bits of data, and is used for all 16 rows.

Procedure Steps:
set MODE pin Low

set count =0

loop until count == 23

get next bit from ispStream ( bit number = count x
row_number)

set SOl pin to bit value

wait Tsu

bring SCLK pin High

wait Tclkh

bring SCLK pin Low

End loop

(END Procedure)

ShifC Data_Out Procedure
The Shift_Data_ln procedure explains the steps to clock a row
of data out of the device and store it in an ispStream. This
procedure shifts out 22 bits of data, and is used for all 16 rows.

Procedure Steps:

set MODE pin Low

wait Tsu

set count =0

loop until count == 23
bring SCLK pin High

wait Tclkh

bring SCLK pin Low
get value of SDO pin and store as next bit in ispStream ( bit

number = count x row_number)

End loop

(END Procedure)

Execute_Command Procedure
The Execute_Command procedure causes many of the
commands to begin executing after the state machine is in the
EXECUTE state.
Procedure Steps:
set MODE pin Low, and SOl pin Low

wait Tsu

bring SCLK pin High

waitTwh

bring SCLK pin Low

(END Procedure)

Wait Procedure
The Wait procedure simply waits the indicated time period, to
make sure various timing parameters are met. This procedure is
most likely to be used when executing the PROGRAM and
ERASE procedures, which need a long delay (tens of
milliseconds). The other timing parameters may be able to be
guaranteed by the system timing, although the wait procedure
can also be used. The various timing parameters should be
coded so that a mnemonic (such as PROGRAM_TIME) may be
passed to the procedure. This procedure will be system
(hardware) specific.

Procedure Steps:
wait the indicated time

(END Procedure)
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To assist users in implementing the ISP programming, Lattice
provides ispGDS Download software C language routines which
implement the basic ISP functions for programming through the
PC parallel port. This section provides the details of the ispGDS
C code and the PC parallel port definition needed to program the
ispGDS.

PC PARALLEL PORT DEFINITION

The PC parallel port must be properly defined in order to use the
ispGDS software to program the devices. After defining the port,
it is just a matter of using the ispGDS software to read and write
from the parallel port. To guarantee the signal integrity and drive
capability, a 74HC367 (or equivalent) buffer should be directly
connected at the parallel port's DB25 connector. Figure 10
below defines the parallel port DB25 pins and the associated
programming signals. This hardware definition is identical to the
Lattice ispLSI programming hardware with the exception of the
ispEN and RESET signals which are defined only for the ispLSI
devices.

The buffer at the parallel port drives the cable that connects the
output of the buffer to the ISP programming signals of the

r---------,
74HC367 :

I
I

isp Interface

SOO

000 Pin 2
100 ohm

SOl

001 Pin 3
100 ohm

SCLK

100 ohm
002 Pin 4 MODE

100 ohm
003 Pin 5 NC

006
015
013
GNO

Pin8 ----
Pin 12 r-- Port Sense

Pin 15 - Vcc Sense
Pin 20 - GNO

device. It is important to keep the cable length to a minimum to
reduce the loading on the signal drivers. The SOl, SCLK and
MODE inputs to the ispGDS are driven by the buffer connected
at the parallel port. SDa output signal from the ispGDS is driven
from the device back to the parallel port. If the load on the SDa
signal is more than a minimum cable length and the parallel port
input, it is recommended that the user provide a buffer on the
circuit board to ensure signal integrity.

In addition to the hardware interface, the ispGDS Download C
language routines take care of the ispGDS programming software
interface. The software interface must implement routines to
read and write from the parallel port, to translate J EDEC fusemap 4
to and from the stream file format, and totoggle the ISP hardware
signals connected at the output port. Predefined routines for
these functions such as gds_program, gds_read, gds_verify,
etc. are provided with the ispGDS download software which is
available on the Lattice BBS at (503) 693-0215 under the file
name GDSPKG.ZIP.

Also available within the GDSPKG.ZIP file is a compiler that
supports all the ispGDS devices. These utilities can also be
obtained from your local Lattice sales representative.

1 - SCLK
2-GNO

3-MOOE
4 - NO CONNECT

5 - NO CONNECT
6-S01

7-S00
8-Vcc
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Military Program
OvelView

CORPORATE PHILOSOPHY
Lattice Semiconductor iscommitted to leadership indevice
performance and quality. Our family of Military GAL
devices is a reflection of this philosophy. Lattice
manufactures all devices under strict Quality Assurance
guidelines. All grades, Commercial through Military 883,
are monitored under a quality program conformant to
MIL-I-38535 Appendix C with inspections conformant to
MIL+45208.

Complete reviews of Lattice's procedures, documentation
and technical data are welcomed and can be arranged at
the Company's facility near Portland, Oregon.

QUALITY AND TESTABILITY
Lattice Semiconductor processes its devices to strict
conformance with MIL-STD-883 Class B. In conjunction
with the military flow, the inherent testability of E2CMOS
technology allows Lattice to achieve aquality level superior
to other PLD technologies.

All devices are patterned and tested dozens of times
throughout the manufacturing flow. Every device is tested
under worst case configurations to assure customers
achieve 100% yields. Tests are performed using the
same E2cell array that will be used for the final patterning
of the devices. This 100% "actual test" philosophy does
away with the correlated and simulated testing that is
necessary with bipolar and UV (EPROM) based PLD
devices.

RELIABILITY
LatticeSemiconductor performsextensive reliabilitytesting
priorto product release. This testing continues in the form
of Reliability Monitors that are run on an ongoing basis to
assure continued process integrity. A formal, written
report of these test results is updated regularly and can be
obtained from your local Lattice Sales Representative.

The reliabilitytesting performed includesextensiveanalysis
of fundamental design and process integrity. The
reprogram mabie nature of Lattice devices allows for an
inherently more thorough reliability evaluation than other
programmable alternatives.

MIL-STD-883 COMPLIANCE
MIL-STD-883 defines a uniform and precise method for
environmental, mechanical and electrical testing which
ensures the suitability of microelectronic devices for use
in military and aerospace systems. Table I summarizes
the MIL-STD-883, Class B flow. Table II summarizes the
conformance testing required by MIL-STD-883, Method
5005, for quality conformance testing of Lattice military
microcircuits.

MIL+38535
MIL-I-38535 Appendix A and C, when used in conjunction
with MIL-STD-883, define design, packaging, material,
marking, sampling, qualification and quality system
requirements for Lattice military devices.

GROUP DATA
Group A and B data is taken on every inspection lot per
MIL-STD-883, Class B requirements. This data, along
with Generic Group C and D data can be supplied, upon
written request, with your device shipment. Your Lattice
sales representative can advise you of charges and
leadtime necessary for providing this data.

•
STANDARD MILITARY DRAWINGS
Lattice actively supports the DESC Standard Military
Drawing (SMD) Program. The SMD Program offers a cost
effective alternative to source control drawings and
provides standardized MIL-STD-883 product
specifications to simplify military procurement.

A list of currently available SMD qualified devices is
provided (see Military Ordering Information).
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MILITARY SCREENING FLOW
(TABLE I)

Screen Method Requirement
Internal Visual 2010 Condo B 100%
Temp. Cycling 1010 Condo C 100%
Constant Acceleration 2001 Condo E 100%
Hermeticity 1014 100%

Fine Condo A or B
Gross Condo C

Endurance Test 1033 100%
Retention Test Unbiased Bake 100%

24 HRS.
TA = 180°C

Pre Burn-In Electrical Applicable Device 100%
Specification
Tc - 25°C

Dynamic Burn-In 1015 Condo D 100%
Post Burn-In Electrical Applicable Device 100%

Specification
Tc = 25°C
PDA= 5%

Final Electrical Test Applicable Device 100%
Specification
Tc = 125°C

Final Electrical Test Applicable Device 100%
Specification
Tc = - 55°C

Final Electrical Test Applicable Device 100%
Specification
Tc - 25°C

External Visual 2009 100%
QCI Sample Selection MIL-M-38535, Sample

Appendix A
Sec. 4.5 and

MIL-STD-883
Sec. 1.2

MILITARY QUALITY CONFORMANCE
INSPECTIONS (TABLE II)

Subgroup IMethod Sampl.e
GROUP A: Electrical Tests
SUbgroups I, 7,9 Applicable Device Spec. LTPD=2

Electrical Test 25°C
SUbgroups 2, 8A, 10 Applicable Device Spec. LTPD=2

Electrical Test Max. Operating Temp.
SUbgroups 3, 88, 11 Appiicable Device Spec. LTPD = 2

Electrical Test Min. Operating Temp.
GROUP B: Mechanical Tests
SUbgroup 2 4(0)

Solvent Resistance 2015
SUbgroup 3 LTPD = 10

Solderability 2003
Subgroup 5 LTPD = 15

Bond Strength 2011
GROUP C: ChiD Intee ritv Tests
Subgroup 1

Dynamic Life Test 1005,1,000 HRS. 125°C LTPD=5
End Point Electrical Applicable Device Spec.

Subgroup 2
Unbiased Retention 1,000 HRS.150°C LTPD = 5
End Point Electrical Applicable Device Spec.

GROUP 0: Environmental Intearitv
Subgroup 1 LTPD -15

Physical Dimensions 2016
Subgroup 2 LTPD = 5

Lead Integ rity 2004, Condo B
Hermeticity 1014

Subgroup 3 LTPD = 15
Thermal Shock 1011, Condo B, 15 Cycles
Temp. Cycle 1010, Condo C, 100 Cycles
Moisture Resistance 1004
Hermeticity 1014
Visual Examination 1004,1010
Endpoint Electrical Applicable Device Spec.

SUbgroup 4 LTPD = 15
Mechanical Shock 2002,Cond.B
Vibration 2007,Cond.A
Constant Acceleration 2001, Condo E
Hermeticity 1014
Visual Examination 1010,1011
Endpoint Electrical Applicable Device Spec.

SUbgroup 5 LTPD = 15
Salt Atmosphere 1009, Condo A
Hermeticity 1014
Visual Examination 1009

SUbgroup 6 3(0)
Internal Water Vapor 1018 < 5,000 PPM, 100°C

Subgroup 7 LTPD = 15
Lead Finish Adhesion 2025

Subgroup 8 5(0)
Lid Toraue 2024



Military Ordering
Information

Lattice offers the most comprehensive line of military
FeMOS Programmable Logic Devices. Lattice
recognizesthe trend inmilitarydevice procurementtowards
using SMD compliant devices and encouragescustomers

to use the SMD number where it exists, when ordering
parts. Listed below are Lattice's military qualified devices
and their corresponding SMD numbers. Please contact
your local Lattice representative for the latest product
listing.

Tpd Fmax
Ice

Family Part. SMO. (os) (MHz) Typ Max Package
(mA) (mA)

pLSI 1016-60LH/883 Contact Factory 20 60 100 170 44-PinJLCC

pLSI pLSI 1024-60LH/883 Contact Factory 20 60 130 215 68-PinJLCC

pLSI1032-60LGl883 5962-9466801MXC 20 60 135 220 84-PinCPGA

ispLSI1016-60LH1883 Contact Factory 20 60 100 170 44-PinJLCC

lapLSI ispLSI1024-OOLH/883 Contact Factory 20 60 130 215 68-Pin JLCC

ispLSI 1032-OOLGl883 5962-9308501 MXC 20 60 135 220 84-PinCPGA

GAL 16V8B-1 OLDl883 5962-8983904RA 10 62.5 75 130 2O-Pin CERDIP
GAL 16V8B-1 OLRl883 5962-89839042A 10 62.5 75 130 2O-Pin LCC

GAL 16V8B-15LDl883 5962-8983903RA 15 50 75 130 2O-Pin CERDIP

GAL16V8 GAL 16V8B-15LRl883 5962-89839032A 15 50 75 130 2O-Pin LCC

GAL 16V8A-20LDl883 5962-8983902RA 20 41.6 75 130 2O-Pin CERDIP

GAL 16V8A-20LRl883 5962-89839022A 20 41.6 75 130 2O-Pin LCC
GAL 16V8A-3OLDl883 5962-8983901 RA 30 33.3 75 130 2O-Pin CERDIP
GAL20V8B-10LDl883 5962-8984004LA 10 62.5 75 130 24-Pin CERDIP
GAL20V8B-10LRl883 5962-89840043A 10 62.5 75 130 28-Pin LCC
GAL20V8B-15LDl883 5962-8984oo3LA 15 50 75 130 24-Pin CERDIP

GAL20V8
GAL20V8A-15LRl883 5962-8984oo33A 15 50 75 130 28-Pin LCC
GAL20V8B-20LDl883 5962-8984oo2LA 20 41.6 75 130 24-Pin CERDIP
GAL20V8A·20LRl883 5962-89840023A 20 41.6 75 130 28-Pin LCC

GAL22V10B-15LDl883 5962-8984103LA 15 62.5 90 150 24-Pin CERDIP

GAL22V10B-15LRl883 5962-89841033A 15 62.5 90 150 28-Pin LCC
GAL22V10B-20LDl883 5962-89841 02 LA 20 33 90 150 24-Pin CERDIP

GAL22V10
GAL22V10B-20LRl883 5962-89841023A 20 33 90 150 28-Pin LCC
GAL22V10B-25LDl883 5962-8984104LA 25 33 90 150 24-Pin CERDIP

GAL22V10B-3OLDl883 5962-8984101 LA 30 25 90 150 24-Pin CERDIP

•
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SMO. LATIICE PART.
5962-8983901 RA GAL 16V8A-30LD/883

5962-89839022A GAL 16V8A-20LRl883

5962-8983902RA GAL 16V8A-20LD/883
5962-89839032A GAL 16V8B-15LRl883

5962-8983903RA GAL 16V8B-15LD/883
5962-89839042A GAL 16V8B-1 OLRl883

5962·8983904RA GAL 16V8B-1 OLD/883
5962-89840023A GAl20V8A-20LRl883
5962-8984002LA GAl20V8A-20LD/883

5962-89840033A GAl20V8A-15LRl883
5962-8984003LA GAl20V8A-15LD/883

SMO. LATIICE PART.
5962-89840043A GAl20V8B-10LRl883

5962-8984004LA GAl20V8B-10LD/883
5962-8984101 LA GAl22V10B-30LD/883
5962-89841023A GAl22V10B-20LRl883

5962-8984102LA GAl22V10B-20LD/883
5962-89841033A GAl22V10B-15LRl883

5962·8984103LA GAl22V10B-15LD/883
5962-8984104LA GAl22V10B-25LD/883
5962-9308501 MXC ispLSI 1032-60LG/883

5962-9466801 MXC pLSI 1032-60LG/883

Lead Finish
A = Solder dipped
C = Gold plated

Package Type
R = 20-lead CERDIP
L = 24-lead CERDIP
2 = 20-pin LCC
3 = 28-pin LCC

Device Class
x = 85-terminal CPGA

Device Type

Drawing Number
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GAL 16V81883
High Performance E2CMOS PLD

Generic Array Logic™

• HIGH PERFORMANCE E'CMOS~ TECHNOLOGY
-10 ns Maximum Propagation Delay
- Fmax = 62.5 MHz
- 7 ns Maximum from Clock Input to Data Output
- TTL Compatible 12 mA Outputs
- UltraMOS~ Advanced CMOS Technology

• 50% REDUCTION IN POWER FROM BIPOLAR
- 75mA Typ Ice

• ACTIVE PULL-UPS ON ALL PINS (GAL 16V8B-l0)

• E' CELL TECHNOLOGY
- Reconfigurable Logic
- Reprogrammable Cells
- 100% Tested/Guaranteed 100% Yields
- High Speed Electrical Erasure «lOOms)
- 20 Year Data Retention

• EIGHT OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELLS
- Maximum Flexibility for Complex Logic Designs
- Programmable Output Polarity
- Also Emulates 20-pin PAL~ Devices with Full Func-

tion/Fuse Map/Parametric Compatibility

• PRELOAD AND POWER-ON RESET OF ALL REGISTERS
- 100% Functional Testability

• APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- DMA Control
- State Machine Control
- High Speed Graphics Processing
- Standard Logic Speed Upgrade

• ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE FOR IDENTIFICATION

The GAL 16V8/883 is a high performance PCMOS program-
mable logic device processed in full compliance to MIL-STD-
883. This military grade device combines a high performance
CMOS process with Electrically Erasable (P) floating gate
technology to provide the highest speed/power performance
available in the 883 qualified PLD market. The GAL 16V8B/883,
at 1Onsmaximum propagation delay time, is the world's fastest
military qualified CMOS PLD.

The generic GAL architecture provides maximum design flexibility
by allowing the Output Logic Macrocell (OLMC) to be configured
by the user. The GAL 16V8/883 is capable of emulating all
standard 20-pin PAL~ devices with full function/fuse map/para-
metric compatibility.

Unique test circuitry and reprogram mabie cells allow complete
AC, DC, and functional testing during manufacture. Therefore,
Lattice guarantees 100% field programmability and functionality
of all GAL products. Lattice also guarantees 100 erase/rewrite
cycles and that data retention exceeds 20 years.

1/010

1/010

1/010

1/010

1/010

1/010 •
1/010

1/010

1/0E

CERDIP
LCC I/CLK vcc

1/0/0

I VCLK Vcc vOla 1/0/0
:ro "I • 18 VOIQ 1/0/0

VOIQ 1/0/0

I • GAL16V8 ,. vOla 1/0/0
Top View va/Q

1/0/0

I • " vOla
11 13 1/0/0

I ONO VOE VO/Q I/Ola 1/0/0

GND I/CE

Copyright © 1994 Lattice Semiconductor Corp. All brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. The specifications and information herein are
subject to change without notice.

LATTICE SEMICONDUCTOR CORP., 5555 Northeast Moore Ct., Hillsboro, Oregon 97124, U.S.A. 1994 Data Book
Tel. (503) 681-0118; 1-800-FASTGAL; FAX (503) 681-3037
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Supply voltage Vee -0.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vee + 1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vee +1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Case Temperature with

Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1.Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in the
operational sections of this specification is not implied (while
programming, follow the programming specifications).

Specifications GAL 16V8B/883

Case Temperature (Tel -55 to 125°C
Supply voltage (Veel

with Respect to Ground +4.50 to +5.50V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP.' MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss - 0.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

IlL' Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV~ V,N~ V,l (MAX.) L-10 - - -100 j.lA

L-15 - - -10 IlA

IIH Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.5V ~ V,N~ Vee - - 10 IlA

VOL Output Low Voltage IOl = MAX. Vin = V,l or V,H - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH= MAX. Vin = V,l or V,H 2.4 - - V

10L Low Level Output Current - - 12 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -2 mA

los2 Output Short Circuit Current Vee=5V VOUT= 0.5V TA= 25°C -30 - -150 mA

Icc Operating Power I V,l = 0.5V V,H= 3.0V I L -10/-15 - 75 130 mA

Supply Current f'og9'. = 15MHz Outputs Open

1) The leakage current is due to the internal pull-up on all pins. See Input Buffer section for more information.
2) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems caused by tester
ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
3) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA = 25°C
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

TEST -10 -15
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITSCOND'. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or I/O to Combinational Output 2 10 3 15 ns

tco A Clock to Output Delay 1 7 2 12 ns

tef2 - Clock to Feedback Delay - 7 - 12 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before Clock! 10 - 12 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after Clock! 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum qlock Frequency with 58.8 - 41.6 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 58.8 - 41.6 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tcf)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 62.5 - 50 - MHz
No Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 8 - 10 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 8 - 10 - ns

ten B Input or 110 to Output Enabled - 10 - 15 ns

B OE to Output Enabled - 10 - 15 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled - 10 - 15 ns

C OE to Output Disabled - 10 - 15 ns

•
1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Descriptions section.
3) Refer to fmax Descriptions section. •

CAPACITANCE (TA = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM' UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

C'iO I/O Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, Vvo = 2.0V
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Supply voltage Vcc -0.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc + 1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc + 1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Case Temperature with

Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1.Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in the
operational sections of this specification is not implied (while
programming, follow the programming specifications).

Specifications GAL 16V8A1883

CaseTemperature (Tc) -55 to 125°C
Supply voltage (Vcc)

with Respect to Ground +4.50 to +5.50V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP.2 MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss-O.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

IlL Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV ~ VIN ~ VIL (MAX.) - - -10 ~A

IIH Input or I/O High Leakage Current VIH ~ VIN ~ Vcc - - 10 ~A

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L= MAX. Vin = VIL or VIH - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H= MAX. Vin = VIL or VIH 2.4 - - V

10L Low Level Output Current - - 12 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -2.0 mA

10sl Output Short Circuit Current Vcc = 5V VOUT= 0.5V T.=25°C -30 - -150 mA

Icc Operating Power VIL= 0.5V VIH = 3.0V L -20/-30 - 75 130 mA

Supply Current floggle= 25MHz Outputs Open

1) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems by tester ground
degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.

2) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and T. = 25°C
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

TEST -20 -30
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS

("OND'. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or I/O to Combinational Output 3 20 3 30 ns

tco A Clock to Output Delay 2 15 2 20 ns

tct" - Clock to Feedback Delay - 15 - 20 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before Clocki 15 - 25 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after Clocki 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 33.3 - 22.2 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 33.3 - 22.2 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tcf)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 41.6 - 33.3 - MHz
No Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 12 - 15 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 12 - 15 - ns

ten B Input or I/O to Output Enabled - 20 - 30 ns

B OE to Output Enabled - 18 - 25 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled - 20 - 30 ns

C OE to Output Disabled - 18 - 25 ns

•
1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Descriptions section.
3) Refer to fmax Descriptions section.

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM- UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

Cvo I/O Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, Vvo = 2.0V
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS
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·.................
Specifications GAL16V8/883

fmax DESCRIPTIONS

Note: fmax with external feedback is calculated from measured
tsu and tco.

~i;;;i;~i··
fmax with No Feedback

Note: fmax with no feedback may be less than 1/(twh + twl). This
is to allow for a clock duty cycle of other than 50%.

•Note: tcf is a calculated value, derived by sUbtracting tsu from
the period of fmax w/internal feedback (tcf = 1/fmax - tsu). The
value of tcf is used primarily when calculating the delay from
clocking a register to a combinatorial output (through registered
feedback), as shown above. For example, the timing from clock
to a combinatorial output is equal to tet + tpd.

Input Pulse Levels GNDt03.0V
Input Rise and Fall Times 3ns 10%-90%
Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V
Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See Figure

Test Condition R1 R2 CL

A 390n 750n 50pF
B Active High ~ 750n 50pF

Active Low 390n 750n 50pF
C Active High ~ 750n 5pF

Active Low 390n 750n 5pF



H~Lattice" Specifications GAL16V8/883

GAL 16V8 ORDERING INFORMATION (MIL-STD-883 and SMD)

Ordering #

Tpd T5U Tco Ice Package MIL-STD-883 SMD#(ns) (n5) (n5) (mA)
10 10 7 130 20-Pin eERDIP GAL 16V8B-1 OLD/883 5962-8983904RA

130 20-Pin Lee GAL 16V8B-1 OLRl883 5962-89839042A

15 12 12 130 20-Pin eERDIP GAL 16V8B-15LD/883 5962-8983903RA

130 20-Pin Lee GAL 16V8B-15LRl883 5962-89839032A

20 15 15 130 20-Pin eERDIP GAL 16V8A-20LD/883 5962-8983902RA

130 20-Pin Lee GAL 16V8A-20LRl883 5962-89839022A

3J 25 20 130 20-Pin eERDIP GAL 16V8A-30LD/883 5962-8983901 RA

Note: Lattice recognizes the trend in military device procurement towards using SMD
compliant devices, as such, ordering by this number where it exists is recommended.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

xxxxxxxx - xx

De~~N.me~

x

LGAL16V88
GAL16V8A

Package D = CERDIP
R = LCC
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GAL20V81883
High Performance E2CMOS PLD

Generic Array Logic™

• HIGH PERFORMANCE E2CMOS'"TECHNOLOGY
-10 ns Maximum Propagation Delay
- Fmax = 62.5 MHz
- 7 ns Maximum from Clock Input to Data Output
- TTL Compatible 12 mA Outputs
- UltraMOS'" Advanced CMOS Technology

• 50% REDUCTION IN POWER FROM BIPOLAR
- 75mA Typ Ice on Low Power Device

• EZCELL TECHNOLOGY
- Reconfigurable Logic
- Reprogrammable Cells
- 100% Tested/Guaranteed 100% Yields
- High Speed Electrical Erasure «100ms)
- 20 Year Data Retention

• EIGHT OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELLS
- Maximum Flexibility for Complex Logic Designs
- Programmable Output Polarity
- Also Emulates 24-pin PAL'" Devices with Full Func-

tion/Fuse Map/Parametric Compatibility

• PRELOAD AND POWER-ON RESET OF ALL REGISTERS
- 100% Functional Testability

• APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- DMA Control
- State Machine Control
- High Speed Graphics Processing
- Standard Logic Speed Upgrade

• ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE FOR IDENTIFICATION

The GAL20V8/883 is a high performance FCMOS program-
mable logic devices processed in full compliance to MIL-STD-
883. This military grade device combines a high performance
CMOS process with Electrically Erasable (E2) floating gate
technology to provide the highest speed/power performance
available in the 883 qualified PLD market.

The generic GAL architecture provides maximum design flexibility
by allowing the Output Logic Macrocell (OLMC) to be configured
by the user. The GAL20V8/883 is capable of emulating all
standard 24-pin PAL'" devices with full functionlfuse map/para-
metric compatibility.

Unique test circuitry and reprogram mabie cells allow complete
AC, DC, and functional testing during manufacture. Therefore,
Lattice guarantees 100% field programmability and functionality
of all GAL products. Lattice also guarantees 100 erase/rewrite
cycles and that data retention exceeds 20 years.
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~HLatticeT" Specifications GAL20VBBIBB3

Supply voltage Vcc -0.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc +1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc + 1.0V
Storage Temperature : -65 to 150°C
Case Temperature with

Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1.Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in the
operational sections of this specification is not implied (while .
programming, follow the programming specifications).

CaseTemperature (Tcl -55 to 125°C
Supply voltage (Vccl

with Respect to Ground +4.50 to +5.50V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP,2 MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss - 0.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

IlL Input or I/O Low Leakage Current OV~ V,N~ V,L(MAX.) - - -100 IlA

IIH Input or I/O High Leakage Current 3.5VIH~ V,N~ Vcc - - 10 IlA

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H 2.4 - - V

10L Low Level Output Current - - 12 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -2.0 mA

los' Output Short Circuit Current Vcc = 5V VOUT=0.5V TA= 25°C -30 - -150 mA

Icc Operating Power V,L= 0.5V V,H= 3.0V L -10 - 75 130 mA

Supply Current 1tog9'. = 15MHz Outputs Open

1) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems caused by tester
ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.

2) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA = 25°C



~~~Lattice~ Specifications GAL20V8BI883

AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

TEST -10
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS

~OND1. MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or I/O to Combinational Output 2 10 ns

tco A Clock to Output Delay 1 7 ns

tel" - Clock to Feedback Delay - 7 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before Clocki 10 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after Clocki 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 58.8 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 58.8 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tet)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 62.5 - MHz
No Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 8 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 8 - ns

ten B Input or I/O to Output Enabled - 10 ns

B OE to Output Enabled - 10 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled - 10 ns

C OE to Output Disabled - 10 ns

•
1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Descriptions section.
3) Refer to fmax Descriptions section.

CAPACITANCE (TA = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM" UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

CliO I/O Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, VIIO= 2.0V



Specifications GAL20V8A1883

Supply voltage Vee -0.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vee +1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vee +1.0V
Storage Temperature : -65 to 150°C
Case Temperature with

Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1.Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in the
operational sections of this specification is not implied (while
programming, follow the programming specifications).

CaseTemperature (Te) -55 to 125°C
Supply voltage (Vee)

with Respect to Ground +4.50 to +5.50V

, DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP} MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss - 0.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

IlL Input or 1/0 Low Leakage Current OV~ VIN~ VIL(MAX.) - - -10 ~
IIH Input or 1/0 High Leakage Current VIH~ VIN~ Vee - - 10 llA

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL= MAX. Vin = VILor VIH - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H= MAX. Vin = VILor VIH 2.4 - - V

10L Low Level Output Current - - 12 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -2.0 mA

los' Output Short Circuit Current Vee = 5V VOUT=0.5V TA=25°C -30 - -150 mA

Icc Operating Power VIL= 0.5V VIH=3.0V L -15/-20 - 75 130 mA

Supply Current ftoggle= 25MHz Outputs Open

1) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems caused by tester
ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.

2) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA = 25°C



~~~Lattice~ Specifications GAL20VBAlBB3

AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

TEST -15 ·20
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS

r'OND'. MIN. MAX MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or I/O to Combinational Output 3 15 3 20 ns

tco A Clock to Output Delay 2 12 2 15 ns

tel" - Clock to Feedback Delay - 12 - 15 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Feedback belore Clock 12 - 15 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after Clock 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 41.6 - 33.3 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tco)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 41.6 - 33.3 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tel)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 50 - 41.6 - MHz
No Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 10 - 12 - ns

twl - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 10 - 12 - ns

ten B Input or I/O to Output Enabled - 15 - 20 ns

B OE to Output Enabled - 15 - 18 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled - 15 - 20 ns

C OE to Output Disabled - 15 - 18 ns

•
1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Reier to fmax Descriptions section.
3) Refer to fmax Descriptions section.

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM· UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

CliO I/O Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, VIIO= 2.0V
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS
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~HLattice~ Specifications GAL20V81883

fmax DESCRIPTIONS

Note: fmax with external feedback is calculated from measured
tsu and tea.

~tsu;i;~
fmax with No Feedback

Note: fmax with no feedback may be less than 1/(twh + twl). This
is to allow for a clock duty cycle of other than 50%.

Note: tcf is a calculated value, derived by subtracting tsu from
the period of fmax w/internal feedback (tcf = 1/fmax - tsu). The
value of tcf is used primarily when calculating the delay from
clocking a register to a combinatorial output (through registered
feedback), as shown above. For example, the timing from clock
to a combinatorial output is equal to tcf + tpd.

•
Input Pulse Levels GNDt03.0V
Input Rise and Fall Times 3ns 10% - 90%
Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V
Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See Figure

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state active
level.
Output Load Conditions (see figure)

Test Condition R1 R2 CL

A 390n 750n 500F
B Active High ~ 750n 50pF

Active Low 390n 750n 50pF
C Active High ~ 750n 5pF

Active Low 390n 750n 5pF



~HLattice~ Specifications GAL20V8/883..................
GAL20V8 ORDERING INFORMATION (MIL-STD-883 and SMD)

Ordering #

Tpd T5U Teo Ice Package MIL-STD-883 SMD#(n5) (n5) (n5) (mA)
10 10 7 130 24-Pin GERDIP GAl20V8B-10LD/883 5962-8984004LA •

130 28-Pin LGG GAl20V8B-10LRl883 5962-89840043A'

15 12 12 130 24-Pin GERDIP GAl20V8A-15LD/883 5962-8984003LA

130 28-Pin LGG GAL20V8A-15LR/883 5962-89840033A

20 15 15 130 24-Pin GERDIP GAl20V8A-20LD/883 5962-8984002LA

130 28-Pin LGG GAl20V8A-20LRl883 5962-89840023A

'Preliminary

Note: Lattice recognizes the trend in military device procurement towards using SMD
compliant devices, as such, ordering by this number where it exists is recommended.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

GAL20V8B
GAL20V8A

xxxxxxxx - xx

De.;", N.me ~

Package D = CERDIP
R = LCC
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GAL22V101883
High Performance E2CMOS PLD

Generic Array Logic™

• HIGH PERFORMANCE E'CMOS" TECHNOLOGY
-15 ns Maximum Propagation Delay
- Fmax = 62.5 MHz
- 8ns Maximum from Clock Input to Data Output
- TTL Compatible 12 mA Outputs
- UltraMOS" Advanced CMOS Technology

• ACTIVE PULL-UPS ON ALL PINS

• COMPATIBLE WITH STANDARD 22V10 DEVICES
- Fully FunctionlFuse-Map/Parametric Compatible

with Bipolar and UVCMOS 22V10 Devices

• 50% REDUCTION IN POWER VERSUS BIPOLAR

• E' CELL TECHNOLOGY
- Reconfigurable Logic
- Reprogrammable Cells
-100% Tested/Guaranteed 100% Yields
- High Speed Electrical Erasure «100ms)
- 20 Year Data Retention

• TEN OUTPUT LOGIC MACROCELLS
- Maximum Flexibility for Complex Logic Designs

• PRELOAD AND POWER-ON RESET OF REGISTERS
- 100% Functional Testability

• APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- DMA Control
- State Machine Control
- High Speed Graphics Processing
- Standard Logic Speed Upgrade

• ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE FOR IDENTIFICATION

The GAL22V1 0/883 is a high performance E'CMOS program-
mable logic device processed in full compliance to MIL-STD-883.
This military grade device combines a high performance CMOS
process with Electrically Erasable (E') floating gate technology
to provide the highest speed performance available of any military
qualified 22V1 0 device. CMOS circuitry allows the GAL22V1 0
to consume much less power when compared to bipolar 22V1 0
devices. E' technology offers high speed «1 OOms)erase times,
providing the ability to reprogram or reconfigure the device quickly
and efficiently.

The generic architecture provides maximum design flexibility by
allowing the Output Logic Macrocell (OLMC) to be configured by
the user. The GAL22V10 is fully function/fuse map/parametric
compatible with standard bipolar and CMOS 22V1 0 devices.

Unique test circuitry and reprogrammable cells allow complete
AC, DC, and functional testing during manufacture. As a result,
LATTICE is able to guarantee 100% field programmability and
functionality of all GAL" products.
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Supply voltage Vcc -0.5 to +7V
Input voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc + 1.0V
Off-state output voltage applied -2.5 to Vcc + 1.0V
Storage Temperature -65 to 150°C
Case Temperature with

Power Applied -55 to 125°C
1. Stresses above those listed under the "Absolute Maximum

Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These
are stress only ratings and functional operation of the device
at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in
the operational sections of this specification is not implied
(while programming, follow the programming specifications).

Case Temperature (Tc) -55 to 125°C
Supply Voltage (Vcc)

with Respect to Ground +4.50 to +5.50V

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITION MIN. TYP,3 MAX. UNITS

VIL Input Low Voltage Vss-O.5 - 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 - Vcc+1 V

IlL' Input or 1/0 Low Leakage Current OV~ V,N~ V,L(MAX.) . - - -100 ~
IIH Input or 1/0 High Leakage Current 3.5V ~ V,N~ Vcc - - 10 IlA

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H - - 0.5 V

VOH Output High Voltage 10H= MAX. Vin = V,Lor V,H 2.4 - - V

10L Low Level Output Current - - 12 mA

10H High Level Output Current - - -2.0 mA

los2 Output Short Circuit Current Vcc = 5V VOUT= 0.5V TA = 25°C -50 - -135 mA

Icc Operating Power I V,L= 0,5V V,H= 3.0V I L -15/-201-25/-30 - 90 150 mA

Supply Current 1tog9'. = 15MHz Outputs Open

1) The leakage current is due to the internal pull-up on all pins. See Input Buffer section for more information.
2) One output at a time for a maximum duration of one second. Vout = 0.5V was selected to avoid test problems caused by tester

ground degradation. Guaranteed but not 100% tested.
3) Typical values are at Vcc = 5V and TA= 25°C



~~~Lattice~ Specifications GAL22V1081883

AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

TEST -15 ·20 -25 -30
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS

COND.' MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

tpd A Input or I/O to Combinatorial Output - 15 - 20 - 25 - 30 ns

tea A Clock to Output Delay - 8 - 15 - 20 - 20 ns

tct> - Clock to Feedback Delay - 8 - 15 - 20 - 20 ns

tsu - Setup Time, Input or Feedback before Clocki 12 - 17 - 20 - 25 - ns

th - Hold Time, Input or Feedback after Clocki 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - ns

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 50 - 31.2 - 25 - 22 - MHz
External Feedback, 1/(tsu + tea)

fmax3 A Maximum Clock Frequency with 50 - 31.2 - 25 - 22 - MHz
Internal Feedback, 1/(tsu + tcf)

A Maximum Clock Frequency with 62.5 - 33 - 33 - 25 - MHz
No Feedback

twh - Clock Pulse Duration, High 8 - 15 - 15 - 20 - ns

tWI - Clock Pulse Duration, Low 8 - 15. - 15 - 20 - ns

ten B Input or I/O to Output Enabled - 15 - 20 - 25 - 25 ns

tdis C Input or I/O to Output Disabled - 15 - 20 - 25 - 25 ns

tar A Input or I/O to Asynchronous Reset of Register - 20 - 25 - 30 - 30 ns

tarw - Asynchronous Reset Pulse Duration 15 - 20 - 25 - 30 - ns

tarr - Asynchronous Reset to Clock Recovery Time 15 - 20 - 25 - 30 - ns

tspr - Synchronous Preset to Clock Recovery Time 12 - 17 - 20 - 25 - ns

•
1) Refer to Switching Test Conditions section.
2) Calculated from fmax with internal feedback. Refer to fmax Description section.
3) Refer to fmax Description section.

SYMBOL PARAMETER MAXIMUM' . UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

C, Input Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, V, = 2.0V

Cvo I/O Capacitance 10 pF Vcc = 5.0V, Vvo = 2.0V



H~Lattice~ Specifications GAL22V10/883

SWITCHING WAVEFORMS
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Specifications GAL22V10/883

fmax DESCRIPTIONS

fmax with External Feedback 1/(tsu+tco)

Note: fmax with external feedback is cal-
culated from measured tsu and tco.

I.-- Isut th ----.1
fmax with No Feedback

Note: fmax with no feedback may be less
than 1/(twh + tWI). This is to allow for a
clock duty cycle of other than 50%.

1:--tcI

tpd

Note: tcf is a calculated value, derived by sub-
tracting tsu from the period of fmax w/internal
feedback (tet = 1/fmax - tsu). The value of tcf is
used primarily when calculating the delay from
clocking a register to a combinatorial output
(through registered feedback), as shown above.
For example, the timing from clock to a combi-
natorial output is equal to tcf + tpd.

•
Input Pulse Levels GNDt03.0V

Input Rise and Fall Times 3ns 10% - 90%

Input Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Timing Reference Levels 1.5V

Output Load See Figure

3-state levels are measured 0.5V from steady-state active
level.

Test Condition Rl R2 Cl

A 3900 7500 50pF

B Active High ~ 7500 50pF

Active Low 3900 7500 50pF

C Active High ~ 7500 5pF

Active Low 3900 7500 5pF



..................
Specifications GAL22V10/883

Ordering #

Tpd Tsu Tco Ice Package MIL-STD-883 SMD#(ns) (ns) (ns) (mA)
15 12 8 150 24-Pin CERDIP GAL22V10B-15LD/883 5962-8984103LA

150 28-Pin LCC GAL22V10B-15LR/883 5962-89841033A

20 17 15 150 24-Pin CERDIP GAL22V10B-20LD/883 5962-8984102LA

150 28-Pin LCC GAL22V10B-20LR/883 5962-89841023A

25 20 20 150 24-Pin CERDIP GAL22V10B-25LD/883 5962-8984104LA

3J 25 20 150 24-Pin CERDIP GAL22V10B-30LD/883 5962-8984101 LA

Note: Lattice recognizes the trend in military device procurement towards using SMD
compliant devices, as such, ordering by this number where it exists is recommended.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

XXXXXXXX - XX

DevI~N'~~

x

L
Package D = CERDIP

R = LCC
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Lattice Design Tool
Strategy

Introduction

The Lattice design tool strategy for the pLSI and ispLSI
families is to support a wide range of design environments.
Lattice provides both a proprietary PC-based solution
(pDS®j as well as third-party compatible CAE tools (pDS+TM
Fitters) that run on PC and Sun workstation platforms.

The Lattice pDS (pLSI and ispLSI Development System)
software provides a comprehensive, high-performance,
low-cost package for logic development. Developed and
supported by Lattice, pDS provides an easy-to-use Win-
dows-based graphical interface using a mouse and
pull-down menus. Design entry includes Boolean equa-
tions and macros. Forsimulation, timing tables are included
as a standard offering. Additionally, pDS interfaces with
Viewlogic's Viewsim simulation package for full functional
and timing simulation. pDS software generates industry
standard JEDEC programming files and supports direct
download into ispLSI devices. .

Lattice's pDS+ (pDS Plus) solution supports multiple third-
party CAE tools, providing designers with the capability to
design in familiar CAE environments. These third-party
CAE tools offer schematic capture, hardware description
language (such as VHDL), state machine language, Boolean
equation, and macro design entry as well as functional and
timing simulators for design verification.

Lattice's pDS and pDS+ solutions give designers powerful,
easy to use, cost-effective design tools to meet their
development needs. Each third·party vendor must adhere
to strict quality and certification requirements before be·
coming qualified, thus ensuring superiorsupport. Additional
support for popular third-party CAE tools is scheduled.
Contact your local Lattice Sales Representative for
availability.

I Design Idea I

I
Third-PartypDS
Environments

pDS

I Boolean l Viewlogic

I
Data I/O

I
ISDATA I III Other Third I

Workview ABEL LOGIiC Party Vendors

1
Logic Partitioning I pDS+ I pDS+ I I

pDS+ I r
pDS+

Auto Place & Route Viewlogic ABEL LOG/ie Other

Viewlogic Viewsim Other Third
Functional and Timing Simulator Party Simulator
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Lattice Design Flow Lattice pDS+

There are three steps in the Lattice pLSI and ispLSI design
flow: design entry, device fitting (logic partitioning, place
and route), and design verification. (See the pDS and
pDS+ Design Flow). This section outlines the design flow
of the pDS and pDS+ solutions.

Lattice's pDS solution is a comprehensive, self-contained
design solution which operates on a PC under Microsoft
Windows. pDS uses familiar ABEL-like Boolean equation
and macro design entry, and provides manual partitioning,
high speed automatic place and route, and simulation
timing tables for design verification. Viewlogic's Viewsim
simulation package is compatible with pDS for functional
and timing simulation.

After the development work has been completed, the
design is ready to be programmed into a device. For third-
party programming support, the pDS package generates a
JEDEC fusemap. Alternatively, the ispLSI devices can be
programmed directly from the PC or Sun workstation with
the Lattice isp Engineering Kit.

The pDS development systems are ideal fordesigners who
desire a cost-effective, user friendly approach to pLSI and
ispLSI design.

The pDS+ solution combines third-party CAE tools for
design entry and verification with the Lattice pDS+ Fitter for
device fitting to offer a powerful and complete development
solution. Initial Fitter products include the pDS+ ABEL
Fitter, pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter, and pDS+ LOG/iC Fitter
which interface with their respective third party design
tools.

The design entry step is typically performed with schematic
capture, Boolean equations, state machines, truth tables
or a Hardware Description Language (HDL). Once design
entry is complete, the design is ready to be implemented
into a Lattice pLSI or ispLSI device.

The Lattice pDS+ Fitter uses architecture-specific algo-
rithms to synthesize a logic description into a pLSI or
ispLSI device. Steps in the device fitting process include
logic optimization and minimization, automatic logic parti-
tioning, and automatic place and route.

pDS+ also supports design verification. Design verification
options include both functional and timing simulation.
Various combinations of graphical and text-based func-
tional and timing simulators are supported by third-party
CAE vendors.

Following design verification, the Lattice pDS+ Fitter gen-
erates a JEDEC fusemap for device programming. The
design can be programmed into a pLSI device using third-
party programmers. In addition, the ispLSI devices can be
programmed directly from the PC or Sun workstation
system using Lattice's isp Engineering Kit, or from dedicated
logic designed into the end-system.
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Introdu~tion Partitioning

Conceptually, system definition is the first step in the
design process. This involves visualizing the PLD's inter-
action with the rest of the electronic system and defining a
general flow diagram to determine the design's basic
sequential behavior. This organizational flow, used to
integrate an entire subsystem into high density devices, is
described in the following topics and shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. System Design Flow

Define System
--~--

Specify Components

•

PCB Layout
---- ~--

After completing the conceptual design, the designer
partitions the system into modules or functional blocks.
These blocks can be a few components or multiple circuit
boards with numerous components. The designer orga-
nizes these functional blocks to match the capabilities of
the devices being targeted, for example, the number of I/O
pins, flip-flops and gates needed. The user should also
consider the frequency at which the targeted device must
operate, the number of clocks required, and the timing
relationships of signals (AC specifications).

Specifying Components
After the partitioning is defined, the designer chooses the
components which will be used to implement the desired
functions. The design should meetthe system specifications
using the least number of components in order to keep the
system cost as low as possible while keeping the system
reliability as high as possible .

System specifications calling for low weight, low power and
reduced size also drive designers to higher levels of logic
integration. These added requirements can adversely affect
the design schedule and project completion. The pLSI and
ispLSI high-density devices can meet such design
requirements while delivering excellent performance. The
pLSI and ispLSI family of high-speed, high-density PLDs
supported by easy-to-use effective software for fast design
implementation and verification.

•
Design Entry and Optimization

After the functional partitioning and component specifica-
tions are completed, the logic necessary to implement the
functions is defined block by block. The logic may include
standardTTL functions, CMOS logic functions, orfunctions
from a library, such as the Lattice Macro Library. The
implementation of logic intoa high density device is optimized
for the targeted device by the design software. The
partitioning also affects the optimization. Optimization can
be for speed, utilization or a combination of both.

Logic entry for a Lattice high density device is done with the
pLSI/ispLSI Development System or with any of Lattice's
pDS+ Fitter products (pDS+ Viewlogic, pDS+ ABEL,
pDS+ LOG/iC, etc.). The pDS software utilizes the Graphi-
cal User Interface (GUI) of Microsoft's Windows™ to
provide a complete design flow from logic entry to program-
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ming pLSl/ispLSI devices within hours. The pDS+ ABEL
software supports textual design entry using a Hardware
Description Language (HDL). Standard CAE schematic
design entry is supported by the pDS+ Viewlogic software.
pDS+ LOG/iC supports Boolean, truth table and state
machine entry.

When designing a system, or a portion of a system, it is
easier to test and debug pieces or modules rather than the
entire system. In this manner, the designer can confirm
module designs, or functional blocks, and find problems
earlier in the design cycle.

Logic can be verified by either timing simulation or actual
testing of the programmed device. Simulation can be
accomplished using the Viewlogic Viewsim logic simulator
(available from Lattice). Design errors detected by soft-
ware simulation can be corrected by the designer before
the printed circuit board is laid out and manufactured,
which saves time and reduces cost. Board and system
level simulation can be accomplished through behavioral
simulation using Logic Modeling Corporation's models.

Reprogrammable devices allow the designerto test, debug,
and modify logic right on the p.c. board. pLSI and ispLSI
devices can be reprogrammed multiple times. This
reprogrammability further assists the designers by allow-
ing them to temporarily program the devices with diagnostic
and design verification logic.

The designer should always attempt to design logic with
testability in mind. Testability means different things to
different designers. Key guidelines to be aware of are:

o Large counters should be segmented for quick and
easy testing.

o Logic should be designed for controllability and
observability .

o There should be no floating nets.

o All nets should be at a known state or are able to be set
or reset.

To assist system testability, the ispLSI devices offer preload
and verification features. These features allow register
contents to be verified without using logic analyzers or
other debugging tools.

Once the logic has been verified, the Printed Circuit Board
(PCB) is laid out and manufactured. Since the logic may be
changed during design, this phase of the system design is
usually executed after the logic has been validated. It is
recommended that board design and layout be done after
verifying designs using pLSI and ispLSI parts.

System test and debug is the final stage of the design
process. The logic and the PCB are tested as a system and
minor enhancements or bug fixes are implemented. Be-
cause of the flexibility of the pLSI and ispLSI devices, minor
changes can be made without affecting the layout of the
PCB or the pinout of the device.
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Once the system design has been organized into func-
tional components, and the logic functions which need to
be incorporated in the selected components defined, the
logic design phase begins. The general design flow is
shown in figure 1. A pLSI or ispLSI design may be
implemented from a number of design environments:
including pLSI/ispLSI Development System (pDS),
pDS+ ABEL, pDS+ Viewlogic and pDS+ LOG/iC

Figure 1. General Design Flow

Device Programming I
These design' environments offer various levels of design
implementation from logic entry through programming the
device. They support a variety of user interfaces and entry
methods including: MS Windows GUI, Data I/O ABEL HDL
or VHDL, Viewlogic ViewdrawNiewsynthesis and the
ISDATA LOG/iC Design System. The design flows using
these development software systems are shown in figures
2, 2a, 2b and 2c.

The pDS software allows the user to manually partition the
logic to control design fit and performance. Using the MS
Windows environment, logic functions are placed into
Generic Logic Blocks (GLBs) and 1/0 Cells. This can be
done by using the Edit, Cut, Copy, and Paste functions to
enter Boolean equations and/or pre-defined functions from
the Lattice Macro or user libraries.

In addition to Boolean design entry, the pDS+ABEL HDL
format allows high-level descriptions of counters, adders,
comparators, etc. The ABEL language also supports state
machines, truth tables and case constructs for behavioral

design implementations. ABEL also accepts VHDL aas a
high level language input. The Lattice-ABEL interface
allows many existing PLD designs to be easily integrated
and converted into a pLSI or ispLSI devices.

For standard CAE schematic designs, the pDS+Viewlogic
software prOVides support for graphical and hierarchical
logic implementations using the Lattice library of primitives
and macros. The Viewlogic interface also allows easy
integration of system or user-created functions into a
hierarchical schematic using a top-down or bottom-up
design methodology. Additonally, Viewsynthesis offers
VHDL capability to round out the design entry process.

Verification using the pDS software is accomplished in two
steps after logic has been placed. First, each cell may be
individually verified to ensure that the minimized logic will
fit into the GLB architecture. After all GLB and I/O cells are
incrementally checked, the entire design is then verified to
ensure that all nets have proper sources and destinations .

Because the advanced pDS+ tools perform automatic
partitioning, design verification is done at a higher-level
(pre-partitioned). In the ABEL environment, the Compile
(ahdI2pla) function performs the syntax and design rule
checks. After the Compile phase, the Optimize (plaopt)
function (optionally) minimizes the design.

In the pDS+Viewlogic environment, pre-partitioned design
verification is performed by the Design Analyzer which
ensures the logic conforms to the Lattice design rules.

•
Partitioning using the pDS software is done by the user as
partofthe design entry process. The advanced pDS+ABEL,
pDS+ Viewlogic and pDS+ LOG/iC tools incorporate
Lattice's automatic partitioner which accepts converted
data from designs entered in ABEL, Viewlogic and LOG/iC
respectively. Lattice specific attributes for design entry are
available to guide the partitioner in order to optimize usage
of device features and performance.

Place and Route

All Lattice design tools offer automatic place and route.
This entails placement of GLB and 10C logic and then
routing (or interconnecting) the source signals to their
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destinations. In the pLSI and ispLSI devices, the Global Figure 2. pDS Design Flow
Routing Pool (GRP) provides fast interconnects from
external inputs and GLB feedbacks to the GLB inputs. The
Output Routing Pool (ORP) provides flexible interconnects
from GLB outputs to external pins. To take advantage of
the architectural features, Lattice offers two different routers,
Fast and Strong. The Fast router utilizes quick algorithms
to route most designs. The more comprehensive Strong
router is used to route more complex designs.

After place and route, a nellist for full timing and function
simulation may be passed to the Viewsim simulator.
Viewsim supports simulation using both textual and
graphical input and interfaces. Board and system level
simulation models are also available from Logic Modeling
Corporation.

Documentation

Report files, containing partitioned equations and pin-out
information, may be generated for routed or un-routed
designs. The pDS software can also generate reports with
post-route maximum timing delays. In addition, the design
can be exported in an Electronic Design Interchange
Format (EDIF). This supports design interfaces to standard
third-party CAE tools.

Programming information is generated on a routed design
by the FuseMap Generator for a specific pLSI and ispLSI
device. It is an ASCII file written in the JEDEC format.
Using the pDS+ ABEL software, the user may optionally
append test vectors onto the JEDEC file. This allows post-
programming functional test on the actual device.

Two programming methods are used to program the pLSI
and ispLSI devices. The first method uses the Device
Programming Mode for both types of devices. This
method facilitates device programming support from third-
party vendors. The second method uses the Lattice
In-System Programming Mode and applies to the ispLSI
family of devices.

Both methods of device programming allow the user to
program and read back the fuesmap from the programmed
device for verification (if the security cell has not been set).

Download to ispLSI
or

Download to Programmer
for pLSI and ispLSI

Download to ispLSI
or

Download to Programmer
for pLSI and ispLSI
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Download to ispLSI
or

Download to Programmer
for pLSI and ispLSI

Download to ispLSI
or

Download to Programmer
for pLSI and ispLSI
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pDS® Software

Features

• pLSl1illand ispLSI'· Development System
- Supports pLSI and ispLSI1 000, 2000 and 3000

Families
• Design Entry with Easy-to-Use Windows™

Environment
- ABEL-Like Boolean Equation Entry
- Logic Macro Entry with over 275 "TTL-Like"

Macros
- Manual Device Partitioning Ensures Tight

Control of Performance and Utilization

• Fast Design Compilation
- Efficient Design Optimization &

Minimization
- "Hands Free" Automatic Place and Route
- Fast Route Option for Quick Turnaround
- Strong Route Option for Comprehensive and

Optimized Routing
- Predictable Performance

• Complete Design Verification
- Functional and Timing Simulation Option

Using Viewsim
• Industry Standard JEDEC Programming File

Generation
- Standard JEDEC Device Fusemap

• Optional isp Engineering Kit (Model 100)"
- PC Compatible Programmer for Engineering

Use
- Supports Entire ispLSI Device Family
- Download to Programmer Circuit Board

• Runs on 386/486/Pentium IBM-Compatible PC
Under Windows™ Environment

Introduction
The pDS software is a comprehensive design package
for the Lattice pLSI and ispLSI device families giving full
design entry and device implementation capabilities un-
der the Windows design environment. The pDS software
provides the best solution for high performance designs
which require direct control.of the logic implementation.
It offers designers complete control over the perfor-
mance and utilization of the device. The pDS software
allows designers to quickly move from concept to a
programmed logic device.
The pDS software also offers a simulation option for full
functional and timing simulation of designs using
Viewlogic's Viewsim software.

Using the pDS software, designs can be defined com-
pletely using simple Boolean equations and "TTL-like"
logic macros. Automated design capabilities shorten
design cycles allowing designers to explore several de-
sign solutions before deciding on the one that provides
the best solution.
Designs can be entered in two ways: either through the
integrated edit windows within the pDS software, or by
using a standard ASCII text editor to create a design file
that can be imported into the pDS environment. The
Lattice Place and Route software automatically places
the logic and routes the interconnections. The Fusemap
program generates a fuse file which can then be down-
loaded into a device programmer or directly to a Lattice
ispLSI device (see figure 1).
Figure 1. pDS Design Flow

•

I Device Programming

Copyright © 1994 Lattice Semiconductor Corp. All brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. The specifications and information herein are
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Design Entry

pDS software offers an easy to use interface as shown in
figure 2. Designers can quickly enter the design into

GLBs and I/O cells through this interface. An example of
an edit window is shown in figure 3. Tables 1, 2 and 3
provide a condensed list of the different operations which
are supported in the pDS software.

file Qesign .cell Macro .Library Zoom Message !::!elp
o I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I [I]

I D7 I D6 I D5 I N I D3 I D2 I D 1 I DO I B

I BO I Bl I B2 I B3 I B4 I B5 I B6 I B7 I ~
EJ[I] I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I CIIIJ

=1 Messages H·
fdit .clear

Welcome To pLSI Development System! +

+

Figure 3. Sample Edit Window Illustrating Boolean
Equations and Macros

XOR4 (par, Dl, D2, D3, D4)

EQUATIONS

CO_P CO_O & CO_l # CO_2;
Cl Cl$$ CO;

The following summarizes the pDS software keywords,
operators and dot extensions used.

Keyword Description

CONSTANT Assigns a value to a signal

SET Assigns a label to a group of signals

SIGTYPE Assigns specific attributes to a GLB
output

CRIT Used for the 4 product term bypass

XPIN Identifies external signal in the I/O
cell

LOCK Locks an I/O cell to a pin

EQUATIONS Beginning of the Boolean description
of the logic in a GLB

// The text that follows is a comment
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Operator Description

= Assignment

! Inversion

$$ Hardware exclusive OR

& AND

# OR

$ Exclusive OR
,.,

!$ Exclusive NOR

Extension Description

.0 Identifies the signal as the 0 input

.Q Identifies the signal as the Q output

.RE Identifies the product term reset
signal for the GLB

.CLK Identifies the system clock for the
GLB

.PTCLK Identifies the product term clock for
the GLB

.OE Identifies the output enable signal
for the I/O cells within the
megablock

The pDS software offers an extensive selection (over
275) of TTL-like macros. These macros enable the
design engineer to use familiar pre-defined functions to
build a design. Table 4 shows a summary of the available
macros in the pDS software.

Macro Type Quantity

AND/NAND 29
OR/NOR 24
XOR/XNOR 11
I/Os 31
Flip-Flops 25
Arithmetic 28
Counters 66
Shift Registers 15
MUXlDEMUX 34
Miscellaneous 25

The pDS software provides extensive design rule check-
ing during the optimization and fitting process. After the
design has been checked, the software initiates logic
minimization to reduce the number of product terms
needed.

Automatic Place and Route

The pDS software provides an automatic place and route
routine which eliminates the need for manual routing and
provides a quicker design cycle time. The router auto-
matically generates pinouts based on an optimal design
implementation or it can use a user defined pinout. There
are two routing options:

- Fast Route
- Strong Route

The Fast Route option performs quick place and route to
reach the debugging stage sooner. The Strong Route
option performs a comprehensive routing search to maxi-
mize device resource utilization and ensures efficient
design implementation. With the Strong Route option,
small design changes can generally be performed with-
out expensive PC board rework.

Incremental place-and-route capability allows last-minute
logic updates to be implemented without design pin-out
changes.

•
Post Route Simulation

Complete post route design verification can be peformed
using the optional Viewsim timing simulator.

Fusemap Generation

The Lattice Fusemap generation module outputs the file
containing the fuse pattern used to implement the logic in
the device. A security feature offers protection of propri-
etary designs from unauthorized duplication.

Device Programming

The pDS software supports two ways of programming
devices. The designer can program the parts them-
selves through the In-System Programming option or
download the file to a third-party device programmer
(shown in table 5).
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In-System Programming allows the devices to be pro-
grammed without removing them from the system board.
A download cable is used to transfer the bit stream and
programming instructions (called ispSTREAM) from the
pDS software to the target system.

Programmer Vendor Model

Pilot-U84

Advin Systems Pilot-U40

Pilot-GUGCE

PLD-1128
BP Microsystems

CP-1128

2900

Data I/O 3900

Unisite 40/48

Allpro 40
Logical Devices

Allpro 88

SMS Micro Systems Sprint Expert

System 3000
Stag

ZL30/A

System General TURPRO-1

High pin-count socket adapters are available from Emu-
lation Technology. EDI Corporation and PROCON.

- 386/486/Pentium IBM Compatible PC
- MS DOS Version 3.3 or Later
- MS Windows Version 3.1 or Later
- 4 MB RAM and 10MB Hard Disk Space
- Parallel Printer Port for Software Key
- VGA or Higher Resolution Display
- Mouse (Windows Compatible)

- Kit Contains Programming Module (Base Unit).
Download Cable, AlC Adapter. Socket Adapters
and

- One ispLSI Device Sample Included per Adapter

For more information on specific devices. please refer to
the isp Engineering Kit data sheet.

Product Code
)

pDS4102-PM

Description

Model 100 Universal Programming
Module

Technical Support Assistance

Lattice Hotline: 1-800-LATTICE (Domestic)

Lattice Hotline: 1-408-428-6414 (International)

Lattice BBS: 1-408-980-9814

• 90 Day Warranty on Disk Media

• One year of Maintenance Support Included

• Annual Maintenance Agreement Available

• 90 Day Warranty on isp Engineering Kit
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Product Code
pDS1101-STD/PC1
pDS1101-3UP/PC1
pDS1101-ULT/PC1

pDS1101M-STD/PC1
pDS1101M-ULT/PC1

pDS3302-PC1
pDS1102-PC1

Description
pLSI and ispLSI Development System supports 1000 and 2000 Family devices
pLSI and ispLSI Development System Upgrade to add support fo 3000 Family devices
pLSI and ispLSI Development System supports 1000, 2000 and 3000 Family devices
pDS 1101-STD/PC 1Annual Maintenance Renewal
pDS1101-ULT/PC1 Annual Maintenance Renewal
Viewlogic Viewsim Timing & Functional Simulator
Viewlogic Viewsim Simulation Libraries and Interface Files

•
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pDS+TMABEL
Software

IntroductionFeatures

• pLSI~ and ispLSI'" Development System
-Supports All pLSI and ispLSI 1000, 2000 and

3000 Families

• Design Entry Using ABEL and VHDL-DirectTM

- Design Verification Using ABEL Functional
Simulation

- Lattice Fitter for Design Synthesis
- Optional Timing Simulation Using Viewlogic

Viewsim

• Supports Viewlogic ViewPLD
• Integrated Development Environment for Mixed-

Mode Design Entry

- ABEL Hardware Description Language (AHDL)
or VHDL Syntax Including Boolean Equations,
Truth Tables and State Machines

- Graphical Menu Driven User Interface

• Lattice pDS+ ABEL Fitter
- Automatic Device Fitter Ensures High

Utilization and Performance
- Efficient Design Optimization & Minimization
- Automatic Partitioning with High Utilization
- "Hands Free" Automatic Place and Route
- Fast Route Option for Quick Turnaround
- Strong Route Option for Comprehensive and

Optimized Routing
- Predictable Performance

• Industry Standard Programming File Generation
- Standard JEDEC Device Fusemap
- Standard JEDEC Device Test Vectors

• Optional isp Engineering Kit-

- Programmer for Engineering Use
- Model 100 for PC
- Model 200 for Sun Workstation
- Supports All ispLSI Device Families
- Download to Programmer or Circuit Board

• PC and Sun Workstation Design Platforms
- PC - 386/486/Pentium IBM Compatible PC
- Sun Workstation - Sun SPARC 4

The pDS+ ABEL software from Lattice Semiconductor
offers a powerful solution to fit high-density logic designs
into Lattice's pLSI and ispLSI devices.

Design entry is made simple by using ABEL software from
Data I/O together with the pDS+ ABEL Fitter for design
implementation. The Lattice pDS+ ABEL software offers
high-level, device independent design entry with efficient
logic compilation, delivering unprecedented performance
for the most complex designs.

The easy-to-use, menu-driven ABEL software packages
provide a complete pre-fit design environment. Using the
ABEL Hardware Description Language (AHDL) from DATA
I/O Corporation or the IEEE standard VHDL, complex
designs can be quickly and efficiently described using a
combination of Boolean Equations, Truth Tables, State
Machine syntax or other HDL descriptions. The HDL
syntax allows design creation without regard to any spe-
cific device dependencies. The built-in functional simulator
allows designs to be fully verified before device fitting. The
menu driven environment makes design implementation
as easy as clicking a mouse button. Synario will support
schematic entry and additional features.

•
pDS+ ABEL Software

The Lattice pDS+ ABEL Fitter for pLSI and ispLSI devices
is completely integrated within the ABEL Software environ-
ment. The Lattice Fitter provides hands-off design
implementation through intelligent design optimization,
logic partitioning, automatic place & route and fusemap
generation with optional test vectors, in standard JEDEC
format. Extensive top level design control is provided to
optimize design implementation for speed and/or high
device resource utilization. The pDS+ ABEL Fitter per-
forms the following functions during design synthesis:

- Design Optimization and Logic Minimization

- Automatic Partitioning

- Automatic Place and Route

- Design Parameter Control

- Fusemap Generation

Copyright C 1994 Lanice Semiconductor Corp. All brand or product names are trademar1<;s or registered trademarks of their respective holders. The specifications and information herein are
subject to change without notice.
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The pDS+ ABEL Fitter uses proprietary algorithms tar-
geted for device specific features. The Fitter optimizes
the design thoroughly, compressing multiple level logic
into two level logic, and utilizing logic minimization,
product term sharing and XOR functions wherever nec-
essary.ln addition, the pDS+ ABEL Fittersupports multiple
fitting strategies to obtain the best device utilization and
performance.

The pDS+ ABEL Fitter incorporates a powerful Auto-
matic Partitioner for hands-free synthesis of a design into
Generic Logic Blocks (GLBs). The partitioner takes full
advantage of the device's powerful features such as the
hard XOR function and product term sharing. The inter-
nal XOR can be utilized for Arithmetic functions, T-Type
flip-flops, and on & off set optimization functions. The
partitioner also makes extensive use of product term
sharing. Product term sharing allows the fitter to effi-
ciently use device resources by sharing product terms
across multiple logic functions. These features combine
to maximize device resource utilization and increase
design performance.

Automatic Place and Route

Automatic place and route eliminates the need for manual
editing and accelerates the design cycle. The Router
automatically generates pinouts based on the optimal
design implementation or uses user assigned pinouts. It
offers two routing options:

- Fast Route
- Strong Route

The Fast Route option allows quick place and route for
fast debugging of designs. The Strong Route option
performs a comprehensive route to maximize device
resource utilization and ensure efficient design imple-
mentation. The result is small design changes don't
result in expensive PC Board rework.

Extensive design parameter control at the design entry
level is possible with the pDS+ ABEL Fitter giving the
user the option to optimize the design for maximum
utilization and speed. Controls are sp'ecified using "Prop-
erty" statements in the ABEL design file. These controls
fall into two categories:

- Performance and Utilization Control
- Design Implementation Control
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Performance and Utilization Control
Special properties can be passed to the pDS+ ABEL
Fitter providing complete control over critical design
considerations. Fitter control over design partitioning and
routing optimizes the design for speed and/or device
utilization. Here are a few of the powerful features:

MAX_DELAY Specifies maximum level of (GLB's) de-
lay

PRESERVE Maintains a net as GLB output

SCP/ECP Defines critical paths to reduce delays

EFFORT Runs four optimization strategies and
uses the best to implement the design

CRIT Instructs router to use the faster Output
Routing Pool Bypass

SNP/ENP Defines logic paths for no logic minimi-
zation

Defines asynchronous paths to prevent
signal duplication

Defines nets to use the internal hard
XOR for speed (Macro library element)

Design Implementation Control
pDS+ ABEL Design implementation controls are used for
changing such design parameters as security, clocking,
etc. Some of the implementation controls are:

MAX_GLB_IN Controls maximum numberof inputstoa
GLB

AVG_GLB_IN Specifies average number of inputs to a
GLB

Lets you assign a product term clock to
use the Fast Clock Distribution network
to clock all or desired sets of registers

Specifies register placement either in an
110Cell or GLB

Specifies internal pull-up resistors on all
or unused 1I0s

Sets the device security cell to prevent
unauthorized fusemap read back

Instructs Router to reserve in-system
programming pins

Uses Y1 clock pin on ispLSI 1016/
pLSI 1016 as a global reset pin

Lets you lock I/O signals to specific
device pins.

Parameter File
The pDS+ ABEL Fitter provides a parameter file feature
which helps designers eliminate guesswork and opti-
mizes the design for the right device. It allows the user
to try a number of design implementation options using
the design implementation controls in batch mode. The
parameter file instructs the partitioner and the router on
how to maximize both device utilization and perfor-
mance.

The pDS+ ABEL Fitter also provides post-route equations
showing exactly how the design is implemented in the
selected device.

The pDS+ ABEL Fitter generates a device fusemap in
standard JEDEC format. A security feature gives protec-
tion of proprietary designs from unauthorized duplication.
The fitter also appends any design test vectors in JEDEC
format to the device fuse map thus facilitating a quick,
easy functional verification of a programmed device. •
The pDS+ ABEL software provides functional simulation
of all pLSI and ispLSI designs using the built-in ABEL
functional simulator. The simulation test vectors can be
combined into the JEDEC file for device testing in a
programmer.

Complete post route design verification can also be
performed using the optional Viewsim timing simulator.
The pDS+ ABEL software generates the "sim" file re-
quired for Viewsim simulation. Simulation libraries are
available from Lattice for both PC and Sun platforms.
The Viewlogic Viewsim simulation is available from Lat-
tice for the PC platform.
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currently supported by programmers from the following
vendors:

- 386/486/Pentium IBM Compatible PC
- MSDOS Version 3.3 or Later
- 16 MB RAM with 10MB Hard Disk Space
- ABEL 4.1 or Later
- Parallel Printer Port for Software Key

- Sun Spare 4
- Sun OS Version 4.x
- Open Windows 3.0
- ABEL 4.1 or Later
- 16 MG RAM with 100 MB Hard Disk Space
- 3 Button Mouse

Technical Support Assistance
Lattice Hotline: 1-800-LA niCE (Domestic)

Lattice Hotline: 1-408-428-6414 (International)

Lattice BBS: 1-408-980-9814

pDS+ ABEL Ordering Information

pDS2102-PC1

pDS21 02-SN 1

pDS+ ABEL Fitter for PC

pDS+ ABEL Fitter for Sun
Workstation

pDS+ ABEL Fitter Maintenance

pDS+ ABEL Fitter Maintenance

Viewlogic Viewsim Timing and
Functional Simulator
Viewlogic Viewsim Timing and
Functional Simulation Libraries and
Interface Files (For customers who
already own Viewlogic Viewsim)

pDS2102M-PC1

pDS2102M-SN1

pDS3302-PC1

Note: Contact Lattice for availability of pDS+ ABEL
support for Synario and pLSI & ispLSI 2000 and
3000 Families.

Programmer Support
All devices in the Lattice ispLSI device families can be
programmed while installed on the target circuit board. In-
system programming can be performed either via the isp
Engineering Kit or by an on-board microprocessor.

All Lattice ispLSI and pLSI devices can be programmed
using third-party PLD programmers. Thes~ devices are

Programmer Vendor Model

Pilot-U84

Advin Systems Pilot-U40

Pilot-GUGCE

PLD-1128
BP Microsystems

CP-1128

2900

Data 1/0 3900

Unisite 40/48

Allpro 40
Logical Devices

Allpro 88

SMS Micro Systems Sprint Expert

System 3000
Stag

ZL30/A

System General TURPRO-l

High Pin-count socket adapters are available from Emu-
lation Technology, EDI Corporation and PROCON.

isp Engineering Kit Ordering Information

Kit Contains Programming Module (Base Unit),
Download Cable, AlC Adapter, Socket Adapters
and
One ispLSI Device Sample Included per Adapter

Product Code
pDS4102-PM

Description
Model 100 Universal Programming
Module (for PC)

Model 200 Universal Programming
Module (for Sun)

warranty/Update Service

• 90 Day Warranty on Disk Media

• One year Maintenance Support Included with Pur-
chase

• Annual Maintenance Agreement Available

• 90 Day Warranty on isp Engineering Kit
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Features

• pLSllllland ispLSr" Development System

- Supports All pLSI and ispLSI 1000 Devices
- Support for 2000 and 3000 Families Under

Development
• Integrated Workview 4.x, Pro Series, Workview

Plus or Powerview Development Environment for
Design Entry

- Schematic Entry
- Over 300 "TTL-Iike" Macros
- Viewsynthesis VHDL Language Entry
- Graphical Menu Driven User Interface
- Command Line Driven User Interface

• Lattice pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter

- Automatic Device Fitter Ensures
High Utilization and Performance

- Efficient Design Optimization & Minimization
- Automatic Partitioning
- "Hands Free" Automatic Place and Route
- Fast Route Option for Quick Turnaround
- Strong Route Options for Comprehensive and

Optimized Routing
- Predictable Performance

• Complete Design Verification

- Using Viewsim Timing Simulator
• Industry Standard Programming File Generation

- Standard JEDEC Device Fusemap
• Optional isp Engineering Kit'

- Programmer for Engineering Use
- Model 100 for PC
- Model 200 for Sun Workstation
- Supports All ispLSI Device Families
- Download to Programmer or Circuit Board

• PC and Sun Workstation Design Platforms

- PC - 386/486/Pentium IBM Compatible PC
- Sun Workstation - Sun Sparc 4

pDS+™Viewlogic
Software

Introduction

The pDS+ Viewlogic Software from Lattice Semiconduc-
tor now offers a powerful solution to fit high density logic
designs into Lattice's pLSI and ispLSI devices.

Design entry and implementation is made simple using
the software environments from Viewlogic Corporation.
Viewlogic has a number of software products of various
names. The new Pro Series of products will be supported
by Lattice in 1994. For simplicity the tools are referred to
as Viewdraw, Viewsim and Viewsynthesis. The Lattice
pDS+ Viewlogic software supports high level, device
independent design entry together with efficient logic
compilation, delivering the most complex designs in the
shortest time possible.

Viewlogic's Software

Viewlogic supports schematic entry using Viewdraw.
Viewdraw lets you create designs without regard to any
specific device dependencies. Viewdraw offers advanced
features such as cut and paste, unlimited zoom and pan
functions, automatic symbol generation as well as many
otherfeatures to streamline and speed-up the design and
verification process. Viewsynthesis supports VHDL lan-
guage entry as well. The integrated design environment
supports an optional timing simulator (Viewsim) so de-
signs can be fully simulated before device programming.
The Menu-driven environment makes design implemen-
tations as easy as a single click of the mouse button. The
pDS+ Viewlogic design environment also offers the user
multi-window operation, allowing schematic, simulator
and waveform (Viewwave) windows to be opened con-
currently. Results can also be dynamically back annotated
to the schematic for design verification.

The Viewwave software is a graphical editor for creating
simulation input stimulus as well as analyzing wave-
forms. This graphical editor/analyzer also increases
designer productivity through its speed and ease-of-use.

•

pDS+ Viewlogic Software

The Lattice pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter for pLSI and ispLSI
devices is completely integrated within the Viewlogic

Copyright C 1994 Lattice Semiconductor Corp. All brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. The specifications and information herein are
subject to change without notice.
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environment. The Lattice pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter provides
hands-off design implementation through intelligent de-
sign optimization, logic partitioning, automatic place and
route and fuse map generation. The pDS+ Viewlogic
software comes complete with a library of over 300 TTL-
like macros to simplify design entry. Extensive top level
design control is provided for design implementation
optimized for speed andlor high device resource utiliza-
tion. The pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter performs the following
functions during design synthesis:

- Design Optimization and Logic Minimization

- Automatic Partitioning

Design Parameter Control

Fusemap Generation

The pDS+ Viewlogic software offers an extensive selec-
tion (over 300) of TTL-like macros. These macros enable
the design engineer to use familiar predefined functions
to build a design. Table 1 shows a summary of the
available macros in the pDS+ software.

Macro Type Quantity

AND/NAND 29
OR/NOR 24
XORlXNOR 12
lIDs 89
Flip-Flops 39
Latches 30
Arithmetic 22
Counters 65
Shift Registers 15
Miscellaneous 45
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Viewdraw design file. These controls fall into two catego-
ries:

The pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter uses proprietary logic synthe-
sis algorithms targeted for device-specific features. The
fitter performs a thorough design optimization, com-
pressing multiple level logic into two level logic, and
utilizing logic minimization, product term sharing and
XOR functions wherever necessary. In addition, the
pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter supports multiple fitting strategies
to obtain the best device utilization and performance.

Automatic Partitioning

The pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter incorporates a powerful Auto-
matic Partitionerfor hands-free synthesis of a design into
Generic Logic Blocks (GLBs). The partitioner takes full
advantage of the device's powerful features such as the
hard XOR and product term sharing. The internal XOR
can be utilized for Arithmetic functions, T-Type flip-flops,
and on & off set optimization functions. The partitioner
also makes extensive use of product term sharing. Prod-
uct term sharing allows the Fitter to efficiently use device
resources by sharing product terms across multiple logic
functions. These features combine to maximize device
resource utilization and increase design performance.

Automatic Place and Route

Automatic place and route eliminates the need for manual
editing and accelerates the design cycle. The Router
automatically generates pinouts based on optimal de-
sign implementation or uses user-assigned pinouts. It
offers two routing options:

Fast Route
- Strong Route

The Fast Route option allows quick place and route for
fast debugging of designs. The Strong Route option
performs comprehensive routing to maximize device
resource utilization and ensures efficient design imple-
mentation. The result is small design changes do not
result in expensive PCB rework.

The pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter offers extensive design pa-
rameter control at the design entry level, letting the user
optimize the design for maximum utilization and/or speed.
All of the controls are specified using "Attributes" in the

Performance and Utilization Control
Design Implementation Control

Special attributes can be passed to the pDS+ View logic
Fitter providing complete control over critical design
considerations. Fitter control over design partitioning and
routing optimizes the design for speed and/or device
utilization. Here are a few of the powerful features:

MAX_DELAY Specifies maximum levels of (GLBs)
delay

PRESERVE Maintains a net as GLB output

SCP/ECP Defines critical paths to reduce delays

EFFORT Runsfour optimization strategies and uses
the best to implement the design.

CRIT Instructs router to use the faster Output
Routing Pool Bypass

SNP/ENP Defines logic paths for no logic minimiza-
tion

Defines asynchronous paths to prevent
signal duplication

Defines nets to use the internal hard XOR
for speed (This is a macro library element)

Design Implementation Control

pDS+ Viewlogic Design implementation controls are
used for changing such design parameters as security,
clocking and pin locking. Some of the powerful imple-
mentation contmls are:

Controls<'maximum number of inputs
to a GLB

Specifies average number of inputs to
aGLB

Assigns a clock to the Fast Clock
Distribution network to clock all or de-
sired sets of registers

Specifies register placement either in
an I/O Cell or GLB

Specifies internal pull-up resistors on
all or unused I/Os

Sets the device security cell to prevent
unauthorized fusemap read back
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System Requirements (Sun Platform)Instructs Router to reserve device in-
system programming pins

ISP_EXCEPT _Y2 Reserves all ISP pins except Y2

Y1_AS_RESET Uses Y1 clock pin on ispLSI and pLSI
1016 as a global reset pin

. Lets you lock I/O signals to specific
device pins

The pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter provides a parameter file
feature which helps designers eliminate the guesswork
and optimizes the design forthe right device. It allows the
user to try a number of design implementation options
using all of the design implementation controls in a batch
mode. The parameter file instructs the partitioner and
the router to maximize both device utilization and perfor-
mance.

The pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter also provides a post route
design file for optional timing simulation.

Design Verification

The pDS+ Viewlogic software offers complete post route
design verification using the optional Viewsim timing
simulator. The pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter generates the
"wire" file required for Viewsim simulations, and gener-
ates a "sim" file which can be used in the Viewsim
simulator, or other design platforms. The Viewlogic
simulation libraries and the Viewsim simulator are avail-
able from Lattice.

Fusemap Generation

The pDS+ Viewlogic software generates a device fusemap
in standard JEDEC format. A security feature offers
protection of proprietary designs from unauthorized du-
plication. The Fitter also appends any design test vectors
in JEDEC format to the device fuse map thus facilitating
a quick, easy functional verification of a programmed
device.

System Requirements (PC Platform)

386/486/Pentium IBM Compatible PC
MS DOS Version 3.3 or Later
16 MB RAM with 40 MB Hard Disk Space

- Workview 4.1 or Later
- Serial Port for Mouse
- 3 Button Mouse (Mouse Systems Compatible)
- Parallel Printer Port for Software Key

- Sun Sparc 4
- Sun OS Version 4.x

Open Windows 3.0
- Workview 4.1 or Powerview 5.0 or Later
- 16 MB RAM with 100 MB Hard Disk Space
- 3 Button Mouse

Technical Support Assistance

Lattice Hotline 1-BOO-LATTICE (Domestic)
Lattice Hotline 1-408-428-6414 (International)
Lattice BBS 1-408-980-9814

Programmer Support

All devices in the Lattice ispLSI device family can be
programmed while installed on the target circuit board.
In-system programming can be performed either via the
isp Engineering Kit or by an on-board microprocessor.

All Lattice ispLSI and pLSI devices can be programmed
using third-party programmers. These devices are cur-
rently supported by programmers from the following
vendors:

Programmer Vendor Model

Pilot-U84

Advin Systems Pilot-U40

Pilot-GUGCE

PLD-1128
BP Microsystems

CP-1128

2900

Data 1/0 3900

Unisite40/48

LogicalDevices
Allpro 40

Allpro 88

SMS MicroSystems Sprint Expert

Stag
System 3000

ZL30/A

System General TURPRO-1

•

High pin-count socket adapters are available from Emu-
lation Technology, EDI Corporation and PROCON.
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pDS+ Viewlogic Ordering Information

Software Products
pDS1102-PC1 Viewlogic Viewsim and Viewdraw Libraries and Interface Files (Direct Viewlogic Customers on the PC)
pDS1102-SN1 Viewlogic Viewsim and Viewdraw Libraries and Interface Files (Direct Viewlogic Customers on the Sun)
pDS1103-PC1 Viewlogic Viewsim and Viewdraw Libraries and Interface Files (Customers of Actel or Other FPGA

Suppliers on the PC)
Viewlogic Viewsim and Viewdraw Libraries and Interface Files (Xilinx Customers on the PC)
Viewlogic Viewdraw Schematic Editor
pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter for (PC)
pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter for (Sun)
pDS+ Viewlogic Viewsim Functional and Timing Simulator (PC) for Current Viewlogic Users
pDS+ Viewlogic Viewsim Functional and Timing Simulator (PC) for New Viewlogic Users

pDS1104-PC1
pDS1301-PC1
pDS2101-PC1
pDS2101-SN1
pDS3302A-PC1
pDS3302-PC1

Maintenance Agreements
pDS1102M·PC1 Viewlogic Viewsim and Viewdraw Libraries and Interface Files (Lattice Viewsim Library Products)

(pDS 1102-PC1)
Viewlogic Viewsim and Viewdraw Libraries and Interface files (pDS11 02-SN1)
Viewlogic Viewdraw Schematic Editor (pDS1301-PC1)
pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter (pDS2101-PC1)
pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter (pDS2101-SN1)
pDS+ Viewlogic Viewsim Functional and Timing Simulator (For all Lattice Viewsim Simulation Products)
(pDS3302-PC1 )

pDS1102M-SN1
pDS1301 M·PC1
pDS21 01M-PC1
pDS2101M·SN1
pDS3302M-PC1

isp Engineering Kit
pDS4102-PM Model 100 Universal Programming Module for the PC:

Universal Programming Module,(2) 8 wire Download cables, AC/DC Power Supply Converter, 25-Pin
Parallel Port Adapter

pDS4102-WS Model 200 Universal Programming Module for the Sun

• gO Day Warranty on Disk Media

• One year of Maintenance Support Included with Purchase

• Annual Maintenance Agreement Available

• 90 Day Warranty on isp Engineering Kit
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pDS+™LOGliC
Software

• pLSI~and ispLSr" Development System Support

- pLS11016, 1024, 1032
-ispLSI1016,1024,1032
- Support for 2000 Family Under Development

• Design Entry Using ISDATA LOG/iC PLUS or
PERFECT and LOG/iC ODC

- Design Verification Using LOG/iC Functional
Simulation

- Lattice Fitter for Design Synthesis
- Optional Timing Simulator

• Integrated Development Environment for Mixed-
Mode Design Entry

- ISDATA LOG/iC Syntax Including Boolean
Equations, Truth Tables and State Machines,
Optional VHDL, Schematics or Graphical State
Machine Entry

- Graphical Menu Driven User Interface

• Lattice pDS+ LOG/iC Fitter

- Automatic Device Fitter Ensures High
Utilization and Performance

- Efficient Design Optimization & Minimization
- Automatic Partitioning with High Utilization
- "Hands Free" Automatic Place and Route
- Fast Route Option for Quick Turnaround
- Strong Route Option for Comprehensive and

Optimized Routing
- Predictable Performance

• Industry Standard Programming File Generation

- Standard JEDEC Device Fusemap

• Optional isp Engineering Kit-

- Programmer for Engineering Use
- Supports ispLSI 1016, 1024, & 1032
- Model 100 for PC
- Download to Programmer or Circuit Board

• Runs on 386/486/Pentium IBM Compatible PC

-Not intended for production programming

Introduction

The pDS+ LOG/iC software from Lattice Semiconductor
offers a powerful solution to fit high density logic designs
into Lattice's pLSI and ispLSI devices.
Design entry is made simple by using LOG/iC software
from ISDATA GmbH together with the pDS+ LOG/iC
Fitter for design implementation. The Lattice pDS+
LOG/iC software offers high-level, device independent
design entry with efficient logic compilation, delivering
unprecedented performance for the most complex de-
signs.

ISDAT A LOG/iC

The easy to use, menu driven ISDATA LOG/iC software
package provides a complete design environment. Using
the LOG/iC program package, complex designs can be
quickly and efficiently described using a combination of
Boolean Equations, Truth Tables, State Machine syntax
or other LOG/iC design. The LOG/iC syntax creates
designs without regard to any specific device dependen-
cies. The built-in functional simulator allows designs to
be fully verified before device fitting. The menu driven
environment makes design implementation simple to
use. •
pDS+ LOG/iC Software

The Lattice pDS+ LOG/iC Fitter for pLSI and ispLSI
devices is completely integrated within the LOG/iC soft-
ware environment. The Lattice Fitter provides hands-off
design implementation through intelligent design optimi-
zation, logic partitioning, automatic place & route and
fuse map generation with optional test vectors in standard
JEDEC format. Extensive top level design control is
provided to optimize design implementation for speed
and/or high device resource utilization. The pDS+
LOG/iC Fitter performs the following functions during
design synthesis:

- Design Optimization and Logic Minimization

- Automatic Partitioning

- Automatic Place and Route

- Design Parameter Control

- Fusemap Generation

Copyright C 1994 Lattice Semiconductor Corp. All brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. The specifications and information herein are
subject to change without notice.
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Design Optimization and Logic Minimization

The pDS+ LOG/iC Fitter uses proprietary algorithms
targeted for device specific features. The Fitter optimizes
the design thoroughly, compressing multiple level logic
into two level logic, and utilizing logic minimization,
product term sharing and XOR functions wherever nec-
essary. In addition, the pDS+ LOG/iC Fitter supports
multiple fitting strategies to obtain the best device utiliza-
tion and performance.

The pDS+ LOG/iC Fitter incorporates a powerful Auto-
matic Partitioner for hands-free synthesis of a design into
Generic Logic Blocks (GLBs). The partitioner takes full
advantage of the device's powerful features, such as the
hard XOR function and product term sharing. The inter-
nal XOR can be utilized for Arithmetic functions, T-Type
flip-flops, and on & off set optimization functions. Com-
mon sub-expressions are extracted, and unused registers
are eliminated. These features combine to maximize
device resource utilization and increase design perfor-
mance.

Automatic place and route eliminates the need for manual
editing and accelerates the design cycle. The Router
automatically generates pinouts based on the optimal
design implementation or uses user assigned pinouts. It
offers two routing options:

- Fast Route
- Strong Route

The Fast Route option allows quick place and route for
fast debugging of designs. The Strong Route option
performs a comprehensive route to maximize device
resource utilization and ensure efficient design imple-
mentation. The result is small design changes don't
result in expensive p.c. board rework.

Design Parameter Control

Extensive design parameter control at the design entry
level is possible with the pDS+ LOG/iC Fitter giving the
user the option to optimize the design for maximum
utilization and speed. Controls are specified using "Prop-
erty" statements in the Lattice Property file (.IPR). These
controls fall into five categories:

pDS+ LOGliC Software

- Fitter Statements
- Option Statements
- Net Statements
- Path Statements
- Sym Statements

Fitter Statements

Special properties can be passed to the pDS+ LOG/iC
Fitter providing complete control over critical design
considerations. Fitter control over design partitioning and
routing optimizes the design for speed and/or device
utilization. Here are a few of the powerful features:
PART Determines device type to be used

EFFORTITRY Runs four optimization strategies and
uses the best to implement the design.
TRY uses only one of the four strategies,
and overrides EFFORT if both are speci-
fied

LOCK Lets you lock 1/0 signals to specific
device pins

MAX_DELA Y Specifies maximum level of (GLBs) de-
lay

AVG_GLB_IN Specifies average number of inputs to a
GLB. Default is 16 •MAX_GLB_IN Controls maximum numberof inputs to a
GLB. Default is 16

FAST/STRONG Method of routing. Default is STRONG
ROUTE Fixed

Option Statements

pDS+ LOG/iC Design implementation controls are used
for changing such design parameters as security, pull-
ups etc. Some of the implementation controls are:
ISP Instructs Router to reserve in-system

programming pins

ISP_EXCEPT_Y2Reserves alilSP pins except Y2 (ispLSI
and pLSI 1016 only)

Y1_AS_RESETUses Y1 clock pin on ispLSI and pLSI
1016 as a global reset pin

Sets the device security cell to prevent
unauthorized fuse map read back

Specifies internal pull-up resistors on all
(ON) or unused I/0s
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Net Statements

These properties control how the design is mapped into
the specified features of the target device:

CLK 0 - 2

10CLK 0 - 1

FASTCLK

Assigns GLB clock signals

Assigns 1/0 cell clock signals

Assigns a product term clock to use any
one of the dedicated clock inputs to
clock all or desired sets of registers

Designate clock to use a product term
clock within a GLB

Prevents logic minimization on specified
nodes

Specifies Output Routing Pool Bypass
Modes for selected duplication

Path Statements

The following properties specify paths in the design that
have special fitting requirements:

SCP/ECP

SNP/ENP

Defines asynchronous paths to prevent
signal duplication

Defines critical paths to reduce delays

Defines logic paths for no logic minimi-
zation

Sym Statements

These allow you to choose to place a register in a specific
GLB or an 1/0 cell: .

SYMIOC

SYM GLB

Register in the 1/0 cell

Register in the GLB

Parameter File

The pDS+ LOG/iC Fitter uses a parameter file (.IPR file)
feature to help designers optimize the design for the right
device. It allows the user to try a number of design
implementation options using the design implementation
controls in batch mode. The parameter file instructs the
partitioner and the router on how to maximize both device
utilization and performance.

pDS+ LOG/iC Software

The pDS+ LOG/iC Fitter also provides post route equa-
tions showing exactly how the design is implemented in
the selected device. An optional timing simulator is also
available for detailed post route timing simulation of
designs using the VERIFY section of the menu.

Fusemap Generation

The pDS+ LOG/iC Fitter generates a device fusemap in
standard JEDEC format. The fusemap is automatically
produced and inserted in the JEDEC file after a success-
ful route. A security feature gives protection of proprietary
designs from unauthorized duplication.

Design Verification

The pDS+ LOG/iC software provides functional simula-
tion of pLSI and ispLSI designs using the optional
LOG/iC Functional Design Verifier (FDV). The simulation
test program file (.DTP) can be created for device simu-
lation in the VERIFY menu, but the FDV can also be
stimulated interactively on the screen.
Full timing simulation is also available using Viewlogic's
Viewsim Simulation (available from Lattice).

S stem Requirements
386/486/Pentium IBM Compatible PC

- MSDOS Version 3.3 or Later
- 16 MB RAM with 40MB Hard Disk Space
- 31/2" Floppy Disk Drive
-ISDATA's LOG/iC PLUS or PERFECT and

LOG/iC ODC SOFTWARE
- Parallel Printer Port for Software Key
- EGA Graphics Monitor or higher

Technical Support Assistance
Lattice Hotline: 1-800-LATTICE (Domestic)

Lattice Hotline: 1-408-428-6414 (International)

applications@lattice.com

1-510-531-8553
1-800-777-1202

ISDATA GmbH: 49-721-751087

mailto:applications@lattice.com
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Programmer Support

All devices in the Lattice ispLSI device family can be
programmed while installed on the target circuit board.
In-system programming can be performed either via the
isp Engineering Kit or by an on-board microprocessor.
All Lattice ispLSI and pLSI devices can be programmed
using third-party PLD programmers. These devices are
currently supported by programmers from the following
vendors:

Programmer Vendor Model

Pilot-U84

Advin Systems Pilot-U40

Pilot-GUGCE

PLD-1128
BP Microsystems

CP-1128

2900

Data I/O 3900

Unisite 40/48

Allpro 40
Logical Devices

Allpro 88

SMS Micro Systems Sprint Expert

System 3000
Stag

ZL30/A

System General TURPRO-1

High Pin-count socket adapters are available from Emu-
lation Technology, EDI Corporation and PROCON.

pDS+ LOGliC Software

pDS+ LOG/iC Ordering Information

pDS2103-PC1
pDS2103M-PC1
pDS3302-PC1
pDS3302M-PC1
pDS1102-PC1

pDS+LOG/iC Fitter for PC
pDS+LOG/iC Fitter Maintenance
Viewlogic Viewsim Simulator
Viewsim Maintenance
Viewsim Library

isp Engineering Kit Ordering Information

- Kit Contains Programming Module (Base Unit),
Download Cable and AlC Adapter

- One ispLSI Device Sample Included per Adapter

Product Code
pDS4102-PM

Description
Model 100 Universal Programming
Module

warranty/Update Service

• 90 Day Warranty on Disk Media

• One year Maintenance Support Included with Pur-
chase •

• Annual Maintenance Agreement Available

• 90 Day Warranty on isp Engineering Kit
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Starter Set of Software, Hardware, Datasheets and
Samples for Lattice ISP Products

• Software
- pDS1016-PC1 Design Development System for

ispLSI1016 Device
- ispGAL41> Download Software
- ispGDS'· (Generic Digital Switch) Compiler

and Download Software
- ispCODE'" ANSI C Compiled and Source

Programming Software

• Datasheets
- ispLSI 1016 Device Datasheet
- ispGAL22V10 Device Datasheet
- ispGDS22118/14 Device Datasheet

• Samples
- ispLS11016-60LJ Device in 44 pin PLCC

Package
- ispGAL22V10B-15LJ Device in 28 pin PLCC

Package
- ispGDS14-7J Device in 20 pin PLCC Package

• Hardware
- ispDOWNLOAD'" Cable

• Easy to Use Kit Contains Everything Needed for
In-System Programmable Device Design-in

• Supports Lattice's ispLSI 1016 Device - the
Industry's Fastest High Density Programmable
Device at 110 MHz

• Supports Industry Standard 22V10 Architecture
Coupled with Lattice's Innovative In-System
Programmable Design Capability

• Supports Lattice's New isp Generic Digital Switch
for Applications such as Software Driven Hardware
Configuration and Multiple DIPSwitch Replacement

• E2CMOS Technology

The isp Starter Kit is designed to make Lattice's innovative
in-system programmable device technology available in
a single, complete package. The isp Starter Kit contains
all the software, hardware, device samples, and
information you need to begin designing with Lattice's
ISP products. The ispLSI devices are the fastest High
Density Programmable Logic devices in the industry, at
110 MHz, as certified by PREpTMBenchmarks. Lattice's
new 7.5ns ispGAL22V10 device has all the advantages
of In-System Programmability and maintains the familiar
22V10 architecture and 28-pin PLCC pinout. The ispGDS
is Lattice's latest in-system programmable innovation.
This new family of devices offers the ability to configure
its programmable switch matrix to connect signals
arbitrarily between two banks of 110 pins or to force pins
to fixed high or low logic states.

ISP is a Lattice innovation that supports device function
programming and reprogramming on the printed circuit
board at 5 volts. There are several advantages to
in-system programmability: First, it accelerates the system
and board level debug process and enables you to define
your board layout earlier in the design process. Second,
ISP eliminates bent leads caused by extra handling and
socket insertions made during the device programming
process. Third, systems incorporating ISP are
reconfigurable with the devices already soldered to the
p.c. board, minimizing board rework time and expense.
With this capability your system options are boundless
and easier field updates are made possible by
downloading a new configuration file via a floppy disk or
modem.

•

The ispLSI 1016 device is a fast, high density
programmable logic device containing 64 logic registers,
32 Universal I/O pins with input registers, four dedicated
input pins, three dedicated clock input pins, and a
programmable Global Routing Pool (GRP). The basic
logic element of the device is the Generic Logic Block
(GLB) which has 18 inputs, a programmable AND/OR/
XOR array, and four outputs that may be configured as
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isp Starter Kit

either combinatorial or registered. Lattice's pDS1016
Design Software is a high performance development
environment that runs on IBM compatible 386/486/
Pentium PCs. The software has a friendly, efficient,
Microsoft Windows Interface which supports familiar
Boolean equation entry. pDS1016 features automatic
logic Place and Route for quick design implementation.
To make designing even easier there is a library of over
200 Logic Macros for fast design entry.

ispGAL22V10 and Download Software

The ispGAL22V10 is the industry's first in-system
programmable 22V10 device and offers a fast 7.5ns
maximum propagation delay time. The generic
architecture provides maximum flexibility by allowing the
Output Logic Macrocell (OLMC) to be configured by the
user. The logic functionality, fusemap, and AC and DC
parameters of the ispGAL22V1 0 are fully compatible with
standard bipolar and CMOS 22V10 devices. The 28-pin
PLCC package provides the same functional pinout as
the standard 22V10 by using thefour "No Connect" pins
on the 28 pin PLCC for the ISP interface signals.

Designs for the ispGAL22V10 can be compiled by any
logic compiler supporting the 22V10 architecture. The
ispGAL Download Software takes any 22V10 JEDEC file
as input and programs the device in-system, quickly and
easily.

The Lattice ispGDS family is an ideal solution for
reconfiguring system signal routing and replacing DIP
switches used for feature selection. Each I/O cell can be
configured as an input, an inverting or noninverting
output, or a fixed TTL high or low output. Any I/O pin in
the one bank can be driven by any I/O pin in the opposite
bank. A single input can also drive one or more outputs
in the opposite bank, allowing a signal, such as a clock,
to be distributed to multiple destinations on the board.

The ispGDS Compiler and Download Software is a
simple text entry and compilation design tool that produces
a standard JEDEC file for device programming.

Ordering Information

Part Number
isp-SK

Description
Lattice isp Starter Kit
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Features

• C-LANGUAGE SOURCE CODE FOR IN-SYSTEM
PROGRAMMING OFTHE ispLSI FAMILY
- Simplifies In-System Programming
- Pre-Defined Routines for Common

Programming Functions
- Extensively Commented Code Provides

Complete Reference
- Easy Modification Saves Valuable Time
- Supports Programming of Multiple ispLSI

Devices on Individual Boards

• ACCEPTS PROGRAMMING FILES FROM THE
pLSI AND ispLSI DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM (pDS~)
- Supports pDS and pDS+ ™ Software
- Supports ispLS11000, 2000, and 3000 Families

• PORTABLE TO ANY HARDWARE PLATFORM
- Adaptable to Any Hardware Interface
- UNIX Systems, PCs, Testers, Embedded

Systems
- ANSI-Standard C for Portability

• GENERATES ispSTREAMTM FORMAT FOR
GREATER EFFICIENCY
- Bit-packed File Format for Storing JEDEC

Fusemap
- Requires Less Than 1/8 the Storage Space of a

Standard JEDEC File
-Ideal for Use in Embedded Systems, PROMs

and EPROMs
- Includes Checksum To Assure Data Integrity

• USER ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE (UES)
SUPPORTED
- Provides Data Storage Area In Device
- Facilitates User Identification of Program for

Secured Devices
- Automatic Counter Records Number of

Programming Cycles

• EXTENSIVE EXAMPLE FILES
- Fast Learning Curve
- 100% of Library Functions Demonstrated

ispCODE™
Source Code for In-System Programming

of the Lattice ispLSrM Family

Introduction

The ispCODE software from Lattice is designed to facili-
tate in-system programming of ispLSI devices on
customer-specific hardware platforms. The ispCODE
works with Lattice's pLSI and ispLSI Development Sys-
tem software to give users a powerful, fully integrated tool
kit for developing logic designs and programming ispLSI
devices "on-the-fly."

After completion of the logic design and creation of a
JEDEC file by the pDS or pDS+ software (see figure 1),
in-system programming can be accomplished on cus-
tomer-specific hardware: UNIX systems, PCs, testers,
embedded systems (see figure 2). The ispCODE soft-
ware package supplies specific routines, with extensively
commented code, for incorporation into user application
programs. These routines provide users with flexible,
easy-to-use program modules which support the pro-
gramming of a single device or multiple devices on a
board.

ispCODE Software •The ispCODE software consists of source files contain-
ing subroutines for performing all the functions needed to
control the programming of Lattice in-system program-
mable devices (see Table 1). These routines are provided
as fully-commented source code for easy inclusion with
any software written in the industry-standard C language.
This source code library was designed from the ground
up to be easily portable to any system that has an ANSI-
standard C compiler. The majority of the code iscompletely
independent of the hardware platform and rarely requires
modification. All hardware dependent portions of the
code are in a separate file, and are easily modified for any
hardware system. The code supports the programming
of multiple ispLSI devices by controlling the ispEN pins of
each device separately, or in a daisy chain configuration.

Example programs are provided to demonstrate the use
of each routine. These example programs are designed
to enhance readability and understanding. In addition,
they provide a practical method of immediately program-
ming devices. By making small changes to the
hardware-specific source files and re-compiling the ex-
ample programs, acomplete set of command-line oriented
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utilities are created that program, verify, read, and secure
devices.

All of the example programs and the hardware-specific
code are written to run on IBM PC or compatible microcom-
puters. The programs use the standard PC parallel printer
port to provide the interface to the Lattice device's in-
system programming pins (see figure 3). The pinout is
compatible with the Lattice isp Engineering Kit Model 100.

Fusemap Storage

All of the ispCODE routines use a bit-packed file format for
storing the device pattem information. This bit stream is
called an ispSTREAM, and consists of one bit for each of
the programmable cells in the devices, plus one byte at the
front of the file for a device ID code, and four bytes at the
end of the file for a 32-bit checksum. This format provides
the most compact means possible for storing the pattem
information, requiring less than 1/8 the storage space of a
standard JEDEC file. This format is ideal for use in embed-
ded systems, and the storage of ispLSI pattem information
in PROMs or EPROMs. Also, using the ispSTREAM format
simplifies the programming code, thus reducing the possi-
bilityof errors. The following are the ispSTREAM storage
requirements for ispLSll000 family devices:

~
ispLSll016
ispLSll024
ispLSll032
ispLSll048

Storage Requirement

1933 bytes
3078 bytes
4343 bytes
7233 bytes

ispCODE

There are ispCODE routines for converting JEDEC files to
ispSTREAM files, and for converting back to JEDEC files.
In addition, ispCODE software includes stand-alone pro-
grams called 'jedtoisp" and "isptojed" which can be used
for converting files. When using the ispCODE routines and
the example programs, the JEDEC files are first converted
to ispSTREAM format. The ispSTREAM files are then
used to do the programming.

User Electronic Signature

The ispCODE library provides routines for accessing the
UES (User Electronic Signature), which is a user-acces-
sible data storage area present in all Lattice in-system
programmable devices. This area can be used to store
information relating to the current configuration of the
device or system, and is always readable, even when the
functional portions of the devices are secured.

The ispLSI 1000 family devices have the following UES
areas available:

Device
ispLSll016
ispLSll024
ispLSl1032
ispLSll048

UES Area
8 bytes
13 bytes
18 bytes
28 bytes
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Automatic Program Count

Another useful feature of ispCODE is the implementation
of a program counter. A section of the same area in which
the UES is stored is reserved for a 16-bit count of
programming cycles. When the ispCODE routines are
used exclusively for programming the device, an accu-
rate count of programming cycles will be available to the
user. The programming routine automatically increments
the count after each programming cycle. There is also a
routine which reads the count value from the device.

Table 1. Hiah Level Routines
Routine Purpose

jsp-programO program the entire device

isp_readO read the entire device

isp_verifyO verify the entire device

isp_secureO secure the device

ispjedtoispO convert JEOEC file to ispSTREAM format

isp_isptojedO convert ispSTREAM format to JEOEC file

isp_newO initialize device data structure, including
pattern data and address

isp_deleteO delete device data structure

isp_read_uesO read the User Electronic Signature (UES)
from the device

isp_ues_to_stringO convert an array of UES bits to a standard
C string

isp_string_to_uesO convert a standard C string to an array of
UES bits

isp_compare_uesO compare two arrays of UES bits

iSP--geCcountO get the programming count

iSP--geUdO get the device 10 from a device

isp_add_checksumO caiculate and add/update an ispSTREAM
checksum

isp_check_streamO verify the checksum of an ispSTREAM

isp_calc_checksumO calculate the checksum of an ispSTREAM

All the user-accessible routines use a data structure
(isp_STRUCT) to hold all the data needed to do any ISP
operation on a given device. This structure is defined in
a header file, which must be included in any program that
calls the Lattice routines.There are two routines, isp_newO
and isp_deleteO, which handle the memory allocation
and freeing, as well as the data initialization for
isp_STRUCT items.

Multiple isp_STRUCT structures may be allocated at
once, since all the routines take a pointer to a single
isp_STRUCT, and don't depend on any global variables.
Each structure created holds a pointer to an ispSTREAM,
as well as the I/O port address, for the device (and other
device-specific data). Different devices could be located
at different addresses and easily programmed by se-
quential calls to the isp_programO routine with a different
isp_STRUCT pointer each time.

Devices Supported

The ispCODE library of routines will support all Lattice in-
system programmable devices. As new devices are
developed and released, the ispCODE library will be
updated to include them.

Hardware Requirements

The ispCODE routines are designed to be portable to any
hardware platform with an ANSI C compiler available.
The code is written such that accessing the pins of the
Lattice device is done by writing to a memory or I/O port
address.

In addition to driving the pins, a method of controlling
timing in the millisecond range is required. The best
approach for this is a hardware-based method, such as
a timer chip that can be read. Most micro controllers have
a timer built in, and most other systems have some way
of keeping time that may be used. The ispCODE source
files include an example of reading the timer chip on a PC
to accurately time the programming pulses.

ispCODE Ordering Information

Part Number
pDS4103

Description
ispCode Software - ANSI C Compiled
and Source Files

Lattice includes a copy of the ispCODE with pDS and
pDS+ software purchases.

Technical Support Assistance

Lattice Hotline: 1-800-LATTICE (Domestic)

Lattice Hotline: 1-408-428-6414 (International)

Lattice BBS: 1-408-980-9814
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ispCODE Example Program
Below is a sample program using the Lattice routines to
program, verify, and secure a device from an ispSTREAM
file. The usual error checking has been omitted for clarity,
with the ispCODE specific sections in boldface type. This
file would be compiled and linked with the ispCODE
routines to produce the executable program.

#include
#include
#inc1ude

<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
"isp1si.h"

void main(int argc, char *argv[])
(
isp_STRUCT *device;
unsigned inport, outport;

FILE *source_file;
int verified = FALSE;
int it dev_nurni

1* Program device #1 *1
dev_num = 1;

1* use LPT1 parallel port on PC *1
inport = PORTl_IN;
outport = PORTl_OUT; •1* Initialize isp device structure, allocate memory for the

ispSTREAM, and set device type and 1/0 ports *1
device = isp_new(ispLSIl032, TRUE, FALSE, inport+1, outport , dev_num);

1* read file into ispSTREAM buffer allocated by isp_new()*1
source_file = fopen(argv[l], "rb");
fore i=O; i<device->stream_bits; i++)

device->stream[i] = getc(source_file);

1* print status and program the device *1
printf("Programming .... Please wait. \n");
isp-program(device, FALSE);

1* print status and verify the device *1
printf("Verifying .... Please wait. \n");
verified = isp_verify(device, TRUE);

if ( verified)
(

printf("Device programmed and verified! \n");
1* secure device if verified properly *1
isp_secure(device);

}

else
printf("ERROR: Device did not verify \n");

1* free the memory allocated for the isp_STRUCT *1
isp_de1ete(device);
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ispTMEngineering Kit
Mode/100

• Supports All ispLSI 1000, 2000 and 3000 Family
Members

• Stand-alone Device Programmer
• Download Directly to an ISpTMDevice on System Board

- Only 5 Control/Data Pins Needed

• Quick Device Programming

• Inexpensive, Small and Compact
- Eliminates Need For Expensive, Remote

Programmer

• Excellent for Prototyping New Designs
- Not Intended For Production Programming

• Easy to Use
• Connects Directly to Parallel Printer Port of Host PC

The isp Engineering Kit Model 100 provides designers a
quick and inexpensive means of evaluating and
prototyping new designs using Lattice in-system pro-
grammable Large Scale Integration (ispLSI™) devices.
This Kit is designed for engineering purposes only and is
not intended for production use. The Kit programs
devices from the parallel printer port of a host PC using
the Lattice pLSI/ispLSI Development System (pDS®) or
pLSI/ispLSI Development System Plus (pDS+TM) PC-
based designs tools. By connecting a system cable
(included) from the host PC to the isp Engineering Kit, or
connecting from the host PC to the target device on the
system board, a JEDEC file can be easily downloaded
into the ispLSI device(s).

The isp Engineering Kit Model 100 consists of two pri-
mary components, each sold separately:

Universal Programming Module (UPM)
Socket Adapters
The adapters plug into the UPM base. The adapter
provides the appropriate PLCC, POFP, TOFP, or
OFP socket for a particular ispLSI device package.

UPM Description •The Model 100 Universal Programming Module (UPM) is
designed to support all package types available from
Lattice. It consists of the following components:

Universal Programming Module Base Unit
Power Supply Converter (110VAC/9VDC @
200mA)
- Included for North America and Asia Only
25-Pin Parallel Port Adapter
6' Universal Programming Module Download Cable
with Modular Phone connectors (RJ45) on both
ends
6' System Download Cable with a Modular Phone
connector on one end and a AMP 1-87499-3 con-
nector on other end

The connection between the host PC and the UPM base
unit is shown in figure 1.
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Download Cables

Power Supply

AC Input Voltage: 110 VAC
DC Output Voltage: 9 VDC @ 200mA

UPM Physical Characteristics

Length:
Width:
Depth:

3.75 inches
2.625 inches
1.375 inchs

Download Cable with RJ-45 Phone Connectors on
Both Ends

Length: 6.0 feet (192.8 cm)
Connectors: RJ-45 with eight positions

System Download Cable with RJ-45 Phone and
AMP 1-87499-3 Connectors

Length: 6.0 feet (192.8 cm)
Connectors: RJ-45 with eight positions

AMP single in-line 0.100 "
centerspacing 8 positions

.'" .j~~_i~_:_tpos_c_?J~so-r--~==o::~''"'=:-~

Programming Module
• _ Supply Converter (9VDC)

• 25-p1n ParaUee Port Adapter

• 6' Universal Programming Moduh! Cable

• 6' System Download Cable with
Modular AMP Connector

Front View
AMP Connector
pinout

Vcc
SDO

SOl

ispEN
plug

MODE

GND

SCLK

•••
:--1.o11lf• T capacitor.--.
• Note: capacitor recommended

on system board

Place adapter :
on parallel port :
behind security !
Ice :y ' .

RJ-45 connector
RJ-45 connector eight positions eight positions

'1-c= 9-~zc={J· ===" I--mm------

DC Power Plug

~ .. ----------------------

~1·1mm
Positive Of Negative -+I. ~- .J

5.5mm

Universal Programming
Module

Base Unit
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Ordering Information

Product Description

isp Engineering Kit Model 100 for the PC:

UPM programming module, (2) 8 wire Download cables, AC/DC Power Supply Converter,
25-Pin Parallel Port Adapter

pDS4102-J44 44-pin PLCC socket adapter, (1) ispLSI1016 Engineering Sample

pDS4102-T44 44-pin TQFP socket adapter, (1) ispLSI 1016 Engineering Sample

pDS4102-J68 68-pin PLCC socket adapter, (1) ispLSI1024 Engineering Sample

pDS4102-J84 84-pin PLCC socket adapter, (1) ispLSI1032 Engineering Sample

pDS4102-T100 100-pin TQFP socket adapter, (1) ispLSI1032 Engineering Sample

pDS4102-Q120 120-pin PQFP socket adapter, (1) ispLSI1048 Engineering Sample

pDS4102-Q128 128-pin PQFP socket adapter, (1) ispLSI1048C Engineering Sample

pDS4102-M160 160-pin MQFP socket adapter, (1) ispLSI 3256 Engineering Sample

pDS4102-G167 167-pin CPGA socket adapter, (1) ispLSI 3256 Engineering Sample

•
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ispTMEngineering Kit
Mode/200

Features

• Supports All ispLS11000, 2000, and 3000 Family
Members

• Stand-alone Device Programmer

• Download Directly to an ISpTMDevice on System Board
- Only 5 Control/Data Pins Needed

• Quick Device Programming

• Inexpensive, Small and Compact
- Eliminates Need For Expensive, Remote

Programmer

• All External isp Signals Optically Isolated from
Workstation
- Prevents Ground Loop Problems

• Excellent for Prototyping New Designs
- Not Intended for Production Programming

• Easy to Use

• Connects Directly to Serial Port of Host
Workstation

The isp Engineering Kit Model 200 provides designers a
quick and inexpensive means of evaluating and
prototyping new designs using Lattice in-systems pro-
grammable Large Scale Integration devices (ispLSI™).
This Kit is designed for engineering purposes only and is
not intended for production use. The Kit programs
devices from the RS-232 serial port of a host workstation
using the Lattice pLSI/ispLSI Development System Plus
(pDS+TM) workstation based design tools by connecting
a system download cable (included) from the host work-
station to the isp Engineering Kit.

The isp Engineering Kit Model 200 consists of two pri-
mary components, each s?ld separately:

Universal Programming Module (UPM)
Socket Adapters

The adapters plug into the iJpM base. The adapter
provides the appropriate PLCC, PQFP, TQFP or
QFP socket.

•The Model 200 Universal Programming Module (UPM) is
designed to support all package types available from
Lattice. It consists of the following components:

Universal Programming Module Base Unit
Power Supply Converter (110VAC/9VDC at
SOOmA)
- Included for North America and Asia Only

6' Universal Programming Module Download Cable
with Modular Phone connectors (RJ4S) on both
ends
6' System Download Cable with a Modular Phone
connector on one end and a AMP 1-87499-3 con-
nector on other end

A drawing showing the connection between the worksta-
tion host and the UPM is shown in figure 1.
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isp Engineering Kit Model 200

Detailed Functional Description

The top panel has three status indicator lights:

Power Indicator Light: Green illuminates when the
power is turned ON and the cor-
rect input voltage is applied to
the programming module.

System Indicator Light: Green or Red. When data is
transmitted to or read from an
isp device on the socket adapter
board, the light becomes green.
When any type of error is de-
tected during programming, the
light blinks red.

isp Indicator Light: Green illuminates when data is
transmitted to or read from an
isp device that is connected to
the isp download cable. If the
programming module detects
the presence of a supply volt-
age on the isp download cable,
it becomes active and program-
ming to the socket adapter board
is bypassed, regardless of the
presence of a device on the
socket adapter board.

Quick-Connect Interface for Socket Adapter Boards

Located at rear of the top panel
are slots for the dual set of quick
release contacts and the
handles used to activate them.
The inner or outer pair of con-
tacts is chosen depending on
type of socket adapter board
used. The handles are flipped
up when a socket adapter board
is inserted in the proper contact
slots. Push both handles down
to lock the socket adapter board
in place.

This jack is coaxial and accepts
the power plug from the Power
Supply Converter.

This jack connects the RS-232C
flat cable to the workstation's
serial port.

An eight position DIP switch that
sets the serial port communica-
tions parameters. This switch is
set at the factory for optimum
performance.

Right Panel

ON/OFF Switch This switch controls the input
power supplied to the program-
ming module.

If download is to be performed
while an isp device is on board,
the isp download cable is
plugged into the RJ-45 jack.

USE BOTH HANDlESI iLEASE-UP LOCK-DOWN II
}!Jo 0 0 isp Engineeri~~

Left Side Panel

9VOC 0 SOOmA
TIP</-

Input • ••.....
Jack -• ••..... BAUD •••• 232C

OFF_ON

•
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Connect Adapter
to Workstation
RS-232C Serial Port

Isp Engineering K~ Contents

1. Model 200 Pnogramming Module
2. Power Supply Converter

110VACI9VOC @ 500 mA
3. Serial Port Cable (Adapter & Cable)
4. isp Download Cable
5. User Documentation

DB25P Male Connector
Pin# 2 Receive Data -to Model 200
Pint 3 Send Data -from Model 200
Pin# 7 Ground

~ ;-----C]= ...~
TT ~Co-axial Port Plug

Power Supply Converter

110VACI9VOC@5OOmA T A
5.5mmQ~2.1mm

....I.... Center polarity + or _

Socket Adapter Board
(purchased separately)

• Sample Device

lop EngInooring ••
_200........-.---

AMP connector
.100" cenler-5paeing

RJ-45 connector ~iJ(ei9ht positions)

(eight positions) Cable

" ..... j 9==4

•
Front View
AMP
Connector :

""~
V",,- •
SDO •

SOl.

ispEN •
plug •

MODE •

GND •

SCLK •

Parity OddIEvenINone
7-BilJ8-B~

1 Slop Bilf2 Slop B~
DIP Sw~ch settings lor Serial Port set Up'
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Electrical CharacteristicsDIP Switch Settings

DIP switch settings for Model 200 are shown in Tables 1
to 4.

Note: SW1 is not used and asterisk following parameters
are default factory settings

Baud Rate SW2 SW3 SW4
38400' UP DOWN UP
19200 UP DOWN DOWN
9600 DOWN UP UP
2400 DOWN UP DOWN
1200 DOWN DOWN UP
300 DOWN DOWN DOWN

Parity SW5 SW6
None' DOWN DOWN
Odd UP DOWN
Even UP UP

Word Length SW7
7 Data Bits DOWN
8 Data Bits' UP

Number of Stop Bits SW8
l' DOWN
2 UP

Power Supply

AC Input Voltage: 110 VAC
DC Output Voltage: 9 VDC @ 500mA

UPM Physical Characteristics

Length:
Width:
Depth:

6.50 inches
4.125 inches
1.50 inches

Download Cables

Serial Port Cable with RJ-11 Phone Connectors on
Both Ends

Length: 6.0 feet (192.8 cm)
Connectors: RJ-11 with 6 positions

System Download Cable with RJ-45 Phone and
AMP 1-87499-3 Connectors

Length: 6.0 feet (192.8 cm)
Connectors: RJ-45 with 8 positions

AMP single in-line 0.100"
center spacing 8 positions
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Ordering Information

Product Description

isp Engineering Kit Model 200 for the Workstation:

M200PM programming module, (1) 8 wire Download cable, (1) 6 wire Download cable, AC/DC
Power Supply Converter

pDS4102-J44 44-pin PLCC socket adapter, (1) ispLSI1016 Engineering Sample

pDS4102-T44 44-pin TOFP socket adapter, (1) ispLSI1016 Engineering Sample

pDS4102-J68 68-pin PLCC socket adapter, (1) ispLSI1024 Engineering Sample

pDS4102-J84 84-pin PLCC socket adapter, (1) ispLSI1032 Engineering Sample

pDS4102-T100 100-pin TOFP socket adapter, (1) ispLSI1032 Engineering Sample

pDS4102-0120 120-pin POFP socket adapter, (1) ispLSI 1048 Engineering Sample

pDS4102-0128 128-pin POFP socket adapter, (1) ispLS11048C Engineering Sample

pDS4102-M160 160-pin MOFP socket adapter, (1) ispLSI 3256 Engineering Sample

pDS4102-G167 167-pin CPGA socket adapter, (1) ispLSI 3256 Engineering Sample

•
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ispDOWNLOAD 1M Cable
Download Cable for In-System Programming

of the Lattice ISpTMFamily of Devices

The ispDOWNLOAD Cable product isdesigned to facilitate
in-system programming of all Lattice ISP devices on a
printed circuit board directly from the parallel port of a PC.
With In-System Programming, hardware functions can
be programmed and modified in real-time on the system
board to give additional product features, shorten system
design and debug cycle time, enhance product
manufacturability and simplify field upgrades. After
completion of the logic design and creation of a JEDEC
file by a logic compiler such as the pDS®, pDS+ ™ Fitter
or ispGDS Compiler software, Lattice's ispDOWNLOAD
Software programs deviceson the end-product p.c. board
by generating programming signals directly from the
parallel port of a PC which then pass through the
ispDOWNLOAD Cable to the device. With this cable and
a conneCtor on the p.c. board, no additional components
are required to program a device. The ispDOWNLOAD
Software automatically generates the appropriate ISP
command, programming address and data from the
JEDEC fuse map information. ispDOWNLOAD Software
is included with all Lattice pDS and pDS+ Fitter products.
For the ispGDS, the ispDOWNLOAD Software can be
obtained directly from the Lattice Literature Department.

IspDOWNLOAD Cable Offers Two Types of In-System Programming Interfaces

AMP Connector
.100· Cenler-Spacing

Eight Positions •••••.•
,-'o 01~1

____ 6' 1 - __ :~",or

••••••••••••••••••

Features

• CABLE AND PARALLEL PORT ADAPTER FACILITATE
IN-SYSTEM PROGRAMMING OF ISP FAMILY OF
DEVICES
- Simplifies In-System Programming
- Ideal for Design Prototyplng and Debugging

• SUPPORTS ALL ISpTMFAMILIES
- ispLSI- Families (1000, 2000 and 3000)
- ispGAL· Family
- ispGDS- Family

• EASY-TO-USE CONNECTORS
- 25-Pin Adapter Connects to PC Parallel Printer

Port
- Two 6' Cables Offer P.C. Board Interface

Options:
• RJ-45 Connector
• AMP Connector (8 Position, .100 Inch

Center Spacing)

25-pln
Parallel

Port
Adapter

25-pln
ParaNel

Port
Adapter

Introduction

•
Front View

of AMP Connector
Pinout

••••.••• Voc

• SOO

• SOl

• ispEN
To

---.-., •• System
• No Connect Board
• MOllE

• GND
••••••• SClK

Front View
of RJ-45 Socket

Pin Configuration

I~~t~ji~~~=
··.··500

", Vcc

Copyright 0 1994 Lattice Semiconductor Corp. AI brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. The specifications and information herein are
subject to change without nolioo.

LATIICE SEMICONDUCTOR CORP., 5555 Northeast Moore Ct., Hillsboro, Oregon 97124, U.S.A. 1994 Data Book
Tel. (503) 681-<)118; 1-800-LATIICE; FAX (503) 681-3037



ispDOWNLOAD Cable

r--------,
, 74HC367,,,

isp Interface

SDOUT

~~6 ::~ ~2 ===r- Port Sense

013 Pin 15 • Vcc Sense
GND Pin 20 - GND

ispDOWNLOAD
Software

Other
System
Circuitry

ispDownload
Cable (6')

D.-.
Part Number
pDS4102-DL

Description
ispDOWNLOAD Cable (For PC Only)
Contains: Two 6' Cables with RJ45 and AMP Connectors

Parallel Port Adapter
Documentation



pLSI and ispLSI Design Tool Selector Guide
pLSI and ispLSI

DESIRED DESIRED FAMILY PC SUN
DESIGN DESIRED SUPPORT EXISTING DESIGN TOOL ORDERING ORDERING
ENVIRONMENT CAPABILITIES 1000 2000 3000 TOOLS SOLUTION INFORMATION INFORMATION

LATTICE Entry and Fitting x x None pDS-STD (Standard) pDS1101-STD/PC1 N/A
pLSI and ispLSI
Development System x pDS1101 pDS 3000 Family Upgrade pDS1101-3UP/PC1 N/A
(pDS)

x x x None pDS-Ultra pDS1101-ULT/PC1 N/A

Entry, Fitting, x x None pDS-STD (Standard) pDS1101-STD/PC1 N/A
and Simulation Viewlogic ViewSim Simulator pDS3302-PC1 N/A

x x ViewSim purchased pDS-STD (Standard) pDS1101-STD/PC1 N/A
from Viewlogic Viewlogic Interface/Library pDS1102-PC1 N/A

x x ViewSim purchased pDS-STD (Standard) pDS1101-STD/PC1 N/A
from ActellTl/Other Viewlogic Interface/Library Upgrade pDS1103-PC1 N/A

x x ViewSim purchased pDS-STD (Standard) pDS1101-STD/PC1 N/A.
from Xilinx Viewlogic Interface/Library Upgrade pDS1104-PC1 N/A

x x x None pDS-Ultra pDS11 01-UL T/PC1 N/A
Viewlogic ViewSim Simulator pDS3302-PC1 N/A

x x x ViewSim purchased pDS-Ultra pDS11 01-UL T/PC1 N/A
from View logic Viewlogic Interface/Library pDS1102-PC1 N/A

x x x ViewSim purchased pDS-Ultra pDS1101-ULT/PC1 N/A
from ActellTl/Other Viewlogic Interface/Library Upgrade pDS1103-PC1 N/A

x x x ViewSim purchased pDS-Ultra pDS1101-ULT/PG1 N/A
from Xilinx Viewlogic Interface/Library Upgrade pDS1104-PC1 N/A

LATTICE isp-Starter Kit ~ None Lattice pDS Software to Support isp-SK N/A
In System Programmable and ispGAL22V10 pLSI1016 and ispLS11016, ispGDS,
isp-Starter Kit and ispGDS ispGAL22V10, Device Samples,

Datasheets, and ispDownload Cable

I



pLSI and ispLSI
DESIRED DESIRED FAMILY PC SUN
DESIGN DESIRED SUPPORT EXISTING DESIGN TOOL ORDERING ORDERING
ENVIRONMENT CAPABILITIES 1000 2000 3000 TOOLS SOLUTION INFORMATION INFORMATION

DATA I/O Entry and Fitting None ABEL 4.3 or Later From Data I/O From Data I/O
ABEL x Lattice pDS+ ABEL Fitter pDS2102-PC1 pDS2102-SN1

x ABEL 4.3 or Later Lattice pDS+ ABEL Fitter pDS2102-PC1 pDS2102-SN1

Entry, Fitting, None ABEL 4.3 or Later From Data I/O From Data I/O
and Simulation x Lattice pDS+ ABEL Fitter pDS2102-PC1 pDS2102-SN1

Viewlogic ViewSim Simulator pDS3302-PC1 From Viewlogic
Viewlogic Interface/Library Included w/pDS3302 pDS 1102-SN 1

. x ABEL 4.3 or Later Lattice pDS+ ABEL Fitter pDS2102-PC1 pDS2102-SN1
Viewlogic ViewSim Simulator pDS3302-PC1 From Viewlogic
Viewlogic Interface/Library Included w/pDS3302 pDS1102-SN1

ViewSim purchased ABEL 4.3 or Later - From Data I/O From Data I/O
x from Viewlogic Lattice pDS+ ABEL Fitter pDS2102-PC1 pDS2102-SN1

Viewlogic Interface/Library pDS1102-PC1 pDS1102-SN1

ViewSim purchased ABEL 4.3 or Later From Data I/O N/A
x from ActellTl/Other Lattice pDS+ ABEL Fitter pDS2102-PC1 N/A

(PC Only) Viewlogic Interface/Library Upgrade pDS1103-PC1 N/A

ViewSim purchased ABEL 4.3 or Later From Data I/O N/A
x from Xilinx Lattice pDS+ ABEL Fitter pDS2102-PC1 N/A

(PC Only) Viewlogic Interface/Library Upgrade pDS1104-PC1 N/A

VIEWLOGIC Capture and Fitting None Viewlogic ViewDraw Capture pDS1301-PC1 From Viewlogic
Workview, PRO Series, x Lattice pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter pDS2101-PC1 pDS2101-SN1
Workview +, and Viewlogic Interface/Library Included w/pDS1301 pDS1102-SN1
Powerview

x ViewDraw purchased Lattice pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter pDS2101-PC1 pDS2101-SN1
from Viewlogic Viewlogic Interface/Library pDS1102-PC1 pDS 1102-SN 1

x ViewDraw purchased Lattice pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter pDS2101-PC1 N/A
from ActellTl/Other Viewlogic Interface/Library pDS1103-PC1 N/A
(PC Only)

x ViewDraw purchased Lattice pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter pDS2101-PC1 N/A



pLSI and ispLSI
DESIRED DESIRED FAMILY PC SUN

DESIGN DESIRED SUPPORT EXISTING DESIGN TOOL ORDERING ORDERING
ENVIRONMENT CAPABILITIES 1000 2000 3000 TOOLS SOLUTION INFORMATION INFORMATION

VIEWLOGIC Capture, Fitting, None Viewlogic ViewDraw Capture pDS1301-PC1 From Viewlogic
Workview, PRO Series, and Simulation Viewlogic ViewSim Simulator pDS3302-PC1 From Viewlogic
Workview Plus, and x Lattice pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter pDS2101-PC1 pDS2101-SN1
Powerview Viewlogic Interface/Library Included w/pDS1301 pDS1102-SN1

x ViewDrawNiewSim Lattice pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter pDS2101-PC1 pDS2101-SN1
from Viewlogic View logic Interface/Library pDS1102-PC1 pDS 1102-SN 1

x ViewDrawNiewSim Lattice pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter pDS2101-PC1 N/A
from ActelfTI/Other Viewlogic Interface/Library Upgrade pDS1103-PC1 N/A
(PC Only)

x ViewDrawNiewSim Lattice pDS+ Viewlogic Fitter pDS2101-PC1 N/A
from Xilinx Viewlogic Interface/Library Upgrade pDS1104-PC1 N/A
(PC Only)

Synthesis Option x View Synthesis Lattice Viewlogic Synthesis Library pDS1105-PC1 pDS 1105-SN 1
(VH DL Entry) purchased from

View logic

ISDATA Entry and Fitting None LOG/iC From ISDATA N/A
LOG/iC x Lattice pDS+ LOGliC Fitter pDS2103-PC1 N/A

x LOG/IC Lattice pDS+ LOG/iC Fitter pDS2103-PC1 N/A

Entry, Fitting, None LOG/iC From ISDATA N/A
and Simulation Viewlogic ViewSim Simulator pDS3302-PC1 N/A

x Lattice pDS+ LOG/iC Fitter pDS2103-PC1 N/A

x ViewDrawNiewSim Lattice pDS+ LOG/iC Fitter pDS2103-PC1 '. N/A
from Viewlogic Viewlogic Interface/Library pDS1102-PC1 N/A

x ViewDrawNiewSim Lattice pDS+ LOG/iC Fitter pDS2103-PC1 N/A
from ActelfTI/Other Viewlogic Interface/Library Upgrade pDS1103-PC1 N/A
(PC Only)

x ViewDrawNiewSim Lattice pDS+ LOG/iC Fitter pDS2103-PC1 N/A
from Xilinx (PC Only) Viewloglc Interface/Library Upgrade pDS1104-PC1 N/A

•



pLSI and ispLSI .
DESIRED DESIRED FAMILY PC SUN
DESIGN DESIRED SUPPORT EXISTING DESIGN TOOL ORDERING ORDERING
ENVIRONMENT CAPABILITIES 1000 2000 3000 TOOLS SOLUTION INFORMATION INFORMATION

LOGIC MODELING Board and System x None SmartModel Library Subscription Purchase from LMC Purchase from LMC
Level Simulation

Logic Modeling Routine SmartModel Library Purchase from LMC Purchase from LMC
Library Subscription Maintenance

LATIICE ispCODE • Programming x pDS or pDS+ ANSI C Source and Compiled pDS4103 pDS4103
• Included with pDS and Software in System Programming Routines

pDS+ Fitter Software

LATIICE isp Engineering Programming x x x ispEngineering Kit Model 100 pDS4102-PM
Kit and Socket Adapters

x x x ispEngineering Kit Model 200 pDS4102-WS

Socket Adapter x x 44 Pin PLCC Socket Adapter pDS4102-J44 pDS4102-J44
Socket Adapter x x 44 Pin TOFP Socket Adapter pDS41 02- T44 pDS4102-T44
Socket Adapter x 68 Pin PLCC Socket Adapter pDS4102-J68 pDS4102-J68
Socket Adapter x x 84 Pin PLCC Socket Adapter pDS4102-J84 pDS4102-J84
Socket Adapter x x 100 Pin TOFP Socket Adapter pDS41 02- T1 00 pDS4102-T100
Socket Adapter x 120 Pin POFP Socket Adapter pDS4102-0120 pDS4102-0120
Socket Adapter x 128 Pin POFP Socket Adapter pDS4102-0128 pDS4102-0128
Socket Adapter x 160 Pin MOUAD Socket Adapter pDS4102-0160 pDS4102-0160
Socket Adapter x 167 Pin PGA Socket Adapter pDS41 02-G 167 pDS4102-G167



GAL Development
Support

Lattice Semiconductor recommends the use of qualified
programming equipment when programming Lattice de-
vices. Lattice works with several programming
manufacturers to insure that there is cost effective equip-
ment available. We have approved programmers in each
of the following catagories:

• Low Cost GAL Only Programmers
• Mid Range 28-pin Programmers
• Full Universal Programmers
• Production Programming Equipment

QUALIFED PROGRAMMERS

Vendor Programmer

Autosite

Unisite

3900
Data VO

2900

29B

60A/H

Allpro 88
Logical Devices

Allpro 40

System 3000

Stag ZL30B & ZL30A

Quasar-U84 & Quasar-U40

TURPRO-1 & TURPRO-1/FX
System General

SGUP-85A

SMS Microcomputer
Sprint Expert

Sprint Plus

BP-1200

BP-Microsystems PLD-1128 & CP-1128

PLD-1100

Pilot-U84 & Pilot-U40
Advin

Pilot-GL & Pilot-GCE

Lattice conducts a very stringent qualification procedure,
which includes a complete evaluation of the programming,
verification and load algorithms; verification of critical
pulse widths and voltage levels, along with a complete
yield analysis. The result is the best programming yields
in the industry and a guarantee of 100% programming
yields to customers using qualified programming
equipment. Below are the third-party programmers which
are qualified to program Lattice devices.

For a current listing of Lattice qualified programmers,
please call Lattice's Literature Distribution Department
(Tel: 503-693-0287; FAX: 503-681-3037).

LOGIC COMPILER SUPPORT

Vendor Logic Compiler

Accel Tech. Tango PLD

PIC Designer Composer
Cadence

PIC Designer Concept

Data VO ABEL

ISDATA LOGIiC

Logical Devices CUPL

Mentor Graphics PLSynthesis II

Minc PLDesigner-XL

OrCAD OrCAD PLD

Omation Schema-PLD

Viewlogic ViewPLD

•



GAL Development Support

PROGRAMMER/COMPILER VENDORS

Accel Technologies
6825 Flanders Dr.
San Diego, CA 92121
Tel: (619) 554-1000
FAX: (619) 554-1019

Advin Systems
1050·L Duane Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Tel: (408) 243-7000
FAX: (408) 736-2503

BP Microsystems
1000 N Post Oak Road
Houston, TX 77055-7237
Tel: (713) 688-4600

1-800-225-2102
FAX: (713) 688-0902
BBS: (713) 688-9283

Cadence Design Systems
555 River Oaks Parkway
San Jose, CA 95134
Tel: (408) 943-1234
FAX: (408) 943-0513

Data I/O Corp.
10525 Willows Road N.E.
P.O. Box 97046
Redmond, WA 98073-9746
Tel: (206) 881-6444
Tel: 1-800-247-5700
FAX: (206) 882-1043

In Europe contact:
Data I/O Corp.
Tel: +31 (0) 20-6622866

In Japan contact:
Data I/O Corp.
Tel: (03) 432-6991

ISDATAGmbH
Haid·und·Neu·StraBe 7
7500 Karlsruhe 1
Germany
Tel: 0721-693092
FAX: 0721-174263

In the U.S. contact
ISDATA Inc.
Tel: (408) 373-7359
FAX: (408) 373-3622

Logical Devices
692 South Military Trail
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442
Tel: (305) 428-6868
FAX: (305) 428-1181

Mentor Graphics
8005 S.W. Boeckman Rd.
Wilsonville, OR 97070
Tel: (503) 685-7000
FAX: (503) 685-1204

Minc Incorporated
6755 Earl Dr.
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
Tel: (719) 590-1155
FAX: (719) 590-7330

Omation
801 Presidential
Richardson, TX 75081
Tel: (214) 231-5167
FAX: (214) 783-9072

OrCAD Systems Corp.
3175 N.W. Aloclek Dr.
Hillsboro, OR 97124
Tel: (503) 690-9881
FAX: (503) 690-9891

SMS Micro Systems
1MGrund 15
0-7988 Wangen
Germany
Tel: (49) 7522-5018
FAX: (49) 7522-8929

In the U.S. contact:
SMS North America, Inc.
16522 N.E. 135th PI.
Redmond, WA 98052
Tel: (206) 883-8447
FAX: (206) 883-8601

Stag Microsystems
Martinfield
Welwyn Garden City
Herts AL7 1JT
United Kingdom
Tel: 011-44-707-332148
FAX: 011-44-707-371503

In the U.S. contact:
Stag Microsystems
1600 Wyatt Dr.
Santa Clara, CA 95054
Tel: (408) 988-1118
FAX: (408) 988-1232

System General
3FI., No.1, Alley 8, Lane 45
Bao Shing Rd.
Shin Dian
Taipei, Taiwan R.O.C.
Tel: 886-2-9173005
FAX: 886-2-9111283

In the U.S. contact:
System General
510 S. Park Victoria Dr.
Milpitas, CA 95035
Tel: (408) 263-6667
FAX: (408) 262-9220

Viewlogic Systems
293 Boston Post Rd. West
Marlboro, MA 01752
Tel: (508) 480-0881
FAX: (508) 480-0882



ispGDS
Compiler Support

Introduction

To simplify the development of ispGDS devices, lattice
offers an ispGDS assembler which processes the input
ASCII files to generate the JEDEC compatible fusemap
files required for the ispGDS devices. Free ispGDS
assembler software is available from the lattice BBS at
503-693-0215 under GDSPKG.ZIP file. This software is
also available on diskette by calling the lattice Hotline at
1-800-327-8425 (FASTGAl) For design engineers who
are familiar with standard third party compiler software
packages, ABEL from Data I/O and CUPl from logical
Devices also support all ispGDS devices.

Using the GDS Compiler

The compiler will accept an ASCII text file containing the
GDS programming instructions, and will create JEDEC
and .DOC files. Once a JEDEC file has been created, the
ispGDS device can be programmed by either downloading
the JEDEC file to a programmer, or by using the ispGDS
Download utility to program the device using the parallel
port of an IBM compatible PC.

Compiler Syntax
The basic compiler syntax supports inserting comments,
title, device type, pin assignments and input/output
assignments. The ispGDS compiler source file comment
lines are denoted with quote marks at the beginning of the
comment lines. The title is defined with the key word "title
= ". Any text following the "title =" key word that are within
single quotes are defined to be the title of the design.
Similarly, the device type is defined by the key word
'device =' followed by the three valid device types --
ispgds22, ispgds18, ispgds14. The compiler syntax also
allow the user to assign pin names by typing in a 10
character pin name followed by at least a single space,
the "pin" keyword and the pin number. This pinassignment
is optional since the compiler syntax allows the user to
use the "pin" key word and the pin number directly in the
input/output assignments.

The output pins are assigned on the left side of the
equation and the input pins are assigned on the right side
of the equation. To assign an output pin to either high or
low, simply assign "H" or "l" respectively on the right side
of the equation. If you need to assign an input pin to
multiple output pins, use one line for each assignment, as

shown in the following example. In the example below,
pin 28 is an input that is routed to three outputs - pin 1,
pin 2 and pin 3. Further, each output's polarity can be
individually defined. The example shows pin 3 as an
active low polarity whereas pin 1 and pin 2 are defined to
be active high polarity. An example source file isappended
at the end of this document.

pin 1 = pin 28
pin 2 = pin 28
!pin 3 = pin 28

Assembling a File
To use the assembler, create an ASCII GDS source file,.
then invoke the assembler from the DOS command line.
For example: gasm <test.gds>

where test.gds is the name of the GDS source file. GDS
will create a JEDEC file with the same base name, and a
.JED extension,like "test.jed," and a doc file with a .DOC
extension, like "test.doc."

SUbmitting a New Problem Report
If you find problems with the assembler, please ZIP the
follOWingfiles together, and upload to the lattice BBS at
(503)693-0215:

•
1. the GDS source file
2. the JEDEC file
3. a description of the error
Afterthefiles are uploaded, please call the lattice Hotline
at (800) 327-8425 and inform them that the files have
been uploaded.

Programming the ispGDS

You can either program the GDS using a JEDEC file
output from the GDS assembler, or by using the
GDS_PROG routines included in the GDSPKG software
package. To program the GDS using a programmer,
follow these steps:

1. Create an ASCII GDS source file
2. Assemble the GDS file using the GDS assembler

(GASM).
3. Download the JEDEC file created by the assembler

to the programmer and program the device. The



ispGDS Compiler Support

JEDEC file will have the same name as your GDS
source file, but will have a .JED extension
(for example, "test.jed").

Alternatively, you may want to program the ispGDS
devices either through the parallel port of an IBM
compatible PC, or through some custom hardware
configuration. The routines included in the ispGDS
compiler software package are configured to use thf3 PC
parallel port for programming. If you want to use a custom
hardware configuration, read through the comments in
GDS_PROG for information on which routines need to be
modified. If you are programming using the PC, you will
need an ispDOWNLOAD Cable and ISP programming
interface signals on the circuit board which will plug into
the printer port on your PC.

GDS Source Format
The following text is an example of a GDS source file.

To program using the parallel port of the PC, follow these
steps:

1. Create an ASCII GDS source file

2. Assemble the GDS file using the GDS assembler
(GASM)

3. Convert the JEDEC file to ISP stream format by
running JEDTOISP. See the documentation on
JEDTOISP for further information.

4. Run GDS _PROG to program the device using the
parallel port.

"This is a comment (line begins with quote mark)
title = 'DIP SWITCH REPLACEMENT CONFIGURATION'
" the ispgds device type (ispgds22, ispgds18, ispgds14)
device = ispgds22

" pin 1 is an output connected to pin 28
pin 1 pin_name
pin 2 pin 27

" pin 5 is always high
pin 5 h
"pin 6 is always low
pin 6 = 1
pin 8 = pin 22
"! defines the inverted output for pin 9
!pin 9 pin 20
pin 10 pin 19
pin 12 pin 17
pin 13 pin 16
pin 14 pin 15

Notes
If you get an error regarding "pin 0", you may have duplicated an output pin assignment (by assigning different input signals to
the same output pin). Refer to the line number in the assembler error message to locate the source of the problem.
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Introduction

lattice views quality assurance as a corporate responsibil-
ity and an integral part of all operational activities. lattice's
Quality Assurance organization is independentfrom Manu-
facturing and has direct access to top management, assuring
sufficient authority is afforded to quality issues.

lattice's quality program is in full compliance to the quality
assurance requirements of Mll-M-3B51 0 Appendix A and
all inspection system requirements of Mll-I-4520B. lattice
is also fully certified to the ISO 9001 standard.

Reliability
All new products, processes and vendors must pass pre-
defined evaluations before receiving initial qualification
release. Major changes to products, processes orvendors
require additional qualificaton before implementation. To
assure continuing conformance to reliability goals, an
ongoing monitor program is maintained on all products.

, In-Process Control

Qualified product must be manufactured under strict qual-
ity controls that start with regulated procurement and
documented inspection plans for all incoming materials.
Sample testing and in-line monitoring as well as statistical
process control charts provide constant feedback at each
critical step of the manufacturing process.

Calibration
All equipment involved in determining product conform-
ance to specifications through inspection, measurement or
testing must be of the required accuracy. Equipment is
calibrated and maintained on a defined interval against a
nationally recognized standard. In addition, equipment
must exhibit a suitable indicator showing calibration status
as well as safeguards to disallow unauthorized adjust-
ments.

Training
Key manufacturing personnel must complete a formal
training program and obtain certification for each operation
before they are allowed to perform activities affecting
quality. Methods and records identifying the type and
extent of training are maintained and recertification re-
quired on a yearly basis.

Subcontractor Control
All subcontracted manufacturing operations must be per-
formed by sources exhibiting a quality program

Quality Assurance
Program

commensurate to that of lattice. These suppliers are
audited at least once a year to monitor their compliance to
lattice's quality initiatives and goals. Incoming inspection
is performed to provide feedback and continuous improve-
ment of subcontractor performance with the main objective
being to control quality atthe source. Communications and
in-line data are continuously exchanged to allow real-time
monitoring of subcontractor manufacturing operations.

Document Control
Every product and process must have adequate written
documentation released and available at the point of use
before production begins. All information related to the
definition, manufacturing, testing and support of lattice
products or services shall be maintained and controlled.
Initial release as well as subsequent changes must be
properly reviewed and approved before implemented.

Nonconforming Material
Material found to be nonconforming to specified require-
ments is identified, segregated, analyzed and dispositioned
per documented procedures. Records are maintained
denoting the nature of the discrepancy as well as the final
disposition. All dispositions involve the applicable engi-
neering section and Quality Assurance. Where applicable,
the root cause of the discrepancy will be identified and a
corrective action implemented using the CAR (Corrective
Action Request) form. •Failure analysis
Failure modes discovered during qualification testing, in-
spections, customer returns or in-process screening are
processed through lattice's Failure Analysis group to
determine the cause or relevancy of the failure. Verified
failure modes are documented and corrective action initi-
ated as required to eliminate the root cause.

Corrective action
All operational functions utilize a documented corrective
action system coordinated, recorded and monitored by
Quality Assurance. The system is designed to provide for
proactive problem identification and resolution in a timely
manner. Inputs include vendor, internal and customer
related problems. Emphasis is placed on effective elimina-
tion of the root cause to prevent recurrence of the problem.

Management is responsible for ensuring that employees
have sufficiently well defined responsibilities, authority and
organizational freedom to identify potential quality related
problems as well as initiate and implement solutions.



Quality Assurance Program

Self Audit
Internal self audits of the entire quality and delivery system
are performed per written procedures and to a predefined
schedule. The functional audits evaluate actual method to
written procedure. The results of these audits are docu-
mented on a checklist and any discrepancies are brought
to the attention of personnel responsible for the audited
area. Deficiencies require corrective actions must be
initiated and subsequently verified as to deployment and
effectiveness. A periodic review of these functional audit
results and corrective actions is performed by Quality
Assurance.

Procurement
All direct materials and services affecting quality or reliabil-
ity of end product must be purchased from qualified sources.
Selection of these critical suppliers is based upon one of
more of the following: quality system audits, product quali-
fication testing, correlation studies, incoming inspection
and demonstrated ability. A qualified supplier list is main-
tained by Quality Assurance and used by Purchasing to
control procurement. Each purchase order must specify
the applicable controlling requirements for all such direct
materials or services.



Qualification
Program

Introduction
Lattice has an intensive qualification program for examin-
ing and testing new products, processes, and vendors in
order to insure the highest levels of quality. Lattice's
Quality and Reliability Group is responsible fordefining and
implementing this qualification program.

The following table outlines the steps which must be
performed before a new product, package or process is
released. The requirements listed below are general
guidelines. Detailed information on Lattice's qualification
process is available to customers upon request.

#ot Duration

Test Samples New Product New Water Process New Package

1250 C Operating Lifetest 300 1,000 Hours 2,000 Hours 2,000 Hours 1

(5.25V)

1500 C Biased Retention 450 1,000 Hours 2,000 Hours 2,000 Hours 1

Bake (5.25V)

Endurance Cycling 75 10,000 Cycles 10,000 Cycles N/A

ESD (CDM, HBM, MM) 216 End of Test End of Test N/A

Latch-Up Immunity 27 End of Test End of Test N/A

Temperature Cycling 150 1,000 Cycles 1,000 Cycles 1,000 Cycles
(-65 to 1500 C)

Biased 85/85 (5V) 225 N/A 1,000 Hours 1,000 Hours

Autoclave (1210 C, 15psig) 150 N/A 336 Hours 336 Hours

Lead Integrity (DIP only) 9 N/A N/A End of Test

Solderability 9 N/A N/A End of Test

Physical Dimensions 6 N/A N/A End of Test

•



Reliability Monitor Program
The Reliability Monitor Program provides for a periodic
reliability monitor of Lattice products. The program as-
sures that all Lattice products comply on a continuing basis
with established reliability and quality levels.

The Reliability Monitor Program is designed to monitor all
fab and assembly facilities as well as each process tech-
nology in production. A summary of the program test and
sampling plan is shown below.

Test # of Samples Duration

1250 C Operating Lifetest (6.50V) 70 160 Hours
.

1500 C Biased Retention Bake (5.25V) 70 - 160 Hours

Autoclave (1210 C, 15psig) 35 160 Hours

Test # of Samples Duration

1250 C Operating Lifetest (6.00V) 100 2000 Hours

1500 C Biased Retention Bake (5.25V) 150 2000 Hours

Test # of Samples Duration

Temperature Cycling (-65 to 1500 C) 50 1000 Cycles

850 C/ 85% RH 75 2000 Hours.



Introduction
The inherent testability of Lattice's E2CMOS PLDs signifi-
cantly improves their quality and reliability. By using
electrically erasable EEPROM technology to produce GAL,
pLSI and ispLSI devices, Lattice is able to perform 100%
AC/DC, functional, and parametric testing of every single
device. In order to achieve the highest quality levels,
Lattice programs and tests each device repeatedly through-
out the manufacturing process.

Actual Test vs. Simulated Test
Why is "actual test" so significant? PLDs, unlike most other
semiconductor devices, have a programmable element
that determines the final device functionality and AC/DC
performance. These programmable elements can be
fabricated from metal link fuses, programmable diodes or
transistors, volatile static RAM cells, UV EPROM cells or
electrically erasable EEPROM cells. Each of these tech-
nologies carries a different variability of programming
success and a variance in the impact of the programming
success on the performance and reliability of the device ..

The most common programmable elements are the metal
fuse, EPROM cell and EEPROM cell. Of these element
types, only the EEPROM cell can be thoroughly tested by
the manufacturer prior to shipment to an end user OEM.

EEPROM Allows Actual Test
Each of the technologies identified above can be
programmed. In this manner they are all the same. The
differences become apparent when the erase times are
analyzed. Metal link and One-Time Programmable (OTP)
devices cannot be erased. UV EPROM devices can be
erased, however the time required is 20-30 minutes (in an
expensive windowed package). EEPROM devices, on the
other hand, offer instant erasability on the order of 50 ms
(thousandth's of a second). The advantage of this instant
erase for manufacturing test is significant. Instant erase
allows instant re-patterning for additional testing.

EEPROM technology has been used for PLD manufactur-
ing by Lattice for more than a decade. Lattice refers to their
high performance EEPROM technology as E2CMOS
technology. Extensive reliability studies of the technology
have been performed with industry-wide acceptance, in-
cluding the military.

Other Methods Are Imprecise
All PLD devices must be tested to some degree to validate
functionality and performance. Technologies that are not
erasable or require lengthy erase times severely constrain

E2CMOS Testability
Improves Quality

the test flexibility. Since the normal "user" programmable
elements cannot be programmed during manufacture (all
elements must be available for end-user programming) the
manufacturers of one-time programmable PLDs resort to
using simulated and correlated performance of test rows,
test columns and phantom or dummy-test arrays. At best,
this is a statistical measure ofthe actual device performance.
One need only look at the "normal" programming yield
fallout of 0.5 to 3% or the "acceptable" post-programming
test vector and board yield fallout of 0.5 to 2% to know that
this correlation is weak. The quality systems of today are
measuring defects in parts per million (PPM). A six sigma
program requires less than 3.4 PPM, four orders of
magnitude less than that achievable with non-testable
PLDs.

Actual Matrix Patterning
The unique capability of E2CMOS devices to be instantly
electrically erased allows these devices to be patterned
multiple times during Lattice's manufacturing test. Normal
array cells in the programmable matrix are patterned,
erased and tested again and again. The test rows or
columns, phantom arrays, etc., that are used with other
technologies are not necessary with E2CMOS devices.
Programmability of every cell is checked dozens of times.

Historically, the checking of a successful programming
operation consisted of no more than a pass/fail verification
step. This digital, go/no go check is not adequate to assure
that the cell is programmed properly with sufficient margin
to guarantee long-term reliable performance of the device.
Lattice E2CMOS devices are processed through a
proprietary cell verification step that consists of an analog
measure (to millivolt accuracy) of the actual cell threshold.
This capability is used for extensive reliability and quality
measurements and testing.

•
Worst Case AC/DC Testing
A PLD does not have a defined function until th.f(lengineer
patterns the device with his custom pattern. The'manufac-
turer, when considering the testing of a PLD, must consider
the hundreds of different architecture and functional varia-
tions that can be created by the end user. Each configuration
of architecture brings on a different set of worst case
pattern and stimulus conditions. Quick application of a
series of worst case patterns that cover all of the permuta-
tions of input combinations, array load and switChing, and
output configuration is required.

E2CMOS devices offer instant erasability to address this
reconfiguration and test problem. Testing each additional



~CMOS Testability Improves Quality

worst case configuration takes fractions of a second,
allowing multiple patterns to be checked to assure perfor-
mance to rated speeds. The final result is a device with
defects reduced from PP.t! (parts per hundred) to PPM
(parts per million).



Introduction
Lattice is the first major PLD manufacturerto complete ISO
9000 registration. Lattice Quality Systems have been
certified, and the company is registered to the ISO 9000
standard. Lattice certification is for ISO 9001, the most
comprehensive of the various ISO 9000 levels, covering
the design, manufacturing, sales, and service functions.

ISO 9000 Certification
Certification to the ISO 9000 standard provides a recognized
and standardized basis for the continued development of
the quality and reliability of Lattice products. Thiscertification
assures Lattice's customers that its Quality Systems are
well organized and embody a "Quality First" philosophy. It
also reaffirms Lattice's promise to provide its customers
with the highest quality and most reliable products in the
industry.

What is ISO 9000?
The ISO 9000 series is an international version of British
Standard BS 5750, intended to define the quality
management systems for a wide range of an organization's

1509000
Program

activities. The standard was initiated by the British Standards
Institution, which over the last 80 years has certified over
9,000 Quality Systems. Today, both the CEN (European
Committee for Standardization), which is commissioned to
coordinate quality standards in Europe and remove potential
trade restrictions within and outside the European
Community, and the USA Standard ANSI/ASQC have
adopted the ISO 9000 series.

Four quality standards make up the ISO 9000 series: ISO
9004, ISO 9003, ISO 9002, and ISO 9001. ISO 9004 is an
informational document containing guidelines for Quality
Management and Quality Systems. ISO 9003 guarantees
quality in a product's final testing and inspection. ISO 9002
confirms quality in the production and installation of a
product. ISO 9001 assures quality in a product's design,
development, production, and installation. ISO 9001 is
composed of 20 system sections, including the ISO 9002
and ISO 9003 subsets. Lattice is certified to the most
comprehensive quality standard of the series, ISO 9001,
and registered with the American Society for Quality
Control's Registration Accreditation Board.

•
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Copying PAL, EPLD & PEEL
Patterns Into GAL Devices

INTRODUCTION
The generic/universal architecturesof Lattice GAL devices
are able to emulate a wide variety of PAL, EPLD and
PEEL devices. GAL devices are direct functional and
parametric replacements for most PLD device
architectures. To use GAL devices in place of other PLD
types, some conversion of the original device pattern may
be needed. This conversion is not difficult, and can be
accomplished at either the design or manufacturing level.
The following sections describe several techniques
available to convert PAL, EPLD and PEEL device pattems
to Lattice GAL device patterns.

CROSS PROGRAMMING: GAL 16V8 AND GAL20V8
The GAL 16V8 and GAL20V8 devices replace most
standard 20-pin and 24-pin PAL devices. To simplify the
conversion process, Lattice has worked with programmer
hardware manufacturers to provide the ability to program
GAL devices directly from existing PAL JEDEC files, or
master PAL devices. Lattice qualified programmers can
automatically configure the architecture of a GAL device
to emulate the source PAL device.

To provide a conceptual framework for the conversion
from PAL devices to GAL devices, a mythical device
known as a RAL device was created. A RAL device is
simply a GAL device configured to emulate a PAL. There
is a one-to-one correspondence between the name of a
PAL device and that of a RAL device. For example, a
RAL 16L8 is simply a GAL 16V8 configured as a PAL 16L8.
Some programmers list the RAL device types as choices
for cross-programming, while others specifically state
that a cross-programming operation is to be performed
using a PAL device type as the architecture type. Other
programmers list devices such as a Lattice 16L8. Even
though Lattice does not make a 16L8 device, choosing
this selection allows the programmer to accept a 16L8
JEDEC file, and will program a GAL16V8 device to
emulate a PAL 16L8.

To program a GAL 16V8 or GAL20V8 device from an
existing PAL JEDEC file, simply select the appropriate
device code (either RAL type, or PAL type to cross-
program from), then download the PAL JEDEC file to the
programmer. Insert the appropriate GAL device that can
directly emulate the PAL device (according to the chart in
the GAL 16V80rGAL20V8datasheets). Theprogrammer
will automatically configure the GAL device to emulate the
PAL device during programming. The resulting GAL
device is 100% compatible with the original PAL device.

A GAL device may also be programmed from a master
PAL device by reading the pattem ofthe master PAL into
the programmer memory, then selecting the appropriate
RAL device or PAL type to cross-program from. The GAL
device can then be programmed from the programmer
memory.

CROSS PROGRAMMING: GAL22V10/GAL20RA10
The GAL22V1 0 and GAL20RA 10 are direct replacements
for bipolar PAL devices, and are JEDEC fuse map
compatible with these industry standard devices. To
program a GAL22V10 or GAL20RA 10 device from an
existing PAL JEDEC file, simply select the appropriate
GAL device code, then download the PAL JEDEC file to
the programmer. The resulting GAL device is 100%
compatible with the original PAL.

GAL devices also may be programmed from Master PAL
devices by reading the pattern of the Master PAL into the
programmer memory, then selecting the appropriate GAL
device code. The GAL device can then be programmed
from the programmer memory.

The GAL22V10 and GAL20RA 10 also can store a User
Electronic Signature (see the data sheets on these devices
for more information). To use this feature, the JEDEC file
must contain this information. To add the signature data
to the JEDEC map, use the PALtoGAL conversion utility
(see next section) or recompile the source equations for
a Lattice GAL device instead of a generic 22V10 type.
Many programmers list two device types to differentiate
between the two types of JEDEC files, and list both a
GAL22V10 and a name such as GAL22V10-UES or
GAL22V10-ES. Other programmers allow both types of
JEDEC files to be accepted, and simply don't program the
Signature fuses if they are not present in the file. •
CROSS PROGRAMMING: GAL20XV10
The GAL20XV1 0 can be configured as a direct replacement
for bipolar PAL20X1 0, 20X8, 20X4, and 20L 10 devices.
Many programmers provide cross-programming support
similarto that provided forthe GAL 16V8IGAL20V8 devices.
This allows the use of existing PAL device filesto program
the GAL20XV10 to emulate the PAL devices. The
PALtoGAL conversion software (described below) also
supports conversion of the PAL JEDEC files to a
functionally equivalent GAL device file.

PAL TOGAL CONVERSION UTILITY SOFTWARE
Lattice has created a software utility that will convert an
existing PAL device JEDEC file to the appropriate GAL



Copying PAL Patterns
Into GAL Devices

device JEDEC format. Called PALtoGAL, this software
utility can be used to convert PAL device files to GAL
device files, add/or change the User Electronic Signature
without changing device functionality, and reformatexisting
GAL JEDEC files for readability.

Since a few programmable logic devices have features
that a GAL device cannot exactly emulate, the PALtoGAL
utility will clearly describe the incompatibility but will not
create an output file. GAL devices programmed using
files converted by PALtoGAL will be 100% compatible
with the original logic device. PALtoGAL is just another
method of cross-programming, and should produce the
same results as using a programmer. The advantage is
that a full GAL device JEDEC map is created, meaning
that the appropriate GAL device may then be selected on
the programmer, which may simplify the manufacturing
flow. Also, the PALtoGAL conversion software provides
conversions that programmers do not.

A copy of the PALtoGAL conversion utility software can be
obtained through your local Lattice representative, or by

contacting the GAL Applications Hotline at 1-800-
FASTGAL (327-8425) or (503) 693-0201. The software
also may be downloaded from Lattice's Electronic Bulletin
Board at (503) 693-0215; the file name is
"PALTOGAL.EXE".

SOFTWARE COMPILER CONVERSION
If the equation source file is available for the PAL device,
it can be converted by re-compiling using a suitable logic
compiler that supports GAL devices. If there are any
device incompatibilities (there shouldn't be in most cases),
the compiler will describe the errors. The output of the
compiler will be a GAL JEDEC file that can be used to
program a GAL device directly. The resulting GAL device
will be 100% functionally compatible with the original
device.

Suitable logic compilers are listed in the Development
Tools section. If additional questions arise, contact your
compiler manufacturer or a Lattice Applications Engineer
bycalling the GAL Applications Hotline at 1-800-FASTGAL
or (503) 693-0201.



GAL Product Line
Cross Reference

MANUFACTURER PART # LATTICE PART #

ALTERA EP310 GAL16V8Z'
EP320 GAL16V8'
EP330 or... GAL 18V10

AMD PAL10H8 GAL16V8
PAL10L8
PAL12H6
PAL12L6
PAL14H4
PAL14L4
PAL16H2
PAL16L2

PAL16L8 GAL16V8
PAL16R4
PAL16R6
PAL16R8
PALC16L8
PALC16R4
PALC16R6
PALC16R8
AmPAL16L8
AmPAL16R4
AmPAL16R6
AmPAL16R8
PAL16P8
PAL16RP4
PAL16RP6
PAL16RP8

PALCE16V8 GAL16V8

PALCE16V8Z GAL16V8Z

AmPAL18P8 GAL16V8'
PALC18U8 or... GAL18V10

PAL14L8 GAL20V8
PAL16L6
PAL18L4
PAL20L2

PAL20L8 GAL20V8
PAL20R4
PAL20R6
PAL20R8
AmPAL20RP4
AmPAL20RP6
AmPAL20RP8

PALCE20V8 GAL20V8

PAL20RA10 GAL20RA10

1) Conversion possible but not 100% compatible with this device.
2) PLCC pin-out may not be 100% compatible.

MANUFACTURER PART # LATTICE PART #

AMD AmPAL20RP10 GAL22V10

PAL20S10 GAL6002'
PAL20RS4 or... GAL22V10'
PAL20RS8
PAL20RS10

PAL12L10 GAL20XV10
AmPAL20L10
PAL20L10
PAL20X42

PAL20X82

PAL20X102

AmPAL22V10 GAL22Y10
PAL22V10
PALC22V10
PALCE22V10

PALCE24V10 GAL26CV12'
PALCE26V12

PLS167 GAL6002'
PLS168

ATMEL AT22V10 GAL22V10

CYPRESS PALC16L8 GAL16V8
PALC16R4
PALC16R6
PALC16R8

PLDC18G8 GAL16V8'
or... GAL18V10

PALC20CG10 GAL16V8'
PALC22V10 or... GAL22V10
PAL22V10

PLD20RA10 GAL20RA10

HARRIS HPL16LC8 GAL16V8
HPL16RC4
HPL16RC6
HPL16RC8

ICT PEEL18CV8 GAL16V8'
or... GAL18V10

PEEL153 GAL16V8'
PEEL253 or... GAL18V10'

PEEL20CG10 GAL20V8'
PEEL22CV10A or... GAL22V10

•



GAL Product Line
Cross Reference
MANUFACTURER PART # LATTICE PART #

INTEL 5C031 GAL16V8'
5C032 or. .. GAL16V8Z
85C220 or. .. GAL18V10

85C224 GAL20V8'
Of ... GAL22V10

85C22V10 GAL22V10

NATIONAL PAL10H8 GAL16V8

PAL10L8 GAL16V8
PAL12H6
PAL12L6
PAL14H4
PAL14L4
PAL16H2
PAL16L2

PAL16L8 GAL16V8
PAL16R4
PAL16R6
PAL16R8

GAL16V8 GAL16V8
GAL16V8A

GAL18V10 GAL18V10

PAL14L8 GAL20V8
PAL16L6
PAL18L4
PAL20L2

PAL20L8 GAL20V8
PAL20P8
PAL20R4
PAL20RP4
PAL20R6
PAL20RP6
PAL20R8
PAL20RP8

PAL20RA10 GAL20RA10

PAL20L10 GAL20XV10
PAL20X4
PAL20X8
PAL20X10

GAL22V10 GAL22V10

GAL26CV12 GAL26CV12

GAL6001 GAL6001
Of ... GAL6002

MANUFACTURER PART # LATTICE PART #

SGS-THOMSON GAL16V8 GAL16V8

GAL20V8 GAL20V8

GAL39V18 GAL6001
or. .. GAL6002

SIGNETICS PLHS16L8 GAL16V8
PLUS16L8
PLUS16R4
PLUS16R6
PLUS16R8

PLHS18P8 GAL16V8'
Of ... GAL 18V10

PLS153 GAL16V8'
PHD16N8 Of ... GAL18V10'

PLUS20L8 GAL20V8
PLUS20R4
PLUS20R6
PLUS20R8

PLUS168 GAL6002'
PLUS173

TI TIBPAL16L8 GAL16V8
TIBPAL16R4
TIBPAL16R6
TIBPAL16R8

TICPAL16L8 GAL16V8
TICPAL16R4
TICPAL16R6
TICPAL16R8

EP330 GAL16V8'
TIBPAD16N8 Of ... GAL18V10'

TIBPAL20L8 GAL20V8
TIBPAL20R4
TIBPAL20R6
TIBPAL20R8

TIBPAL20L 10 GAL20XV10
TIBPAL20X4
TIBPAL20X8
TIBPAL20X10

TIBPAL22V10 GAL22V10
TICPAL22V10

TIBPLS506C GAL6002'
TIBPLS507C
TIB82S105
TIB82S167



Package Thermal
Resistance

The following table provides information on the package
thermal resistance of Lattice commercial and industrial
grade devices. For information on the package thermal
resistance of Lattice military grade devices, please refer
to "MIL-M-38510, Appendix C."

mounted on a thermal test board conforming to SEMI
SPECIFICATION G42-88: "Thermal Test Board
Standardization for Measuring Junction-to-Ambient
Thermal Resistance of Semiconductor Packages."

Testing was performed per SEMI TEST METHOD G38-
87: "Still and Forced-Air Junction-to-Ambient Thermal
Resistance Measurements of IC Packages" with devices

Test Conditions
Power Dissipation = O.5watts (IC reverse biased)
Ambient Air Velocity = Zero (still air)
Ambient Temperature = 65°C
Measuring Current = 3mA

PACKAGE THERMAL RESISTANCE

Package Pin Count 8JA 8JC

Plastic DIP 20-pin 67°CIW 30°CIW

24-pin 65°CIW 25°CIW

28-pin 52°CIW 23°CIW

PLCC 20-pin 67°CIW 25°CIW

28-pin 56°CIW 23°CIW

44-pin 50°CIW 16°CIW

68-pin 45°CIW 13°CIW

84-pin 42°CIW 12°CIW

SOIC 20-pin 85°CIW 18°CIW

Ceramic DIP 20-pin 62°CIW 10°CIW

24-pin 60°CIW 10°CIW

28-pin . 58°CIW 10°CIW

LCC 20-pin 65°CIW 8°CIW

28-pin 62°CIW rclW

JLCC 44-Pin 69°CIW 4°CIW

68-pin 52°CIW 3°CIW

PQFP 12O-pin 50°CIW 15°CIW

TQFP 44-pin 65°CIW 19°CIW

100-pin 55°CIW 20°CIW

MQFP 160-pin 20°CIW 2°CIW

CPGA 84-pin 38°CIW 3°CIW

167-PIN 25°CIW 2°CIW

•



Tape and Reel
Specifications
A tape-and-reel packing container is available for plastic
leaded chip carriers to protectthe productfrom mechanical/
electrical damage and to provide an efficient method for
handling. Lattice's tape-and-reel containers are shipped
in full compliance to Electronics Industry Association
Standard EIA-RS481.

the pockets. A full reel holds a maximum quantity of
devices depending on the package size. Lattice requires
ordering in full reel quantities. Once loaded, the tape is
wound onto a plastic reel for labeling and packing.

The tape-and-reel packing system consists of a pocketed
carrier tape loadedwith one device per pocket. A protective
cover tape seals the carrier tape and holds the devices in

Devices packaged in tape-and-reel containers must be
factory programmed (pre-patterned). Custom marking of
devices prior to mounting on tape-and-reel is available
upon request. Contact your local Lattice sales office for
more details on Lattice's tape-and reel packing system.

Package Pin Count Carrier Tape Dimensions Quantity Per
Width Pitch 131nch Reel

PLCC 20-pin 16mm 12mm 1000

28-pin 24mm 16mm 750

44-pin 32mm 24mm 500

68-pin 44mm 32mm 250

84-pin 44mm 36mm 250



Package Diagrams
Index of Package Diagrams
20-Pin SOIC 8-7
20-Pin PLCC 8-8
20-Pin Plastic DIP 8-8
20-Pln LCC 8-9
20-Pin CERDIP 8-10
24-Pin Plastic DIP 8-10
24-Pin CERDIP 8-11
28-Pin PLCC 8-11
28-Pin Plastic DIP 8-12
28-Pin LCC 8-13
28-Pin CERDIP 8-14
44-Pin PLCC 8-14
44-Pin TQFP 8-15
44-Pin JLCC 8-15
68-Pin PLCC 8-16
68-Pin JLCC 8-16
84-Pin PLCC 8-17
84-Pin CPGA 8-17
100-Pin TQFP 8-18
120-Pin PQFP 8-18
128-Pin PQFP 8-19
160-Pin MQUAD 8-19
167-Pin CPGA 8-20

20-Pin sOle Package
Dimensions in Inches MIN.! MAX.

Tl •.292 .400
- -
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.014 .0050
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20-Pin PLCC Package
Dimensions in Inches MIN. I MAX.

'" ij.290/.330

"'f

~
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,.,,.~ J 1--1 f-::;::o
.385/.395 .165/.180 l 11=

20-Pin Plastic DIP
Dimensions in Inches MIN. I MAX.



Package Diagrams
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Package Diagrams

20-Pin (300-Mil) CERDIP
Dimensions in Inches MIN. I MAX.

t::::::::]L"
1---.005MIN

24-Pin Plastic DIP
Dimensions in Inches MIN. I MAX.

Bl-II- -I \-
1Jlnnrlrl? ~ .008/.014nnlnr Ul.JIUIlJ .180 MAX .015MIN
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24-Pin (300-Mil) CERDIP
Dimensions in Inches MIN.! MAX.

COL"
1--.005 MIN

28-Pin PLCC Package
Dimensions in Inches MIN.! MAX.

•
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Package Diagrams

28-Pin LCC
Dimensions in Inches MIN. I MAX .

.015/.025 X 45° (± 0.5")
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H.0601.100
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Package Diagrams

28-Pin (300 MIL) CERDIP
Dimensions in Inches MIN.! MAX.

44-Pin PLCC Package
Dimensions in Inches MIN.! MAX.
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44-Pin TQFP PackageAX
. . Millimeters MIN. I M .Dimensions In

10.00BSG :J Coplanarity not to
exceed 0.102

44-Pin JLCC Package
MIN IMAX.Dimensions in Inches .

0.620
Sa·BJ0.660

~~~S;~
I

Package Diagrams

10.45

if 0.75

~ 0.05
0.15

I.. ..I
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Sealing Plane
Coplanarity nol
to exceed 0.004
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Package Diagrams

58-Pin PLCC Package
Dimensions in Inches MIN. I MAX.

0.020
Minimum-Ir-

1
0.042 x 45°
0.048 I 0.050

+ BSCT[::;::-?~::::::~::::::~~-L
-t

E.0.950~1
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Seating Plane
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58-Pin JLCC Package
MIN. I MAX.

~

0.125NOM.
0.065
REF.
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<0101'-0
010o~

Seating Plane
Coplanaritynot
to exceed0.004



Package Diagrams

54-Pin PLCC Package
Dimensions in Inches MIN. I MAX.

0.042 x 45·
0.0481 0.050sse

Ti~~~~~~~=t-L
t

54-Pin CPGA Package
Dimensions in Inches MIN. I MAX.

0.070
0.145
0.160
0.200
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Package Diagrams

100-Pin TQFP Package
Dimensions in Millimeters MIN.! MAX.

1
T

14.00

14.40

16.00
16.40

0.17

0.27

120-Pin PQFP Package
Dimensions in Millimeters MIN.! MAX.

-----1 0.80 sse

o 1
T

@
Pin 1

~
o ~~OJ
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Package Diagrams

128-Pin PQFP Package
Dimensions In Millimeters MIN. IMAX.

Top View

I. .1
3.17
3.57

Detail A

1.° 27.90 =328.10 Coplanarity not to
30.94 exceed 0.102
31.44

16Q-Pin MQUAD Package
Dimensions in Millimeters MIN. I MAX.

0.65 sse Detail A
(!) Pin 1 •

Top View
I. .1

3.17
3.43

Detail A

I· 27.59

~
27.79 Coplanarity not to
30.95 exceed 0.102
31.45
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Package Diagrams

INDEX
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